
Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 6:52 PM


To: NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


Cc: Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing for the WFO visit to earlier in the day. I will have


information on the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with Paul Schlatter with NWA.
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Julie,


I just got off the phone with Paul Schlatter with NWA.


He relayed that as of now there will be four media outlets at the conference:


Washington Post, CNN, NPR Birmingham and a local broadcast station.


Media cameras are not allowed in the main room (however, people may still


stream or record it on their personal devices).  After his speech he said that


media folks might attempt to do an interview with Dr. Jacobs outside of the main


room.


Just wanted to bring this to your attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service


Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 
(b)(6)



NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


From: NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 6:52 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing for the WFO visit to earlier in the day. I will have


information on the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 
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cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with Paul Schlatter with NWA.


He relayed that as of now there will be four media outlets at the conference:


Washington Post, CNN, NPR Birmingham and a local broadcast station.


Media cameras are not allowed in the main room (however, people may still


stream or record it on their personal devices).  After his speech he said that


media folks might attempt to do an interview with Dr. Jacobs outside of the main


room.


Just wanted to bring this to your attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service


Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 8:19 PM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal; Linda


LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm direct flight. Staff could take the one currently booked at


4:45ish. That allows a full day in the office if meetings are needed.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor, please work with Linda on travel.  I will have a rental car.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing for the WFO visit to earlier in the


day. I will have information on the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with Paul Schlatter with NWA.


He relayed that as of now there will be four media outlets at the


conference: Washington Post, CNN, NPR Birmingham and a local


broadcast station.


Media cameras are not allowed in the main room (however,


people may still stream or record it on their personal devices).


After his speech he said that media folks might attempt to do an


interview with Dr. Jacobs outside of the main room.


Just wanted to bring this to your attention.
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Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service


Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 
(b)(6)



Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


From: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 8:39 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal; NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account; Taylor Jordan -

NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Julie, will the return flight change?


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:19 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm direct flight. Staff could take the one currently


booked at 4:45ish. That allows a full day in the office if meetings are needed.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


wrote:


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor, please work with Linda on travel.  I will have a


rental car.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal
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On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing for the WFO visit to


earlier in the day. I will have information on the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with Paul Schlatter with NWA.
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He relayed that as of now there will be four media


outlets at the conference: Washington Post, CNN, NPR


Birmingham and a local broadcast station.


Media cameras are not allowed in the main room


(however, people may still stream or record it on their


personal devices).  After his speech he said that media


folks might attempt to do an interview with Dr. Jacobs


outside of the main room.


Just wanted to bring this to your attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service


Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: (b)(6)



Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 8:41 PM


To: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Cc: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal; NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account; Taylor Jordan -

NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Linda


Possibly need to determine the timeline for Tuesday tomorrow morning. Can you adjust the flight tomorrow


to the later one and then adjust the return later if needed? I recognize that will be two sets of changes. I


can’t confirm right now the return flight time.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:38 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal <linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie, will the return flight change?


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:19 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm direct flight. Staff could take the one


currently booked at 4:45ish. That allows a full day in the office if meetings are


needed.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


<Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor, please work with Linda on travel.  I


will have a rental car.


Stu
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Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing for the WFO


visit to earlier in the day. I will have information on the schedule


tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under


Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 
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On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA


Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be traveling with


him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service


Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with Paul Schlatter


with NWA.


He relayed that as of now there will be


four media outlets at the conference:


Washington Post, CNN, NPR Birmingham


and a local broadcast station.


Media cameras are not allowed in the


main room (however, people may still


stream or record it on their personal


devices).  After his speech he said that


media folks might attempt to do an


interview with Dr. Jacobs outside of the


main room.


Just wanted to bring this to your attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service


Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: (b)(6)
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Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


From: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 8:44 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal; NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account; Taylor Jordan -

NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Ok, thank you


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:19 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm direct flight. Staff could take the one currently


booked at 4:45ish. That allows a full day in the office if meetings are needed.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


wrote:


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor, please work with Linda on travel.  I will have a


rental car.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal
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On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing for the WFO visit to


earlier in the day. I will have information on the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with Paul Schlatter with NWA.
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He relayed that as of now there will be four media


outlets at the conference: Washington Post, CNN, NPR


Birmingham and a local broadcast station.


Media cameras are not allowed in the main room


(however, people may still stream or record it on their


personal devices).  After his speech he said that media


folks might attempt to do an interview with Dr. Jacobs


outside of the main room.


Just wanted to bring this to your attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service


Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: (b)(6)



Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


From: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 9:45 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal; NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account; Taylor Jordan -

NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal; Pat Simms


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Hi Julie and Stu, The flight at 8:10pm tomorrow to Huntsville is almost sold out and is pricing at an


additional $1,200; please advise.  Also, the flight just before is the one they are already on and the 8:10pm


flight is the last one.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:41 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Linda


Possibly need to determine the timeline for Tuesday tomorrow morning. Can you adjust the


flight tomorrow to the later one and then adjust the return later if needed? I recognize that will


be two sets of changes. I can’t confirm right now the return flight time.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:38 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie, will the return flight change?


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:19 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm direct flight. Staff could


take the one currently booked at 4:45ish. That allows a full day in the


office if meetings are needed.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


<Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor, please work with Linda


on travel.  I will have a rental car.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM NWS PCO - NOAA Service


Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under


Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA


Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing


for the WFO visit to earlier in the day. I will have


information on the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service


Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the


WFO as well?
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Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of


the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts -

NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be


traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric


Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO -

NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with


Paul Schlatter with NWA.


He relayed that as of now


there will be four media


outlets at the conference:


Washington Post, CNN, NPR


Birmingham and a local


broadcast station.


Media cameras are not


allowed in the main room


(however, people may still


stream or record it on their


personal devices).  After his


speech he said that media


folks might attempt to do an


interview with Dr. Jacobs


outside of the main room.
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interview with Dr. Jacobs


outside of the main room.


Just wanted to bring this to


your attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service

Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 
(b)(6)



Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 10:17 PM


To: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Cc: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account; Taylor Jordan -

NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal; Pat Simms


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Given the circumstances, I strongly prefer we take the earlier flight.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:45 PM Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal <linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi Julie and Stu, The flight at 8:10pm tomorrow to Huntsville is almost sold out and is pricing at an


additional $1,200; please advise.  Also, the flight just before is the one they are already on and the 8:10pm


flight is the last one.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:41 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Linda


Possibly need to determine the timeline for Tuesday tomorrow morning. Can you adjust the


flight tomorrow to the later one and then adjust the return later if needed? I recognize that


will be two sets of changes. I can’t confirm right now the return flight time.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:38 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie, will the return flight change?


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:19 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm direct flight. Staff


could take the one currently booked at 4:45ish. That allows a full day


in the office if meetings are needed.


Kindest regards,
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in the office if meetings are needed.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


<Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor, please work with


Linda on travel.  I will have a rental car.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM NWS PCO - NOAA Service


Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under


Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA


Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing


for the WFO visit to earlier in the day. I will have


information on the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service


Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:
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Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the


WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office


of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts


- NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be


traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric


Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO -

NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with


Paul Schlatter with NWA.


He relayed that as of now


there will be four media


outlets at the conference:


Washington Post, CNN, NPR


Birmingham and a local


broadcast station.


Media cameras are not


allowed in the main room


(however, people may still


stream or record it on their


personal devices).  After his


speech he said that media


(b)(6)
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stream or record it on their


personal devices).  After his


speech he said that media


folks might attempt to do an


interview with Dr. Jacobs


outside of the main room.


Just wanted to bring this to


your attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather

Service


Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: (b)(6)



Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 3:00 PM


To: _NWS PA; Dennis Feltgen; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; David Miller; Jeremy


Andrucyk; Corey Pieper - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen; Kate Brogan


Subject: Tweet re: Alabama being in Dorian's path


Folks-

We have at least one media inquiry about the accuracy of this Tweet:


https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1168174613827899393


NWS Birmingham subsequently issued this Tweet:


https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400


Any/all media inquiries about this should be directed to me and Julie Roberts.


Thanks!


-Chris


Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978
(b)(6)
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 3:07 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Cc: _NWS PA; Dennis Feltgen; David Miller; Jeremy Andrucyk; Corey Pieper - NOAA


Federal; Scott Smullen; Kate Brogan


Subject: Re: Tweet re: Alabama being in Dorian's path


Please ask all NWS offices to consult with us before responding via social media.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 1, 2019, at 2:59 PM, Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov> wrote:


Folks-

We have at least one media inquiry about the accuracy of this Tweet:


https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1168174613827899393


NWS Birmingham subsequently issued this Tweet:


https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400


Any/all media inquiries about this should be directed to me and Julie Roberts.


Thanks!


-Chris


Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978
(b)(6)
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 3:09 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Cc: _NWS PA; Dennis Feltgen; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; David Miller; Jeremy


Andrucyk; Corey Pieper - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen; Kate Brogan


Subject: Re: Tweet re: Alabama being in Dorian's path


FYI:  https://amp.usatoday.com/amp/2187382001?__twitter_impression=true


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 3:00 PM Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Folks-

We have at least one media inquiry about the accuracy of this Tweet:


https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1168174613827899393


NWS Birmingham subsequently issued this Tweet:


https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400


Any/all media inquiries about this should be directed to me and Julie Roberts.


Thanks!


-Chris


Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978
(b)(6)
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Dennis Feltgen - NOAA Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 5:42 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Cc: Julie Roberts; Scott Smullen; David Miller; _NWS PA; Kate Brogan; Ken Graham


Subject: Re: White House Facebook shares NHC FB Live...


Wow!  Just wow!


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 5:36 PM Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov> wrote:


Moments ago...


mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov


Sent from my iPhone




--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


From: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:57 AM


To: michael.weiss@noaa.gov


Subject: Out of the office Re: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re:


Hurricane Dorian Forecast


Thank you for your e-mail. I am out of the office on work travel until September 9 with limited email access.


If you need immediate assistance please contact Tanya Dobrzynski at Tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov.


Kindly,


Wendy


--

Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448 Cell:  Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov
(b)(6)



Andrew Pritchett - NOAA Federal


From: Andrew Pritchett - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:18 PM


To: Todd Barron - NOAA Federal


Subject: NOAA Leadership visit during NWA


Todd,


This falls during my poster session, so unfortunately I will be unable to attend. If there’s any material


outside of the F.O.R.T. That you’d like me to add, please let me know.


Thanks,


Andrew


On Monday, September 9, 2019, Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi all,


As expected, we have had a change of plans for Dr. Jacobs visit tomorrow.  As of me typing this sentence,


he is now visiting the office tomorrow from 9:30am-11:30am.  I realize a few of you either have a talk


or a poster (including myself), so the last thing I want is for anyone to feel obligated to put their NWA work


aside for this visit.


With that being said, please let me ASAP if you are no longer able to attend the meeting tomorrow


(whether or not your are attending NWA).


A final note, I've been in frequent communication with his team and emphasized the need (more so than


ever) for him to follow through on this visit to the office.  Additionally, I mentioned the need to address the


elephant in the room.  While we do not need to dive into the specifics of everything that occurred last


week, I wanted to make sure that our staff is assured trust in leadership moving forward.


Again, please respond ASAP (email or text 256-808-8448) if you cannot attend tomorrow.  CT will be


authorized.


Thanks!!!


On Fri, Aug 30, 2019 at 12:14 PM Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi all,


Just a quick follow-up:


1) Dr. Jacobs is slated to be here Tuesday 9/10 at 2pm for a brief visit (probably a hour or less).  I plan


on giving a quick tour, followed by a brief presentation, then I'd image he'll have a few things to stay to


everyone.


2) Dr.  Uccellini and Kevin Cooley (Director of Office of Planning & Programming for Service Delivery)


will be visiting the office on Wednesday 9/11, time TBD. If I had to ballpark a time right now, I'd say


early afternoon.   I'm working on details on if we need to present on anything or if it's just a Q&A with


them.


mailto:todd.barron@noaa.gov
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early afternoon.   I'm working on details on if we need to present on anything or if it's just a Q&A with


them.


Action from you:  Please make a effort to attend these meetings.  If you cannot make either of these


meetings, please send myself and Brian a note.  They will likely want an idea of who will be in


attendance.


CT will be authorized for those off duty.


Please dress in business attire (casual or formal).  No jeans but no tuxedos ?? .


Let me know if you have any questions!  Thanks!


On Mon, Aug 19, 2019 at 8:00 PM Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Team HUN,


As expected, NWA week (9/7-9/13) is shaping out to be extreamly busy for us.  We start with Weather-

Ready Fest on Saturday, posters and presentations through Thursday, and the VORTEX-SE workshop to


wrap things up late in the week.   On top of all of that, we will likely have several visitors from NWS and


NOAA Leadership swing by the office.  Regarding that, here's what I know so far:


Dr. Neil Jacbos (Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction/ Acting


Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere) is tentatively scheduled to visit HUN on


Tuesday 9/10 at around 2 or 3pm. This would probably be a brief visit.


NWS Director, Dr. Louis Uccellini, has expressed interest in coming by either with Dr. Jacobs on


Tuesday, or on the following Wednesday or Thursday.  He would like hear about any updates at our


office since his last visit (obviously lots to talk about there).


Assuming either Dr. Jacobs or Dr. Uccellini is able to do a Q&A with us, CT would be approved.  I'll keep


everyone updated on when I get specifics.  Obviously, their schedules are very fluid!


Let me know if you have any questions!


Thanks!


--

Todd Barron


Meteorologist In Charge


National Weather Service


320 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805


(256) 890-8503 x222


Todd.Barron@noaa.gov


weather.gov/huntsville
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--

Todd Barron


Meteorologist In Charge


National Weather Service


320 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805


(256) 890-8503 x222


Todd.Barron@noaa.gov


weather.gov/huntsville


--

Todd Barron


Meteorologist In Charge


National Weather Service


320 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805


(256) 890-8503 x222


Todd.Barron@noaa.gov


weather.gov/huntsville


--

Andrew M. Pritchett | Senior Meteorologist


NOAA/National Weather Service

Huntsville, Alabama Weather Forecast Office

320 Sparkman Drive NW | Huntsville, AL 35805

(256) 890-8503 | weather.gov/huntsville
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Todd Barron - NOAA Federal


From: Todd Barron - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:22 PM


To: Andrew Pritchett - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NOAA Leadership visit during NWA


Understand Andrew! I may have you take down my poster after the session if you wouldn't mind.


As far as I know, Louis' visit is still on time for Wednesday. I'm sure he'll enjoy hearing about the FORT.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019, 1:17 PM Andrew Pritchett - NOAA Federal <andrew.pritchett@noaa.gov> wrote:


Todd,


This falls during my poster session, so unfortunately I will be unable to attend. If there’s any material


outside of the F.O.R.T. That you’d like me to add, please let me know.


Thanks,


Andrew


On Monday, September 9, 2019, Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi all,


As expected, we have had a change of plans for Dr. Jacobs visit tomorrow.  As of me typing this


sentence, he is now visiting the office tomorrow from 9:30am-11:30am.  I realize a few of you either


have a talk or a poster (including myself), so the last thing I want is for anyone to feel obligated to put


their NWA work aside for this visit.


With that being said, please let me ASAP if you are no longer able to attend the meeting tomorrow


(whether or not your are attending NWA).


A final note, I've been in frequent communication with his team and emphasized the need (more so than


ever) for him to follow through on this visit to the office.  Additionally, I mentioned the need to address


the elephant in the room.  While we do not need to dive into the specifics of everything that occurred last


week, I wanted to make sure that our staff is assured trust in leadership moving forward.


Again, please respond ASAP (email or text 256-808-8448) if you cannot attend tomorrow.  CT will be


authorized.


Thanks!!!


On Fri, Aug 30, 2019 at 12:14 PM Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi all,


Just a quick follow-up:


1) Dr. Jacobs is slated to be here Tuesday 9/10 at 2pm for a brief visit (probably a hour or less).  I plan


on giving a quick tour, followed by a brief presentation, then I'd image he'll have a few things to stay to


everyone.
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on giving a quick tour, followed by a brief presentation, then I'd image he'll have a few things to stay to


everyone.


2) Dr.  Uccellini and Kevin Cooley (Director of Office of Planning & Programming for Service Delivery)


will be visiting the office on Wednesday 9/11, time TBD. If I had to ballpark a time right now, I'd say


early afternoon.   I'm working on details on if we need to present on anything or if it's just a Q&A with


them.


Action from you:  Please make a effort to attend these meetings.  If you cannot make either of these


meetings, please send myself and Brian a note.  They will likely want an idea of who will be in


attendance.


CT will be authorized for those off duty.


Please dress in business attire (casual or formal).  No jeans but no tuxedos ?? .


Let me know if you have any questions!  Thanks!


On Mon, Aug 19, 2019 at 8:00 PM Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Team HUN,


As expected, NWA week (9/7-9/13) is shaping out to be extreamly busy for us.  We start with Weather-

Ready Fest on Saturday, posters and presentations through Thursday, and the VORTEX-SE workshop to


wrap things up late in the week.   On top of all of that, we will likely have several visitors from NWS


and NOAA Leadership swing by the office.  Regarding that, here's what I know so far:


Dr. Neil Jacbos (Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction/


Acting Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere) is tentatively scheduled to visit


HUN on Tuesday 9/10 at around 2 or 3pm. This would probably be a brief visit.


NWS Director, Dr. Louis Uccellini, has expressed interest in coming by either with Dr. Jacobs on


Tuesday, or on the following Wednesday or Thursday.  He would like hear about any updates at our


office since his last visit (obviously lots to talk about there).


Assuming either Dr. Jacobs or Dr. Uccellini is able to do a Q&A with us, CT would be approved.  I'll


keep everyone updated on when I get specifics.  Obviously, their schedules are very fluid!


Let me know if you have any questions!


Thanks!


--

Todd Barron


Meteorologist In Charge


National Weather Service


320 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805


(256) 890-8503 x222


Todd.Barron@noaa.gov


weather.gov/huntsville
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--

Todd Barron


Meteorologist In Charge


National Weather Service


320 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805


(256) 890-8503 x222


Todd.Barron@noaa.gov


weather.gov/huntsville


--

Todd Barron


Meteorologist In Charge


National Weather Service


320 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805


(256) 890-8503 x222


Todd.Barron@noaa.gov


weather.gov/huntsville


--

Andrew M. Pritchett | Senior Meteorologist


NOAA/National Weather Service

Huntsville, Alabama Weather Forecast Office

320 Sparkman Drive NW | Huntsville, AL 35805

(256) 890-8503 | weather.gov/huntsville
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Andrew Pritchett - NOAA Federal


From: Andrew Pritchett - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:20 PM


To: Todd Barron - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NOAA Leadership visit during NWA


Hi Todd,


If it’s not too late, I’d like an opportunity to meet with Mike Coyne on Friday during his visit to to the office


on Friday. Thanks again for the opportunity!


Andrew


On Friday, September 6, 2019, Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi all,


Hopefully a final followup to everything:


1) SRH Director will potentially join Dr. Jacobs on Tuesday


2) SRH Deptuty Director Mike Coyne (Former HUN MIC) will be joining Dr. Uccellini on Wednesday.  In


addition, Mike will be stopping by the office on FRIDAY 9/13 for a brief visit.  If you'd like to meet with


Mike and have a chance to bounce some ideas off SRH leadership, let me know!


On Fri, Aug 30, 2019 at 12:14 PM Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi all,


Just a quick follow-up:


1) Dr. Jacobs is slated to be here Tuesday 9/10 at 2pm for a brief visit (probably a hour or less).  I plan


on giving a quick tour, followed by a brief presentation, then I'd image he'll have a few things to stay to


everyone.


2) Dr.  Uccellini and Kevin Cooley (Director of Office of Planning & Programming for Service Delivery)


will be visiting the office on Wednesday 9/11, time TBD. If I had to ballpark a time right now, I'd say


early afternoon.   I'm working on details on if we need to present on anything or if it's just a Q&A with


them.


Action from you:  Please make a effort to attend these meetings.  If you cannot make either of these


meetings, please send myself and Brian a note.  They will likely want an idea of who will be in


attendance.


CT will be authorized for those off duty.


Please dress in business attire (casual or formal).  No jeans but no tuxedos ?? .


Let me know if you have any questions!  Thanks!


On Mon, Aug 19, 2019 at 8:00 PM Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Team HUN,
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On Mon, Aug 19, 2019 at 8:00 PM Todd Barron - NOAA Federal <todd.barron@noaa.gov> wrote:


Team HUN,


As expected, NWA week (9/7-9/13) is shaping out to be extreamly busy for us.  We start with Weather-

Ready Fest on Saturday, posters and presentations through Thursday, and the VORTEX-SE workshop to


wrap things up late in the week.   On top of all of that, we will likely have several visitors from NWS and


NOAA Leadership swing by the office.  Regarding that, here's what I know so far:


Dr. Neil Jacbos (Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction/ Acting


Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere) is tentatively scheduled to visit HUN on


Tuesday 9/10 at around 2 or 3pm. This would probably be a brief visit.


NWS Director, Dr. Louis Uccellini, has expressed interest in coming by either with Dr. Jacobs on


Tuesday, or on the following Wednesday or Thursday.  He would like hear about any updates at our


office since his last visit (obviously lots to talk about there).


Assuming either Dr. Jacobs or Dr. Uccellini is able to do a Q&A with us, CT would be approved.  I'll keep


everyone updated on when I get specifics.  Obviously, their schedules are very fluid!


Let me know if you have any questions!


Thanks!


--

Todd Barron


Meteorologist In Charge


National Weather Service


320 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805


(256) 890-8503 x222


Todd.Barron@noaa.gov


weather.gov/huntsville


--

Todd Barron


Meteorologist In Charge


National Weather Service


320 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805


(256) 890-8503 x222


Todd.Barron@noaa.gov


weather.gov/huntsville
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--

Todd Barron


Meteorologist In Charge


National Weather Service


320 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805


(256) 890-8503 x222


Todd.Barron@noaa.gov


weather.gov/huntsville


--

Andrew M. Pritchett | Senior Meteorologist


NOAA/National Weather Service

Huntsville, Alabama Weather Forecast Office

320 Sparkman Drive NW | Huntsville, AL 35805

(256) 890-8503 | weather.gov/huntsville
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George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


From: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:02 AM


To: _NWS OCOS; _NWS.Executive.Council; _Team.NWS


Subject: COS in the Coming Week - September 9-13


September 9-13 2019


From George


I spent this weekend doing two things: 1) spending time with the family at our annual end of year

neighborhood picnic and 2) working with our NWS team on coordinating communications and responses to

the NOAA statement that went out late Friday on the Birmingham AL forecast office communications of

September 1 .Thank you so much to everyone who worked this weekend to ensure our employees heard

from us and that we were to the extent possible on top of this dramatic situation and providing clear

information to our co-workers and other interested parties. I’m sure this situation will continue to develop,

especially as our leadership team visits with employees on WFO stops and at NWA this week.


This week is also the first when Andrea Bleistein will be on full-time as Deputy Chief of Staff. Welcome

Andrea! I will also be on training this week at American University. The topic of the week is “Leadership Skills

for Program Monitoring and Evaluation.”


Key COS Topics


Welcome Andrea!


George at American University this week


Monitoring and addressing any ongoing issues related to NOAA communications on Dorian


NWA and WFO visits


Clearing and submitting: Human Capital Plan, Whole Office Concept draf


What I’m Watching


FY20 appropriations activities on Hill


FY20 strategic planning and Fall Strategy Meeting activities


QPR followup


Prep for COS Div Chief Offsite




Prep for COS Div Chief Offsite


EOY Evals, personnel actions


Week in Brief


Mon: NWA, DAA travel to NWC Hydrology Meeting


Tues: NWA


Wed: NWA


Thurs: AA WFO visits and travel, DAA @ Silver Spring, DUS-O Tagup


Fri: Friday NOAA HQ Tagup--

Sent from Gmail Mobile




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:41 AM


To: Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal; Maureen O'Leary


Subject: Fwd: URGENT request for comment


FYSA. Close hold.


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


<lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line,


to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our


CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the


NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors


safe.  Thank you.


mailto:Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com
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CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the


NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors


safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.


These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them


well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate


forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their


work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President


commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any


public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external


factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA


Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and


completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The


content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific


danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy


of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting


Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative


Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.


Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies


and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458




Sent from my iPhone




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:48 AM


To: _NWS PA; Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: BREAKING: Louis' speech - media clips


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:47 AM


Subject: BREAKING: Louis' speech - media clips


To: Scott Smullen <Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov>, Christopher Vaccaro <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>, Julie


Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs agency


meteorologists instead of Trump 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/national-weather-service-director-breaks-with-noaas-political-

leaders-strongly-backs-agency-meteorologists-instead-trump/

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says

https://www.al.com/news/2019/09/alabama-weather-service-right-to-contradict-trump-on-dorian-nws-chief-says.html

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-Forecasters-

Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html

- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000
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Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


From: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:55 PM


To: Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: AP still seeking comment on NOAA friday note &now McLean letter calling for


scientific integrity investigation & Uccellini statements


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:48 PM


Subject: Re: AP still seeking comment on NOAA friday note &now McLean letter calling for scientific


integrity investigation & Uccellini statements


To: Borenstein, Seth <SBorenstein@ap.org>


Cc: julie.roberts@noaa.gov <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov


<christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>, NOAA Communications <noaa@meltwater.com>, Susan Buchanan -

NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


<maureen.oleary@noaa.gov>


Hi Seth ...


I can provide you with this. You can quote me. Thanks  -Scott


"NOAA's policies on scientific integrity and communications are among the strongest in the federal government, and get


high marks from third party observers. The agency's senior career leaders are free to express their opinions about


matters of agency operations and science. The agency will not be providing further official comment, and will not


speculate on internal reviews."


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:01 PM Borenstein, Seth <SBorenstein@ap.org> wrote:


Dear NOAA communications team,


You’ve seen the letter from Craig McLean saying he will start a Scientific Integrity violation probe and


calling the Friday note. You’ve seen the NWS director’s email and heard what he said to the NWA.


Any comment? Or at least a  no comment? Does NOAA consider a violation of its scientific integirty a


serious issue or not that much to be worried about? McLean said the Friday note “was not based on


science but on external factions including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political.” Was it


political? Why or why not? And who ordered and wrote it? Why is it anonymous?
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political? Why or why not? And who ordered and wrote it? Why is it anonymous?


And while we’re at it, these pending questions have still gone unanswered or even unacknowledged.


Former NOAA chief Jane Lubchenco, former NWS chief Joe Friday, former hurricane center chief Bill Read


and former NOAA operations chief David Titley have all criticized the Friday later afternoon noaa


statement on Alabama and Dorian and the Birmingham office’s tweet. They say it undermines both


morale and NOAA credibility and could end up risking lives. They say it is politics over science. Any


response? Was this the White House’s idea or NOAA’s? Who wrote the communication and why was it


unsigned? And some of the statements about NOAA leadership _ moral cowardice is what David Titley


called _ are pretty damning. Any response?


I really do want to convey your side of this, but can only do so if you respond. My phone is 202-641-9454.


Hiding doesn’t make the story go away you know.


Thank you.


Seth


Seth Borenstein


Science Writer


The Associated Press


On Twitter: @borenbears


202-641-9454


Mobile: 202-841-4530; Signal enabled for privacy; https://freedom.press/news/signal-beginners/


1100 13th St. NW Suite 500


Washington DC 20005-4051


AP News: https://apnews.com/


AP Science stories: https://apnews.com/tag/apf-science


AP Health stories: https://apnews.com/tag/apf-Health


AP Top News: https://apnews.com/tag/apf-topnews
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https://apnews.com/
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AP Fact Checks: https://apnews.com/APFactCheck


AP Politics: https://apnews.com/tag/apf-politics


Want to send news tips, documents, etc. securely and confidentially to AP?


https://www.ap.org/tips/ There are multiple ways to get information to us. If you want it


to come to me personally, mention my name somewhere.


"There are only two forces that can carry light to all corners of the globe -- only two -- the sun in the heavens and The


Associated Press down here."


- Mark Twain


The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated recipients


named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified


that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, dissemination, distribution or


copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,


please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1500 and delete this email.


Thank you.


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
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Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


From: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:00 PM


To: nws.pa@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: MEDIA Inquiry: NOAA chief scientist to investigate why agency over Alabama's


Dorian forecast


Sharing in case others received this as well.


Lauren Gaches


NOAA Public Affairs-NCEP/NWS


Desk-301-683-1327


Cell-

lauren.gaches@noaa.gov


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Amy Lieu <amy.lieu@foxtv.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 PM


Subject: MEDIA Inquiry: NOAA chief scientist to investigate why agency over Alabama's Dorian forecast


To: lauren.gaches@noaa.gov <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Lauren,


I am a reporter with Fox TV Stations, doing an online story going off of one I saw on the Washington Post: “NOAA’s


chief scientist will investigate why agency backed Trump over its experts on Dorian, email shows.”


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/?


fbclid=IwAR2N9_zFIAVJGNIlaOpDENcoWCe6m5qCSHuPYzey33cz7lSNQcrY4Jal3Rw


Can you confirm that NOAA acting chief Craig McLean is investigating whether the agency’s response to President


Donald Trump’s Hurricane Dorian tweets constituted a violation of NOAA policies and ethics?


Does NOAA have any further comments about this matter?


Also, would it be possible for you to tell me who from the NOAA this statement is attributed to?


https://www.noaa.gov/news/statement-from-noaa


If you are not the best person to speak to about this, could you please direct me to the best person to speak to about


this matter?


Thank you!


(b)(6)
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Thank you!


Best Regards,


Amy Lieu


Digital Content Creator/Reporter |  Fox TV Stations


1999 Bundy Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90025


310-584-2459


amy.lieu@foxtv.com
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:03 PM


To: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


Cc: _NWS PA


Subject: Re: MEDIA Inquiry: NOAA chief scientist to investigate why agency over Alabama's


Dorian forecast


This should go to Scott and Chris. Do you want to send it Lauren?


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:00 PM Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov> wrote:


Sharing in case others received this as well.


Lauren Gaches


NOAA Public Affairs-NCEP/NWS


Desk-301-683-1327


Cell-

lauren.gaches@noaa.gov


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Amy Lieu <amy.lieu@foxtv.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 PM


Subject: MEDIA Inquiry: NOAA chief scientist to investigate why agency over Alabama's Dorian forecast


To: lauren.gaches@noaa.gov <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Lauren,


I am a reporter with Fox TV Stations, doing an online story going off of one I saw on the Washington Post: “NOAA’s


chief scientist will investigate why agency backed Trump over its experts on Dorian, email shows.”


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/?


fbclid=IwAR2N9_zFIAVJGNIlaOpDENcoWCe6m5qCSHuPYzey33cz7lSNQcrY4Jal3Rw


Can you confirm that NOAA acting chief Craig McLean is investigating whether the agency’s response to President


Donald Trump’s Hurricane Dorian tweets constituted a violation of NOAA policies and ethics?


Does NOAA have any further comments about this matter?


Also, would it be possible for you to tell me who from the NOAA this statement is attributed to?


https://www.noaa.gov/news/statement-from-noaa


If you are not the best person to speak to about this, could you please direct me to the best person to speak to


(b)(6)
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If you are not the best person to speak to about this, could you please direct me to the best person to speak to


about this matter?


Thank you!


Best Regards,


Amy Lieu


Digital Content Creator/Reporter |  Fox TV Stations


1999 Bundy Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90025


310-584-2459


amy.lieu@foxtv.com
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:43 PM


To: _NWS PA; Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: IAEM Statement Supporting NWS


FYSA...


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:42 PM


Subject: IAEM Statement Supporting NWS


To: _NWS.Executive.Council <nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Cc: nws.ocos <nws.ocos@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>, John


Sokich <john.sokich@noaa.gov>


https://www.iaem.org/Portals/25/documents/IAEM-Supports-NWS-09Sept2019.pdf

PRESS RELEASE


IAEM Supports the NWS as It Provides the Most Accurate and Timely Information During Severe Weather Events Sept.


9, 2019 (Falls Church, Va.) – The International Association of Emergency Managers (IAEM) fully supports our colleagues


at the National Weather Service (NWS). They are our constant and consistent partners, and they always put the safety of


the American public first. They work tirelessly to provide complex forecasts in clear and concise terms, and we rely on


these forecasts daily. NWS personnel are experts in this difficult task, and we appreciate their efforts as they provided


the most accurate and timely information possible about the threat posed by Hurricane Dorian and all severe weather


events.
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  maureen.oleary@noaa.gov 

 

Subject:  Invitation: Compiling emails, VMs related to NOAA Comms


Dorian Statement @ Tue Sep 10, 2019 10:30am - 11am


(EDT) (jasmine.blackwell@noaa.gov) 

Location:  Ex Conf Room 18122 

   

Start:  Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:30 AM 

End:  Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:00 AM 

   

Recurrence:  (none) 

   

Meeting Status:  Not yet responsed 

   

Organizer:  maureen.oleary@noaa.gov 

   

Attachments:  invite.ics 

   

You have been invited to the following event.

Error! Hyperlink reference not valid..



Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal


From: Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:31 PM


To: Denise Hamilton - NOAA Federal; Obadiah Aguilar - NOAA Federal


Subject: Records Management Guidance


Hi Denise and Obadiah,


I am reaching out to you both today as there has been a large volume of public inquiry and comment

coming into NWS PA, NWS front office, and NWS comms about the recent issue of Hurricane

Dorian comms being politicized.


Are these comments, including phone calls/voicemails, a matter of public record that need to be

preserved and/or addressed in any way? If so, can you provide assistance for our offices to

collectively gather and manage these records? I would also like to note that the field offices are also

receiving many inquiries, in case there is a way to create a repository for multiple offices.


This is uncharted territory for us, so we are seeking records management guidance. Please let me

know if you are not the right POC for this issue.


Thanks so much!


--
Jasmine Blackwell

Public Affairs Specialist

NOAA's National Weather Service

Office:  301-427-9002 |  Mobile:  
(b)(6)
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Denise Hamilton - NOAA Federal


From: Denise Hamilton - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:40 PM


To: Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal


Cc: Obadiah Aguilar - NOAA Federal; rashada.jenkins@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Records Management Guidance


Hi Jasmine, I am going to consult with the NOAA records office on this one.  It would probably be beneficial


to keep any phone logs , emails and any other type of correspondence for now. I will certainly get back with


you!


Thank you.


Denise


On Sep 9, 2019, at 3:31 PM, Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal <jasmine.blackwell@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Denise and Obadiah,


I am reaching out to you both today as there has been a large volume of public inquiry

and comment coming into NWS PA, NWS front office, and NWS comms about the recent

issue of Hurricane Dorian comms being politicized.


Are these comments, including phone calls/voicemails, a matter of public record that

need to be preserved and/or addressed in any way? If so, can you provide assistance for

our offices to collectively gather and manage these records? I would also like to note that

the field offices are also receiving many inquiries, in case there is a way to create a

repository for multiple offices.


This is uncharted territory for us, so we are seeking records management guidance.

Please let me know if you are not the right POC for this issue.


Thanks so much!


--
Jasmine Blackwell

Public Affairs Specialist

NOAA's National Weather Service

Office:  301-427-9002 |  Mobile:  
(b)(6)

mailto:jasmine.blackwell@noaa.gov


Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:11 PM


To: _Team.NWS


Subject: Fwd: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane


Tweets, Sources Say


FYSA


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 4:10 PM


Subject: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say


To: Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>,


Andrea Bleistein <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>


Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say

New York Times


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at NOAA on Friday after the


agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit


Alabama, according to three people familiar with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk. The reversal


caused widespread anger within the agency and drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a


division of the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on administration


involvement in the NOAA statement.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest developments in a political


imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr.


Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the


National Weather Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts


from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4, he displayed a


NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to include Alabama in the area


potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday, according to the three
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potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday, according to the three


people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of NOAA, from


Greece where the secretary was traveling for meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s


perceived contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the


situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested anonymity because they were not


authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career government employees, political staff are appointed by the


administration. They usually include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when discussing internal


deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and that NOAA had simply done the


responsible thing and corrected the record.


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been motivated by a desire to


embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama. The official provided no


evidence to support that conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff members notifying the


agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr.


Trump’s statements rather than those of its own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public


health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing ovation from


conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there


had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama


was at risk.




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:47 PM


To: _Team.NWS


Subject: Fwd: Rolling Stone: Being Right when Trump Is Wrong Is Apparently a Fireable


Offense


FYI


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:44 PM


Subject: Rolling Stone: Being Right when Trump Is Wrong Is Apparently a Fireable Offense


To: Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>,


Andrea Bleistein <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>


https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/wilbur-ross-dorian-alabama-sharpie-882179/?


fbclid=IwAR2lslkSjPNQaUQdeD16PcwKvuzv_mWeZNFZYz8YeMEY7c5xzyZp7IkDcXs- -

Being Right when Trump Is Wrong Is Apparently a Fireable Offense


Trump’s Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross threatened to fire top employees if they didn’t fit their


hurricane forecast to President Trump’s lie about Alabama


Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross threatened on Friday to fire top employees at the National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration after its Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s false statement


about Alabama being endangered by Hurricane Dorian.


The storm is linked to at least 44 deaths in the Bahamas and at least eight total in North Carolina and


Florida.


The New York Times first reported the news of Ross’ threat on Monday, and the report explains the


unsigned retraction that NOAA issued at the end of last week.


“The Birmingham National Weather Service’s Sunday morning tweet spoke in absolute terms that were


inconsistent with probabilities from the best forecast products available at the time,” read the September


6th statement.


Later, the Washington Post reported that NOAA staff were instructed in an agency-wide directive to “only


stick with official National Hurricane Center forecasts if questions arise from some national level social


media posts which hit the news this afternoon” and encouraged not to “provide any opinion.”


“I have never been so embarrassed by NOAA,” wrote National Weather Service Employees Organization


president Dan Sobien on Friday night. “What they did is just disgusting.”
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“I have never been so embarrassed by NOAA,” wrote National Weather Service Employees Organization


president Dan Sobien on Friday night. “What they did is just disgusting.”


That Sunday tweet that NOAA belatedly sought to disown had declared that “Alabama will NOT see any


impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.” That


proved to be the case, as the hurricane struck the southeastern seaboard of the United States, including


Florida and the Carolinas, throughout the middle of last week with Category 1 strength.


Yet Trump has remained steadfast, asserting that Alabama had been forecast as in the path of the storm


and has gone to absurd lengths to attempt to prove the veracity of his claim. The president has used his


Twitter feed to promote this falsehood, including releasing a heavily edited video of a CNN weatherman


mentioning Alabama while discussing Dorian. Most notoriously, Trump reportedly used a Sharpie to doctor


an official map that he displayed inside the Oval Office, all in an attempt to enhance the storm’s swell.


A senior administration official told the Times that what actually happened is that NOAA initially got it


wrong and later corrected the record, suggesting without evidence that the original forecast “had been


motivated by a desire to embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama,”


according to the Times.


The Times report added that Louis Uccellini, the director of the National Weather Service — a NOAA


subsidiary — “got a standing ovation from conference attendees when he praised the work of the


Birmingham office and said staff members there had acted ‘with one thing in mind, public safety’ when


they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.”


But even if some nefarious meteorologist really did have it out for Trump, it doesn’t explain how could


Trump would possibly know more about the storm than the scientists at NOAA’s Birmingham office. He


claimed to be relying upon the agency’s forecasts, after all. How could he have had the level of certitude he


claimed?


What seems most likely, given the Times report and the Trump administration’s propensity to lie, is that an


official government agency charged with giving the public reliable information about dangerous weather


contradicted its own scientists to release that Friday statement — and we now know that they did so under


pressure from a Cabinet secretary.


The Times reports that Ross intervened on Friday, according to three people familiar with his actions,


phoning acting NOAA administrator Neil Jacobs to instruct him to fix the contradiction between the agency’s


Sunday tweet declaring Alabama safe and the president’s lie. After Jacobs initially refused, Ross told him


that NOAA’s political staff — including Jacobs — would be fired if he did not comply.




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:30 AM


To: _NWS.Executive.Council; nws.ocos; _Team.NWS


Subject: Rachel Maddow Clip: Worth the 15 minutes


This segment aired on her 9/9 evening broadcast on MSNBC. She starts off talking about the reason (and people)


responsible for NOAA being in Commerce instead of Interior, then she expertly weaves the story. This is incredible


journalism.  I highly recommend everyone grab a coffee and watch it.  She uses a snippit of Louis from NWA and quotes


the EC all-hands message. She gives kuddos to NWS leadership for having integrity.


https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-68565573623


Thanks to Maureen for flagging this, as she caught it live.


-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-68565573623
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George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


From: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:02 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: _NWS.Executive.Council; _Team.NWS; nws.ocos


Subject: Re: Rachel Maddow Clip: Worth the 15 minutes


A very interesting clip and definitely worth watching. Maureen, Susan, thanks for sharing.


G


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 6:31 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

This segment aired on her 9/9 evening broadcast on MSNBC. She starts off talking about the reason (and people)


responsible for NOAA being in Commerce instead of Interior, then she expertly weaves the story. This is incredible


journalism.  I highly recommend everyone grab a coffee and watch it.  She uses a snippit of Louis from NWA and


quotes the EC all-hands message. She gives kuddos to NWS leadership for having integrity.


https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-

68565573623


Thanks to Maureen for flagging this, as she caught it live.


-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal


From: Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:09 AM


To: Denise Hamilton - NOAA Federal


Cc: Obadiah Aguilar - NOAA Federal; rashada.jenkins@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Records Management Guidance


Thank you so much for looking into this. We will be sure to keep all of our correspondence in the

meantime.

--
Jasmine Blackwell

Public Affairs Specialist

NOAA's National Weather Service

Office:  301-427-9002 |  Mobile:  


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:40 PM Denise Hamilton - NOAA Federal <denise.hamilton@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Jasmine, I am going to consult with the NOAA records office on this one.  It would probably be


beneficial to keep any phone logs , emails and any other type of correspondence for now. I will certainly


get back with you!


Thank you.


Denise


On Sep 9, 2019, at 3:31 PM, Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal <jasmine.blackwell@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Denise and Obadiah,


I am reaching out to you both today as there has been a large volume of public inquiry

and comment coming into NWS PA, NWS front office, and NWS comms about the

recent issue of Hurricane Dorian comms being politicized.


Are these comments, including phone calls/voicemails, a matter of public record that

need to be preserved and/or addressed in any way? If so, can you provide assistance

for our offices to collectively gather and manage these records? I would also like to

note that the field offices are also receiving many inquiries, in case there is a way to

create a repository for multiple offices.


This is uncharted territory for us, so we are seeking records management guidance.

Please let me know if you are not the right POC for this issue.


Thanks so much!


--
Jasmine Blackwell

Public Affairs Specialist

NOAA's National Weather Service


Office:  301-427-9002 |  Mobile:  


(b)(6)

(b)(6)
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Office:  301-427-9002 |  Mobile:  
(b)(6)



Denise Hamilton - NOAA Federal


From: Denise Hamilton - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:58 AM


To: Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal


Cc: Obadiah Aguilar - NOAA Federal; Rashada Jenkins - NOAA Affiliate


Subject: Re: Records Management Guidance


Hi Jasmine, please give me a call when you get a chance.


301-427-6935


Thank you.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 8:09 AM Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal <jasmine.blackwell@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you so much for looking into this. We will be sure to keep all of our correspondence in the

meantime.

--
Jasmine Blackwell

Public Affairs Specialist

NOAA's National Weather Service

Office:  301-427-9002 |  Mobile:  

On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:40 PM Denise Hamilton - NOAA Federal <denise.hamilton@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Jasmine, I am going to consult with the NOAA records office on this one.  It would probably be


beneficial to keep any phone logs , emails and any other type of correspondence for now. I will certainly


get back with you!


Thank you.


Denise


On Sep 9, 2019, at 3:31 PM, Jasmine Blackwell - NOAA Federal <jasmine.blackwell@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Denise and Obadiah,


I am reaching out to you both today as there has been a large volume of public inquiry

and comment coming into NWS PA, NWS front office, and NWS comms about the

recent issue of Hurricane Dorian comms being politicized.


Are these comments, including phone calls/voicemails, a matter of public record that

need to be preserved and/or addressed in any way? If so, can you provide assistance

for our offices to collectively gather and manage these records? I would also like to

note that the field offices are also receiving many inquiries, in case there is a way to

create a repository for multiple offices.


This is uncharted territory for us, so we are seeking records management guidance.


Please let me know if you are not the right POC for this issue.


Thanks so much!


(b)(6)
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Please let me know if you are not the right POC for this issue.


Thanks so much!


--
Jasmine Blackwell

Public Affairs Specialist

NOAA's National Weather Service

Office:  301-427-9002 |  Mobile:  

--

Denise M. Hamilton, MSA


Management & Program Analyst


NOAA's National Weather Service


Management & Organization Division


301-427-6935


(b)(6)



Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


From: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:26 PM


To: _NWS PA


Subject: Re: New Yorker: Satire from The Borowitz Report


Oops -- It was in the New Yorker.


--

On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 8:20 PM Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal <maureen.oleary@noaa.gov> wrote:


  https://www.newyorker.com/humor/borowitz-report/trump-signs-executive-order-giving-him-control-of-

weather?source=EDT_NYR_EDIT_NEWSLETTER_0_imagenewsletter_Borowitz_ZZ&utm_campaign=aud-

dev&utm_source=nl&utm_brand=tny&utm_mailing=TNY_Borowitz_091019&utm_medium=email&bxid=5


bd6711c2ddf9c619438f64e&cndid=24479267&esrc=NYR_BOROWITZ_BLOG&mbid=&utm_term=TNY_Boro


witz


--

Maureen O'Leary

Deputy Director of Public Affairs

NOAA's National Weather Service

301-427-9000

Maureen.Oleary@noaa.gov
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Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


From: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:20 PM


To: _NWS PA


Subject: New York Magazine: Satire from The Borowitz Report


  https://www.newyorker.com/humor/borowitz-report/trump-signs-executive-order-giving-him-control-of-

weather?source=EDT_NYR_EDIT_NEWSLETTER_0_imagenewsletter_Borowitz_ZZ&utm_campaign=aud-

dev&utm_source=nl&utm_brand=tny&utm_mailing=TNY_Borowitz_091019&utm_medium=email&bxid=5b


d6711c2ddf9c619438f64e&cndid=24479267&esrc=NYR_BOROWITZ_BLOG&mbid=&utm_term=TNY_Borowi


tz


--

Maureen O'Leary

Deputy Director of Public Affairs

NOAA's National Weather Service

301-427-9000

Maureen.Oleary@noaa.gov
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d6711c2ddf9c619438f64e&cndid=24479267&esrc=NYR_BOROWITZ_BLOG&mbid=&utm_term=TNY_Borowi


Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:37 AM


To: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal; Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal; Julie Roberts - NOAA


Federal; Kevin Wheeler - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal; Wendy Lewis


- NOAA Federal; John Luce - NOAA Federal; Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal


Cc: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


FYI: Please do not reply to Craig.    John plans to distribute

background materials to us.


Stu


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: Benjamin Friedman <Benjamin.Friedman@noaa.gov>, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


<louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Stephen Volz <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov>, Nicole Le Boeuf - NOAA Federal


<nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov>, Chris Oliver - NOAA Federal <chris.w.oliver@noaa.gov>, Stu Levenbach - NOAA


Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>


FYI, my message to all hands.


Towards that purpose, I will be initiating a complaint for violation of our scientific integrity policy.


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.


The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that


our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools


we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who
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During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and


specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of


our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910




Office:  301-713-2458




Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


From: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:00 AM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Kevin Wheeler - NOAA


Federal; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal; Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal; John Luce -

NOAA Federal; Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Roger


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


On Sep 9, 2019, at 7:36 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI: Please do not reply to Craig.    John plans

to distribute background materials to us.


Stu


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: Benjamin Friedman <Benjamin.Friedman@noaa.gov>, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


<louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Stephen Volz <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov>, Nicole Le Boeuf - NOAA


Federal <nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov>, Chris Oliver - NOAA Federal <chris.w.oliver@noaa.gov>,


Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>


FYI, my message to all hands.


Towards that purpose, I will be initiating a complaint for violation of our scientific integrity


policy.


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the
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Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which


accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line, to the


modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all


NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional


expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable


colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their


own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities


with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to


public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and


sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press


release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In


my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as


Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order


on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently cited as among


the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and


leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration




U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


From: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:05 AM


To: john.luce@noaa.gov


Subject: Out of the office Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you for your e-mail. I am out of the office on work travel until September 9 with limited email access.


If you need immediate assistance please contact Tanya Dobrzynski at Tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov.


Kindly,


Wendy


--

Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448 Cell:  Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov
(b)(6)



John Luce - NOAA Federal


From: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:04 AM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal; Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal; Julie Roberts - NOAA


Federal; Kevin Wheeler - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal; Wendy Lewis


- NOAA Federal; Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; Benjamin Friedman - NOAA


Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


















































else file or testifying on their behalf; or cooperating with or disclosing information to the OIG.


(b)(5) & (b)(6)



If you have any questions, don't hesitiate to ask


John


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:37 AM Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI: Please do not reply to Craig.    John plans to

distribute background materials to us.


Stu


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: Benjamin Friedman <Benjamin.Friedman@noaa.gov>, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


<louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Stephen Volz <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov>, Nicole Le Boeuf - NOAA Federal


<nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov>, Chris Oliver - NOAA Federal <chris.w.oliver@noaa.gov>, Stu Levenbach -

NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>


FYI, my message to all hands.


Towards that purpose, I will be initiating a complaint for violation of our scientific integrity policy.


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert
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forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

John Luce




--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov


mailto:john.luce@noaa.gov


Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


From: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:46 PM


To: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you John.


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


On Sep 9, 2019, at 10:04 PM, John Luce - NOAA Federal <john.luce@noaa.gov> wrote:








































includes:  appointment; promotion, disciplinary action, detail, transfer, reassignment,


reinstatement, restoration, or reemployment; a decision concerning performance
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If you have any questions, don't hesitiate to ask


John


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:37 AM Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


<Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI: Please do not reply to Craig.    John plans

to distribute background materials to us.


Stu


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: Benjamin Friedman <Benjamin.Friedman@noaa.gov>, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


<louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Stephen Volz <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov>, Nicole Le Boeuf -

NOAA Federal <nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov>, Chris Oliver - NOAA Federal


<chris.w.oliver@noaa.gov>, Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>


FYI, my message to all hands.


Towards that purpose, I will be initiating a complaint for violation of our scientific integrity


policy.


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


(b)(5) & (b)(6)
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Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track


which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the


scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway




National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov


mailto:john.luce@noaa.gov


John Luce - NOAA Federal


From: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:40 PM


To: Jeff Dillen - NOAA Federal; Kristen Gustafson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig's email and notice that he will be submitting a complaint for a violation of the NOAA scientific integrity policy.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:37 AM


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov>, Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


<timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov>, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Kevin Wheeler -

NOAA Federal <kevin.wheeler@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>,


Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, John Luce - NOAA Federal <john.luce@noaa.gov>,


Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal <nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov>


Cc: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


FYI: Please do not reply to Craig.    John plans to distribute

background materials to us.


Stu


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: Benjamin Friedman <Benjamin.Friedman@noaa.gov>, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


<louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Stephen Volz <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov>, Nicole Le Boeuf - NOAA Federal


<nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov>, Chris Oliver - NOAA Federal <chris.w.oliver@noaa.gov>, Stu Levenbach - NOAA


Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>


FYI, my message to all hands.


Towards that purpose, I will be initiating a complaint for violation of our scientific integrity policy.


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and
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Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.


The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that


our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools


we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and


specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of


our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov
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John Luce - NOAA Federal


From: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:41 PM


To: Jeff Dillen - NOAA Federal; Kristen Gustafson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Alabama, Dorian, and the Washington Post


Craig's email re: 


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:38 PM


Subject: Fwd: Alabama, Dorian, and the Washington Post


To: John Luce - NOAA Federal <john.luce@noaa.gov>, Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


<wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>, Kevin Wheeler - NOAA


Federal <kevin.wheeler@noaa.gov>, Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal <nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov>


FYI: Do not distribute


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 7:36 AM


Subject: Alabama, Dorian, and the Washington Post


To: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov>, Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


<timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov>, Benjamin Friedman <Benjamin.Friedman@noaa.gov>, Stu Levenbach -

NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>


Cc: Gary Matlock <gary.c.matlock@noaa.gov>, Ko Barrett <ko.barrett@noaa.gov>


I am providing you the courtesy of notice that I have: (1) 


 and, (2)


submitted an editorial comment on the matter to the Washington Post written on my own time, on my own


computer, and identifying both my work positions and that my views are my personal opinions.


CM


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

John Luce
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--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov
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John Luce - NOAA Federal


From: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:42 PM


To: Jeff Dillen - NOAA Federal; Kristen Gustafson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


My email to leadership re: 


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: John Luce - NOAA Federal <john.luce@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:04 AM


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


Cc: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov>, Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


<timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov>, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Kevin Wheeler -

NOAA Federal <kevin.wheeler@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>,


Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal


<nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov>, Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>



































practice."  It is a prohibited personnel practice for Federal employers to retaliate against


whistleblowers by taking, failing to take, or threatening to take or not to take, a personnel action.
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If you have any questions, don't hesitiate to ask


John


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:37 AM Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI: Please do not reply to Craig.    John plans to

distribute background materials to us.


Stu


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: Benjamin Friedman <Benjamin.Friedman@noaa.gov>, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


<louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Stephen Volz <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov>, Nicole Le Boeuf - NOAA Federal


<nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov>, Chris Oliver - NOAA Federal <chris.w.oliver@noaa.gov>, Stu Levenbach -

NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>


FYI, my message to all hands.


Towards that purpose, I will be initiating a complaint for violation of our scientific integrity policy.


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


(b)(6)
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The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean




--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov


--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov
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Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


From: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:47 PM


To: Luce, John (Federal); Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


Attachments: 9.5.19 Letter to President Trump regarding Dorian .pdf


Hi John


Looking for guidance on how we should handle this?


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Hooghan, Priyanka <Priyanka.Hooghan@mail.house.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:00 PM


Subject: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>,


john.sokich@noaa.gov <john.sokich@noaa.gov>


Cc: Thompson, Janie <Janie.Thompson@mail.house.gov>


Hi Wendy, Matt, and John,


We are reaching out regarding NOAA’s recent Agency-wide directive to staff following the President’s tweet


on September 1st, and well as the Agency’s September 6th statement on Hurricane Dorian. Please provide


us with responses to the following questions no later than COB next Monday September 16th:


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the NOAA-wide directive to


staff on September 1 in which they were told to “stick with official National Hurricane Center


forecasts” and “not provide any opinion”?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue an


Agency-wide directive for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this


direction?


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the September 6 public


statement from NOAA, disavowing the NWS Birmingham’s tweet?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue a


statement for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this direction?


Additionally, we have attached Chairwoman Johnson’s letter to President Trump regarding a White House


video released last week that showed a placard of a Hurricane Dorian forecast that had been altered to


suggest the hurricane was forecasted to impact Alabama. Let us know if you have any questions.


Thanks,


Priyanka
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Thanks,


Priyanka


Priyanka K. Hooghan


Staff Director - Subcommittee on Environment


Committee on Science, Space, and Technology


U.S. House of Representatives


2321 Rayburn House Office Building


Washington, DC 20515


(202) 225-6375


http://science.house.gov/


--
Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov

(b)(6)
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Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 5:27 PM


To: Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; John Luce - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Senator Blumenthal - Letter to NOAA re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


Attachments: 2019_09_06 - Letter to NOAA re Hurricane Dorian Forecast_FINAL.pdf


FYI: didn't see you on the chain


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 11:55 AM


Subject: Fwd: Senator Blumenthal - Letter to NOAA re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


To: Glacken, Meredith (Federal) <mglacken@doc.gov>, Brebbia, Sean (Federal) <sbrebbia@doc.gov>,


O'Connor, Kasey (Federal) <KO'Connor@doc.gov>, Hull, Cordell (Federal) <CHull@doc.gov>


Cc: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov>, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>


Additional oversight letter. Please let us know how to control. This was entered into exec sec, but I'm


unclear on who has the pen.


Thanks,


Wendy


From: "Story, Thomas (Blumenthal)" <Thomas_Story@blumenthal.senate.gov>


Date: September 6, 2019 at 4:31:08 PM EDT


To: "'craig.woolcott@noaa.gov'" <craig.woolcott@noaa.gov>


Subject: Senator Blumenthal - Letter to NOAA re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


Hi Craig,


Please find attached Senator Blumenthal’s letter to NOAA regarding the importance of


protecting the public’s access to accurate information produced by the agency. A hard copy will


go out with today’s mail.


Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.


Best,


TJ 
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TJ 

Thomas J. Story | Legislative Assistant


U.S. Senator Richard Blumenthal


706 Hart Senate Office Building | (202) 224-2823


http://blumenthal.senate.gov


Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov
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John Luce - NOAA Federal


From: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 2:23 PM


To: Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


Realized your later email forwarding to your work. Sorry, the other email auto filled


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: John Luce - NOAA Federal <john.luce@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:20 PM


Subject: Re: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>


CC: Brebbia, Sean (Federal) <sbrebbia@doc.gov>, Glacken, Meredith (Federal) <mglacken@doc.gov>, Hull,


Cordell (Federal) <CHull@doc.gov>, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Nick Flocken


<nflocken@gmail.com>, O'Connor, Kasey (Federal) <KO'Connor@doc.gov>, Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal


<stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov>


Thanks Wendy. We have a couple overlapping requests. I am in Charleston for a NOAA Enforcement Section


meeting today. Let’s look to discuss tomorrow


John


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 12:48 PM Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov> wrote:


Per our conversation this morning, attached is the email and letter requesting information. Please advise


how you would like to proceed.


Kindly,


Wendy


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Hooghan, Priyanka <Priyanka.Hooghan@mail.house.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:00 PM


Subject: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal


<matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>, john.sokich@noaa.gov <john.sokich@noaa.gov>


Cc: Thompson, Janie <Janie.Thompson@mail.house.gov>


Hi Wendy, Matt, and John,


We are reaching out regarding NOAA’s recent Agency-wide directive to staff following the President’s


tweet on September 1st, and well as the Agency’s September 6th statement on Hurricane Dorian. Please


provide us with responses to the following questions no later than COB next Monday September 16th:
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tweet on September 1st, and well as the Agency’s September 6th statement on Hurricane Dorian. Please


provide us with responses to the following questions no later than COB next Monday September 16th:


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the NOAA-wide directive


to staff on September 1 in which they were told to “stick with official National Hurricane Center


forecasts” and “not provide any opinion”?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue an


Agency-wide directive for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this


direction?


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the September 6 public


statement from NOAA, disavowing the NWS Birmingham’s tweet?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue a


statement for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this direction?


Additionally, we have attached Chairwoman Johnson’s letter to President Trump regarding a White House


video released last week that showed a placard of a Hurricane Dorian forecast that had been altered to


suggest the hurricane was forecasted to impact Alabama. Let us know if you have any questions.


Thanks,


Priyanka


Priyanka K. Hooghan


Staff Director - Subcommittee on Environment


Committee on Science, Space, and Technology


U.S. House of Representatives


2321 Rayburn House Office Building


Washington, DC 20515


(202) 225-6375


http://science.house.gov/


--
Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov

--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov


--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov
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Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal


From: Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 2:39 PM


To: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


No worries. Thanks!


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:23 PM John Luce - NOAA Federal <john.luce@noaa.gov> wrote:


Realized your later email forwarding to your work. Sorry, the other email auto filled


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: John Luce - NOAA Federal <john.luce@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:20 PM


Subject: Re: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>


CC: Brebbia, Sean (Federal) <sbrebbia@doc.gov>, Glacken, Meredith (Federal) <mglacken@doc.gov>,


Hull, Cordell (Federal) <CHull@doc.gov>, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Nick


Flocken <nflocken@gmail.com>, O'Connor, Kasey (Federal) <KO'Connor@doc.gov>, Stu Levenbach - NOAA


Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov>


Thanks Wendy. We have a couple overlapping requests. I am in Charleston for a NOAA Enforcement


Section meeting today. Let’s look to discuss tomorrow


John


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 12:48 PM Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov> wrote:


Per our conversation this morning, attached is the email and letter requesting information. Please advise


how you would like to proceed.


Kindly,


Wendy


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Hooghan, Priyanka <Priyanka.Hooghan@mail.house.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:00 PM


Subject: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal


<matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>, john.sokich@noaa.gov <john.sokich@noaa.gov>


Cc: Thompson, Janie <Janie.Thompson@mail.house.gov>


Hi Wendy, Matt, and John,


We are reaching out regarding NOAA’s recent Agency-wide directive to staff following the President’s
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We are reaching out regarding NOAA’s recent Agency-wide directive to staff following the President’s


tweet on September 1st, and well as the Agency’s September 6th statement on Hurricane Dorian. Please


provide us with responses to the following questions no later than COB next Monday September 16th:


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the NOAA-wide directive


to staff on September 1 in which they were told to “stick with official National Hurricane Center


forecasts” and “not provide any opinion”?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue an


Agency-wide directive for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this


direction?


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the September 6 public


statement from NOAA, disavowing the NWS Birmingham’s tweet?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue a


statement for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this direction?


Additionally, we have attached Chairwoman Johnson’s letter to President Trump regarding a White


House video released last week that showed a placard of a Hurricane Dorian forecast that had been


altered to suggest the hurricane was forecasted to impact Alabama. Let us know if you have any


questions.


Thanks,


Priyanka


Priyanka K. Hooghan


Staff Director - Subcommittee on Environment


Committee on Science, Space, and Technology


U.S. House of Representatives


2321 Rayburn House Office Building


Washington, DC 20515


(202) 225-6375


http://science.house.gov/


--

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/noaa-staff-warned-in-sept-1-directive-against-contradicting-trump/2019/09/07/12a52d1a-d18f-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1168174613827899393
https://www.noaa.gov/news/statement-from-noaa
https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1168179647667814400&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wvtm13.com%2Farticle%2Fnoaa-releases-statement-on-nws-birmingham-tweet-about-dorian-impacts%2F28945623
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Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov

--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov


--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov


--

Nicholas I. Flocken

Policy Advisor


Office of the Under Secretary


NOAA


Cell: 

Desk: 202-482-0533
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Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal


From: Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:46 PM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Senator Blumenthal - Letter to NOAA re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


Thanks, Stu.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 5:27 PM Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI: didn't see you on the chain


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 11:55 AM


Subject: Fwd: Senator Blumenthal - Letter to NOAA re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


To: Glacken, Meredith (Federal) <mglacken@doc.gov>, Brebbia, Sean (Federal) <sbrebbia@doc.gov>,


O'Connor, Kasey (Federal) <KO'Connor@doc.gov>, Hull, Cordell (Federal) <CHull@doc.gov>


Cc: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov>, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>


Additional oversight letter. Please let us know how to control. This was entered into exec sec, but I'm


unclear on who has the pen.


Thanks,


Wendy


From: "Story, Thomas (Blumenthal)" <Thomas_Story@blumenthal.senate.gov>


Date: September 6, 2019 at 4:31:08 PM EDT


To: "'craig.woolcott@noaa.gov'" <craig.woolcott@noaa.gov>


Subject: Senator Blumenthal - Letter to NOAA re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


Hi Craig,


Please find attached Senator Blumenthal’s letter to NOAA regarding the importance of


protecting the public’s access to accurate information produced by the agency. A hard copy


will go out with today’s mail.


Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.


Best,
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Best,


TJ 

Thomas J. Story | Legislative Assistant


U.S. Senator Richard Blumenthal


706 Hart Senate Office Building | (202) 224-2823


http://blumenthal.senate.gov


Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov

--

--

Nicholas I. Flocken


Policy Advisor


Office of the Under Secretary


NOAA


Cell: 

Desk: 202-482-0533
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John Luce - NOAA Federal


From: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:11 PM


To: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur


Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


Sorry. Didn’t mean to correct. I read your email is saying we only have the press release, waiting on official


letter.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov> wrote:


Sorry I was incorrect, there is a letter.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 4:01 PM Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov> wrote:


Just a press release at the moment.  There are about 3 more from other members headed your way.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:59 PM Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal <nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov> wrote:


Looping in OSP for awareness. Is there a letter? or just the press release?


This is the second Congressional request regarding Dorian. There is also a request from Chairwoman


Eddie Bernice Johnson to the WH.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:50 PM


Subject: Fwd: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on


“Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


To: <nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov>, <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, <hillary.davidson@noaa.gov>


FYI


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Makeda Okolo - NOAA Federal <makeda.okolo@noaa.gov>


Date: September 10, 2019 at 3:28:57 PM EDT


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Subject: Fwd: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec.


Wilbur Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Sarvana, Adam <Adam.Sarvana@mail.house.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:34 PM
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---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Sarvana, Adam <Adam.Sarvana@mail.house.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:34 PM


Subject: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur


Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


To:


cid:image002.jpg@01D4A390.CA53E1A0


September 10, 2019


Media Contact: Adam Sarvana


(202) 225-6065 or (202) 578-6626 mobile


Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents


From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on


“Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats


Against NOAA Staff


Washington, D.C. – Chair Raúl M. Grijalva (D-Ariz.) and Rep. Jared Huffman (D-Calif.), chair


of the Subcommittee on Water, Oceans, and Wildlife, wrote to Commerce Secretary Wilbur


Ross today requesting a series of documents on his reported threats against long-time


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) officials in connection with


President Trump’s inaccurate, widely debunked claim that Hurricane Dorian would put


Alabama at risk of storm damage. The Natural Resources Committee has jurisdiction over


many of NOAA’s functions, including fisheries and coastal zone management, among


others.


President Trump’s insistence that he was correct in his false assertion that Hurricane Dorian


threatened Alabama has become known as “Sharpiegate,” after the White House released


an obviously doctored map of the hurricane’s expected path across the Southeast. The


lawmakers’ letter is available at http://bit.ly/2kCpdEY.


http://bit.ly/2kCpdEY


On Sept. 9, the New York Times reported that on Sept. 6, Ross called Dr. Neil Jacobs,


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Acting Under


Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere, to instruct him to “fix the agency’s perceived


contradiction of the president” and threatened to fire NOAA’s political staff. Later that day,


NOAA issued a false, unsigned statement contradicting an earlier accurate tweet from the


National Weather Service’s (NWS) Birmingham, Ala., office saying that Alabama was not at


risk from Hurricane Dorian.


“If true,” the lawmakers write, “these allegations, along with your prior promulgation of


regulations to allow overfishing, demonstrate a potential pattern of intent to exert political


influence over the agency’s scientific integrity.”


Grijalva and Huffman request three sets of documents by Sept. 24:


1. All documents, communications, and records of communications referring or relating to


the creation or drafting of NOAA’s unsigned September 6 statement;


2. All documents, communication, and records of communications from Secretary Ross


and Department of Commerce staff referring or relating to participation in


communication related to Hurricane Dorian; and


3. All documents and communications from NOAA and NWS employees referring or


relating to participation in communications related to Hurricane Dorian.


# # #


Stay in touch with Democrats on the House Natural Resources Committee


Website  –  Facebook  –  Twitter  –  Newsletter


--

Makeda M. Okolo

Policy Advisor – Deputy Under Secretary for Operations

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

1401  Constitution Ave. NW, Floor 5, #58012RA

Washington, DC 20230

E-mail: Makeda.Okolo@noaa.gov

Office: 202-482-1473

Cell: 

--

Nicholas I. Flocken

Policy Advisor


Office of the Under Secretary


(b)(6)



Nicholas I. Flocken

Policy Advisor


Office of the Under Secretary


NOAA


Cell: 

Desk: 202-482-0533


--
Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov

--
Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov

--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov
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Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


From: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:14 PM


To: John Luce - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur


Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


Oh no worries! I actually think we both sent ours at the same time. Appreciate the clarify.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 4:11 PM John Luce - NOAA Federal <john.luce@noaa.gov> wrote:


Sorry. Didn’t mean to correct. I read your email is saying we only have the press release, waiting on


official letter.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov> wrote:


Sorry I was incorrect, there is a letter.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 4:01 PM Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov> wrote:


Just a press release at the moment.  There are about 3 more from other members headed your way.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:59 PM Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal <nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov> wrote:


Looping in OSP for awareness. Is there a letter? or just the press release?


This is the second Congressional request regarding Dorian. There is also a request from Chairwoman


Eddie Bernice Johnson to the WH.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:50 PM


Subject: Fwd: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on


“Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


To: <nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov>, <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, <hillary.davidson@noaa.gov>


FYI


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Makeda Okolo - NOAA Federal <makeda.okolo@noaa.gov>


Date: September 10, 2019 at 3:28:57 PM EDT


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Subject: Fwd: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec.


Wilbur Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------
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FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Sarvana, Adam <Adam.Sarvana@mail.house.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:34 PM


Subject: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur


Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


To:


cid:image002.jpg@01D4A390.CA53E1A0


September 10, 2019


Media Contact: Adam Sarvana


(202) 225-6065 or (202) 578-6626 mobile


Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents


From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on


“Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats


Against NOAA Staff


Washington, D.C. – Chair Raúl M. Grijalva (D-Ariz.) and Rep. Jared Huffman (D-Calif.),


chair of the Subcommittee on Water, Oceans, and Wildlife, wrote to Commerce Secretary


Wilbur Ross today requesting a series of documents on his reported threats against long-

time National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) officials in connection with


President Trump’s inaccurate, widely debunked claim that Hurricane Dorian would put


Alabama at risk of storm damage. The Natural Resources Committee has jurisdiction over


many of NOAA’s functions, including fisheries and coastal zone management, among


others.


President Trump’s insistence that he was correct in his false assertion that Hurricane


Dorian threatened Alabama has become known as “Sharpiegate,” after the White House


released an obviously doctored map of the hurricane’s expected path across the Southeast.


The lawmakers’ letter is available at http://bit.ly/2kCpdEY.


http://bit.ly/2kCpdEY


On Sept. 9, the New York Times reported that on Sept. 6, Ross called Dr. Neil Jacobs,


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Acting Under


Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere, to instruct him to “fix the agency’s perceived


contradiction of the president” and threatened to fire NOAA’s political staff. Later that


day, NOAA issued a false, unsigned statement contradicting an earlier accurate tweet


from the National Weather Service’s (NWS) Birmingham, Ala., office saying that Alabama


was not at risk from Hurricane Dorian.


“If true,” the lawmakers write, “these allegations, along with your prior promulgation of


regulations to allow overfishing, demonstrate a potential pattern of intent to exert


political influence over the agency’s scientific integrity.”


Grijalva and Huffman request three sets of documents by Sept. 24:


1. All documents, communications, and records of communications referring or relating to


the creation or drafting of NOAA’s unsigned September 6 statement;


2. All documents, communication, and records of communications from Secretary Ross


and Department of Commerce staff referring or relating to participation in


communication related to Hurricane Dorian; and


3. All documents and communications from NOAA and NWS employees referring or


relating to participation in communications related to Hurricane Dorian.


# # #


Stay in touch with Democrats on the House Natural Resources Committee


Website  –  Facebook  –  Twitter  –  Newsletter


--

Makeda M. Okolo

Policy Advisor – Deputy Under Secretary for Operations

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

1401  Constitution Ave. NW, Floor 5, #58012RA

Washington, DC 20230

E-mail: Makeda.Okolo@noaa.gov

Office: 202-482-1473

Cell: 

--

Nicholas I. Flocken
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--

Nicholas I. Flocken

Policy Advisor


Office of the Under Secretary


NOAA


Cell: 


Desk: 202-482-0533


--
Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov

--
Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov

--

John Luce

General Counsel

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

202-482-4080

john.luce@noaa.gov


--
Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Wednesday, September 4, 2019 3:27 PM


To: Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal


Cc: Scott Smullen


Subject: Re: Tweet shows POTUS altering NHC map


Thanks...we are aware and inquiries are pouring in.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 4, 2019, at 3:21 PM, Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal <jerry.slaff@noaa.gov> wrote:


Part of a video. Shows a sharpie extension of cone to include Alabama, which he had said


earleir was under a caution. In case you get calls.


https://twitter.com/wxdam/status/1169308075662151680?s=20


============================

Jerry Slaff


Public Affairs Specialist • NOAA Office of Communications


detailed to National Ocean Service Public Affairs


Silver Spring, Md.


240.533.0935 office /  cell
(b)(6)
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Dennis Feltgen - NOAA Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 12:52 PM


To: _NCEP All NHC; _NWS SR MFL


Subject: Image of Ken Graham briefing POTUS


Attachments: NHC briefing of POTUS Sept 1 2019 Hurricane Dorian.JPG


Screen shot of  POTUS briefing.  Ken is in the TV monitor in the upper right of the image.


Dennis


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov
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Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:49 AM


To: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal; Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; Julie Roberts -

NOAA Federal


Cc: Kevin Wheeler - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


It seems this should be assigned to the policy team.  Could you please send Julie a template for a draft?


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:46 AM Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal <michael.weiss@noaa.gov> wrote:

Morning.


Following up on Matt's email as I haven't seen a response to confirm to whom this should be assigned.


Thanks


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>


Date: Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 5:14 PM


Subject: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


To: Exsec Ecorr <Exsec.Ecorr@noaa.gov>


Cc: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski <Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>, Stu


Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>, Julie


Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Michael Weiss <Michael.Weiss@noaa.gov>


Ecorr,


Please control the attached letter. I suggest tasking to the Policy office, but would like their input on the


proper action for this. Happy to work with them on a draft, if needed.


Thanks,


Matt


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov
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Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


From: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:54 AM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Kevin Wheeler -

NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


Got it, thanks.


Julie, will send  you a template for the response letter and cover memo to Dr. Jacobs.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:48 AM Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


It seems this should be assigned to the policy team.  Could you please send Julie a template for a draft?


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:46 AM Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal <michael.weiss@noaa.gov> wrote:

Morning.


Following up on Matt's email as I haven't seen a response to confirm to whom this should be assigned.


Thanks


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>


Date: Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 5:14 PM


Subject: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


To: Exsec Ecorr <Exsec.Ecorr@noaa.gov>


Cc: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski <Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>, Stu


Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>, Julie


Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Michael Weiss <Michael.Weiss@noaa.gov>


Ecorr,


Please control the attached letter. I suggest tasking to the Policy office, but would like their input on the


proper action for this. Happy to work with them on a draft, if needed.


Thanks,


Matt


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov
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Michael Weiss


Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-5958 (w)
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Michael Weiss


Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-5958 (w)
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Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


From: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:46 AM


To: stuart.levenba.; Kevin Wheeler - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


Attachments: 2019_09_06 - Letter to NOAA re Hurricane Dorian Forecast_FINAL.pdf


Morning.


Following up on Matt's email as I haven't seen a response to confirm to whom this should be assigned.


Thanks


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>


Date: Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 5:14 PM


Subject: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


To: Exsec Ecorr <Exsec.Ecorr@noaa.gov>


Cc: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski <Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>, Stu


Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>, Julie


Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Michael Weiss <Michael.Weiss@noaa.gov>


Ecorr,


Please control the attached letter. I suggest tasking to the Policy office, but would like their input on the


proper action for this. Happy to work with them on a draft, if needed.


Thanks,


Matt


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov
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Michael Weiss


Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary
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Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-5958 (w)


 (c)
(b)(6)



Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:55 AM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: Kevin Wheeler - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NOAA Daily Clips


If we know about politically-centric stories before the next day, we usually leave them out. Like we have done with hit jobs on nominees, etc. I think our


guy managing the clips did that with this weekend's coverage. However, we always include negative stories that bash NOAA or its line offices for


operational or science issues.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:17 AM Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


Curious, so meltwater doesn't capture the critical newsclips?  Scott?


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:10 AM <NOAA@meltwater.com> wrote:
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Hurricane Dorian


The Climate Investment That Promises 400 Percent Returns


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


work to restore power after a tornado hit Emerald Isle N.C. as Hurricane Dorian moved up the East coast on Thursday, Sept. 5, 201 9. (AP


Reach: 63,689,445


Melbourne ties heat record set in 1977


Florida Today - September 8, 201 9


can be traced to Hurricane Dorian's slow churning passage along the Florida Coast. “It’s been very hot since Hurricane Dorian passed by. So
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Reach: 405,453


A post-Dorian advisory from the National Hurricane Center discusses two potential storms


Miami Herald - September 8, 201 9


across the Atlantic Ocean. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration With Dorian no longer a


Reach: 6,967,286


Dorian still slamming Canada with hurricane-force winds


CBS News - September 8, 201 9


swimming and surfing at their beaches while Dorian makes its way to Canada. The National Weather Service predicts ocean swells as large as


Reach: 33,308,728


Mild weather returns to Boston


The Boston Globe - September 8, 201 9


A day after Hurricane Dorian skirted Cape Cod on its way to another destructive landfall in Nova Scotia, the Bay State returned to mild-

Reach: 4,31 8,824


Meet the SC Hurricane Hunter Flying Into the Eye of Dorian


US News & World Report - September 8, 201 9


same plane as the NOAA hurricane hunters, the four-engine Lockheed WP-3D Orion. He made the inter-service transfer three years ago to


NOAA's


Reach: 24,572,31 6


The Latest: Widespread blackouts as Dorian continues march


Associated Press - September 7, 201 9


forecasters in Canada say Hurricane Dorian is expected to lose strength when it makes landfall near Halifax. Dorian strengthened Saturday to


Reach: 1 4,1 74,470


Eastern Maine lashed by rain, wind as Dorian passes offshore


Associated Press - September 7, 201 9


EASTPORT, Maine (AP) — Hurricane Dorian has lashed the eastern tip of Maine with heavy rain, strong winds and high surf as the storm’s


Reach: 1 4,1 74,470


Hurricane Dorian regains Category 2 strength ahead of forecast landfall in Canada


WTOP.com - September 7, 201 9


NC barrier islands Floodwaters are receding on North Carolina’s Ocracoke Island after Dorian hit, easing concerns for people stuck in their


Reach: 2,51 0,870


Special report: Why a warming planet may mean more Dorian-like storms


SouthCoastToday.com - September 7, 201 9


picked up Dorian and slowly began ushering it to the northwest. While most hurricanes average a forward speed of 1 5 mph, Dorian maintained


Reach: 1 41 ,873


When it comes to tracking hurricanes, is the Euro model better than the American model?


Miami Herald - September 7, 201 9


In this NOAA GOES-East satellite handout image, Hurricane Dorian, now a Cat. 5 storm, tracks towards the Florida coast taken at 1 3:20Z


Reach: 6,967,286


Eastern Maine Under Tropical Storm Warning Caused by Dorian


US News & World Report - September 7, 201 9


Hole. The effects of Dorian were expected subside by late evening in Maine. ___ For more of AP's coverage of Hurricane Dorian, go to: https:


Reach: 24,572,31 6


Hurricane Dorian 2019 tracks toward Nova Scotia with 85 mph winds


AL.com - September 7, 201 9


Saturday, Hurricane Dorian was located about 1 60 miles southeast of Nantucket, Mass., and was moving northeast at 25 mph. Dorian remained


a


Reach: 3,356,003
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a


Reach: 3,356,003


Dorian still a hurricane, but its impact on Massachusetts has been mild


The Boston Globe - September 7, 201 9


overnight hours, according to Andy Nash, a meteorologist at the National Weather Service. But rain was expected to wind down in the morning


Reach: 4,31 8,824


Ferry service canceled as Dorian churns near Massachusetts


Chron.com - September 7, 201 9


The National Weather Service says a buoy off Nantucket reported sustained winds of 56 mph (90 kph) and gusts of up to 81  mph (1 30 kph) on


Reach: 25,01 6,482


How Dorian could affect Maryland, Virginia beaches


WTOP.com - September 7, 201 9


1  hurricane, Dorian remains a dangerous storm, especially for Southern Maryland and the Eastern Shore areas. While the center of Dorian is


Reach: 2,51 0,870


Hurricane Dorian swamps North Carolina’s Outer Banks, moves on


Miami Herald - September 6, 201 9


for victims and survivors in the Bahamas continued, five days after Dorian devastated the Caribbean island nation with 1 85-mph winds that


Reach: 6,967,286


Dorian’s deluge: Carolinas batten down for battering


Saving Seafood - September 6, 201 9


. Fishermen throughout the Carolinas were busy removing gear from the water as Dorian beat down on the Bahamas over the weekend. Read


the


Reach: 2,024


Maryland eyes Dorian for coastal flooding, rip current risks


The Baltimore Sun - September 6, 201 9


night through Tuesday afternoon; Dorian was a category 5 hurricane for around 1 5 of those hours and gradually weakened. Dorian reached


Cape


Reach: 3,695,631


Whoa, baby! Is Hurricane Dorian behind 14 births in Brevard hospitals?


Florida Today - September 6, 201 9


is it true? The National Weather Service in Melbourne said Brevard County saw a "significant" drop in pressure ahead of Dorian, reaching a


Reach: 405,453


Hurricane Dorian hits Outer Banks: How mid-Atlantic tourist spots are being affected


USA Today - September 6, 201 9


Hurricane Dorian howled over North Carolina's Outer Banks on Friday, lashing the low-lying barrier islands as a weakened Category 1


Reach: 53,339,1 68


Here’s a look at the damage so far as Hurricane Dorian moves up the NC coast


Miami Herald - September 6, 201 9


of rain fell in nearby Wilmington on Thursday, the National Weather Service reports. Dorian also left tens of thousands of people in coastal


Reach: 6,967,286


Dorian to lash eastern N.C. and southeast Va., New England before finally zipping away


SFGate - September 6, 201 9


coastline. Dorian has


Reach: 23,493,749


Watch forecasters launch weather balloons into Dorian from the North Carolina coast
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Newport NC National Weather Service launches weather balloons into Hurricane Dorian


Reach: 6,967,286


Rain and high winds headed for the Cape and Islands as Dorian travels north


The Boston Globe - September 6, 201 9


and adjacent waters as of Friday morning, according to the National Weather Service. The heaviest rainfall is expected to arrive on Friday


Reach: 4,31 8,824


NWS


2,200 lightning strikes electrify western Washington skies Saturday night, NWS says


The Sacramento Bee - September 8, 201 9


with light Saturday evening as 2,200 lightning strikes hit in a five-hour span, the National Weather Service reports. That works out to 440


Reach: 2,324,81 4


Is the European model for tracking hurricanes like Dorian better than NOAA’s American model? Should you care?


Tampa Bay Times - September 6, 201 9


America, we have free access to all the data that National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration offers. The European community charges up


Reach: 2,097,563


How Certain Is The Cone Of Uncertainty?


WLRN - September 6, 201 9


of the stronger hurricanes," said Dignon. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration or NOAA predicted 1 0 to 1 7 named storms this


Reach: 1 43,81 7


NESDIS


Saline farming: Unlocking new opportunities for food through an innovative response to climate change


Food Navigator - September 6, 201 9


agricultural soils in coastal areas saltier. According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which uses satellites to


Reach: 96,31 5


OAR


The Climate Investment That Promises 400 Percent Returns


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


on flood, hurricane, and storm surge,” Polwarty said in a webinar hosted by NOAA. “Every $1  provides about $7 if we improve our codes within


Reach: 63,689,445


Climate Change Will First Benefit, Then Hurt Loggerhead Sea Turtles


Forbes - September 8, 201 9


will need to adapt quickly to survive the long-term predicted impacts of climate change. “Sea turtles have been around for a long time and


Reach: 63,689,445


Marine heatwave hits Pacific, raising fears of a new hot 'blob'


The Guardian - September 8, 201 9


there’s a simple link between persistence of this weather pattern and longer-term climate change,” Mantua added. “There might be. It’s still


Reach: 87,71 9,547


Special report: Why a warming planet may mean more Dorian-like storms


SouthCoastToday.com - September 7, 201 9


has occurred in the ocean, according to NOAA. Studies by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change predict an increase in mean global


Reach: 1 41 ,873


A List Of The 'Underloved' Sustainable Seafood We Should Be Eating
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Reach: 1 41 ,873


A List Of The 'Underloved' Sustainable Seafood We Should Be Eating


The Huffington Post - September 6, 201 9


the 201 8 NOAA Fisheries report, the number of overfished species has increased — not only because of overfishing, but also climate change,


Reach: 1 ,472,339


NMFS


Sea Turtles For Swordfish? Feds May Lift Cap On Endangered Species


Honolulu Civil Beat - September 9, 201 9


restrictions are consistent with a new biological opinion by NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service. The idea is to steer fishermen away


Reach: 254,986


FishOn: NOAA mum on Maine defection


GloucesterTimes.com - September 8, 201 9


? NOAA Fisheries wants you NOAA Fisheries is accepting applications for those companies interested in providing sector at-sea monitoring


Reach: 42,707


'Their fate is our shared responsibility'


Cape Cod Times - September 7, 201 9


, he said. The state intends to present a plan to the National Marine Fisheries Service in October, he said. In the pact hammered out at an


Reach: 202,400


Hurricane Dorian Update: Stranded North Carolinians take stock of Dorian's damage


ABC7 Eyewitness News - September 7, 201 9


flies into the eye of Hurricane Dorian EMBED More News Videos Raw video: NOAA plane flies into eye of Hurricane Dorian The U.S. Coast


Reach: 1 ,575,11 4


Is 'The Blob' Back? Latest Marine Heat Wave Could Pose New Risks To Sea Life


News 88.9 KNPR - September 6, 201 9


"the second largest marine heatwave that we have seen since 1 981 ," when NOAA first began collecting satellite data. "The only thing that's


Reach: 64,870


A List Of The 'Underloved' Sustainable Seafood We Should Be Eating


The Huffington Post - September 6, 201 9


, disease and habitat degradation. While convenient tools like the Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch app can help seafood lovers


consume


Reach: 1 ,472,339


NOS


Fast Facts: What is Geodesy?


The Maritime Executive - September 7, 201 9


sea level, but this exists over the whole globe, not just over the oceans. Article and diagram courtesy of NOAA's National Ocean Service.


Reach: 262,1 88


Special report: Why a warming planet may mean more Dorian-like storms


SouthCoastToday.com - September 7, 201 9


results about global warming and hurricanes. In summary, it says sea level rise, “which very likely has a substantial human contribution,”


Reach: 1 41 ,873


Diving for Crab Pots: US Army dive team helps clean up Gastineau Channel


Juneau Empire - September 6, 201 9
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1 00 feet of water in Gastineau Channel for the Douglas Indian Association/NOAA Marine Debris Project on Thursday, Sept. 5, 201 9. The project


Reach: 71 ,467


Vern Buchanan: NOAA Sending Almost $2 Million to Mote Marine to Combat Red Tide


Florida Daily - September 6, 201 9


to Florida to help fight red tide. Buchanan said the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is has awarded more than $1 .9


Reach: 1 8,089


Hurricane Dorian causes onshore oil spill in Bahamas


Inhabitat - September 6, 201 9


Bahamas, the health minister said. More deaths are expected to be announced. Via Reuters, NBC News and The Weather Channel Image via


NOAA


Reach: 1 ,037,535


Harmful Algal Blooms and Dangerous Toxins Identified by LA Testing


WebWire - September 6, 201 9


and the economy. In fact, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) reported that although human illnesses caused by


HABs


Reach: 39,81 8


Dorian Takes A Swipe at Beach Replenishment Projects


Scientific American - September 6, 201 9


eater.” According to the National Beach Nourishment Database maintained by NOAA and the American Shore and Beach Preservation


Association,


Reach: 6,981 ,508


Staying ahead of Hurricane Dorian with geo-information


EE Publishers - September 6, 201 9


. The sensors are gathering information used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and by emergency managers to


Reach: 42,894


OMAO


Meet the SC Hurricane Hunter Flying Into the Eye of Dorian


US News & World Report - September 8, 201 9


same plane as the NOAA hurricane hunters, the four-engine Lockheed WP-3D Orion. He made the inter-service transfer three years ago to


NOAA's


Reach: 24,572,31 6
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To unsubscribe from this newsletter Click Here
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Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:16 PM


To: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal; Kevin Wheeler - NOAA


Federal; Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


Subject: Newsclip: Louis's speech


Available for view on NWA's facebook site:


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:58 PM


To: Kevin Wheeler - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal; Stuart Levenbach -

NOAA Federal


Subject: remarks are on the original document


Can you guys access the google document?


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan




Kevin Wheeler - NOAA Federal


From: Kevin Wheeler - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:01 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal; Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: remarks are on the original document


Yes.  I’m in there now.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 6:57 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Can you guys access the google document?


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


mailto:julie.roberts@noaa.gov


Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal


From: Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:45 AM


To: scott.smullen@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: NOAA Daily Clips


Scott,


Chris and I agreed to exclude the terms Trump and President from our news clips earlier this week.


I can do a separate search for the articles and provide them to you for dissemination if you wish.


Jerry


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "'Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal' via NOAA" <noaa@meltwater.com>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 7:17:24 AM EDT


To: NOAA@meltwater.com, Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>,  Kevin Wheeler - NOAA


Federal <kevin.wheeler@noaa.gov>,  Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: NOAA Daily Clips


Reply-To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


Curious, so meltwater doesn't capture the critical newsclips?  Scott?


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:10 AM <NOAA@meltwater.com> wrote:


Banner_Image
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Hurricane Dorian


The Climate Investment That Promises 400 Percent Returns


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


work to restore power after a tornado hit Emerald Isle N.C. as Hurricane Dorian moved up the East coast on Thursday, Sept. 5, 201 9. (AP


Reach: 63,689,445


Melbourne ties heat record set in 1977


Florida Today - September 8, 201 9


can be traced to Hurricane Dorian's slow churning passage along the Florida Coast. “It’s been very hot since Hurricane Dorian passed by. So


Reach: 405,453
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A post-Dorian advisory from the National Hurricane Center discusses two potential storms


Miami Herald - September 8, 201 9


across the Atlantic Ocean. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration With Dorian no longer a


Reach: 6,967,286


Dorian still slamming Canada with hurricane-force winds


CBS News - September 8, 201 9


swimming and surfing at their beaches while Dorian makes its way to Canada. The National Weather Service predicts ocean swells as large as


Reach: 33,308,728


Mild weather returns to Boston


The Boston Globe - September 8, 201 9


A day after Hurricane Dorian skirted Cape Cod on its way to another destructive landfall in Nova Scotia, the Bay State returned to mild-

Reach: 4,31 8,824


Meet the SC Hurricane Hunter Flying Into the Eye of Dorian


US News & World Report - September 8, 201 9


same plane as the NOAA hurricane hunters, the four-engine Lockheed WP-3D Orion. He made the inter-service transfer three years ago to


NOAA's


Reach: 24,572,31 6


The Latest: Widespread blackouts as Dorian continues march


Associated Press - September 7, 201 9


forecasters in Canada say Hurricane Dorian is expected to lose strength when it makes landfall near Halifax. Dorian strengthened Saturday to


Reach: 1 4,1 74,470


Eastern Maine lashed by rain, wind as Dorian passes offshore


Associated Press - September 7, 201 9


EASTPORT, Maine (AP) — Hurricane Dorian has lashed the eastern tip of Maine with heavy rain, strong winds and high surf as the storm’s


Reach: 1 4,1 74,470


Hurricane Dorian regains Category 2 strength ahead of forecast landfall in Canada


WTOP.com - September 7, 201 9


NC barrier islands Floodwaters are receding on North Carolina’s Ocracoke Island after Dorian hit, easing concerns for people stuck in their


Reach: 2,51 0,870


Special report: Why a warming planet may mean more Dorian-like storms


SouthCoastToday.com - September 7, 201 9


picked up Dorian and slowly began ushering it to the northwest. While most hurricanes average a forward speed of 1 5 mph, Dorian maintained
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When it comes to tracking hurricanes, is the Euro model better than the American model?
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In this NOAA GOES-East satellite handout image, Hurricane Dorian, now a Cat. 5 storm, tracks towards the Florida coast taken at 1 3:20Z
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Eastern Maine Under Tropical Storm Warning Caused by Dorian


US News & World Report - September 7, 201 9


Hole. The effects of Dorian were expected subside by late evening in Maine. ___ For more of AP's coverage of Hurricane Dorian, go to: https:
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Hurricane Dorian 2019 tracks toward Nova Scotia with 85 mph winds


AL.com - September 7, 201 9


Saturday, Hurricane Dorian was located about 1 60 miles southeast of Nantucket, Mass., and was moving northeast at 25 mph. Dorian remained


a
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Dorian still a hurricane, but its impact on Massachusetts has been mild


The Boston Globe - September 7, 201 9


overnight hours, according to Andy Nash, a meteorologist at the National Weather Service. But rain was expected to wind down in the morning
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overnight hours, according to Andy Nash, a meteorologist at the National Weather Service. But rain was expected to wind down in the morning
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Ferry service canceled as Dorian churns near Massachusetts


Chron.com - September 7, 201 9


The National Weather Service says a buoy off Nantucket reported sustained winds of 56 mph (90 kph) and gusts of up to 81  mph (1 30 kph) on
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How Dorian could affect Maryland, Virginia beaches


WTOP.com - September 7, 201 9


1  hurricane, Dorian remains a dangerous storm, especially for Southern Maryland and the Eastern Shore areas. While the center of Dorian is
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Hurricane Dorian swamps North Carolina’s Outer Banks, moves on


Miami Herald - September 6, 201 9


for victims and survivors in the Bahamas continued, five days after Dorian devastated the Caribbean island nation with 1 85-mph winds that
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Dorian’s deluge: Carolinas batten down for battering
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. Fishermen throughout the Carolinas were busy removing gear from the water as Dorian beat down on the Bahamas over the weekend. Read


the
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Maryland eyes Dorian for coastal flooding, rip current risks
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night through Tuesday afternoon; Dorian was a category 5 hurricane for around 1 5 of those hours and gradually weakened. Dorian reached


Cape
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Whoa, baby! Is Hurricane Dorian behind 14 births in Brevard hospitals?
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is it true? The National Weather Service in Melbourne said Brevard County saw a "significant" drop in pressure ahead of Dorian, reaching a
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Hurricane Dorian hits Outer Banks: How mid-Atlantic tourist spots are being affected
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Hurricane Dorian howled over North Carolina's Outer Banks on Friday, lashing the low-lying barrier islands as a weakened Category 1
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Here’s a look at the damage so far as Hurricane Dorian moves up the NC coast
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of rain fell in nearby Wilmington on Thursday, the National Weather Service reports. Dorian also left tens of thousands of people in coastal
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Dorian to lash eastern N.C. and southeast Va., New England before finally zipping away
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coastline. Dorian has
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Watch forecasters launch weather balloons into Dorian from the North Carolina coast
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Newport NC National Weather Service launches weather balloons into Hurricane Dorian
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Rain and high winds headed for the Cape and Islands as Dorian travels north
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and adjacent waters as of Friday morning, according to the National Weather Service. The heaviest rainfall is expected to arrive on Friday


Reach: 4,31 8,824


NWS


2,200 lightning strikes electrify western Washington skies Saturday night, NWS says


The Sacramento Bee - September 8, 201 9


with light Saturday evening as 2,200 lightning strikes hit in a five-hour span, the National Weather Service reports. That works out to 440


Reach: 2,324,81 4


Is the European model for tracking hurricanes like Dorian better than NOAA’s American model? Should you care?


Tampa Bay Times - September 6, 201 9


America, we have free access to all the data that National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration offers. The European community charges up


Reach: 2,097,563


How Certain Is The Cone Of Uncertainty?


WLRN - September 6, 201 9


of the stronger hurricanes," said Dignon. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration or NOAA predicted 1 0 to 1 7 named storms this


Reach: 1 43,81 7


NESDIS


Saline farming: Unlocking new opportunities for food through an innovative response to climate change


Food Navigator - September 6, 201 9


agricultural soils in coastal areas saltier. According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which uses satellites to


Reach: 96,31 5


OAR


The Climate Investment That Promises 400 Percent Returns


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


on flood, hurricane, and storm surge,” Polwarty said in a webinar hosted by NOAA. “Every $1  provides about $7 if we improve our codes within


Reach: 63,689,445


Climate Change Will First Benefit, Then Hurt Loggerhead Sea Turtles


Forbes - September 8, 201 9


will need to adapt quickly to survive the long-term predicted impacts of climate change. “Sea turtles have been around for a long time and


Reach: 63,689,445


Marine heatwave hits Pacific, raising fears of a new hot 'blob'


The Guardian - September 8, 201 9


there’s a simple link between persistence of this weather pattern and longer-term climate change,” Mantua added. “There might be. It’s still


Reach: 87,71 9,547


Special report: Why a warming planet may mean more Dorian-like storms


SouthCoastToday.com - September 7, 201 9


has occurred in the ocean, according to NOAA. Studies by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change predict an increase in mean global


Reach: 1 41 ,873


A List Of The 'Underloved' Sustainable Seafood We Should Be Eating


The Huffington Post - September 6, 201 9


the 201 8 NOAA Fisheries report, the number of overfished species has increased — not only because of overfishing, but also climate change,


Reach: 1 ,472,339


NMFS
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NMFS


Sea Turtles For Swordfish? Feds May Lift Cap On Endangered Species


Honolulu Civil Beat - September 9, 201 9


restrictions are consistent with a new biological opinion by NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service. The idea is to steer fishermen away


Reach: 254,986


FishOn: NOAA mum on Maine defection


GloucesterTimes.com - September 8, 201 9


? NOAA Fisheries wants you NOAA Fisheries is accepting applications for those companies interested in providing sector at-sea monitoring


Reach: 42,707


'Their fate is our shared responsibility'


Cape Cod Times - September 7, 201 9


, he said. The state intends to present a plan to the National Marine Fisheries Service in October, he said. In the pact hammered out at an


Reach: 202,400


Hurricane Dorian Update: Stranded North Carolinians take stock of Dorian's damage


ABC7 Eyewitness News - September 7, 201 9


flies into the eye of Hurricane Dorian EMBED More News Videos Raw video: NOAA plane flies into eye of Hurricane Dorian The U.S. Coast


Reach: 1 ,575,11 4


Is 'The Blob' Back? Latest Marine Heat Wave Could Pose New Risks To Sea Life


News 88.9 KNPR - September 6, 201 9


"the second largest marine heatwave that we have seen since 1 981 ," when NOAA first began collecting satellite data. "The only thing that's


Reach: 64,870


A List Of The 'Underloved' Sustainable Seafood We Should Be Eating


The Huffington Post - September 6, 201 9


, disease and habitat degradation. While convenient tools like the Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch app can help seafood lovers


consume


Reach: 1 ,472,339


NOS


Fast Facts: What is Geodesy?


The Maritime Executive - September 7, 201 9


sea level, but this exists over the whole globe, not just over the oceans. Article and diagram courtesy of NOAA's National Ocean Service.


Reach: 262,1 88


Special report: Why a warming planet may mean more Dorian-like storms


SouthCoastToday.com - September 7, 201 9


results about global warming and hurricanes. In summary, it says sea level rise, “which very likely has a substantial human contribution,”


Reach: 1 41 ,873


Diving for Crab Pots: US Army dive team helps clean up Gastineau Channel


Juneau Empire - September 6, 201 9


100 feet of water in Gastineau Channel for the Douglas Indian Association/NOAA Marine Debris Project on Thursday, Sept. 5, 201 9. The project


Reach: 71 ,467


Vern Buchanan: NOAA Sending Almost $2 Million to Mote Marine to Combat Red Tide


Florida Daily - September 6, 201 9


to Florida to help fight red tide. Buchanan said the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is has awarded more than $1 .9


Reach: 1 8,089


Hurricane Dorian causes onshore oil spill in Bahamas
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Bahamas, the health minister said. More deaths are expected to be announced. Via Reuters, NBC News and The Weather Channel Image via


NOAA


Reach: 1 ,037,535


Harmful Algal Blooms and Dangerous Toxins Identified by LA Testing


WebWire - September 6, 201 9


and the economy. In fact, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) reported that although human illnesses caused by


HABs


Reach: 39,81 8


Dorian Takes A Swipe at Beach Replenishment Projects


Scientific American - September 6, 201 9


eater.” According to the National Beach Nourishment Database maintained by NOAA and the American Shore and Beach Preservation


Association,


Reach: 6,981 ,508


Staying ahead of Hurricane Dorian with geo-information


EE Publishers - September 6, 201 9


. The sensors are gathering information used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and by emergency managers to


Reach: 42,894


OMAO


Meet the SC Hurricane Hunter Flying Into the Eye of Dorian


US News & World Report - September 8, 201 9


same plane as the NOAA hurricane hunters, the four-engine Lockheed WP-3D Orion. He made the inter-service transfer three years ago to


NOAA's
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:34 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro; Scott Smullen; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: URGENT request for comment


Just in... I 'm reading now.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


<lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line,


to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our


CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the


NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors


safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.


These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them
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During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.


These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them


well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate


forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their


work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President


commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any


public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external


factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA


Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and


completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The


content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific


danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy


of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting


Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative


Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.


Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies


and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone




Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:38 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal; lauren.gaches@noaa.gov


Cc: Christopher Vaccaro; Scott Smullen


Subject: Re: URGENT request for comment


What is the deadline for comment? I am driving to SS right now.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 9, 2019, at 8:34 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Just in... I 'm reading now.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA


Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted


below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has
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The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as


this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also


presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider


picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the


storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are


working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best


tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank


you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there


were routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued


by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of


their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied


by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As


I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the


President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS


Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and


timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned


press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and incorrectly


contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but


on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put,


political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific


Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of


this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial


and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot


trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and


products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the


public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust and


violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve


as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have


such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the


federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management


and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a




responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:37 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro; Scott Smullen; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: URGENT request for comment


WOW... Craig McLean to all-hands OAR.


There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including


reputation and appearance, or simply put, political.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:34 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

Just in... I'm reading now.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


<lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in
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understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and


in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to


give the NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our


neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine


and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS


Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,


 use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they


sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving


the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they


should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based


on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct


make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with


honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to


avoid substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public


cannot trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and


products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and


legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role


as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively


serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA


Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies


that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not


the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in


these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research




National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:41 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal; Christopher Vaccaro; Scott Smullen


Subject: Re: URGENT request for comment


I confirmed receipt and told him I need a reasonable deadline.  Will let you know as soon as I hear back.


- -

On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:37 AM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


What is the deadline for comment? I am driving to SS right now.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 9, 2019, at 8:34 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Just in... I 'm reading now.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA


Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted


below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT
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Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such


as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm


also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists


in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the


storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are


working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best


tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank


you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there


were routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible,


issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of


ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts


accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign


their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.


The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an


expert and timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an


unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is


that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on


science but on external factors including reputation and appearance,


or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code


of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall


approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and


completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information


necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to public health


and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase


our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the


public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust and


violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant




Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively


serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations


of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully,


we have such policies that are independently cited as among the best


in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and


principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry


on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:45 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal; Christopher Vaccaro; Scott Smullen


Subject: Re: URGENT request for comment


They are under pressure to publish soonest, so my guess is any response from us would be stuck in after the initial


article goes out. Andrew promises to re-promote after our response is inserted. Craig's email went out last night and I


didn't see it until Andrew forwarded it to me.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:37 AM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


What is the deadline for comment? I am driving to SS right now.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 9, 2019, at 8:34 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Just in... I 'm reading now.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA


Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted


below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT
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Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such


as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm


also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists


in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the


storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are


working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best


tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank


you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there


were routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible,


issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of


ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts


accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign


their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.


The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an


expert and timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an


unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is


that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on


science but on external factors including reputation and appearance,


or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code


of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall


approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and


completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information


necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to public health


and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase


our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the


public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust and


violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant




Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively


serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations


of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully,


we have such policies that are independently cited as among the best


in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and


principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry


on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone






Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


From: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:09 AM


To: Scott Smullen; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Support for Science


I'm assuming we're sending these kinds of things to comms too?


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Bevan Suits < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:08 AM


Subject: Support for Science


To: <Michael.Jarvis@noaa.gov>, <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, <Matthew.Borgia@noaa.gov>,


<Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>


Hello from Atlanta!


I am a citizen activist in favor of science, and am not happy about NOAA leadership today.


I assume you are all professionals in managing scientific data and communication protocols as it relates to


meteorology and climatology. It’s likely none of you are political appointees of Trump.


Please advise who I can call in NOAA administration to express my disapproval of the agency bending to the


will of an ignorant lunatic president, putting their own job ahead of science and public service.


I am not media, but would be willing to help connect your story to media.


Thanks.


       Bevan Suits
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      (b)(6)





Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


From: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:14 AM


To: Scott Smullen; Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Support for Science


I would say so.


Scott, just spoke with Stu as Pat is getting numerous calls on the main line, and I suggested we set up a call in line where people can


leave their comments/concerns/etc., and post that number on our website.


Has comms done something like that before?  I will check with Luce as well.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:09 AM Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov> wrote:


I'm assuming we're sending these kinds of things to comms too?


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Bevan Suits < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:08 AM


Subject: Support for Science


To: <Michael.Jarvis@noaa.gov>, <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, <Matthew.Borgia@noaa.gov>,


<Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>


Hello from Atlanta!


I am a citizen activist in favor of science, and am not happy about NOAA leadership today.


I assume you are all professionals in managing scientific data and communication protocols as it relates to


meteorology and climatology. It’s likely none of you are political appointees of Trump.


Please advise who I can call in NOAA administration to express my disapproval of the agency bending to


the will of an ignorant lunatic president, putting their own job ahead of science and public service.


I am not media, but would be willing to help connect your story to media.


Thanks.


       Bevan Suits
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       Bevan Suits


      


--

Michael Weiss


Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-5958 (w)


301-337-0684 (c)


(b)(6)



Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


From: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:47 AM


To: scott.smullen@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal <michael.weiss@noaa.gov>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 8:56:19 AM EDT


To: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>, Exsec Ecorr


<Exsec.Ecorr@noaa.gov>


Cc: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski <Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>,


Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan


<taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>,  Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


Good morning.


Confirming this should be assigned to the Policy Team.  Julie will have point in developing the response.


Thank you


On Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 5:14 PM Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Ecorr,


Please control the attached letter. I suggest tasking to the Policy office, but would like their


input on the proper action for this. Happy to work with them on a draft, if needed.


Thanks,


Matt


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov
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Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


--

Michael Weiss


Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-5958 (w)


 (c)
(b)(6)





Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:12 AM


To: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Cc: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Support for Science


I'm unaware of making a phone line available, but IT has created a filter for the front office before that routes emails with a certain


term(s) to automatically go into a folder, and not their inboxes.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:13 AM Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal <michael.weiss@noaa.gov> wrote:

I would say so.


Scott, just spoke with Stu as Pat is getting numerous calls on the main line, and I suggested we set up a call in line where people can


leave their comments/concerns/etc., and post that number on our website.


Has comms done something like that before?  I will check with Luce as well.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:09 AM Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov> wrote:


I'm assuming we're sending these kinds of things to comms too?


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Bevan Suits < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:08 AM


Subject: Support for Science


To: <Michael.Jarvis@noaa.gov>, <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, <Matthew.Borgia@noaa.gov>,


<Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>


Hello from Atlanta!


I am a citizen activist in favor of science, and am not happy about NOAA leadership today.


I assume you are all professionals in managing scientific data and communication protocols as it relates


to meteorology and climatology. It’s likely none of you are political appointees of Trump.


Please advise who I can call in NOAA administration to express my disapproval of the agency bending to


the will of an ignorant lunatic president, putting their own job ahead of science and public service.


I am not media, but would be willing to help connect your story to media.


(b)(6)
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the will of an ignorant lunatic president, putting their own job ahead of science and public service.


I am not media, but would be willing to help connect your story to media.


Thanks.


       Bevan Suits


      

--

Michael Weiss


Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-5958 (w)


301-337-0684 (c)


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o / 202-494-6515 c


(b)(6)



Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:22 AM


To: Scott Smullen; Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: For CWG


NWS leadership cleared this:


"The NWS leadership team stands with the entire National Weather Service
workforce and will continue to uphold the scientific integrity of the forecast process
as it was skillfully applied by all NWS offices last week to ensure public safety first
and foremost."


Andrew - I'd also like to directly address with you a couple of inaccuracies that the CWG


continues to perpetuate:


1 . The guidance that NWS leadership sent to the workforce about not engaging in social


media debates during Hurricane Dorian had nothing to do with "not angering the president" as


you keep reporting. Before your last published article on this topic, you asked me for a


response and I told you, "NWS leadership sent this guidance to field staff so they (and the


entire agency) could maintain operational focus on Dorian and other severe weather hazards


without distraction." The guidance was in no way political, yet CWG continues to talk about it


within context of not angering the president. I am asking you to stop this inaccurate reporting.


2. The Birmingham office issued their tweet in response to a large amount of partner and


public inquiries they were receiving about potential impacts to Alabama. At the time the


Birmingham tweet was issued, the staff there was unaware of the POTUS tweet about


Alabama, and so they were not responding directly to him. Please discontinue stating that


BMX corrected the president, because it is untrue.


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000




Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:16 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal; Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen


- NOAA Federal


Cc: Dennis Feltgen - NOAA Federal


Subject: FW: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


From: Justine Calma <justine.calma@voxmedia.com>


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:47 AM


To: dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov; julie.roberts@noaa.gov


Subject: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


Dear Julie and Dennis,


I am a reporter at Vox Media's The Verge who is writing about the statement NOAA released Friday that stated


that, "The Birmingham National Weather Service’s Sunday morning tweet spoke in absolute


terms that were inconsistent with probabilities from the best forecast products available at the

time." I'd appreciate a response from your agency on reports that Craig McLean said in an

email that he will pursue "the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific

Integrity" as a result of that release.


My Deadline is 12pm EST, and I can be reached via email or at 347-687-5990. I appreciate your

time and consideration.


Best regards,


Justine Calma


--
Justine Calma | 

Vox Media is The Verge, Vox, SB Nation,


Polygon, Eater, Curbed, Recode, Chorus,


Concert, Coral, Vox Creative, Epic,

Vox Media Podcast Network,


and Vox Media Studios.


Eater’s Digest with Amanda Kludt and Daniel Geneen serves up everything you need to know
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and Vox Media Studios.


Eater’s Digest with Amanda Kludt and Daniel Geneen serves up everything you need to know

about the world of food each week. Subscribe for free on Apple Podcasts or in your favorite podcast

app.


http://podcasts.voxmedia.com/show/eaters-digest
http://applepodcasts.com/eatersdigest
https://pod.link/992181345




Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:16 AM


To: julie.roberts@noaa.gov; scott.smullen@noaa.gov; Susan Buchanan


Subject: Re: ABC News re: NOAA response to Washington Post reporting


I got this


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:14 AM Vann, Matthew <Matthew.Vann@abc.com> wrote:


Good Morning, all—


Matthew Vann with ABC Network News in Washington.


Does NOAA have any response to reporting by the Washington Post that it’s chief scientists will conduct an


investigation to see if the agency violated its own policies and ethics in issuing statements in support of the


president’s assertion that Dorian would hit Alabama?


Any comment would be much appreciated.


MV


Matthew Vann | Producer/Reporter


ABC News Washington Bureau


1717 DeSales Street NW, Washington, D.C.


Mobile: (202) 578-8702 | Office: (202) 222-6264


--

Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978


mailto:Matthew.Vann@abc.com


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978
(b)(6)



Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:17 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal; Dennis Feltgen -

NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: FW: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


This has been handled.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:16 AM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


From: Justine Calma <justine.calma@voxmedia.com>


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:47 AM


To: dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov; julie.roberts@noaa.gov


Subject: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


Dear Julie and Dennis,


I am a reporter at Vox Media's The Verge who is writing about the statement NOAA released Friday that


stated that, "The Birmingham National Weather Service’s Sunday morning tweet spoke in

absolute terms that were inconsistent with probabili ties from the best forecast products

available at the time." I'd appreciate a response from your agency on reports that Craig

McLean said in an email that he will pursue "the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative

Order on Scientific Integrity" as a result of that release.


My Deadline is 12pm EST, and I can be reached via email or at 347-687-5990. I appreciate your

time and consideration.


mailto:julie.roberts@noaa.gov
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My Deadline is 12pm EST, and I can be reached via email or at 347-687-5990. I appreciate your

time and consideration.


Best regards,


Justine Calma


--

Justine Calma | 

Vox Media is The Verge, Vox, SB Nation,


Polygon, Eater, Curbed, Recode, Chorus,


Concert, Coral, Vox Creative, Epic,


Vox Media Podcast Network,


and Vox Media Studios.


Eater’s Digest with Amanda Kludt and Daniel Geneen serves up everything you need to know

about the world of food each week. Subscribe for free on Apple Podcasts or in your favorite

podcast app.


--

Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978
(b)(6)
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:19 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Subject: FW: Comment on NOAA investigation


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


From: Miranda Green <mgreen@thehill.com>


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:17 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Subject: Comment on NOAA investigation


Hi Julie,


Looking to get a confirmation and comment on the news that NOAA's acting chief scientist said in an email to


colleagues Sunday that he is investigating whether the agency’s response to President Trump’s Hurricane


Dorian tweets constituted a violation of NOAA policies and ethics?


Looking specifically for more details on what that investigation might entail.


Thanks,


Miranda


--

Miranda Green


Energy and Environment Reporter, The Hill


202-999-0660


mgreen@thehill.com


@mirandacgreen


mailto:mgreen@thehill.com
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Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:32 AM


To: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Cc: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hi Craig, a question


I think the views of the acting chief scientist are known.  Neil has committed to go to Alabama and speak


tomorrow so you may wish to wait until further comment.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:14 AM Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov> wrote:

Right.  Your email speaks for itself.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:09 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Scott, Stu,


Coumo’s producer called looking for me tonight on Cuomo Prime Time.  I’m not seeing purpose in doing


so.


Thoughts?


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:53 AM Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov> wrote:

I will send Rob a copy of it.  Thanks  -s


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:48 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Scott,


I’m not motivated to distribute my message as it was internally directed. Also, it is apparently in


circulation.


Thoughts?


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Rob Hotakainen <rhotakainen@eenews.net>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:09 AM


Subject: Hi Craig, a question


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Could I get a copy of the email you sent out yesterday? Thanks much.


Rob Hotakainen


National parks, oceans and fisheries reporter


(b)(5)
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Rob Hotakainen


National parks, oceans and fisheries reporter


E&E NEWS


rhotakainen@eenews.net


202-446-0477


Twitter: @HotakainenRob


122 C Street NW, 7th floor, Washington, DC, 20001


www.eenews.net |  @EENewsUpdates


Greenwire, E&E Daily, E&E News PM, Climatewire, Energywire


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

 Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

 Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


(b)(6)
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:47 AM


To: Scott Smullen; Christopher Vaccaro; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: BREAKING: Louis' speech - media clips


National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs agency


meteorologists instead of Trump 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/national-weather-service-director-breaks-with-noaas-political-

leaders-strongly-backs-agency-meteorologists-instead-trump/

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says

https://www.al.com/news/2019/09/alabama-weather-service-right-to-contradict-trump-on-dorian-nws-chief-says.html

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-Forecasters-

Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html

- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:47 AM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hi Craig, a question


Sounds good.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:32 AM Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


I think the views of the acting chief scientist are known.  Neil has committed to go to Alabama and speak


tomorrow so you may wish to wait until further comment.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:14 AM Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov> wrote:

Right. . Your email speaks for itself.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:09 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Scott, Stu,


Coumo’s producer called looking for me tonight on Cuomo Prime Time.  I’m not seeing purpose in doing


so.


Thoughts?


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:53 AM Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov> wrote:

I will send Rob a copy of it.  Thanks  -s


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:48 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Scott,


I’m not motivated to distribute my message as it was internally directed. Also, it is apparently in


circulation.


Thoughts?


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Rob Hotakainen <rhotakainen@eenews.net>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:09 AM


Subject: Hi Craig, a question


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Could I get a copy of the email you sent out yesterday? Thanks much.
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Rob Hotakainen


National parks, oceans and fisheries reporter


E&E NEWS


rhotakainen@eenews.net


202-446-0477


Twitter: @HotakainenRob


122 C Street NW, 7th floor, Washington, DC, 20001


www.eenews.net |  @EENewsUpdates


Greenwire, E&E Daily, E&E News PM, Climatewire, Energywire


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

 Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458
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--

 Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:57 PM


To: Scott Smullen; Christopher Vaccaro; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: BREAKING: Louis' speech - media clips


NPR would like to interview Louis tomorrow morning about weather data coming under so much public scrutiny for Dorian,


and his remarks this morning. I declined the interview for him due to timing, but he is open to doing it later in the week.


Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.  -Susan


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:47 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs agency


meteorologists instead of Trump 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/national-weather-service-director-breaks-with-noaas-political-

leaders-strongly-backs-agency-meteorologists-instead-trump/

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says

https://www.al.com/news/2019/09/alabama-weather-service-right-to-contradict-trump-on-dorian-nws-chief-says.html

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-Forecasters-

Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html

- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:55 PM


To: Scott Smullen


Subject: Fwd: ABC News re: NOAA response to Washington Post reporting


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Vann, Matthew <Matthew.Vann@abc.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:01 PM


Subject: RE: ABC News re: NOAA response to Washington Post reporting


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


Thanks much, Chris—


And what about NOAA? Are they weighing in on all of this as the parent agency of NWS?


Does NOAA still stand by the statement it put out on Friday?


MV


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal [mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov]


Sent: Monday, September 09, 2019 11:32 AM


To: Vann, Matthew <Matthew.Vann@abc.com>


Subject: Re: ABC News re: NOAA response to Washington Post reporting


Yes... below (on background coming from me) is the email that Craig sent yesterday to his employees at


NOAA Research.


Additionally, from the National Weather Service: "The NWS leadership team stands with the entire

National Weather Service workforce and will continue to uphold the scientific integrity of the forecast

process as it was skillfully applied by all NWS offices last week to ensure public safety first and

foremost." - National Weather Service Spokesperson


----------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Colleagues,


mailto:Matthew.Vann@abc.com
mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov
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----------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as


this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also


presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider


picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the


storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are


working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best


tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank


you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there


were routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued


by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of


their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied


by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As


I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the


President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS


Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and


timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned


press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and incorrectly


contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but


on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put,


political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific


Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of


this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial


and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot


trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and


products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the




public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust and


violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve


as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have


such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the


federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management


and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:31 AM Vann, Matthew <Matthew.Vann@abc.com> wrote:


Hi Chris,


If you could share, that would be great.


Thanks much!


MV


Matthew Vann | Producer/Reporter


ABC News Washington Bureau


1717 DeSales Street NW, Washington, D.C.


Mobile: (202) 578-8702 | Office: (202) 222-6264


mailto:Matthew.Vann@abc.com


Mobile: (202) 578-8702 | Office: (202) 222-6264


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal [mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov]


Sent: Monday, September 09, 2019 11:18 AM


To: Vann, Matthew <Matthew.Vann@abc.com>


Subject: Re: ABC News re: NOAA response to Washington Post reporting


Hi Matt-

I just sent some information about this to Matt Hosford at ABC. I can also send to you if you're not


connected.


-Chris


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:14 AM Vann, Matthew <Matthew.Vann@abc.com> wrote:


Good Morning, all—


Matthew Vann with ABC Network News in Washington.


Does NOAA have any response to reporting by the Washington Post that it’s chief scientists will conduct


an investigation to see if the agency violated its own policies and ethics in issuing statements in support


of the president’s assertion that Dorian would hit Alabama?


Any comment would be much appreciated.


MV


Matthew Vann | Producer/Reporter


ABC News Washington Bureau


mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov
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1717 DeSales Street NW, Washington, D.C.


Mobile: (202) 578-8702 | Office: (202) 222-6264






Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


From: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:06 PM


To: scott.smullen@noaa.gov; Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: MEDIA Inquiry: NOAA chief scientist to investigate why agency over Alabama's


Dorian forecast


Chris and Scott, sending your way.


Lauren Gaches


NOAA Public Affairs-NCEP/NWS


Desk-301-683-1327


Cell-

lauren.gaches@noaa.gov


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Amy Lieu <amy.lieu@foxtv.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 PM


Subject: MEDIA Inquiry: NOAA chief scientist to investigate why agency over Alabama's Dorian forecast


To: lauren.gaches@noaa.gov <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Lauren,


I am a reporter with Fox TV Stations, doing an online story going off of one I saw on the Washington Post: “NOAA’s


chief scientist will investigate why agency backed Trump over its experts on Dorian, email shows.”


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/?


fbclid=IwAR2N9_zFIAVJGNIlaOpDENcoWCe6m5qCSHuPYzey33cz7lSNQcrY4Jal3Rw


Can you confirm that NOAA acting chief Craig McLean is investigating whether the agency’s response to President


Donald Trump’s Hurricane Dorian tweets constituted a violation of NOAA policies and ethics?


Does NOAA have any further comments about this matter?


Also, would it be possible for you to tell me who from the NOAA this statement is attributed to?


https://www.noaa.gov/news/statement-from-noaa


If you are not the best person to speak to about this, could you please direct me to the best person to speak to about


this matter?


Thank you!
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Thank you!


Best Regards,


Amy Lieu


Digital Content Creator/Reporter |  Fox TV Stations


1999 Bundy Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90025


310-584-2459


amy.lieu@foxtv.com


mailto:amy.lieu@foxtv.com




Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:09 PM


To: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


Cc: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal; Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: MEDIA Inquiry: NOAA chief scientist to investigate why agency over Alabama's


Dorian forecast


Thanks. We will respond. -s


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:06 PM Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov> wrote:


Chris and Scott, sending your way.


Lauren Gaches


NOAA Public Affairs-NCEP/NWS


Desk-301-683-1327


Cell-

lauren.gaches@noaa.gov


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Amy Lieu <amy.lieu@foxtv.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 PM


Subject: MEDIA Inquiry: NOAA chief scientist to investigate why agency over Alabama's Dorian forecast


To: lauren.gaches@noaa.gov <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Lauren,


I am a reporter with Fox TV Stations, doing an online story going off of one I saw on the Washington Post: “NOAA’s


chief scientist will investigate why agency backed Trump over its experts on Dorian, email shows.”


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/?


fbclid=IwAR2N9_zFIAVJGNIlaOpDENcoWCe6m5qCSHuPYzey33cz7lSNQcrY4Jal3Rw


Can you confirm that NOAA acting chief Craig McLean is investigating whether the agency’s response to President


Donald Trump’s Hurricane Dorian tweets constituted a violation of NOAA policies and ethics?


Does NOAA have any further comments about this matter?


Also, would it be possible for you to tell me who from the NOAA this statement is attributed to?


https://www.noaa.gov/news/statement-from-noaa


If you are not the best person to speak to about this, could you please direct me to the best person to speak to


about this matter?
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If you are not the best person to speak to about this, could you please direct me to the best person to speak to


about this matter?


Thank you!


Best Regards,


Amy Lieu


Digital Content Creator/Reporter |  Fox TV Stations


1999 Bundy Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90025


310-584-2459


amy.lieu@foxtv.com


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
(b)(6)
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Brady Phillips - NOAA Federal


From: Brady Phillips - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:20 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro; Scott Smullen; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Jerry Slaff


Subject: Fwd: Request from NBC News


Hello


This was forwarded to me from NOS' Jeff Payne.. it looks like an NBC reporter is trying to confirm the accuracy of a


WaPo story from earlier today.


I assume it was the Craig McLean email and the following story:


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-

over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/

Then again, WaPo seems to put out a new story every 2 hours so I'm not sure which one they are talking about.


Can one of you respond back to NBC News as appropriate.


Thanks, Brady


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Jeff Payne - NOAA Federal <jeff.payne@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:10 PM


Subject: Fwd: Request from NBC News


To: Brady Phillips <Brady.Phillips@noaa.gov>


Cc: <aya.collins@noaa.gov>


Brady - Aya and I are in the leadership retreat. I consulted with her and this is coming to you for contacting


NOAA Comms.


Jeff


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal)" <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 2:03:18 PM EDT


To: "jeff.payne@noaa.gov" <jeff.payne@noaa.gov>


Subject: Request from NBC News


Hey Jeff,


Hope you’re well. Was curious if you could confirm the accuracy of the Washington Post story from


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/
mailto:jeff.payne@noaa.gov
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Hope you’re well. Was curious if you could confirm the accuracy of the Washington Post story from


earlier today and pass along the email they’ve referenced. Thank you!


Best,


Allan


--

Allan Smith


Political Reporter |  NBC News


412.523.7758


30 Rockefeller Plaza


New York, N.Y.  10112


@akarl_smith


--

Brady Phillips

Public Affairs Specialist

National Ocean Service

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Office: 240-533-0946

Cell:   

E-mail: Brady.Phillips@noaa.gov

Web: www.noaa.gov


Twitter: @BradyNOAA, @NOAAOceanMedia
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:43 PM


To: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Cc: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Subject: RE: What do you think ...


Good with me


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:42 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Cc: Christopher Vaccaro <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


Subject: What do you think ...


... about me giving Seth and a few others looking for a reaction post Craig email and Louis speech? Chris liked


it.


NOAA's policies on scientific integrity and communications are among the strongest in the federal government, and get


high marks from third party observers. The agency's senior career leaders are free to express their opinions about


matters of agency operations and science. The agency will not be providing further official comment, and will not


speculate on internal reviews.


--
Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
(b)(6)
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:49 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen


Subject: Re: WSJ story on the email from McLean


Got it


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:47 PM LUCEY, CATHERINE <catherine.lucey@wsj.com> wrote:


Hi,


Checking to see if NOAA will have any comment on this email sent to NOAA staff by Craig McLean -- first


reported in the Post -- which says that he is reviewing the way NOAA handled the president's tweets on


Hurricane Dorian for "potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity."


Please let me know if the agency would like to provide any comment on this review, why it is being


undertaken and what it entails.


Thanks,


Catherine


--

Catherine Lucey

 WH I TE H OU SE REPORTER


M: (51 5) 537.6570  

E: catherine.lucey@wsj.com | T: @catherine_lucey


A: 1 025 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 800 | Washington, D.C. 20036


mailto:catherine.lucey@wsj.com
http://www.wsj.com/
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http://www.dowjones.com/


Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:24 PM


To: david.l.hall


Subject: Fwd: CNN Anderson Cooper 360 Request for Chief Scientist Craig McLean


fyi


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:45 PM


Subject: Re: CNN Anderson Cooper 360 Request for Chief Scientist Craig McLean


To: Varon, Sophie <Sophie.Varon@turner.com>


Cc: julie.roberts@noaa.gov <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov


<christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


Hi Sophie,


Craig does not want to do interviews. He feels his email speaks for itself and no further elaboration is needed.


This statement may be of help, however.    -Scott


"NOAA's policies on scientific integrity and communications are among the strongest in the federal government, and get


high marks from third party observers. The agency's senior career leaders are free to express their opinions about


matters of agency operations and science. The agency will not be providing further official comment, and will not


speculate on internal reviews."


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:37 PM Varon, Sophie <Sophie.Varon@turner.com> wrote:


Hi Julie, Scott and Christopher,


I hope you’re well!


I’m reaching out on behalf of Anderson Cooper 360 at CNN to request an interview with Craig McLean.


This is regarding NOAA’s response to President Trump’s explanation of Hurricane Dorian’s path.


Thank you so much!


Sophie Varon


Editorial Producer, AC360


Cell- (347) 330-8064


Office- (212) 275-7500
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Cell- (347) 330-8064


Office- (212) 275-7500


Sophie.Varon@turner.com


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
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Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:23 PM


To: Brady Phillips - NOAA Federal


Cc: Christopher Vaccaro; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Jerry Slaff


Subject: Re: Request from NBC News


We have that one already and have replied. Thanks


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:19 PM Brady Phillips - NOAA Federal <brady.phillips@noaa.gov> wrote:

Hello


This was forwarded to me from NOS' Jeff Payne.. it looks like an NBC reporter is trying to confirm the accuracy of a


WaPo story from earlier today.


I assume it was the Craig McLean email and the following story:


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-

over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/

Then again, WaPo seems to put out a new story every 2 hours so I'm not sure which one they are talking about.


Can one of you respond back to NBC News as appropriate.


Thanks, Brady


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Jeff Payne - NOAA Federal <jeff.payne@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:10 PM


Subject: Fwd: Request from NBC News


To: Brady Phillips <Brady.Phillips@noaa.gov>


Cc: <aya.collins@noaa.gov>


Brady - Aya and I are in the leadership retreat. I consulted with her and this is coming to you for


contacting NOAA Comms.


Jeff


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal)" <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 2:03:18 PM EDT


To: "jeff.payne@noaa.gov" <jeff.payne@noaa.gov>


Subject: Request from NBC News


Hey Jeff,
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Hey Jeff,


Hope you’re well. Was curious if you could confirm the accuracy of the Washington Post story from


earlier today and pass along the email they’ve referenced. Thank you!


Best,


Allan


--

Allan Smith


Political Reporter |  NBC News


412.523.7758


30 Rockefeller Plaza


New York, N.Y.  10112


@akarl_smith


--

Brady Phillips

Public Affairs Specialist

National Ocean Service

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Office: 240-533-0946

Cell:   

E-mail: Brady.Phillips@noaa.gov

Web: www.noaa.gov


Twitter: @BradyNOAA, @NOAAOceanMedia


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
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Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:42 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Urgent seeking confirmation of email


Yes. He reported on it this morning, and now has today's statement from me in there. No need to follow up with him.  -s


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-

experts-dorian-email-shows/


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:40 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:52 AM


Subject: Urgent seeking confirmation of email


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Hi Craig,


Can you confirm you sent this email to colleagues last evening?


Thank you,


Andrew


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and


in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to


give the NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our


neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine


and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS


Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,


 use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they
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Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,


 use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they


sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving


the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they


should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based


on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct


make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with


honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to


avoid substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public


cannot trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and


products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and


legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role


as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively


serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA


Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies


that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not


the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in


these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone


--



Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:42 PM


To: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Cc: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Urgent seeking confirmation of email


Thank you.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:42 PM Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov> wrote:

Yes. He reported on it this morning, and now has today's statement from me in there. No need to follow up with him.  -s


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-

experts-dorian-email-shows/


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:40 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:52 AM


Subject: Urgent seeking confirmation of email


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Hi Craig,


Can you confirm you sent this email to colleagues last evening?


Thank you,


Andrew


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have


contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and


current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite


rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from


the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms,


across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the


problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to


keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine


and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS
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During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine


and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS


Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our


products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in


announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a


complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.


The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and


timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press


release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS


forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and


Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach


all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press


release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-

saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to public


health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and


legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role


as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively


serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such


policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal


community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership


team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458




Sent from my iPhone


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator
Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

 Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458
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Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:43 PM


To: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] Re: Request from NBC News


For your awareness. I have provided similar to about 6 other journos this afternoon.


-s


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal) <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:41 PM


Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Request from NBC News


To: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Thank you Scott, I really appreciate it


--

Allan Smith


Political Reporter |  NBC News


412.523.7758


30 Rockefeller Plaza


New York, N.Y.  10112


@akarl_smith


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Date: Monday, September 9, 2019 at 2:27 PM


To: "Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal)" <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com>


Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Request from NBC News


We feel Craig's email speaks for itself and no further elaboration is needed. However, this statement may


be of some help. You can attribute it to me. Thanks    -Scott


"NOAA's policies on scientific integrity and communications are among the strongest in the federal government, and get


high marks from third party observers. The agency's senior career leaders are free to express their opinions about


matters of agency operations and science. The agency will not be providing further official comment, and will not
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"NOAA's policies on scientific integrity and communications are among the strongest in the federal government, and get


high marks from third party observers. The agency's senior career leaders are free to express their opinions about


matters of agency operations and science. The agency will not be providing further official comment, and will not


speculate on internal reviews."


Here is a copy of Craig's email:


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line,


to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our


CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the


NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors


safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.


These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them


well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate


forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their


work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President


commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any


mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov


public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external


factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA


Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and


completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The


content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific


danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy


of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting


Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative


Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.


Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies


and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce




On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:19 PM Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal) <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com> wrote:


Thank you Craig, I appreciate it


--

Allan Smith


Political Reporter |  NBC News


412.523.7758


30 Rockefeller Plaza


New York, N.Y.  10112


@akarl_smith


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Monday, September 9, 2019 at 2:13 PM


To: "Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal)" <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com>


Cc: Scott Smullen <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Request from NBC News


Allan,


I confirm the story.


The message was intended for internal use. I will make inquiry as to the propriety of my releasing it


deliberately.


Thank you,


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:24 PM Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal) <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com> wrote:


Hey Craig,
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Hope you’re well. Was curious if you could confirm the Washington Post story and pass along the email


they’ve referenced. Thank you!


Best,


Allan


--

Allan Smith


Political Reporter |  NBC News


412.523.7758


30 Rockefeller Plaza


New York, N.Y.  10112


@akarl_smith


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c


--
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--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications
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Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


From: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:46 PM


To: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Request from NBC News


Thank you, Scott.


Keli


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:43 PM Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov> wrote:

For your awareness. I have provided similar to about 6 other journos this afternoon.


-s


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal) <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:41 PM


Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Request from NBC News


To: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Thank you Scott, I really appreciate it


--

Allan Smith


Political Reporter |  NBC News


412.523.7758


30 Rockefeller Plaza


New York, N.Y.  10112


 @akarl_smith


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Date: Monday, September 9, 2019 at 2:27 PM


To: "Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal)" <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com>


Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Request from NBC News


We feel Craig's email speaks for itself and no further elaboration is needed. However, this statement may


be of some help. You can attribute it to me. Thanks    -Scott


mailto:scott.smullen@noaa.gov
mailto:Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com
mailto:scott.smullen@noaa.gov
mailto:scott.smullen@noaa.gov
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We feel Craig's email speaks for itself and no further elaboration is needed. However, this statement may


be of some help. You can attribute it to me. Thanks    -Scott


"NOAA's policies on scientific integrity and communications are among the strongest in the federal government, and get


high marks from third party observers. The agency's senior career leaders are free to express their opinions about


matters of agency operations and science. The agency will not be providing further official comment, and will not


speculate on internal reviews."


Here is a copy of Craig's email:


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and


in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to


give the NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our


neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine


and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS


https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.corporateservices.noaa.gov_ames_administrative-5Forders_chapter-5F202_202-2D735-2DD.html&d=DwMFaQ&c=LO_8KzsOlAGvgA6hdGI4v02U_XLiES0sR51Zca0yIy4&r=gzEY1Wz9-1i17IH7yWfEzFmksQvtJJeSjWb3-zHDDtY&m=a6wAFfX71b4Lw1yLkk__jPwWp4yYtsbC-JRJDht9tMA&s=Jj_hxArVTpVHKw70_gM2Mb6-JMIIEPzukwHukXwvz00&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.osec.doc.gov_opog_dmp_daos_dao219-5F1.html&d=DwMFaQ&c=LO_8KzsOlAGvgA6hdGI4v02U_XLiES0sR51Zca0yIy4&r=gzEY1Wz9-1i17IH7yWfEzFmksQvtJJeSjWb3-zHDDtY&m=a6wAFfX71b4Lw1yLkk__jPwWp4yYtsbC-JRJDht9tMA&s=HOjb_wXJcaTpcdaYyNY1kTTeG980-PkX1jb5qn2lBSI&e=
mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,


 use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they


sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving


the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they


should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based


on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct


make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with


honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to


avoid substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public


cannot trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and


products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and


legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role


as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively


serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA


Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies


that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not


the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in


these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research




Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:19 PM Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal) <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com> wrote:


Thank you Craig, I appreciate it


--

Allan Smith


Political Reporter |  NBC News


412.523.7758


30 Rockefeller Plaza


New York, N.Y.  10112


@akarl_smith


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Monday, September 9, 2019 at 2:13 PM


To: "Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal)" <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com>


Cc: Scott Smullen <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Request from NBC News


Allan,


I confirm the story.


The message was intended for internal use. I will make inquiry as to the propriety of my releasing it


deliberately.


Thank you,


CM


mailto:Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com
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On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:24 PM Smith, Allan (NBCUniversal) <Allan.Smith@nbcuni.com> wrote:


Hey Craig,


Hope you’re well. Was curious if you could confirm the Washington Post story and pass along the


email they’ve referenced. Thank you!


Best,


Allan


--

Allan Smith


Political Reporter |  NBC News


412.523.7758


30 Rockefeller Plaza


New York, N.Y.  10112


@akarl_smith


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

 Scott Smullen


 Deputy Director
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 Scott Smullen


 Deputy Director


 NOAA Communications


 202-482-1097 o /  c


--

 Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c


--

Keli Pirtle


Public Affairs Specialist, NOAA Communications


Member, NOAA Central Region Collaboration Team


Norman, Oklahoma


keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


(405) 325-6933


cell 
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Kim amendola - NOAA Federal


From: Kim amendola - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:48 PM


To: Scott Smullen


Cc: John Ewald; Kate Naughten


Subject: Fwd: Email from Craig McLean?


Scott,


FYI. This came into our SE General Counsel office.


Kim


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kim amendola - NOAA Federal <kim.amendola@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:46 PM


Subject: Re: Email from Craig McLean?


To: Michael Mclemore - NOAA Federal <michael.mclemore@noaa.gov>


Cc: UMS Postmaster - NOAA Service Account <spam@noaa.gov>, _NOAA Abuse <abuse@noaa.gov>, Thomas Robertson - NOAA Federal <thomas.robertson@noaa.gov>, Becky Stanley <Becky.Stanley@noaa.gov>


Mike, this is a reporter phishing for a comment. I'll forward her original email to NOAA Public Affairs. They have the lead on this.


Thanks,


Kim


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:32 PM Michael Mclemore - NOAA Federal <michael.mclemore@noaa.gov> wrote:


This looks suspicious as I have never heard of this person nor the subject matter of her message. Her email address, however, looks like it might be legitimate.


Show original version:


Original Message


Message ID <CAOvTHEjzgH9Yfp7NpyRq3wKt2a+wk7=H-5RrnkV03BJbUZ=7JQ@mail.gmail.com>


Created at: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:07 AM (Delivered after 11 seconds)


From: Kathryn Watson <kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com>


To: michael.mclemore@noaa.gov


Subject: Email from Craig McLean?


SPF: PASS with IP 209.85.220.41 Learn more


DKIM: 'PASS' with domain cbsinteractive-com.20150623.gappssmtp.com Learn more


Download Original Copy to clipboard


 Delivered-To:  michael.mclemore@noaa.gov


Received:  by 2002:aed:25fa:0:0:0:0:0 with SMTP id y55csp4398781qtc;


        Mon,  9 Sep 2019 07:07:19 -0700 (PDT)


X-Google-DKIM-Signature:  v=1;  a=rsa-sha256;  c=relaxed/relaxed;


        d=1e100.net;  s=20161025;


        h=x-gm-message-state:dkim-signature:mime-version:from:date:message-id


         : subject:to;


        bh=p91NZZ388MRF7Zu4ORXLvLmWFeafxKCTQ2ERHRh/rng=;


        b=TcxhxwubQAjCLkJJuibFNdPq+gG9Jn9j1Wk01aFiN+pvecgylv3q15i7Zilkco2Pqi


         geH9dBept7BN+7DQm6yJdIjPE0ErO5Fm9qb2iHs30GVSO/12N/RfoqBHte3ERZdfqv6s


         eh7SQwCpBQjOnSjV4QmS0V09FYIjO2LiC153AQuUnFNeEDkGp7RNxrFxlHhc3StiIIty


         1od7x1mL+PGeEcrjxBdLvPsKwXKs7iNT0r/rgvOAZgQmkA6Ajdw+njAl/M5BFugTeKqF


         aYllQoxKSdt7T8IagcgIR+AgdZqasREvTsZ8CKT8DfnJryU+2JqnM40tKeLbAMsGUhO0


         ITAQ==


X-Received:  by 2002:ae9:ec0f: :  with SMTP id h15mr1028537qkg.54.1568038039448;


        Mon,  09 Sep 2019 07: 07:19 -0700 (PDT)


X-Gm-Message-State:  APjAAAWIkvwieZoWKbstfaSLU10PMW1WrUzHfQYc+zi0NwH9BZ1slDbg r75kseRkVtTjySBBv05QI0LfLfpBtjXA7CgK8UszA/LV/kUQ1eFuDtjkXlL4oWVyH0ykucJZNg+ aCLKucvHkyLBmh4Sxz1n3Tmba


0Z/wP6mZyAaV6voMBskvXBbmyq7in2QMrowgIm5Yjx4lDvWxfD z1rzx4TT/rmN1oxc/yd11mn05DprqaOuZ9eylqY9GmkhETq6e2Ha957UowTjjmYbRl2CajLmo9+ MWw3nBVqC+QCXto7jg7


X-Received:  by 2002:ae9:ec0f: :  with SMTP id h15mr1028479qkg.54.1568038038809;


        Mon,  09 Sep 2019 07: 07:18 -0700 (PDT)


ARC-Seal:  i=1;  a=rsa-sha256;  t=1568038038;  cv=none;


        d=google.com;  s=arc-20160816;


        b=WPhblTOgWmJ/RA1kDVDiuQABOL05TZmaTFkbL+xbllgNEErXqfdhM6INdDAKrj+S+F


         uWUkWv0VDHicoXo/p288ikT6BCl5HeIOpqAJ0J8bHaw2osReZwWXPj4bkvlnLUWHIK5+


         6qltYR+QsE715W+yYSqivEC7SNqC4VBwFFqGn7sNUUkPcruomCvqAsBSYrKQKDIdW7ak


         Smxm+7u96LCo5S+f8XQGfUyZ/MluBj/0cLPMAuHh/zxy7T6f8EHxd/sDboNISYqUWJ98


         Z42x7+h/Ekos3HVhuB9EbS4bekkUugccS2bSngtcSRqxqwHgG0UJCXtnTnJdJs6NhwmH


         he/Q==


ARC-Message-Signature:  i=1;  a=rsa-sha256;  c=relaxed/relaxed;  d=google.com;  s=arc-20160816;


        h=to:subject:message-id:date:from:mime-version:dkim-signature;


        bh=p91NZZ388MRF7Zu4ORXLvLmWFeafxKCTQ2ERHRh/rng=;


        b=zdDbNVOP1W7mzkxLyB38Yg/PHAvrT5EyFBud9OpKtSBNLMrgVc2mSqQvp+YxKWlAkZ


         t9lNf+O/99I/KT7RV75VoBjSRK/728nBPq4e/mSMP4GyQjaQ8VBSkauZ7OuIM/oIZhCd


         ci/XK14ewNXLfAYg87Fniu3ZyZovbGShjpAjyhf3+4MAd8YM0SvXd6jMw9qKHKIfUrtB


         01GWnVz5MLJxEzsJWf091klFY+jGMY25sA9fhPvmCSKIxJ78pp3QWmgXocBWO8ZE902Y


         wbL6/M2iemnrVtGBRg+cp6e7n/d+HkgEB0+2PtaDylRbioWXflChZ5q1NdXDTZsA0GJ3


         lh8g==


ARC-Authentication-Results:  i=1;  mx.google.com;


       dkim=pass header.i=@cbsinteractive-com.20150623.gappssmtp.com header.s=20150623 header.b=vir8fIFi;


       spf=pass (google.com:  domain of kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com designates 209.85.220.41 as permitted sender)  smtp.mailfrom=kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com


Return-Path:  <kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com>Received:  from mail-sor-f41.google.com (mail-sor-f41.google.com.  [209.85.220. 41] )


        by mx.google.com with SMTPS id bq6sor12705570qvb.18.2019.09.09.07.07. 18


        for <michael.mclemore@noaa.gov>        (Google Transport Security) ;


        Mon,  09 Sep 2019 07: 07:18 -0700 (PDT)


Received-SPF:  pass (google.com:  domain of kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com designates 209.85.220.41 as permitted sender)  client-ip=209.85.220.41;


Authentication-Results:  mx.google.com;


       dkim=pass header.i=@cbsinteractive-com.20150623.gappssmtp.com header.s=20150623 header.b=vir8fIFi;


       spf=pass (google.com:  domain of kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com designates 209.85.220.41 as permitted sender)  smtp.mailfrom=kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com


DKIM-Signature:  v=1;  a=rsa-sha256;  c=relaxed/relaxed;


        d=cbsinteractive-com.20150623.gappssmtp.com;  s=20150623;


        h=mime-version:from:date:message-id:subject:to;


        bh=p91NZZ388MRF7Zu4ORXLvLmWFeafxKCTQ2ERHRh/rng=;


        b=vir8fIFi2J0vHz5+dFu4VcOzeU39zgrXdtkg4gliqQgQ/cCLQ74vPTRRnDZftfMppz


         8IXRMmQ649oLYdYqnXmKETdfmaWxn7//67UpDNDX1w/FTLr9I46IgXM5W4zwiXSX/SNf


         xIRE4JumhAv7JRVUWX5aG8IZ9jNzClJXKWqSz6fZcZAf2x3qAclDOcLlWc2D1T1LMQnr


         I1NK1ng9DDhy3TqvY4yxSawNgDsl/J5WW0rZh+upz2CEdgtH5YZmP4m/j7qNoFqW7PJG


         yx6OL13MrYp86M0LI4iI/saiXDNPb+mw+g48dxhqSyvf/Xnsozz5zW5VPk4sphH7kaYj


         irgw==


X-Google-Smtp-Source:  APXvYqyxxa/o8R56T/PMfNx0gfoo6zs3whhg4J6kCOruI3kaJAwyl3QMhswSi3NIqh5VE3tQlW7PA09uwGIRjfNxWo0=


X-Received:  by 2002:a0c:9051: :  with SMTP id o75mr14446980qvo.147.1568038037888;  Mon,  09 Sep 2019 07:07:17 -0700 (PDT)


MIME-Version:  1.0


From:  Kathryn Watson <kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com>Date:  Mon,  9 Sep 2019 10:07:07 -0400


Message-ID:  <CAOvTHEjzgH9Yfp7NpyRq3wKt2a+wk7=H-5RrnkV03BJbUZ=7JQ@mail.gmail.com>Subject:  Email from Craig McLean?


To:  michael.mclemore@noaa.gov


Content-Type:  multipart/alternative;  boundary="0000000000003e40ec05921f4e52"X-Transit:  65c4-4609-8ad9-9434dbf4e387


X-Gm-Spam:  0


X-Gm-Phishy:  0


X-Gm-Spam:  0


X-Gm-Phishy:  0


--0000000000003e40ec05921f4e52


Content-Type:  text/plain;  charset="UTF-8"


Hi Michael,


I realize this is random,  but wondering if you happen to have the email


from Craig McLean about looking into the agency's response to the

president's Hurricane Dorian tweets and comments.
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Content-Type:  text/plain;  charset="UTF-8"


Hi Michael,


I realize this is random,  but wondering if you happen to have the email


from Craig McLean about looking into the agency's response to the


president's Hurricane Dorian tweets and comments.


In case you have it,  my secure email is kathrynwatson@protonmail.com,  or on


Signal -- 571-282-8391.


Best,


Katie


--

Kathryn (Katie)  Watson


White House reporter,  CBSNews.com


Cell:  571.282.8391


Twitter:  @kathrynw5 <https://twitter.com/kathrynw5?lang=en>


--0000000000003e40ec05921f4e52


Content-Type:  text/html;  charset="UTF-8"Content-Transfer-Encoding:  quoted-printable


<div dir=3D"ltr">Hi Michael, <div><br></div><div>I realize this is random,  b=


ut wondering if you happen to have the email from Craig McLean about lookin=


g into the agency&#39;s response to the president&#39;s Hurricane Dorian tw=


eets and comments.=C2=A0</div><div><br></div><div>In case you have it,  my s=


ecure email is <a href=3D"mailto:kathrynwatson@protonmail.com">kathrynwatso=n@protonmail.com</a>,  or on Signal -- 571-282-8391.=C2=A0</div><div><br></d=


iv><div>Best, </div><div>Katie=C2=A0<br clear=3D"all"><div><br></div>-- <br>=<div dir=3D"ltr" class=3D"gmail_signature" data-smartmail=3D"gmail_signatur=


e"><div dir=3D"ltr"><div><div dir=3D"ltr"><div><div dir=3D"ltr"><div><div d=


ir=3D"ltr"><div><div dir=3D"ltr"><div><div dir=3D"ltr"><div><div dir=3D"ltr=">Kathryn (Katie)  Watson<div>White House reporter,  CBSNews.com</div><div><d=


iv>Cell:  571.282.8391=C2=A0</div><div>Twitter:  <a href=3D"https://twitter.c=


om/kathrynw5?lang=3Den" target=3D"_blank">@kathrynw5</a></div></div></div><=


/div></div></div></div></div></div></div></div></div></div></div></div></di=


v></div></div>


--0000000000003e40ec05921f4e52--

---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kathryn Watson <kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:07 AM


Subject: Email from Craig McLean?


To: <michael.mclemore@noaa.gov>


Hi Michael,


I realize this is random, but wondering if you happen to have the email from Craig McLean about looking into the agency's response to the president's Hurricane Dorian tweets and comments.


In case you have it, my secure email is kathrynwatson@protonmail.com, or on Signal -- 571-282-8391.


Best,


Katie


--

Kathryn (Katie) Watson


White House reporter, CBSNews.com


Cell: 571.282.8391


Twitter: @kathrynw5


--

B. Michael McLemore, Section Chief


Southeast Section, NOAA General Counsel


263 13th Avenue S.


St. Petersburg, FL 33701


727-824-5371


Confidentiality Notice:  This e-mail message is intended only for the


named recipients.  It contains information that may be confidential,


privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure


under applicable law.  If you have received this message in error, are


not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for


delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any


review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of


this message or its contents is strictly prohibited.  Please notify us


immediately that you have received this message in error, and delete the


message.


--

Kim Amendola


Communications Supervisor


NOAA Fisheries/U.S. Department of Commerce


Office: 727-551 -5707


Mobile: 

Visit Our Newsroom

Southeast Twitter @NOAAFish_SERO


WE MOVED!

Check us out online

www.fisheries.noaa.gov

--

Kim Amendola


Communications Supervisor


NOAA Fisheries/U.S. Department of Commerce


Office: 727-551 -5707


Mobile: 

Visit Our Newsroom

Southeast Twitter @NOAAFish_SERO


WE MOVED!

Check us out online

www.fisheries.noaa.gov

(b)(6)
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:06 PM


To: julie.roberts@noaa.gov; scott.smullen@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Urgent NPR Request


Got it


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:59 PM Acacia Squires <ASquires@npr.org> wrote:


Hello,


Our deadline is 3:30pm today.


We are will go live today on our afternoon news program with a story from the National Weather


Association conference in Huntsville, Alabama.


Will you confirm that NOAA’s acting chief scientist, Craig McLean, sent an email to colleagues indicating


there will be an investigation into why NOAA leadership back President Trump over their own


meteorologists on the path of Hurricane Dorian, as reported in the Washington Post today.


Can you confirm such an email was sent?


Thank you,


Acacia Squires


Acacia Squires


State Government Editor


asquires@npr.org


202.51 3.2271


@acaciasquires


--

mailto:ASquires@npr.org
mailto:asquires@npr.org
https://twitter.com/AcaciaSquires


--

Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978
(b)(6)



Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:40 PM


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Cc: Benjamin Kagan-Guthrie - NOAA Federal


Subject: NYTimes: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane


Tweets, Sources Say


This just posted   -s


https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html?


campaign_id%3D60%26instance_id%3D0%26segment_id%3D16871%26user_id%3Dbc877bac2fa6082ffa058175081d


d923%26regi_id%3D2142ing-

news&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1568144228578000&usg=AFQjCNHtK9WwNjQnM9fnKxpYCy5Rqk6fWQ


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
(b)(6)
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:48 PM


To: Scott Smullen


Subject: Fwd: Our Appreciation for the NWS Performance for Dorian


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:17 AM


Subject: Fwd: Our Appreciation for the NWS Performance for Dorian


To: Christopher Vaccaro <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: NWS Communications Office - NOAA Service Account <nws.communications.office@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:16 PM


Subject: Our Appreciation for the NWS Performance for Dorian


To: _NWS All Hands <nws.all.hands@noaa.gov>


From: Louis W. Uccellini, Director and Mary Erickson, Deputy Director

and the Executive Council - John Potts, John Murphy, Kevin Cooley, Peyton Robertson


Team NWS -

First and foremost, we want to acknowledge the challenging and trying time


we have been through for Hurricane Dorian.  This storm presented forecast


and warning challenges and tremendous stresses and strains to our


workforce, given its complexity, duration and its toll on our time and talent.


We want to assure you that we stand behind our entire workforce and the


integrity of the forecast process, including the incredible scientific, technical


and engineering skill you demonstrated for this event.  Your commitment and


outstanding work were on display in everything we did from infrastructure


support to forecasts and warnings to working with our core partners,


providing travel logistics...and more during the long course of Hurricane


Dorian.


You put your shoulders to the wheel for this hurricane---starting with ensuring


the Puerto Rico radar was up, and releasing extra radiosondes throughout


most of the event. Your tireless work ensured all partners and the general


public were ready and responsive for wind, heavy rain, flash floods, storm


mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
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the Puerto Rico radar was up, and releasing extra radiosondes throughout


most of the event. Your tireless work ensured all partners and the general


public were ready and responsive for wind, heavy rain, flash floods, storm


surge and surf impacts, violent tornadoes and high wind and waves over the


open ocean as Dorian moved toward Puerto Rico, then from the Bahamas


toward and along the Florida coast, toward the Mid Atlantic region and finally


toward the Northeast into Canada. We saw tremendous forecasts, warnings


and amazing IDSS and public outreach at every level (NHC, other NCEP


Centers, WFOs, RFCs, Water Center, ROCs and CWSUs) and at every turn,


even in the face of a unique, complex and uncertain forecast.  We also saw


actions taken through the night to quickly restore resilience and robustness


to our information architecture. We are absolutely amazed at how you all


pulled together to support one another to put the most accurate information


science allows and put your best judgements into the hands of key decision


makers who are making life/death decisions.


Given the possible tracks and impacts of this storm, our warnings and the


resulting responses by the public safety officials up and down the East


Coast, including focused evacuations, all demonstrated everything we have


been working towards---continuously updated information, clear messaging


of scenarios, and calls to action to support near precision level evacuations.


International, Federal, State and local officials were at our side the entire


time, listening and making impact-based decisions with a high level of


specificity and at the right time to protect lives and property.  Now we


continue to see... not only is it possible... you are making it happen.


We saw first hand that our integrated forecast process works, and we


continue to embrace and uphold the essential integrity of the entire forecast


process as it was applied by ALL NWS offices to ensure public safety first


and foremost.  Suffice it to say, it takes the entire team to achieve these


repeated levels of success and we want you all to know it is recognized and


honored.


The NWS leadership team is proud of your service, expertise and relentless


dedication to our mission. You are leading us into the future---and displaying


clearly what building a Weather Ready Nation looks like.  We honorably met


the mission of the NWS for Dorian, and have again shown how vital the NWS


is to public safety.


We are grateful to each and every one of you, each and every day.


-- Louis, Mary, and the NWS Executive Council - John Potts, John Murphy,


Kevin Cooley, Peyton Robertson






Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:43 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: CNN / Cuomo Prime: Craig McLean (Tonight, 9-10P ET)


Craig,





She needs to be asking Commerce, not NOAA.   -s


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 4:08 PM Giaimo, Melissa <Melissa.Giaimo@cnn.com> wrote:


The NYT is reporting:


The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at NOAA on

Friday after the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s

claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama, according to three people

familiar with the discussion.


Given this, I wanted to check again if you would like to go on-the-record with us in an interview.


MELISSA GIAIMO


Senior Editorial Producer “Cuomo Prime Time”


+1-202-297-5247 cell


+1-202-351-4406 work


melissa.giaimo@turner.com


From: Giaimo, Melissa


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:50 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Cc: Scott Smullen <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Subject: RE: CNN / Cuomo Prime: Craig McLean (Tonight, 9-10P ET)


Thank you so much for taking the time to reply, Craig. Beyond your message to employees, there is also


great interest from the public, which relies on NOAA for accurate scientific data.


(b)(5)
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great interest from the public, which relies on NOAA for accurate scientific data.


Would you consider a TV interview?


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:47 AM


To: Giaimo, Melissa <Melissa.Giaimo@cnn.com>


Cc: Scott Smullen <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: CNN / Cuomo Prime: Craig McLean (Tonight, 9-10P ET)


Thank you, Melissa.


I truly appreciate your interest.  I am confident that what I expressed in my message to our employees


captures what I wanted our employees to hear.


Best wishes,


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:31 AM Giaimo, Melissa <Melissa.Giaimo@cnn.com> wrote:


Hi Craig,


I spoke to your lovely wife Joanne this morning. I’m reaching out in response to Washington Post


reporting that you sent an e-mail to NOAA staff about “potential violations of our NOAA Administrative


Order on Scientific Integrity.”


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-

agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/


We would like to invite you to join us for an interview on “Cuomo Prime Time” to speak in your own


words about the role of the NOAA, the agency’s response, and the importance of maintaining public


trust. We are live 9-10P ET and are the #1 show on CNN.


http://cnnpressroom.blogs.cnn.com/2019/08/27/cnn-is-1-in-prime-time-in-august-in-key-demo-25-54/


I understand no doubt that you are receiving numerous requests and that this is likely a trying time. I


would be happy to speak with you off-the-record about any questions you may have. My direct contact is


below.
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Should you choose to do an interview, I’m confident that Chris Cuomo would be an excellent fit.


Kind Regards,


Melissa


MELISSA GIAIMO


Senior Editorial Producer “Cuomo Prime Time”


+1-202-297-5247 cell


+1-202-351-4406 work


melissa.giaimo@turner.com


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
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<External Email>


Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:45 PM


To: christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov; Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: CBS News inquiry


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Farhi, Arden" <FarhiA@cbsnews.com>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 4:40:40 PM EDT


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: CBS News inquiry


Julie - does NOAA have anything to say about the NYT report that Secretary Ross threatened to


fire NOAA leadership after the tweet from NWS-Birmingham?


Also, can you confirm there is an investigation into "potential violations" in the agency's


decision to back President Trump's statements? I understand there was an email circulated by


Craig McLean. Thanks.


Arden Farhi


White House producer


CBS News


646.761.1168


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Sent: Thursday, September 5, 2019 11:40 AM


To: Farhi, Arden <FarhiA@cbsnews.com>


Cc: Watson, Kathryn <kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com>; Reid, Paula <ReidP@cbsnews.com>


Subject: Re: CBS News inquiry


Arden


Please contact the White House Press Office.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


mailto:FarhiA@cbsnews.com
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Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 5, 2019, at 10:50 AM, Farhi, Arden <FarhiA@cbsnews.com> wrote:


Hi Julie --

Question for you regarding yesterday's Oval Office event with the president:


Was the map that he presented an accurate reflection of NOAA or NHC's work?


In other words, was the map the president showed reporters identical to the map


your agency provided him?


Thank you.


Arden


Arden Farhi


White House producer


CBS News


646.761.1168


mailto:FarhiA@cbsnews.com


<External Email>


Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:48 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: Re: CBS News inquiry


I will take it ... -s


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 4:45 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Farhi, Arden" <FarhiA@cbsnews.com>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 4:40:40 PM EDT


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: CBS News inquiry


Julie - does NOAA have anything to say about the NYT report that Secretary Ross threatened to


fire NOAA leadership after the tweet from NWS-Birmingham?


Also, can you confirm there is an investigation into "potential violations" in the agency's


decision to back President Trump's statements? I understand there was an email circulated by


Craig McLean. Thanks.


Arden Farhi


White House producer


CBS News


646.761.1168


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Sent: Thursday, September 5, 2019 11:40 AM


To: Farhi, Arden <FarhiA@cbsnews.com>


Cc: Watson, Kathryn <kathryn.watson@cbsinteractive.com>; Reid, Paula <ReidP@cbsnews.com>


Subject: Re: CBS News inquiry


Arden
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Arden


Please contact the White House Press Office.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 5, 2019, at 10:50 AM, Farhi, Arden <FarhiA@cbsnews.com> wrote:


Hi Julie --

Question for you regarding yesterday's Oval Office event with the president:


Was the map that he presented an accurate reflection of NOAA or NHC's work?


In other words, was the map the president showed reporters identical to the map


your agency provided him?


Thank you.


Arden


Arden Farhi


White House producer


CBS News


646.761.1168


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
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Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:54 PM


To: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Cc: Benjamin Kagan-Guthrie - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NYTimes: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane


Tweets, Sources Say


Yep.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 3:40 PM, Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov> wrote:


This just posted   -s


https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html?


campaign_id%3D60%26instance_id%3D0%26segment_id%3D16871%26user_id%3Dbc877bac2fa6082ffa05817


5081dd923%26regi_id%3D2142ing-

news&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1568144228578000&usg=AFQjCNHtK9WwNjQnM9fnKxpYCy5Rqk6fWQ


--

 Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
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Mary Lindergren called  to say she want to know if Neil Jacobs lied to


the American people about the hurricane.  If he did, he should resign


and be prosecuted, this is criminal, please give him that message.  Her


number is  (Monday 4.36 pm)

Arden Fari – from CBS News called regarding the article in the New York


Times from Wilbur Ross, and he would like to know if Dr. Jacobs would


like to comment on it.  His number is 646-761-1168 (Monday 4:48pm)

(b)(6)



Pat Simms - NOAA Federal


From: Pat Simms - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:53 PM


To: Scott Smullen; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss; Stuart Levenbach


Subject: Fwd: Messages


Attachments: ATT00001.html; Messages.docx


Julie/Scott


Please see the second message.


Thank you.


Sent from my iPhone


Pat Simms


Executive Assistant to NOAA Administrator


202-309-0278


Begin forwarded message:


From: Jennifer Ormsby - NOAA Affiliate <jennifer.a.ormsby@noaa.gov>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 4:53:55 PM EDT


To: Pat Simms - NOAA Federal <pat.a.simms@noaa.gov>


Subject: Messages


Hi Ms. Pat,


I received two messages that is attached below.


Thanks,


Jennifer Ormsby

Executive Assistant to the

Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /

Deputy NOAA Administrator

U.S. Department of Commerce/NOAA

14th & Constitution Avenue, NW

Room 58008

Washington, DC 20230

Main: 202-482-6236

Fax: 202-482-0503


Email: jennifer.a.ormsby@noaa.gov
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Email: jennifer.a.ormsby@noaa.gov




Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


From: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:12 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal; scott.smullen@noaa.gov


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: FOX- Media inquiry: re: OIG memo


Good morning, this just came in.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: White, R.N. <R.N.White@foxbusiness.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 8:10 AM


Subject: Media inquiry: re: OIG memo


To: lauren.gaches@noaa.gov <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Lauren, I hope this email finds you well. I have a copy of a memo issued to NOAA from OIG requesting


documentation surrounded a statement issued by NOAA claiming Alabama was in the path of Hurricane


Dorian.


“Recent reports of inconsistent messaging culminating in an unattributed press release surrounding


information related to Hurricane Dorian call into question the NWS’s processes, scientific independence,


and ability to communicate accurate and timely weather warnings and data to the nation in times of


national emergency. NOAA’s scientific integrity policy makes clear that “NOAA is an organization based


upon science, scientific research, and providing and using scientific advice for decision-making. NOAA


recognizes a clear distinction between the scientific process and the policy decisions made based on the


results of science.”8


What is NOAA’s response to the memo? Does NOAA stand behind its statement negating Birmingham NWS


claim Alabama was not in the hurricane path?


I am available by phone or email— if you want to talk off the record or on. And of course email is best if you


would like to add a statement. Thanks for your help!


'RN' White


Fox Business Network


202.412.3962 / 202.641.5996

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended


solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for


delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to


anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the


sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its attachments that does not relate to the official


business of Fox News or Fox Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No


representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect.


--

mailto:R.N.White@foxbusiness.com
mailto:lauren.gaches@noaa.gov
mailto:lauren.gaches@noaa.gov
tel:202.412.3962
tel:202.641.5996


business of Fox News or Fox Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No


representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect.


--

Lauren Gaches


NOAA Public Affairs-NCEP/NWS


Desk-301-683-1327


Cell-

lauren.gaches@noaa.gov
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:49 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Subject: FW: ABC News checking in


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


From: Flaherty, Anne K. <Anne.K.Flaherty@abc.com>


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:03 PM


To: Julie.Roberts@noaa.gov


Subject: ABC News checking in


Hi Julie. I understand my colleague Matthew Vann has been in touch with you. He had to leave early and I


just wanted to check back in to see if there's anything you can say about the Times article, even on


background, ahead of our broadcast tonight.


We have reached out to Rebecca Glover as well.


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html?


action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage


Anne Flaherty

ABC News


Coordinating Producer, Federal Agencies


1717 DeSales St NW Washington, DC 20036|


(office) 202-222-7612 (mobile) 202 264-0787


mailto:Anne.K.Flaherty@abc.com
mailto:Julie.Roberts@noaa.gov
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html?
action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html?
action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage


Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:07 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen


Subject: E&E: Democrats want Commerce chief gone over forecast spat


POLITICS


Democrats want Commerce chief gone over forecast spat


Rob Hotakainen, E&E News reporter Published: Tuesday, September 10, 2019


Wilbur Ross. Photo credit: Gage Skidmore/Flickr


Some Democrats are calling on Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross to resign after reports that he


threatened to fire top NOAA officials following disagreements with the president over Hurricane Dorian's


path. Gage Skidmore/Flickr


Some House Democrats yesterday urged Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross to resign for allegedly


threatening to fire NOAA officials who challenged President Trump's erroneous claims that Hurricane


Dorian might strike Alabama last week.


"Wilbur Ross must resign," said Virginia Rep. Don Beyer. "His direct attacks on the scientists and federal


employees, whom he threatened to fire for doing their jobs by accurately reporting the weather, are an


embarrassing new low for a member of this Cabinet, which has been historically venal and incompetent."


Beyer, a prominent voice on energy and environmental issues, said in a statement that Ross "should be


dismissed immediately."


Rep. Paul Tonko (D-N.Y.), chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on the Environment


and Climate Change, said Ross had put government scientists in an "impossible position."


"Telling forecasters they aren't allowed to contradict the President when he is giving dangerously false


information compromises their duty as civil servants and undermines the vital role they play in protecting


community safety," Tonko said.


Reps. Gerry Connolly (D-Va.) and Jim Himes (D-Conn.) were also among those who said Ross should leave if


he threatened to fire NOAA leaders over the Alabama forecast spat.


The Democrats jumped into the fray after The New York Times, citing three anonymous sources, reported


https://www.eenews.net/staff/Rob_Hotakainen


he threatened to fire NOAA leaders over the Alabama forecast spat.


The Democrats jumped into the fray after The New York Times, citing three anonymous sources, reported


that Ross had threatened to fire NOAA's acting director, Neil Jacobs, if he did not side with Trump in the


controversy.


The firestorm began when Trump tweeted that the storm might hit Alabama, later in the week displaying a


doctored weather map to help make his case.


In response to Trump's tweet, the Birmingham office tweeted that Alabama was not in Dorian's path,


apparently angering both Trump and Ross.


According to the newspaper report, Ross asked Jacobs to overrule the Alabama forecasters, which Jacobs


refused to do. Jacobs was then told by Ross that political staff at NOAA would be dismissed if the situation


wasn't resolved, the Times said. On Friday afternoon, NOAA put out an unsigned statement saying the


Birmingham office had erred.


The issue is already under investigation by NOAA's acting chief scientist, who told employees Sunday


evening that he would determine whether the agency violated its own policies by siding with Trump.


"My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on


external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political," Craig McLean, the acting


chief scientist, said in an email to employees, calling it "a complex issue involving the President."


Louis Uccellini, the director of the National Weather Service, drew a standing ovation yesterday at the


annual meeting of the National Weather Association in Huntsville, Ala., when he praised the work of the


Birmingham office, saying the forecasters were only doing their jobs and trying to avoid public panic.


Jacobs is expected to give the keynote speech at the gathering this morning.


Democratic Sen. Doug Jones of Alabama declined to call for Ross' departure, saying instead that he would


wait for the ongoing investigation to run its course. But he added that Congress has more serious issues to


address rather than fighting over a "Sharpie-drawn map."


"Nobody in Alabama thought we were in any danger," Jones added. "We have hurricanes, we have


tornadoes, we have bad weather, and we learn to listen to our local people [who] we trust."


Senate Appropriations Chairman Richard Shelby (R-Ala.) seemed to defend Trump by suggesting that it's


"common sense," if a hurricane is headed to Florida, to ask if might also be nearing Alabama. He said he did


not know anything about reports of a rift between NWS forecasters in Birmingham and NOAA leadership


over the president's remarks on the storm.


Sen. Ed Markey (D-Mass.), a member of the Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee, called for


a hearing on the issue. "Science trumps false statements, including when they come from the White House,"


Markey said.


Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) said, "What started as an embarrassment from the


president has snowballed into thuggish behavior from a Cabinet secretary to force scientists to bow down in


obeisance to an anti-science president."


Reporters Geof Koss, Nick Sobczyk and George Cahlink contributed.








Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:31 PM


To: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: CNN / Cuomo Prime: Craig McLean (Tonight, 9-10P ET)


Not responding. Thanks.


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 4:43 PM Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov> wrote:

Craig,


She needs to be asking Commerce, not NOAA.   -s


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 4:08 PM Giaimo, Melissa <Melissa.Giaimo@cnn.com> wrote:


The NYT is reporting:


The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at NOAA on

Friday after the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s

claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama, according to three people

familiar with the discussion.


Given this, I wanted to check again if you would like to go on-the-record with us in an interview.


MELISSA GIAIMO


Senior Editorial Producer “Cuomo Prime Time”


+1-202-297-5247 cell


+1-202-351-4406 work


melissa.giaimo@turner.com


From: Giaimo, Melissa


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:50 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Cc: Scott Smullen <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Subject: RE: CNN / Cuomo Prime: Craig McLean (Tonight, 9-10P ET)


Thank you so much for taking the time to reply, Craig. Beyond your message to employees, there is also
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Thank you so much for taking the time to reply, Craig. Beyond your message to employees, there is also


great interest from the public, which relies on NOAA for accurate scientific data.


Would you consider a TV interview?


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:47 AM


To: Giaimo, Melissa <Melissa.Giaimo@cnn.com>


Cc: Scott Smullen <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: CNN / Cuomo Prime: Craig McLean (Tonight, 9-10P ET)


Thank you, Melissa.


I truly appreciate your interest.  I am confident that what I expressed in my message to our employees


captures what I wanted our employees to hear.


Best wishes,


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:31 AM Giaimo, Melissa <Melissa.Giaimo@cnn.com> wrote:


Hi Craig,


I spoke to your lovely wife Joanne this morning. I’m reaching out in response to Washington Post


reporting that you sent an e-mail to NOAA staff about “potential violations of our NOAA Administrative


Order on Scientific Integrity.”


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-

agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/


We would like to invite you to join us for an interview on “Cuomo Prime Time” to speak in your own


words about the role of the NOAA, the agency’s response, and the importance of maintaining public


trust. We are live 9-10P ET and are the #1 show on CNN.


http://cnnpressroom.blogs.cnn.com/2019/08/27/cnn-is-1-in-prime-time-in-august-in-key-demo-25-54/


mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov
mailto:Melissa.Giaimo@cnn.com
mailto:scott.smullen@noaa.gov
mailto:Melissa.Giaimo@cnn.com
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http://cnnpressroom.blogs.cnn.com/2019/08/27/cnn-is-1-in-prime-time-in-august-in-key-demo-25-54/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/
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I understand no doubt that you are receiving numerous requests and that this is likely a trying time. I


would be happy to speak with you off-the-record about any questions you may have. My direct contact


is below.


Should you choose to do an interview, I’m confident that Chris Cuomo would be an excellent fit.


Kind Regards,


Melissa


MELISSA GIAIMO


Senior Editorial Producer “Cuomo Prime Time”


+1-202-297-5247 cell


+1-202-351-4406 work


melissa.giaimo@turner.com


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

 Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o / 

--
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Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:35 PM


To: Julie Roberts; Scott Smullen


Subject: Fwd: Call this evening


Note from the Birmingham MIC...


I saw this in the NYT story and it’s not true based on their account of the calls they were receiving prior to


knowing about the Tweet.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 8:03:50 PM EDT


To: christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov


Cc: steven.cooper@noaa.gov, John.Deblock@noaa.gov, kevin.laws@noaa.gov


Subject: Call this evening


Received a call on the ship this evening. Did not answer, and they left a message. Not sure how


they got my number. Message is below. I did not respond.


“Hi sir this is Lisa Friedman from the nyt. Just wondering if you'd be willing to speak with me.


We have trump people saying on background that the Birmingham NWS office was purposefully


trying to make Trump look bad. Any chance you can comment on it? Or even talk on


background?”


Chris


Sent from my iPhone


mailto:chris.darden@noaa.gov
mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov
mailto:steven.cooper@noaa.gov
mailto:John.Deblock@noaa.gov
mailto:kevin.laws@noaa.gov


Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:08 AM


To: Scott Smullen; Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: A must-watch


https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-

68565573623

She starts off with a story of Nixon's appointee who became responsible for NOAA being in Commerce instead of Interior,


but then weaves the story.


https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-68565573623
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-68565573623
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-68565573623


Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:58 AM


To: christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov; Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: NYT story on Ross


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Begin forwarded message:


From: Shane Croucher <s.croucher@newsweek.com>


Date: September 10, 2019 at 5:48:34 AM EDT


To: julie.roberts@noaa.gov


Subject: NYT story on Ross


Good morning,


Does NOAA have any comment on the NYT report alleging that Secretary Ross threatened to


fire top officials at the agency?


Can you confirm that such a threat was made, as relayed by the NYT?


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurricane-dorian-trump-tweet.html

Thanks,


Shane


Shane Croucher |  Senior Reporter


NEWSWEEK


T  |   +44 (0) 208 075 3511


E  |   s.croucher@newsweek.com


W |   newsweek.com


A |   Floor 24, 25 Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5LQ


mailto:s.croucher@newsweek.com
mailto:julie.roberts@noaa.gov
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurricane-dorian-trump-tweet.html
mailto:s.croucher@newsweek.com
https://www.newsweek.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurricane-dorian-trump-tweet.html


Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 7:44 PM


To: NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account; Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal; Linda


LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Cc: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor, please work with Linda on travel.  I will have a rental car.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing for the WFO visit to earlier in the day. I will have


information on the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the WFO as well?


Charles


--
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Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with Paul Schlatter with NWA.


He relayed that as of now there will be four media outlets at the conference:


Washington Post, CNN, NPR Birmingham and a local broadcast station.


Media cameras are not allowed in the main room (however, people may still


stream or record it on their personal devices).  After his speech he said that


media folks might attempt to do an interview with Dr. Jacobs outside of the


main room.


Just wanted to bring this to your attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service


Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:48 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen; Susan Buchanan


Subject: CWG: NOAA leader, in Alabama speech, says ‘weather shouldn’t be a partisan issue’


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/10/noaa-leader-alabama-speech-says-weather-

shouldnt-be-partisan-issue/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/10/noaa-leader-alabama-speech-says-weather-shouldnt-be-partisan-issue/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/10/noaa-leader-alabama-speech-says-weather-shouldnt-be-partisan-issue/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/10/noaa-leader-alabama-speech-says-weather-shouldnt-be-partisan-issue/


Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:36 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Some of Neil's speech transcribed from the Facebook video


This is about a third(?) of the speech that addresses the issue:


I have the utmost respect for what you do because I understand how difficult numerical weather prediction is, and

how even more complicated conveying risk to the public is.


The purpose of the NOAA statement was to clarify the technical aspects of the potential impacts of Dorian. What it

did not say however, is that we understand and fully support the good intent of the Birmingham Weather Forecast

Office, which was to calm fears and support the public safety. I am proud of the outstanding work by all of the

weather forecast offices, including Birmingham during the span of the storm. Not to mention Charleston, Wilmington

and Morehead City, who were directly impacted but continued to provide mission critical support.


There is no pressure to change the way you convey forecast risk into the future. No one’s job is under threat – not

mine, not yours. The Weather Service team has my full support and the support of the Department. It is critically

important for our team to support the work you do to protect lives and property, and that includes providing

information through ha variety of means including social media. Social media is an essential new tool to convey

watches and warnings to the public.


Weather should not be a partisan issue. I know some of you for more than 25 years. I haven’t changed. I’m the same

Neil I was last Thursday. I am a modeler and a forecaster. And I will do everything I can to support you and your

critical mission to protect life and property of the American people. I am clearing off my calendar to visit as many

forecast offices as I can. I would love to try to hit all of them, but if I can’t I will certainly call into the rest.


Thank you Louis for your leadership and your support. Thank you National Weather Service forecasters and state and

local emergency managers. And thank you Birmingham – Chris Darden, Kevin Laws(?) and the rest of the team. Thank

you for the job you do and for the lives you save.


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
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Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


From: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:56 AM


To: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal; Exsec Ecorr


Cc: Wendy Lewis; Tanya Dobrzynski; Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan; Julie


Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


Good morning.


Confirming this should be assigned to the Policy Team.  Julie will have point in developing the response.


Thank you


On Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 5:14 PM Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ecorr,


Please control the attached letter. I suggest tasking to the Policy office, but would like their input on the


proper action for this. Happy to work with them on a draft, if needed.


Thanks,


Matt


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


--

Michael Weiss


Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-5958 (w)


 (c)
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Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


From: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:02 AM


To: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Cc: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal; Exsec Ecorr; Wendy Lewis; Stu Levenbach - NOAA


Federal; Taylor Jordan; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


Thanks for confirming, Michael.


T


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:56 AM Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal <michael.weiss@noaa.gov> wrote:

Good morning.


Confirming this should be assigned to the Policy Team.  Julie will have point in developing the response.


Thank you


On Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 5:14 PM Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ecorr,


Please control the attached letter. I suggest tasking to the Policy office, but would like their input on the


proper action for this. Happy to work with them on a draft, if needed.


Thanks,


Matt


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov
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--

Michael Weiss


Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-5958 (w)
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:28 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen; Susan Buchanan


Subject: WaPo: Embattled NOAA head offers a halfhearted defense of Alabama forecasters


who rebutted Trump


https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/09/10/embattled-noaa-head-offers-halfhearted-defense-

alabama-forecasters-who-rebutted-trump/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/09/10/embattled-noaa-head-offers-halfhearted-defense-alabama-forecasters-who-rebutted-trump/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/09/10/embattled-noaa-head-offers-halfhearted-defense-alabama-forecasters-who-rebutted-trump/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/09/10/embattled-noaa-head-offers-halfhearted-defense-alabama-forecasters-who-rebutted-trump/


Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:41 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen; Susan Buchanan


Subject: AP: NOAA chief thanks Alabama weather office in Dorian forecast


https://www.thestar.com/news/world/us/2019/09/10/noaa-chief-thanks-alabama-weather-office-in-dorian-

forecast.html

NOAA chief thanks Alabama weather office in Dorian forecast


By The Associated Press


Tues., Sept. 10, 2019


HUNTSVILLE, Ala. - The head of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is both defending the


administration and thanking a local weather office that contradicted President Donald Trump’s claims about


Hurricane Dorian threatening Alabama.


Acting administrator Neil Jacobs told a meteorology group Tuesday that a NOAA statement which criticized


a local forecast office that contradicted Trump was meant to clarify “technical aspects” about Dorian’s


potential impact.


Jacobs told the group what the statement failed to mention was the “good intent” of the Birmingham office


in trying to calm fears and rumours about Dorian hitting Alabama. Jacobs recognized and thanked the


Birmingham office while speaking before the National Weather Association in Huntsville, Alabama. He


appeared near tears at one point.


Weather officials say Birmingham didn’t realize that rumours about Dorian hitting the state began with a


tweet by Trump.


While some forecasters had talked about walking out on Jacobs speech or staging some sort of protest,


there was no demonstration and he received polite applause.


Kevin Laws, science and operations officer with the weather service office in Birmingham, said he


appreciated the remarks by Jacobs, who he has known for 20 years.


“Absolutely no hard feelings,” Laws said.


Jacobs’ remarks came a day after National Weather Service Director Louis Uccellini said forecasters in


Birmingham did the right thing Sept. 1 when they tried to combat public panic and rumours that Dorian


posed a threat to Alabama.
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 12:13 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen; Susan Buchanan


Subject: (EXPANDED) AP: NOAA chief thanks Alabama weather office in Dorian forecast


https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/politics/2019/09/10/noaa-chief-thanks-alabama-weather-office-

dorian-forecast/40107991/

NOAA chief thanks Alabama weather office in Dorian forecast


Huntsville, Ala. – The head of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration both defended the


administration on Tuesday and thanked a local weather office that contradicted President Donald Trump’s


claims about Hurricane Dorian threatening Alabama.


Acting administrator Neil Jacobs told a meteorology group that a NOAA statement which criticized the


Birmingham-area forecast office after it disagreed with Trump was meant to clarify “technical aspects”


about Dorian’s potential impact.


“What it did not say, however, was that we understood and fully support the good intent of the weather


office, which was to calm fears in support of public safety,” said Jacobs.


The acting chief scientist at NOAA previously said the agency likely violated its scientific integrity rules last


week when it publicly chastised the office in an unsigned statement issued late Friday.


Jacobs, a career meteorologist, appeared near tears at the lectern as he thanked the Birmingham office


and mentioned Kevin Laws, a staff leader who was in the audience.


“This is hard for me,” said Jacobs, his voice choked.


Laws, science and operations officer with the weather service office in Birmingham, said he appreciated the


remarks by Jacobs, who he has known for 20 years.


“Absolutely no hard feelings,” Laws said.


Weather officials said Birmingham forecasters didn’t realize that rumors about Dorian threatening to hit


the state began with a tweet by Trump, who apparently relied on information that was several days old


when he sent the message. The office issued a tweet of its own saying Alabama wasn’t at risk.


Laws said Birmingham forecasters working in the agency’s suburban office on Sept. 1 were having a quiet


morning when the phones suddenly lit up.


“We got calls about people having surgery and should they cancel. We got calls about ‘Should I go get my


elderly parents?’ There were so many concerns,” he said in an interview.


Forecasters didn’t know what had happened until reaction started on social media, where some accused the


staff of purposely attempting to embarrass Trump, Laws said.


“The social media comments started rolling in and then we realized there was more to this than we first


thought,” he said.
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“The social media comments started rolling in and then we realized there was more to this than we first


thought,” he said.


Jacobs said Dorian presented forecasters with a “particularly difficult” challenge and noted that, early on,


the storm did show the possibility of doing something other than veering northward up the East Coast.


“At one point Alabama was in the mix, as was the rest of the Southeast,” he said.


While some forecasters had talked about walking out on Jacobs’ speech or staging some sort of protest,


there was no demonstration and he received polite applause.


Jacobs’ remarks came a day after National Weather Service Director Louis Uccellini said forecasters in


Birmingham did the right thing Sept. 1 when they tried to combat public panic and rumors that Dorian


posed a threat to Alabama.


“They did that with one thing in mind: public safety,” said Uccellini, who prompted a standing ovation by


asking members of the Birmingham weather staff to stand.


Laws declined to say exactly who sent the tweet that contradicted the president.


“It came from all of us,” he said.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 11:40 AM Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


wrote:


https://www.thestar.com/news/world/us/2019/09/10/noaa-chief-thanks-alabama-weather-office-in-

dorian-forecast.html

NOAA chief thanks Alabama weather office in Dorian forecast


By The Associated Press


Tues., Sept. 10, 2019


HUNTSVILLE, Ala. - The head of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is both defending


the administration and thanking a local weather office that contradicted President Donald Trump’s claims


about Hurricane Dorian threatening Alabama.


Acting administrator Neil Jacobs told a meteorology group Tuesday that a NOAA statement which


criticized a local forecast office that contradicted Trump was meant to clarify “technical aspects” about


Dorian’s potential impact.


Jacobs told the group what the statement failed to mention was the “good intent” of the Birmingham


office in trying to calm fears and rumours about Dorian hitting Alabama. Jacobs recognized and thanked


the Birmingham office while speaking before the National Weather Association in Huntsville, Alabama. He


appeared near tears at one point.


Weather officials say Birmingham didn’t realize that rumours about Dorian hitting the state began with a


tweet by Trump.
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While some forecasters had talked about walking out on Jacobs speech or staging some sort of protest,


there was no demonstration and he received polite applause.


Kevin Laws, science and operations officer with the weather service office in Birmingham, said he


appreciated the remarks by Jacobs, who he has known for 20 years.


“Absolutely no hard feelings,” Laws said.


Jacobs’ remarks came a day after National Weather Service Director Louis Uccellini said forecasters in


Birmingham did the right thing Sept. 1 when they tried to combat public panic and rumours that Dorian


posed a threat to Alabama.


Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C: 202-536-8911 / O: 
(b)(6)



Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:26 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen; Susan Buchanan


Subject: NYT: NOAA Chief, Defending Trump on Dorian, Also Tries to Buoy Scientists


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/10/climate/neil-jacobs-noaa-hurricane-dorian.html


NOAA Chief, Defending Trump on Dorian, Also Tries to Buoy Scientists


By Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs, Christopher Flavelle and Lisa Friedman

Sept. 10, 2019, 12:49 p.m. ET


HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — Neil Jacobs, head of the federal scientific agency threatened with firings after

one of its offices contradicted President Trump on Hurricane Dorian, defended the administration

Tuesday even as he issued a carefully worded defense of agency scientists.


The remarks were the latest example of a Trump administration official facing enormous political

pressure in an atmosphere that prioritizes loyalty above all else.


“This administration is committed to the important mission of weather forecasting,” Dr. Jacobs, acting

administrator for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, said in remarks at a weather

conference here. “There is no pressure to change the way you communicate or forecast risk in the

future.”


Dr. Jacobs’s speech attracted outsized attention because of President Trump’s insistence that

Alabama was in Dorian’s path and a subsequent New York Times report that Commerce Secretary

Wilbur L. Ross Jr. had threatened to fire NOAA’s political staff unless the agency stood by the

president.


“He’s between a very big rock and a very hard place,” said Rear Admiral David W. Titley, a former

oceanographer for the Navy who served as the chief operating officer of NOAA under President

Barack Obama. “I would argue he needs to go home and look in the mirror and decide: Can he

serve a boss who has no respect for the federal work force and the National Weather Service.”


On Sept. 1 , Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter that Dorian would hit Alabama “harder than anticipated.” A

few minutes later, the National Weather Service office in Birmingham, Ala., which is part of NOAA,

posted on

Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane

Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump pushed back, repeatedly insisting that his warning about Alabama had been accurate.

(Alabama was not struck by the hurricane.)


Then, early last Friday, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross Jr., whose department has responsibility

over NOAA, phoned Dr. Jacobs, telling him that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the


situation was not fixed, according to three people familiar with the conversation. Later that day,

NOAA issued an unusual, unsigned statement that rebuked the Birmingham office, calling its

statement “inconsistent with probabilities from the best forecast products available at the time.”


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/10/climate/neil-jacobs-noaa-hurricane-dorian.html
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situation was not fixed, according to three people familiar with the conversation. Later that day,

NOAA issued an unusual, unsigned statement that rebuked the Birmingham office, calling its

statement “inconsistent with probabilities from the best forecast products available at the time.”


That NOAA statement led to an uproar among scientists, who charged that the administration was

politicizing the weather service. The Commerce Department’s Office of Inspector General is now

examining the circumstances surrounding the statement, according to documents reviewed by The

New York Times.


Tuesday’s speech by Dr. Jacobs, which had been scheduled before the hurricane, represented his

first comments on the statement and the controversy. It almost didn’t happen.


According to three people familiar with the discussion, Dr. Jacobs met Monday afternoon with

several Commerce Department officials, several of whom put pressure on him to cancel his speech.

Dr. Jacobs, however, was adamant about appearing, the three people said.


He began by praising Mr. Trump, calling him “genuinely interested in improving weather forecasts.”

Dr. Jacobs also echoed the president’s position that Dorian initially threatened Alabama. “At one

point, Alabama was in the mix, as was the rest of the Southeast.”


Without retracting the statement his office issued on Friday, Dr. Jacobs also said he still had faith in

the Birmingham office.


“The purpose of the NOAA statement was to clarify the technical aspects of the potential impacts of

Dorian,” Dr. Jacobs said. “What it did not say, however, is that we understand and fully support the

good intent of the Birmingham weather forecast office, which was to calm fears in support of public

safety.”


“I am proud of the outstanding work performed by all the weather forecasting offices, including

Birmingham, during the span of this storm,” Dr. Jacobs continued. “No one’s job is under threat —

not mine, not yours. The weather service team has my full support and the support of the

department.”


In the ballroom where meteorologists had gathered for their conference, the unsigned NOAA

statement was all anyone seemed to be talking about. After Dr. Jacobs’s remarks, many of the

forecasters mingling in the hallways outside settled on a common descriptor: diplomatic.


“He did the best he could in the situation,” said Christina Crowe, a forecaster with the National

Weather Service.


Ms. Crowe noted that the speech was more muted than that of Louis W. Uccellini, the National

Weather Service director, who received a standing ovation for his defense of the Birmingham office

the day before. “It was a different tone than yesterday, but a lot of us understand why,” she said.


Elise Schultz, a research scientist in Huntsville who attended the conference, said Dr. Jacobs’s

presence at the annual meeting had showed courage.


“He’s in a tough position,” she said. “He cares and wants to move forward. I wouldn’t want to be in

his shoes.”




Many forecasters declined to speak on the record for fear of losing their jobs or of ratcheting up the

political furor surrounding what many have always viewed as a nonpolitical government job.


The episode shined an uncomfortable spotlight on a quiet department best known for weather

forecasting and monitoring oceans. A sub-agency under the Commerce Department with a budget

that hovers around $5 billion, NOAA does little in the way of regulation or policy, and has for the

most part avoided controversy under the Trump administration.


Richard Hirn, general counsel for the National Weather Service Employees Organization, said the

Dorian episode had crippled morale among employees. He said that in the past few years the

National Weather Service had suffered so much from understaffing that employees had hit the

federal statutory cap on overtime pay to fill shifts and now felt even less secure in their jobs.


“I’m afraid these people are just going to hang up their hat and leave,” Mr. Hirn said. “And if

substantial numbers wind up retiring, the National Weather Service won’t be able to keep open the

122 forecast offices open 24-7, and there won’t be anyone to watch the radar or issue severe

weather warnings.”


NOAA also has been without a Senate-confirmed administrator since the start of the Trump

administration, the longest period without one since the agency was created in 1970.




Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:31 PM


To: Cheryl Oliver - NOAA Federal; Dianna Parker - NOAA Federal


Subject: The last line of this was almost a nod to our 50th!


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/10/climate/neil-jacobs-noaa-hurricane-dorian.html


--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
(b)(6)
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Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:41 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: E&E News - Chief: Forecaster jobs not threatened by Trump controversy


https://www.eenews.net/greenwire/2019/09/10/stories/1061111783

--

Scott Smullen


Deputy Director


NOAA Communications


202-482-1097 o /  c
(b)(6)
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The Honorable Tom Udall

United States Senate

Washington, DC  20510

Dear Senator Udall:

Thank you for your letter and interest in addressing the problem of mismanaged plastic waste


within U.S. waters. 

As you stated, the durability of plastic has made it the most abundant marine debris in our


oceans, waterways, and Great Lakes, resulting in entanglement and ingestion by wildlife. 

Harmful chemicals can also accumulate on plastics in the environment, posing a threat to


biodiversity, the economy, and potentially even human health.  This is an issue that the


Administration and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) take very


seriously, and prevention efforts in our waters is one of our primary concerns.

The NOAA Marine Debris Program (MDP) is addressing plastic marine debris through several


initiatives.  It offers a nationwide, competitive funding opportunity for research projects that


focus on the ecological risk assessment, exposure studies, and fate and transport of marine


debris.  Several currently funded projects address microplastic ingestion by marine organisms. 

MDP also offers prevention grants for projects that raise awareness, reduce barriers to marine


debris prevention (e.g., lack of access to waste receptacles or alternatives to single-use items),


and encourages and supports long-term behavior changes.  Many funded projects focus


specifically on reducing single-use plastic through targeted education and outreach campaigns. 

MDP also gathers data on plastic and other debris through the Marine Debris Monitoring and


Assessment Project.  Through this citizen science initiative, the public collects and records data


on the amount and types of debris along the shoreline in order to evaluate the status and trends of


marine debris in the environment.

As you mentioned, robust interagency coordination on this issue is critical.  Through the


Interagency Marine Debris Coordinating Committee (IMDCC), NOAA and other member


agencies coordinate efforts to address plastic pollution, which includes research.  Recently,


IMDCC assisted the National Science and Technology Council in drafting a plastic pollution


section for its 2018 Decadal Vision for America’s Oceans.  This document identified five


priority research areas for agencies to consider in future planning efforts.  With these priorities in


mind, IMDCC plans to identify new opportunities for improved interagency coordination in the


coming year.


We appreciate your interest in marine debris, specifically plastic pollution.  If you have any


further questions, please contact Wendy Lewis, Director of NOAA’s Office of Legislative and


Intergovernmental Affairs, at (202) 482-4981.



   Sincerely,

   Neil A. Jacobs, Ph.D.

   Assistant Secretary of Commerce for 

   Environmental Observation and Prediction

         Performing the duties of 

     Under Secretary of Commerce

     for Oceans and Atmosphere

 



The Honorable Alan Lowenthal

U.S. House of Representatives 

Washington DC, 20515

Dear Representative Lowenthal:

Thank you for your letter and interest in addressing the problem of mismanaged plastic waste. 

As you noted, plastic trash can enter the ocean and waterways and result in entanglement and


ingestion by wildlife.  Chemicals can also leach from and accumulate on plastics in the


environment.  These effects pose a threat to biodiversity, the economy, and potentially even


human health.  This is an issue that the administration and NOAA take very seriously.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Marine Debris Program


serves as the U.S. Federal government lead for addressing marine debris.  The Program’s


mission is to investigate and prevent the adverse impacts of marine debris.  It accomplishes this

mission through five program pillars: Removal, Prevention, Research, Regional Coordination,


and Emergency Response.  The Director of the NOAA Marine Debris Program also chairs the


Interagency Marine Debris Coordinating Committee (IMDCC), which is dedicated to


harmonizing federal efforts to combat marine debris.

As you noted in your letter, plastics have many uses in society because they are durable,


lightweight, and versatile.  This durability has made them the most abundant type of marine


debris in our ocean, waterways, and Great Lakes.  Once in the environment, plastics remain there


indefinitely, which is why preventing these items from entering our waters in the first place is


especially important.

The NOAA Marine Debris Program is addressing plastic marine debris through several


initiatives.  The Program offers a nationwide, competitive funding opportunity for research


projects that focus on the ecological risk assessment, exposure studies, and fate and transport of


marine debris.  Several currently funded projects address microplastic ingestion by marine


organisms.  The Program also offers prevention grants for projects that raise awareness, reduce


barriers to marine debris prevention (e.g., lack of access to waste receptacles or alternatives to


single-use items), and encourage and support long-term behavior changes.  Many funded projects


focus specifically on reducing single-use plastic through targeted education and outreach


campaigns.  The Program also gathers data on plastic and other debris through the Marine


Debris Monitoring and Assessment Project.  Through this citizen science initiative, the public


collects and records data on the amount and types of debris along the shoreline in order to


evaluate the status and trends of marine debris in the environment.



As you observed, robust interagency coordination on this issue is critical.  Through the IMDCC,


NOAA and other member agencies coordinate efforts to address plastic pollution, including


research.  Recently, the IMDCC assisted the National Science and Technology Council in


drafting a plastic pollution section for its 2018 Decadal Vision for America’s Oceans.  This


document identified five priority research areas for agencies to consider in future planning


efforts.  With these priorities in mind, the IMDCC plans to identify new opportunities for


improved interagency coordination in the coming year.

We are grateful for your interest in marine debris and the problem of plastic pollution.  If you or


your staff have any questions, please contact Wendy Lewis, Director of NOAA’s Office of


Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 482-4981.

   Sincerely,

   Neil A. Jacobs, Ph.D.

   Assistant Secretary of Commerce for 

   Environmental Observation and Prediction

         Performing the duties of 

     Under Secretary of Commerce

   for Oceans and Atmosphere







MEMORANDUM FOR:   Neil A. Jacobs, Ph.D.


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for  

  Environmental Observation and Prediction  

        Performing the Duties of  

        Under Secretary of Commerce

       for Oceans and Atmosphere

THROUGH:   [Insert name]

    [Insert title]

FROM: [Name of Assistant Administrator (AA) or Staff Office Director]

 [Title of AA or Staff Office Director]

SUBJECT: NOAA’s Leadership of the Committee on the Marine


Transportation System

Name(s) of Person(s) Requesting Action/Correspondent:

 e.g., Scott Rayder requested this memo be sent from the Under Secretary to Jack


Dunnigan and RADM De Bow.

Subject/Issues Raised by Person(s) Requesting Action(s)/Correspondent:

 N/A


Major Points in the Response:

 e.g., Identifies Jack Dunnigan as the primary designee to the Committee on the Marine


Transportation System (CMTS).


 e.g., Identifies RADM De Bow as the secondary substitute to the CMTS.


Potential Controversy:

 None

Other Pertinent Information:

 N/A


Clearances and Coordination:

 NOAA Line/Staff Office Coordination: (list all that apply or “none”)

o List name of clearance official and specific office (e.g., NMFS Alaska Regional


Office and clearance date (in parentheses))

 Office of General Counsel Review:

o List which section of NOAA GC reviewed (e.g., GC Fisheries).  Include name of


attorney who reviewed, if known, and date of review (in parentheses)

o List whether DOC GC reviewed and date of review (in parentheses) 

 Other Agency Coordination:

o e.g., Department of the Interior (include name of specific office) 

Contact Person:

 e.g., Mike Snyder, Senior Advisor, (202) 482-0809



Attachments

 None



The Honorable (Name)


U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, DC  20515

Dear Representative (last name):

Begin the first paragraph of each letter with “Thank you for your letter...”, followed by a brief


description of the subject of the incoming letter.  

  


Double space between paragraphs.  Only the first and last paragraphs may contain one sentence. 

All other paragraphs must be more than one sentence.

All letters are to be centered on the page using a standard 1” margin.  Do not justify the right


margin.  Times New Roman font with 12-pitch print style is recommended on all

correspondence.




 Sincerely,   

      

Neil A. Jacobs, Ph.D.

Assistant Secretary of Commerce for

  Environmental Observation and Prediction  

  Performing the Duties of  

  Under Secretary of Commerce

  for Oceans and Atmosphere

Enclosure   

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)



(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)



Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


From: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:59 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


Attachments: 2019_09_06 - Letter to NOAA re Hurricane Dorian Forecast_FINAL.pdf; 67162-

transmittal sheet.pdf; 067162_Udall_Plastic_Waste_BR_Edits


_08.29.2019_smooth.docx; NOAA_Sample_Transmittal_Memo.doc;


Sample_Standard_NOAA_Letter.doc; Sample_Standard_NOAA_Letter_Format.pdf


Hi Julie.


Incoming and templates/examples attached.


Thanks


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal <michael.weiss@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:53 AM


Subject: Re: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


Cc: Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal <nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov>, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Kevin Wheeler - NOAA Federal <kevin.wheeler@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan -

NOAA Federal <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>


Got it, thanks.


Julie, will send  you a template for the response letter and cover memo to Dr. Jacobs.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:48 AM Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


It seems this should be assigned to the policy team.  Could you please send Julie a template for a draft?


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:46 AM Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal <michael.weiss@noaa.gov> wrote:

Morning.


Following up on Matt's email as I haven't seen a response to confirm to whom this should be assigned.


Thanks


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>


Date: Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 5:14 PM


Subject: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian Forecast


To: Exsec Ecorr <Exsec.Ecorr@noaa.gov>


Cc: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski <Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>, Stu


Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>, Julie


Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Michael Weiss <Michael.Weiss@noaa.gov>
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Levenbach - NOAA Federal <stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>, Julie


Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Michael Weiss <Michael.Weiss@noaa.gov>


Ecorr,


Please control the attached letter. I suggest tasking to the Policy office, but would like their input on the


proper action for this. Happy to work with them on a draft, if needed.


Thanks,


Matt


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


Michael Weiss


Deputy Chief of Staff

Office of the Under Secretary


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-5958 (w)


 (c)
(b)(6)
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 2:00 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Scott Smullen


Subject: Fwd: At this point...


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:58 PM


Subject: At this point...


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


We’re a half a source away from confirming the NYT story on NOAA/Dorian stmt.


Know ANYONE who may have a clue as to who called/what they threatened to get that stmt


written/disemminated?


Thanks,


-Andrew


Andrew Freedman


Deputy Weather Editor


The Washington Post


Desk: 202-334-6812 |  Cell & Signal: 617-257-1745


Follow me on Twitter: @afreedma


https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang


mailto:Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com
mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov
https://www.twitter.com/afreedma
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang
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Exsec Ecorr - NOAA Service Account


From: Exsec Ecorr - NOAA Service Account


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:53 PM


To: Michelle West; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Wendy Lewis; Tanya Dobrzynski; Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan;


Michael Weiss; Matthew Borgia


Subject: Re: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


Good Afternoon:


The folder number is 13-067849 and your due date is September 23, 2019.


On Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 5:14 PM Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ecorr,


Please control the attached letter. I suggest tasking to the Policy office, but would like their input on the


proper action for this. Happy to work with them on a draft, if needed.


Thanks,


Matt


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


mailto:matthew.borgia@noaa.gov
mailto:matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


Michelle West - NOAA Federal


From: Michelle West - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:02 PM


To: Exsec Ecorr - NOAA Service Account


Cc: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Wendy Lewis; Tanya Dobrzynski; Stu Levenbach - NOAA


Federal; Taylor Jordan; Michael Weiss; Matthew Borgia


Subject: Re: For Control: Letter to DNJ from Senator Blumenthal re: Hurricane Dorian


Forecast


Thank you.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:53 PM Exsec Ecorr - NOAA Service Account <exsec.ecorr@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good Afternoon:


The folder number is 13-067849 and your due date is September 23, 2019.


On Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 5:14 PM Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ecorr,


Please control the attached letter. I suggest tasking to the Policy office, but would like their input on the


proper action for this. Happy to work with them on a draft, if needed.


Thanks,


Matt


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


--

Kind Regards,


Michelle B. West

Correspondence Analyst

Department of Commerce

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Office           202) 482-2985

Direct           202) 482-5345

Fax               202) 482-6203


mailto:exsec.ecorr@noaa.gov
mailto:matthew.borgia@noaa.gov
mailto:matthew.borgia@noaa.gov




Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


From: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 7:18 PM


To: Scott Smullen (Google Docs)


Cc: Mike Walker - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: CNN Tonight w/ Don Lemon


Scott,


Do you want to reply to this request? Or I’m happy to reply using your words: We feel Craig's email speaks


for itself and no further elaboration is needed. Therefore he is not available for an interview.


Thanks!


Keli


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Bird, Elan <Elan.Bird@turner.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 6:11 PM


Subject: CNN Tonight w/ Don Lemon


To: mike.walker@noaa.gov <mike.walker@noaa.gov>, keli.pirtle@noaa.gov <keli.pirtle@noaa.gov>


Hi Mike and Keli,


Good evening! Is Craig McLean available to join Don Lemon tomorrow night to discuss his statement on


NOAA and Hurricane Dorian?


We are live from 10pmET-12amET but could pre-tape in the 9pmET hour if that makes a difference.


We would love to have him on the show with Don.


Thank you so much,


Elan


Elan Bird


mailto:Elan.Bird@turner.com
mailto:mike.walker@noaa.gov
mailto:mike.walker@noaa.gov
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


Elan Bird


CNN Tonight with Don Lemon


347-501-2396


--

Keli Pirtle NOAA Communications (405) 325-6933 cell  keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
(b)(6)

mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


From: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 7:47 PM


To: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mike Walker - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: CNN Tonight w/ Don Lemon


Thanks. Yes. Will you please. Thx


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:18 PM, Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal <keli.pirtle@noaa.gov> wrote:


Scott,


Do you want to reply to this request? Or I’m happy to reply using your words: We feel Craig's


email speaks for itself and no further elaboration is needed. Therefore he is not available for


an interview.


Thanks!


Keli


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Bird, Elan <Elan.Bird@turner.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 6:11 PM


Subject: CNN Tonight w/ Don Lemon


To: mike.walker@noaa.gov <mike.walker@noaa.gov>, keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


<keli.pirtle@noaa.gov>


Hi Mike and Keli,


Good evening! Is Craig McLean available to join Don Lemon tomorrow night to discuss his


statement on NOAA and Hurricane Dorian?


We are live from 10pmET-12amET but could pre-tape in the 9pmET hour if that makes a


difference.


We would love to have him on the show with Don.


Thank you so much,


Elan


mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
mailto:Elan.Bird@turner.com
mailto:mike.walker@noaa.gov
mailto:mike.walker@noaa.gov
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


Thank you so much,


Elan


Elan Bird


CNN Tonight with Don Lemon


347-501-2396


--

Keli Pirtle NOAA Communications (405) 325-6933 cell  keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
(b)(6)
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Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


From: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:21 PM


To: Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mike Walker - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: CNN Tonight w/ Don Lemon


I’m happy to reply. Thanks!


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 6:46 PM Scott Smullen - NOAA Federal <scott.smullen@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks. Yes. Will you please. Thx


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:18 PM, Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal <keli.pirtle@noaa.gov> wrote:


Scott,


Do you want to reply to this request? Or I’m happy to reply using your words: We feel Craig's


email speaks for itself and no further elaboration is needed. Therefore he is not available


for an interview.


Thanks!


Keli


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Bird, Elan <Elan.Bird@turner.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 6:11 PM


Subject: CNN Tonight w/ Don Lemon


To: mike.walker@noaa.gov <mike.walker@noaa.gov>, keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


<keli.pirtle@noaa.gov>


Hi Mike and Keli,


Good evening! Is Craig McLean available to join Don Lemon tomorrow night to discuss his


statement on NOAA and Hurricane Dorian?


We are live from 10pmET-12amET but could pre-tape in the 9pmET hour if that makes a


difference.


We would love to have him on the show with Don.


mailto:scott.smullen@noaa.gov
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
mailto:Elan.Bird@turner.com
mailto:mike.walker@noaa.gov
mailto:mike.walker@noaa.gov
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


We would love to have him on the show with Don.


Thank you so much,


Elan


Elan Bird


CNN Tonight with Don Lemon


347-501-2396


--

Keli Pirtle NOAA Communications (405) 325-6933 cell  keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


--

Keli Pirtle NOAA Communications (405) 325-6933 cell  keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


(b)(6)

(b)(6)
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 6:38 PM


To: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Subject: Re: MSNBC Request for NOAA official - Monday Sept. 9 at 10amET


Thanks...I’ll reply.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:32 PM, Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Chmurak, Elizabeth (NBCUniversal) <elizabeth.chmurak@nbcuni.com>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:24 PM


Subject: MSNBC Request for NOAA official - Monday Sept. 9 at 10amET


To: dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>


CC: Santiago, Marci (NBCUniversal) <Marci.Santiago@nbcuni.com>, Moubray, Virginia


(NBCUniversal) <Virginia.Moubray@nbcuni.com>


Good afternoon Dennis,


I hope you are well. Checking in to see if a NOAA official could join MSNBC’s 10amET show with


Hallie Jackson on Monday Sept. 9?


Topic: NOAA staff warned in Sept. 1 directive against contradicting Trump


https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/noaa-staff-warned-in-sept-1-directive-against-

contradicting-trump/2019/09/07/12a52d1a-d18f-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html


Please REPLY ALL with availability, I have cc’d the booker Marci who will be your point of


contact for the segment.


Here is also her direct contact info:


Marci Santiago Pusateri


Booking Producer


MSNBC Live w/ Hallie Jackson


Office: 212-664-5688


Mobile: 646-284-7337


Marci.Santiago@nbcuni.com


Thanks so much!


Kindest regards,


Elizabeth


mailto:dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov
mailto:elizabeth.chmurak@nbcuni.com
mailto:dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov
mailto:dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov
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Kindest regards,


Elizabeth


Elizabeth Chmurak


Producer


MSNBC Central Bookings


Desk: 212.664.5243


Cell: 347.843.5503


Elizabeth.Chmurak@NBCuni.com


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 6:33 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: Fwd: MSNBC Request for NOAA official - Monday Sept. 9 at 10amET


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Chmurak, Elizabeth (NBCUniversal) <elizabeth.chmurak@nbcuni.com>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:24 PM


Subject: MSNBC Request for NOAA official - Monday Sept. 9 at 10amET


To: dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>


CC: Santiago, Marci (NBCUniversal) <Marci.Santiago@nbcuni.com>, Moubray, Virginia (NBCUniversal)


<Virginia.Moubray@nbcuni.com>


Good afternoon Dennis,


I hope you are well. Checking in to see if a NOAA official could join MSNBC’s 10amET show with Hallie


Jackson on Monday Sept. 9?


Topic: NOAA staff warned in Sept. 1 directive against contradicting Trump


https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/noaa-staff-warned-in-sept-1-directive-against-contradicting-

trump/2019/09/07/12a52d1a-d18f-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html


Please REPLY ALL with availability, I have cc’d the booker Marci who will be your point of contact for the


segment.


Here is also her direct contact info:


Marci Santiago Pusateri


Booking Producer


MSNBC Live w/ Hallie Jackson


Office: 212-664-5688


Mobile: 646-284-7337


Marci.Santiago@nbcuni.com


Thanks so much!


Kindest regards,


Elizabeth


Elizabeth Chmurak


Producer


MSNBC Central Bookings


Desk: 212.664.5243


Cell: 347.843.5503


mailto:elizabeth.chmurak@nbcuni.com
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MSNBC Central Bookings


Desk: 212.664.5243


Cell: 347.843.5503


Elizabeth.Chmurak@NBCuni.com


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 6:39 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: MSNBC Request for NOAA official - Monday Sept. 9 at 10amET


Copy that.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:38 PM Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thanks...I’ll reply.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:32 PM, Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Chmurak, Elizabeth (NBCUniversal) <elizabeth.chmurak@nbcuni.com>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:24 PM


Subject: MSNBC Request for NOAA official - Monday Sept. 9 at 10amET


To: dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>


CC: Santiago, Marci (NBCUniversal) <Marci.Santiago@nbcuni.com>, Moubray, Virginia


(NBCUniversal) <Virginia.Moubray@nbcuni.com>


Good afternoon Dennis,


I hope you are well. Checking in to see if a NOAA official could join MSNBC’s 10amET show


with Hallie Jackson on Monday Sept. 9?


Topic: NOAA staff warned in Sept. 1 directive against contradicting Trump


https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/noaa-staff-warned-in-sept-1-directive-against-

contradicting-trump/2019/09/07/12a52d1a-d18f-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html


Please REPLY ALL with availability, I have cc’d the booker Marci who will be your point of


contact for the segment.


Here is also her direct contact info:


Marci Santiago Pusateri


Booking Producer


MSNBC Live w/ Hallie Jackson


Office: 212-664-5688


Mobile: 646-284-7337


Marci.Santiago@nbcuni.com


mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov
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Mobile: 646-284-7337


Marci.Santiago@nbcuni.com


Thanks so much!


Kindest regards,


Elizabeth


Elizabeth Chmurak


Producer


MSNBC Central Bookings


Desk: 212.664.5243


Cell: 347.843.5503


Elizabeth.Chmurak@NBCuni.com


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)

(b)(6)
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Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 8:11 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: Fwd: Interview Request


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Sue Doherty <sue.doherty@newsy.com>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 7:46 PM


Subject: Interview Request


To: Dennis Feltgen - NOAA Federal <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>


Cc: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Dennis;


I’m writing from Newsy Television. We are wondering if you would have anyone available for an interview


tomorrow morning by Skype? We want to ask about your opinion NOAA siding with President Trump in their


Hurricane Dorian forecast? We could do it any time between 9 and noon ET. It would take 15 minutes.


A little about us:

Newsy is a national news network reaching 40 million homes that's owned by Scripps. We can be seen on numerous digital outlets,


including Roku, Apple TV and Amazon Fire TV, which last year generated more than 1.3 billion views. We also recently launched a


cable channel, which is available on several platforms, including Comcast/Xfinity, Cox TV, Verizon, and Sling TV. We have more than


1.2 million Facebook followers.


Thank you for considering this,


Sue’


Sue Doherty


Guest Booker


sue.doherty@newsy.com


571 -405-0800


Newsy is America's fastest-growing news network


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)
(b)(6)
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Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 8:22 PM


To: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Cc: Lauren Gaches


Subject: Re: Interview Request


Thanks...I’ll reply


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:11 PM, Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Sue Doherty <sue.doherty@newsy.com>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 7:46 PM


Subject: Interview Request


To: Dennis Feltgen - NOAA Federal <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>


Cc: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Dennis;


I’m writing from Newsy Television. We are wondering if you would have anyone available for


an interview tomorrow morning by Skype? We want to ask about your opinion NOAA siding with


President Trump in their Hurricane Dorian forecast? We could do it any time between 9 and


noon ET. It would take 15 minutes.


A little about us:

Newsy is a national news network reaching 40 million homes that's owned by Scripps. We can be seen on numerous


digital outlets, including Roku, Apple TV and Amazon Fire TV, which last year generated more than 1.3 billion views.


We also recently launched a cable channel, which is available on several platforms, including Comcast/Xfinity, Cox TV,


Verizon, and Sling TV. We have more than 1.2 million Facebook followers.


Thank you for considering this,


Sue’


Sue Doherty


Guest Booker


sue.doherty@newsy.com


571 -405-0800


Newsy is America's fastest-growing news network


mailto:dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov
mailto:sue.doherty@newsy.com
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--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:33 AM


To: Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian forecast


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Tim Noble < >


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:59 PM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian forecast


To: <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


Dear Director Graham:


I represent the analytical arm of a large northeast utility. I wanted to let you know that the functions under my control will


no longer be using your forecasts to make decisions because, frankly, I no longer consider your agency to be credible. I


don't need to elaborate: you know what you did, and you know why you did it.


Thank you for your role in undermining your forecasters, the truth and the mission of NOAA in defense of our evil dolt of a


president.


I sincerely hope that you and everyone else complicit in defending this garbage is preparing a resume for 2021 .


Meanwhile, I will do my best to see each and every one of you fired, discredited and rendered unemployable. That is a


promise.


Sincerely,


Tim Noble


MS MEd


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:54 AM


To: Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Dorian / Trump Debacle Corrections Needed from NOAA


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Larry Wick < >


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:10 PM


Subject: Dorian / Trump Debacle Corrections Needed from NOAA


To: kenneth.graham@noaa.gov <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


Cc: dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>, christoper.vaccaro@noaa.gov


<christoper.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


The current public chaos resulting from President Trump’s Dorian / Alabama comments, and the conflicting


public comments from Birmingham NWS and NOAA, needs to be addressed publicly, honestly and soon by


Director Graham -  ASAP - lest NOAA / NWS / NHC’s previously sterling, trustworthy reputation for scientific


reliability, accuracy and truthful public service be damaged irreparably. What the fact situation really was  -

certainly I do not know the facts – must be explained clearly and convincingly.  Responsibility must be


assumed at the top with no punishment for innocent scapegoats. Please do not let Washington’s epidemic of


dystopian politics contaminate your previously respected agencies.


     In addition to Director Graham, this email has been sent to Mr. Feltgen, because he is Comm & PA


Officer, and to Mr. Vaccaro, whose is the only real, current NOAA individual name publicized – and


identified as “NOAA spokesman” -  as referred to in current online media regarding this mess.


     Sincerely,


     Lawrence S. Wick


     Biloxi, MS


Sent from Mail for Windows 10


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Erica Rule - NOAA Federal


From: Erica Rule - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:08 AM


To: Kenneth Graham; Rappaport Edward; Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.


The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that


our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools


we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and


specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of


our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov
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our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--
Erica Rule


Communications Director


NOAA's Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory


4301 Rickenbacker Causeway


Miami, FL 33149


305-361-4541




Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:51 AM


To: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Subject: Re: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


Got it


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:50 AM Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Justine Calma <justine.calma@voxmedia.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:47 AM


Subject: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


To: <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>, <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Dear Julie and Dennis,


I am a reporter at Vox Media's The Verge who is writing about the statement NOAA released Friday that


stated that, "The Birmingham National Weather Service’s Sunday morning tweet spoke in

absolute terms that were inconsistent with probabili ties from the best forecast products

available at the time." I'd appreciate a response from your agency on reports that Craig

McLean said in an email that he will pursue "the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative

Order on Scientific Integrity" as a result of that release.


My Deadline is 12pm EST, and I can be reached via email or at 347-687-5990. I appreciate your

time and consideration.


Best regards,


Justine Calma


--
Justine Calma | 

Vox Media is The Verge, Vox, SB Nation,


Polygon, Eater, Curbed, Recode, Chorus,


Concert, Coral, Vox Creative, Epic,


Vox Media Podcast Network,


and Vox Media Studios.


Eater’s Digest with Amanda Kludt and Daniel Geneen serves up everything you need to know about the world of food


each week. Subscribe for free on Apple Podcasts or in your favorite podcast app.


--

Dennis Feltgen
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--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:50 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: Fwd: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Justine Calma <justine.calma@voxmedia.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:47 AM


Subject: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


To: <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>, <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Dear Julie and Dennis,


I am a reporter at Vox Media's The Verge who is writing about the statement NOAA released Friday that


stated that, "The Birmingham National Weather Service’s Sunday morning tweet spoke in

absolute terms that were inconsistent with probabilities from the best forecast products

available at the time." I'd appreciate a response from your agency on reports that Craig

McLean said in an email that he will pursue "the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative

Order on Scientific Integrity" as a result of that release.


My Deadline is 12pm EST, and I can be reached via email or at 347-687-5990. I appreciate your

time and consideration.


Best regards,


Justine Calma


--
Justine Calma | 

Vox Media is The Verge, Vox, SB Nation,


Polygon, Eater, Curbed, Recode, Chorus,


Concert, Coral, Vox Creative, Epic,


Vox Media Podcast Network,


and Vox Media Studios.


Eater’s Digest with Amanda Kludt and Daniel Geneen serves up everything you need to know about the world of food


each week. Subscribe for free on Apple Podcasts or in your favorite podcast app.


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs
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Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Michael Brennan - NOAA Federal


From: Michael Brennan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:38 AM


To: Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Urgent Hurricane Concern


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Christine Budig-O'Brien 

Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 2:08 AM


Subject: Urgent Hurricane Concern


To: <michael.j.brennan@noaa.gov>


CC: < >


Dr. Brennan,


I cannot stress the far reaching impact the NOAA’s statement today undermining previous hurricane


warnings’ impact on Alabama from Dorian will have on the level  of public trust toward you and


meteorologists in general.


It is sad that scientists have become puppets of an oligarch. I am raising two sons in Florida and rely on facts


to dictate our hurricane evacuations. This makes me pause.


Your five day late statement will also make my 13 year old son, who wants to be a meteorologist, realize


that such a career endeavor will be riddled with political infections and perhaps, should be abandoned. He


can spend his genius on more academic pursuits.


Saddened by the NOAA’s lack of backbone,


Christine O’Brien


--

Dr. Michael J. Brennan


Branch Chief, Hurricane Specialist Unit


NOAA/NWS National Hurricane Center


Office: 305-229-4436


Cell: 

(b)(6)
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Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:33 PM


To: Ken Graham; Edward Rappaport; Michael Brennan


Subject: BREAKING: Louis' speech - media clips


National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs agency


meteorologists instead of Trump 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/national-weather-service-director-breaks-
with-noaas-political-leaders-strongly-backs-agency-meteorologists-instead-trump/

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says


https://www.al.com/news/2019/09/alabama-weather-service-right-to-contradict-trump-on-dorian-
nws-chief-says.html

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump


https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-
Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html

--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:40 PM


To: Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: SCIENTIFIC INTEGRITY


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: James Vernon < >


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 12:17 PM


Subject: SCIENTIFIC INTEGRITY


To: <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


Mr. Graham;


I live on the east coast of Florida.  For all of my adult life I have relied on upon the scientific honesty and


ethics of NOAA in general, and the National Hurricane Center specifically, to provide accurate storm


information.  I was heartsick and dumbstruck to see the NOAA announcement today supporting the


president's ludicrous and psychotic defense of his Alabama forecast garbage.


Mr. Graham, as a fellow scientist and professional, would you kindly reassure me that the politics of a


lunatic will not be affecting the science done at NOAA and the NHC?  In other words, could you please


reassure me that the NOAA and the NHC are not the next agencies in line to be destroyed by the current


anti-science administration.


Thank you


--

James M. Vernon


Attorney-At-Law


Professional Engineer





PH: 


Please visit my website at: 


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:53 PM


To: Ken Graham; Edward Rappaport; Michael Brennan


Subject: Louis' NWS speech


Louis' speech from NWA this morning:  https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?


hc_location=ufi

--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:52 PM


To: Edward Rappaport; Ken Graham; Michael Brennan


Subject: NYTimes- Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane


Tweets, Sources Say


Commerce

Chief Threatened

Firings at NOAA After

Trump’s Hurricane

Tweets, Sources Say


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:08 AM


To: Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Question on NOAA forecasting


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Ann Hep >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:09 PM


Subject: Question on NOAA forecasting


To: <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


I’m writing to request an official statement to inform the public know if we can trust the National Oceanic


and Atmospheric Administration's reports to be based on expert weather science.


On the East Coast, people rely on NOAA hurricane forecasts.  But here on the West Coast, we need NOAA


forecasts on fire and wind conditions to be proactive on wildfire safety and evacuations.


If going forward, NOAA forecasts will be the opinions of government officials instead of scientific analysis, I


simply want to know so I can ignore them


Thank you.


Ann


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:06 AM


To: Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Should I trust NOAA?


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Richard Berman < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:14 PM


Subject: Should I trust NOAA?


To: kenneth.graham@noaa.gov <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


Will you be a party to Donald Trump’s lying or will you be a man of principle? What’s it gonna be, Ken?


Sent from my iPhone


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:09 AM


To: Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Protect Lives with Accurate NOAA Reports


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From:  < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:12 PM


Subject: Protect Lives with Accurate NOAA Reports


To: <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


Dear Director Graham,


Given the controversy over Hurricane Dorian's potential impact on Alabama, I am deeply concerned about


the safety of American citizens during future storms.


Could you please issue an official statement reassuring the public that NOAA's reports and warnings will be


based on expert weather science and will not be altered due to mistakes or opinions of non-experts in the


government?


Thank you for protecting the lives of all Americans,


Donna Storey


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Mark DeMaria - NOAA Federal


From: Mark DeMaria - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:47 AM


To: Matthew Onderlinde - NOAA Affiliate; Matthew Sardi


Cc: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal; Edward Rappaport; Dennis Feltgen; Michael


Brennan; Chris Landsea


Subject: Dorian emails related to Alabama


Matt and Matt:


 to the webmaster emails related to Hurricane Dorian and


potential Alabama impacts. Instead we should create a separate folder to put those in for now. 

 Also, separating


those will allow us to continue to reply to other webmaster emails.


Thanks,


Mark


(b)(5)

(b)(5)



Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:41 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: Fwd: CNN - Jake Tapper request


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Welch, Emily <Emily.Welch@turner.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 9:30 AM


Subject: CNN - Jake Tapper request


To: dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>


Hi Dennis,


I wanted to see if Dr. Richard Knabb might be available to join Jake Tapper in the 4p ET hour on CNN today


regarding the latest news that Commerce Chief Wilbur Ross threatened to fire senior NOAA employees


after their Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s claim that Dorian might hit Alabama.


We’re hoping to lead with this story today and wanted to see if Dr. Knabb is in a position, or interested, in


weighing in.


Thank you!


Emily Welch


Editorial Producer


CNN |  The Lead w/ Jake Tapper


C: 646.398.4198


--

Dennis Feltgen
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--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 12:07 PM


To: Edward Rappaport; Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Louis' NWA Speech


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 10:40 AM


Subject: Louis' NWA Speech


To: Ken Graham <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


Hi Ken,


Here it is.


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:27 PM


To: Edward Rappaport; Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Integrity and accuracy of NOAA reporting


These are the ones coming in.


Ken


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Judy Maritato < >


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:09 PM


Subject: Integrity and accuracy of NOAA reporting


To: <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


Dear Director Graham,


Based on recent directives by the Secretary of Commerce to the NOAA staff to alter its information or be


fired in concert with President Trump's erroneous warning, I am deeply concerned about the integrity and


accuracy of NOAA reporting to the public for future threats. Could you please issue an official statement to


reassure the public that future reports will be based on scientific expertise and not altered to suit the


opinions of government officials?  NOAA is well-respected and needs to remain so.


Thank you for protecting the lives of all Americans during stressful weather emergencies.


Sincerely,


Judy S. Maritato





--

Judy Storey Maritato


 mobile





--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:12 PM


To: Edward Rappaport; Dennis Feltgen


Subject: Fwd: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


Simple.  We can talk tomorrow.


Ken


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 4:04 PM


Subject: Re: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


To: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, John Murphy <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 2:55 PM, Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:


Not sure we need to respond, but at least we have something we can come to you with if we need to later.  Looks really


close.  Since the public, just a small adjustment.











Is this okay for us to keep on standby?  This works for public emails perfectly.  Actually, this works for


anybody with a few tweaks.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:40 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


wrote:

Hi Ken - what about something even more simple as a response email, such as:


Thank you for writing to us. I want to assure you that the National Weather Service (including NHC)


remains committed to providing dependable and accurate forecasts and warnings that the public relies on


to make life-saving decisions. Our work has always adhered to the NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy, and
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.


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:30 PM Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


<kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:

Mary,


The biggest request we are getting are emails just asking for assurance we are science based as always.  The original


short statement is something


we might be able to use to reassure people.  Not looking for anything other than assurance "we have not changed".


 That was the thought anyway.


This is of course if we decide to respond to the emails.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:24 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Ken, Louis,


Susan just called with the potential message on NHC work.  I made a few suggestions, but


mainly want to pitch a few delivery options to you.  




  (By the way NWSHQ has received 500!)


What if we:


1) 

Or


2) 

Best,


Mary


--
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Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:15 PM


To: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Cc: Edward Rappaport


Subject: Re: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


This is certainly not what I had in mind.  Yes, let's talk tomorrow.  It's done for today.


Dennis


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 4:11 PM Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:

Simple.  We can talk tomorrow.


Ken


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 4:04 PM


Subject: Re: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


To: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, John Murphy <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 2:55 PM, Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:


Not sure we need to respond, but at least we have something we can come to you with if we need to later.  Looks


really close.  Since the public, just a small adjustment.











Is this okay for us to keep on standby?  This works for public emails perfectly.  Actually, this works for


anybody with a few tweaks.


Ken
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Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:40 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


<susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

Hi Ken - what about something even more simple as a response email, such as:














.


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:30 PM Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


<kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:

Mary,


The biggest request we are getting are emails just asking for assurance we are science based as always.  The


original short statement is something


we might be able to use to reassure people.  Not looking for anything other than assurance "we have not


changed".   That was the thought anyway.


This is of course if we decide to respond to the emails.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:24 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ken, Louis,


Susan just called with the potential message on NHC work.  I made a few suggestions, but


mainly want to pitch a few delivery options to you.  


  (By the way NWSHQ has received 500!)


What if we:


1) 




Or


2) 


Best,
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Mary


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


 (cell)


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov
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Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


From: Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 4:16 PM


To: Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson; John Murphy; Kevin Cooley; John Potts; Jeremy


Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Susan Buchanan; Steven Cooper; Jason Tuell


Cc: NWS-Operations-Center


Subject: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters insist


there is no threat


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts POTUS impact claims against the


official forecast and now one WFO is refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to be aware. Need to keep


our folks safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-hurricane-dorian-will-hit-alabama-as-forecasters-

insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: (b)(6)
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 4:26 PM


To: Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


Cc: Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson; John Murphy; Kevin Cooley; John Potts; Jeremy Andrucyk -

NOAA Federal; Steven Cooper; Jason Tuell; NWS-Operations-Center


Subject: Re: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters insist


there is no threat


See attached from Julie on this.  Not sure if any action was take. On this request.




Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:15 PM, Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal <andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts POTUS impact claims against


the official forecast and now one WFO is refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to be aware. Need


to keep our folks safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-hurricane-dorian-will-hit-alabama-as-

forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: (b)(6)
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Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


From: Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 4:32 PM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson; John Murphy; Kevin Cooley; John Potts; Jeremy Andrucyk -

NOAA Federal; Steven Cooper; Jason Tuell; NWS-Operations-Center


Subject: Re: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters insist


there is no threat


Ops Center is on this message. They can get the word out to the ROCs -> WFOs.


Please provide Ops Center with contact information.


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 4:26 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


See attached from Julie on this.  Not sure if any action was take. On this request.


mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:15 PM, Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal <andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts POTUS impact claims against


the official forecast and now one WFO is refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to be aware. Need


to keep our folks safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-hurricane-dorian-will-hit-alabama-as-

forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


mailto:andrew.stern@noaa.gov
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Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 


--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 
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Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 4:35 PM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal; Louis Uccellini; John Murphy; Kevin Cooley; John Potts;


Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Steven Cooper; Jason Tuell; NWS-Operations-

Center


Subject: Re: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters


insist there is no threat


I was not aware, will get the word out - I don’t see that any of these directly respond, but we will be sure to


clarify.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:26 PM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


See attached from Julie on this.  Not sure if any action was take. On this request.
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Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:15 PM, Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal <andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts POTUS


impact claims against the official forecast and now one WFO is refuting POTUS


comments. Just want you to be aware. Need to keep our folks safe and out of the


fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-hurricane-dorian-will-hit-

alabama-as-forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 
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Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


From: Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 4:49 PM


To: Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


Cc: Corey Pieper - NOAA Federal; Jason Tuell; John Murphy; John Potts; Kevin Cooley;


Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson; NWS-Operations-Center; Steven Cooper; Susan


Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters


insist there is no threat


Thanks Andy.


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 4:32 PM Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal <andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ops Center is on this message. They can get the word out to the ROCs -> WFOs.


Please provide Ops Center with contact information.


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 4:26 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


See attached from Julie on this.  Not sure if any action was take. On this request.


mailto:andrew.stern@noaa.gov
mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:15 PM, Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal <andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts POTUS impact claims


against the official forecast and now one WFO is refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to


be aware. Need to keep our folks safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-hurricane-dorian-will-hit-alabama-

as-forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 
(b)(6)
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--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 


--

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


Jeremy J. Andrucyk


Communications Director


NOAA's National Weather Service


O 301.427.6955


M 


www.weather.gov


 Facebook   Twitter   YouTube

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


From: Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 4:50 PM


To: National Weather Service Operations Center


Cc: John Murphy; Mary Erickson; Susan Buchanan; Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


Subject: ACTION: Request Ops Center transmit message to the field


Ops Center,


Please send out a message to all ROCs to alert all WFOs to only stick with official NHC forecasts if questions


arise from some national level social media posts this afternoon. Staff should not provide any opinion about


the national level posts and should direct any questions that cannot be satisfied to NOAA Pubic Affairs.


Either have them contact Susan Buchanan (susan.buchanan@noaa.gov) or Lauren Gaches


(lauren.gaches@noaa.gov).


Thank you,


Andy


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 4:23 PM National Weather Service Operations Center <nws.opscenter@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thanks for the note, Andy.


Will add to our shift log for awareness.


Shawn Smith


National Weather Service Operations Center


Silver Spring, MD


Normal Operating Hours: 6:00 a.m. - 1 0:00 p.m. Eastern Time daily


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 4:15 PM Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal <andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts POTUS impact claims against the


official forecast and now one WFO is refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to be aware. Need to keep


our folks safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-hurricane-dorian-will-hit-alabama-as-

forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 


--
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--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: (b)(6)



Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 4:54 PM


To: Julie Roberts


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal; John Murphy; Dr. Louis Uccellini


Subject: Fwd: ACTION: Request Ops Center transmit message to the field


Julie, FYSA - let us know if anything else is needed.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


Begin forwarded message:


From: Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal <andrew.stern@noaa.gov>


Date: September 1, 2019 at 4:49:31 PM EDT


To: National Weather Service Operations Center <nws.opscenter@noaa.gov>


Cc: John Murphy <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>,


Susan Buchanan <Susan.Buchanan@noaa.gov>,  Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


<lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Subject: ACTION: Request Ops Center transmit message to the field


Ops Center,


Please send out a message to all ROCs to alert all WFOs to only stick with official NHC forecasts


if questions arise from some national level social media posts this afternoon. Staff should not


provide any opinion about the national level posts and should direct any questions that cannot


be satisfied to NOAA Pubic Affairs. Either have them contact Susan Buchanan


(susan.buchanan@noaa.gov) or Lauren Gaches (lauren.gaches@noaa.gov).


Thank you,


Andy


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 4:23 PM National Weather Service Operations Center


<nws.opscenter@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks for the note, Andy.


Will add to our shift log for awareness.


Shawn Smith


National Weather Service Operations Center


Silver Spring, MD


Normal Operating Hours: 6:00 a.m. - 1 0:00 p.m. Eastern Time daily
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Normal Operating Hours: 6:00 a.m. - 1 0:00 p.m. Eastern Time daily


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 4:15 PM Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal <andrew.stern@noaa.gov>


wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts POTUS impact claims


against the official forecast and now one WFO is refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to


be aware. Need to keep our folks safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-hurricane-dorian-will-hit-alabama-

as-forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 


--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 
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Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 9:41 PM


To: _NWS SR BMX


Cc: Mike Coyne; Jose Garcia; Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Followup to Today's Social Media/Public Inquiries


Everyone,


First off, I hope everyone is having a great holiday weekend.


Earlier today, the BMX office started receiving an inordinate number of questions concerning Dorian and


potential impacts in Alabama. The day shift did not know what precipitated this escalation in calls/social


media questions, but deemed it prudent to provide some type of clarification on official social media


channels.


Thus, the attached tweet and FB post (screen captures) were posted. These were shared/retweeted by


numerous sources including local media and eventually regional/national outlets. It was later learned that


the uptick in calls/concern regarding Alabama may have been related to a White House tweet earlier in the


day.


Some in media assumed, understandably so, that our social media posts were a direct response to the WH


post. In fact, they were not as we were not even aware of them at the time. It was directly in response to


the increase in calls from anxious and panicked citizens and core partners. The state of Alabama and the


Gulf Coast has been through a tremendous amount in the past 12 months, and it's understandable that folks


are on edge.


Our job is to provide forecasts and weather information in ways that supports core partners and benefits


the lives and safety of the US citizenry. That is clearly what we are doing, and kudos to the day shift for


reacting to a need quickly. I did ask that we remove the term "WE" from our social media posts (after


coordination with SR) and that was done for the editable FB post. Of course the tweet had already been


picked up by many media outlets and deleting it would cause more confusion.


If we get any calls or questions about this, please forward them to me. I have cc'd SRH and also Susan


Buchanan for their awareness.


Thanks!


Chis


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Service


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail: chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website: http://www.weather.gov/bmx


http://
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Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 9:45 PM


To: _NWS SR BMX


Cc: Mike Coyne; Jose Garcia; Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Followup to Today's Social Media/Public Inquiries


Attachments: BMX_tweet.PNG; BMX_FB.PNG


Apologies hit send too early. Attached are the Tweet and FB post.


Chris


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 8:41 PM Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov> wrote:


Everyone,


First off, I hope everyone is having a great holiday weekend.


Earlier today, the BMX office started receiving an inordinate number of questions concerning Dorian and


potential impacts in Alabama. The day shift did not know what precipitated this escalation in calls/social


media questions, but deemed it prudent to provide some type of clarification on official social media


channels.


Thus, the attached tweet and FB post (screen captures) were posted. These were shared/retweeted by


numerous sources including local media and eventually regional/national outlets. It was later learned that


the uptick in calls/concern regarding Alabama may have been related to a White House tweet earlier in


the day.


Some in media assumed, understandably so, that our social media posts were a direct response to the WH


post. In fact, they were not as we were not even aware of them at the time. It was directly in response to


the increase in calls from anxious and panicked citizens and core partners. The state of Alabama and the


Gulf Coast has been through a tremendous amount in the past 12 months, and it's understandable that


folks are on edge.


Our job is to provide forecasts and weather information in ways that supports core partners and benefits


the lives and safety of the US citizenry. That is clearly what we are doing, and kudos to the day shift for


reacting to a need quickly. I did ask that we remove the term "WE" from our social media posts (after


coordination with SR) and that was done for the editable FB post. Of course the tweet had already been


picked up by many media outlets and deleting it would cause more confusion.


If we get any calls or questions about this, please forward them to me. I have cc'd SRH and also Susan


Buchanan for their awareness.


Thanks!


Chis


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge
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--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Service


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail: chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website: http://www.weather.gov/bmx


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Service


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail: chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website: http://www.weather.gov/bmx
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 9:59 PM


To: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Cc: _NWS SR BMX; Mike Coyne; Jose Garcia


Subject: Re: Followup to Today's Social Media/Public Inquiries


Thank you Chris! Understandable all around.


-Susan


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 9:41 PM, Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov> wrote:


Everyone,


First off, I hope everyone is having a great holiday weekend.


Earlier today, the BMX office started receiving an inordinate number of questions concerning


Dorian and potential impacts in Alabama. The day shift did not know what precipitated this


escalation in calls/social media questions, but deemed it prudent to provide some type of


clarification on official social media channels.


Thus, the attached tweet and FB post (screen captures) were posted. These were


shared/retweeted by numerous sources including local media and eventually regional/national


outlets. It was later learned that the uptick in calls/concern regarding Alabama may have been


related to a White House tweet earlier in the day.


Some in media assumed, understandably so, that our social media posts were a direct response


to the WH post. In fact, they were not as we were not even aware of them at the time. It was


directly in response to the increase in calls from anxious and panicked citizens and core


partners. The state of Alabama and the Gulf Coast has been through a tremendous amount in


the past 12 months, and it's understandable that folks are on edge.


Our job is to provide forecasts and weather information in ways that supports core partners and


benefits the lives and safety of the US citizenry. That is clearly what we are doing, and kudos to


the day shift for reacting to a need quickly. I did ask that we remove the term "WE" from our


social media posts (after coordination with SR) and that was done for the editable FB post. Of


course the tweet had already been picked up by many media outlets and deleting it would


cause more confusion.


If we get any calls or questions about this, please forward them to me. I have cc'd SRH and also


Susan Buchanan for their awareness.


Thanks!


Chis
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Chis


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Service


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail: chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website: http://www.weather.gov/bmx
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 10:05 PM


To: mary.erickson@noaa.gov; Louis Uccellini; jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov;


george.jungbluth@noaa.gov; john.d.murphy@noaa.gov; andrew.stern@noaa.gov;


nws.opscenter@noaa.gov; kevin.cooley@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Followup to Today's Social Media/Public Inquiries


FYI. BMX MIC’s note to his staff.


-Susan


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov>


Date: September 1, 2019 at 9:45:13 PM EDT


To: _NWS SR BMX <sr-bmx.all@noaa.gov>


Cc: Mike Coyne <mike.coyne@noaa.gov>, Jose Garcia <Jose.Garcia@noaa.gov>, Susan


Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: Followup to Today's Social Media/Public Inquiries


Apologies hit send too early. Attached are the Tweet and FB post.


Chris


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 8:41 PM Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov> wrote:


Everyone,


First off, I hope everyone is having a great holiday weekend.


Earlier today, the BMX office started receiving an inordinate number of questions concerning


Dorian and potential impacts in Alabama. The day shift did not know what precipitated this


escalation in calls/social media questions, but deemed it prudent to provide some type of


clarification on official social media channels.


Thus, the attached tweet and FB post (screen captures) were posted. These were


shared/retweeted by numerous sources including local media and eventually


regional/national outlets. It was later learned that the uptick in calls/concern regarding


Alabama may have been related to a White House tweet earlier in the day.


Some in media assumed, understandably so, that our social media posts were a direct


response to the WH post. In fact, they were not as we were not even aware of them at the


time. It was directly in response to the increase in calls from anxious and panicked citizens


and core partners. The state of Alabama and the Gulf Coast has been through a tremendous


amount in the past 12 months, and it's understandable that folks are on edge.


Our job is to provide forecasts and weather information in ways that supports core partners
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amount in the past 12 months, and it's understandable that folks are on edge.


Our job is to provide forecasts and weather information in ways that supports core partners


and benefits the lives and safety of the US citizenry. That is clearly what we are doing, and


kudos to the day shift for reacting to a need quickly. I did ask that we remove the term "WE"


from our social media posts (after coordination with SR) and that was done for the editable FB


post. Of course the tweet had already been picked up by many media outlets and deleting it


would cause more confusion.


If we get any calls or questions about this, please forward them to me. I have cc'd SRH and


also Susan Buchanan for their awareness.


Thanks!


Chis


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Service


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail: chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website: http://www.weather.gov/bmx


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Service


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail: chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website: http://www.weather.gov/bmx
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Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


From: Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 10:15 PM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Followup to Today's Social Media/Public Inquiries


Thanks for working this Susan and sharing the background inf.


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 10:04 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI. BMX MIC’s note to his staff.


-Susan


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov>


Date: September 1, 2019 at 9:45:13 PM EDT


To: _NWS SR BMX <sr-bmx.all@noaa.gov>


Cc: Mike Coyne <mike.coyne@noaa.gov>, Jose Garcia <Jose.Garcia@noaa.gov>, Susan


Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: Followup to Today's Social Media/Public Inquiries


Apologies hit send too early. Attached are the Tweet and FB post.


Chris


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 8:41 PM Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Everyone,


First off, I hope everyone is having a great holiday weekend.


Earlier today, the BMX office started receiving an inordinate number of questions concerning


Dorian and potential impacts in Alabama. The day shift did not know what precipitated this


escalation in calls/social media questions, but deemed it prudent to provide some type of


clarification on official social media channels.


Thus, the attached tweet and FB post (screen captures) were posted. These were


shared/retweeted by numerous sources including local media and eventually


regional/national outlets. It was later learned that the uptick in calls/concern regarding


Alabama may have been related to a White House tweet earlier in the day.


Some in media assumed, understandably so, that our social media posts were a direct


response to the WH post. In fact, they were not as we were not even aware of them at the


time. It was directly in response to the increase in calls from anxious and panicked citizens


and core partners. The state of Alabama and the Gulf Coast has been through a tremendous


amount in the past 12 months, and it's understandable that folks are on edge.
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time. It was directly in response to the increase in calls from anxious and panicked citizens


and core partners. The state of Alabama and the Gulf Coast has been through a tremendous


amount in the past 12 months, and it's understandable that folks are on edge.


Our job is to provide forecasts and weather information in ways that supports core partners


and benefits the lives and safety of the US citizenry. That is clearly what we are doing, and


kudos to the day shift for reacting to a need quickly. I did ask that we remove the term "WE"


from our social media posts (after coordination with SR) and that was done for the editable


FB post. Of course the tweet had already been picked up by many media outlets and deleting


it would cause more confusion.


If we get any calls or questions about this, please forward them to me. I have cc'd SRH and


also Susan Buchanan for their awareness.


Thanks!


Chis


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Service


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail: chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website: http://www.weather.gov/bmx


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Service


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail: chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website: http://www.weather.gov/bmx
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--

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


Jeremy J. Andrucyk


Communications Director


NOAA's National Weather Service


O 301.427.6955


M 


www.weather.gov


 Facebook   Twitter   YouTube

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 10:22 PM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Followup to Today's Social Media/Public Inquiries


Susan,


Thank you. ??


Chris


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 8:59 PM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Chris! Understandable all around.


-Susan


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 9:41 PM, Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov> wrote:


Everyone,


First off, I hope everyone is having a great holiday weekend.


Earlier today, the BMX office started receiving an inordinate number of questions


concerning Dorian and potential impacts in Alabama. The day shift did not know


what precipitated this escalation in calls/social media questions, but deemed it


prudent to provide some type of clarification on official social media channels.


Thus, the attached tweet and FB post (screen captures) were posted. These were


shared/retweeted by numerous sources including local media and eventually


regional/national outlets. It was later learned that the uptick in calls/concern


regarding Alabama may have been related to a White House tweet earlier in the


day.


Some in media assumed, understandably so, that our social media posts were a


direct response to the WH post. In fact, they were not as we were not even aware


of them at the time. It was directly in response to the increase in calls from anxious


and panicked citizens and core partners. The state of Alabama and the Gulf Coast


has been through a tremendous amount in the past 12 months, and it's


understandable that folks are on edge.


Our job is to provide forecasts and weather information in ways that supports core


partners and benefits the lives and safety of the US citizenry. That is clearly what


we are doing, and kudos to the day shift for reacting to a need quickly. I did ask
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Our job is to provide forecasts and weather information in ways that supports core


partners and benefits the lives and safety of the US citizenry. That is clearly what


we are doing, and kudos to the day shift for reacting to a need quickly. I did ask


that we remove the term "WE" from our social media posts (after coordination


with SR) and that was done for the editable FB post. Of course the tweet had


already been picked up by many media outlets and deleting it would cause more


confusion.


If we get any calls or questions about this, please forward them to me. I have cc'd


SRH and also Susan Buchanan for their awareness.


Thanks!


Chis


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Service


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail: chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website: http://www.weather.gov/bmx
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Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 8:02 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Neil Jacobs


Subject: Re: Photos from President Donald J. Trump’s Briefing on Hurricane Dorian at Camp David


Attachments: Aug 31 Briefing Photos.png


Hi Dr Jacobs and Julie,


Some good photos from Pete Gaynor's Twitter account (retweeted by WH) of the briefing.


Thank you,


Kate

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


On Sat, Aug 31, 2019 at 8:02 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


This afternoon Neil and I joined Acting DHS Secretary McAleenan, Acting FEMA Administrator Gaynor and other


FEMA leadership in a VTC briefing for the President. The President will be at FEMA on Sunday for an in-person


briefing that we will attend. Today’s briefing went well as the President asked about the forecast over the coming


days.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Begin forwarded message:


From: White House Press Office <info@mail.whitehouse.gov>


Date: August 31, 2019 at 7:54:05 PM EDT


To: <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Subject: Photos from President Donald J. Trump’s Briefing on Hurricane Dorian at Camp David


Reply-To: White House Press Office <info@mail.whitehouse.gov>


Office of the Press Secretary


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE


August 31, 2019
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE


August 31, 2019


Photos from President Donald J. Trump’s Briefing on Hurricane Dorian at Camp David


President Donald J. Trump received a briefing on Hurricane Dorian today from Acting Administrator of


the Federal Emergency Management Agency Pete Gaynor, Acting Assistant Secretary of Commerce for


Environmental Observation and Prediction Dr. Neil Jacobs, and Deputy Assistant to the President and


Homeland Security and Counterterrorism Advisor Pete Brown. The President was provided an update on


the ongoing locally executed, State-managed, and Federally supported preparation efforts.


Officials discussed the projected track of Hurricane Dorian as it approaches Florida, Georgia, North


Carolina, and South Carolina, and the potential impacts of the storm.


The President reiterated his support of those in the path of the storm and of the officials working to keep


them safe. He asked the Federal officials to ensure that their teams are in close contact with Governors


DeSantis, Kemp, Cooper, and McMaster, and are providing all appropriate support. He impressed on


officials the importance of getting help out to those in the path of the storm and to listen to the warnings


of State and local officials.




President Donald J. Trump, joined by U.S. Senator Rick Scott, R-Fla., receives a Federal Emergency


Management Agency (FEMA) briefing update on Hurricane Dorian as it approaches the U.S. mainland


Saturday, Aug. 31, 2019, at Camp David near Thurmont, Md. (Official White House Photo by Shealah


Craighead)



President Donald J. Trump, joined by U.S. Senator Rick Scott, R-Fla., and senior White House staff, receives a


Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) briefing update on Hurricane Dorian as it approaches the


U.S. mainland Saturday, Aug. 31, 2019, at Camp David near Thurmont, Md. (Official White House Photo by


Shealah Craighead)
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 6:36 PM


To: Neil Jacobs


Subject: Fwd: Remarks by President Trump in Briefing on Hurricane Dorian


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Begin forwarded message:


From: White House Press Office <info@mail.whitehouse.gov>


Date: September 1, 2019 at 6:23:49 PM EDT


To: <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Subject: Remarks by President Trump in Briefing on Hurricane Dorian


Reply-To: White House Press Office <info@mail.whitehouse.gov>


Office of the Press Secretary


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE


September 1, 2019


REMARKS BY PRESIDENT TRUMP


IN BRIEFING ON HURRICANE DORIAN


Federal Emergency Management Agency Headquarters


Washington,  D. C.


12: 31 P. M.  EDT


     THE PRESIDENT:   I want to begin today by addressing the


heinous shooting that took place on Saturday in Odessa,  Texas.   On


behalf of all Americans,  I' d like to express my deepest sympathies


and sorrow for the victims and their families.   We ask God to


comfort and heal those who are suffering,  and we hope that there
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behalf of all Americans,  I' d like to express my deepest sympathies


and sorrow for the victims and their families.   We ask God to


comfort and heal those who are suffering,  and we hope that there


will be a full and quick recovery of the injured.


     Today,  we also recognize the courageous actions of local law


enforcement.   I can pretty much say,  as usual,  they were


incredible,  several of whom were very seriously injured and


wounded as they fought to end this monstrous shooting and save


lives.


     I' ve spoken to Attorney General Barr,  and we will provide all


possible support from the federal government in the aftermath of


this wicked attack.


     My administration is committed to working with Congress to


stop the menace of mass attacks.   They' ve been going on for a long


time.   Decades now.   And we want to do the best we can to reduce


them.   It would be wonderful to say -- to say "eliminate, " but we


want to substantially reduce the violent crime -- and actually,  in


any form.   Any of its evil forms.   This includes strong measures


to keep weapons out of the hands of dangerous and deranged


individuals,  and substantial reforms to our nation' s broken mental


health system.


     Our goal must be to identify severely disturbed individuals


and disrupt their plans before they strike.   To reduce violence,


we must also ensure that criminals with guns are put behind bars


and kept off the streets.   Public safety is our number-one


priority.   Always wanting to protect our Second Amendment.   So


important.


     We' re here at FEMA Headquarters to receive a briefing on


Hurricane Dorian.   I want to thank Acting Secretary Kevin


McAleenan for the incredible job you' ve been doing.   Kevin,  thank


you -- in many ways,  by the way.


Acting FEMA Administrator Peter Gaynor.   Peter,  thank you very


much.


Secretary Elaine Chao.    Secretary Mark Esper.   Thank you.   Thank


you.




Secretary Alex Azar.   Thank you very much,  Alex.   And all the good


news coming out of your administration on drug pricing.   Coming


way down.   We really appreciate it.   It' s gone a lot further


down.


Administrator Andrew Wheeler.   Thank you,  Andrew.


Dr.  Neil Jacobs.   Thank you.   Thank you,  Neil.   Good job.


Senator Rick Scott is here in person.   Thank you.   Came up from


Florida.   We appreciate that very much.   Thank you,  Rick.


And many other senior officials and political folks and military


leaders for joining us in person or by phone.


The safety of the American people must always come first.   My


staff and I receive frequent updates to ensure that we are fully


prepared.   And we are fully prepared.   But we really,  basically,  I


don’ t think,  ever seen anything like this hurricane.


I want to thank the Coast Guard.   Karl,  I know that they' re really


ready.   I don' t know if it' s this -- I don' t know how they can


come into this one.   They' re going to have to come in from the


outside I guess,  because this looks monstrous.


But I want to thank what -- the job you did in Florida,  Texas,  and


Puerto Rico was incredible.   This could be bigger than all of


them,  in terms of the power of what we' re looking at.


It’ s a -- one of the largest we’ ve ever seen.   Its effects will be


felt hundreds of miles or more from the eye of the storm and long


before it potentially makes landfall.   It’ s going to go at


hundreds of miles.   We expect that much of the Eastern Seaboard


will be ultimately impacted and some of it very,  very severely.


     My administration is coordinating closely with state and


local authorities.   Today,  we' re joined on the phone by some great


people that have been working very,  very hard:  Governor Ron


DeSantis of Florida.   Thank you,  Ron.   Governor Brian Kemp of


Georgia.   Brian,  thank you very much.   Governor Henry McMaster of


South Carolina.   Thank you,  Henry.   And Governor Roy Cooper of


North Carolina.   Thank you very much,  Roy.


     The federal government stands ready to assist their


readiness,  response,  and recovery operations.




     The federal government stands ready to assist their


readiness,  response,  and recovery operations.


And,  I will say,  the states -- and it may get a little piece of a


great place:  It’ s called Alabama.   And Alabama could even be in


for at least some very strong winds and something more than that,


it could be.   This just came up,  unfortunately.   It’ s the size of


-- the storm that we’ re talking about.   So,  for Alabama,  just


please be careful also.


     I ask everyone in Hurricane Dorian’ s path to heed all


warnings and evacuation orders from local authorities.   It looks


like they’ re going to have to be giving them,  unfortunately.   And


I wish you’ d watch.


It’ s been lurking.   It’ s just been building out there.   It’ s been


moving very slowly.   It’ s a bad thing,  not a good thing.   The


slower it moves,  the bigger it is and the bigger it gets.   But we


want to minimize any unnecessary risks to the public and our brave


first responders.


     I’ ve been working very hard with Governor DeSantis of Florida


on getting fuel -- getting gasoline brought in,  because they’ ve


never seen anything like it,  the rush to get so much.    And again,


the Coast Guard and the Army and the Marines,  they’ ve been


incredible.   We’ ve gotten tremendous amounts of gasoline brought


in very quickly.


     Americans are strong,  determined,  and resilient,  and we will


support each other.   And we will work very hard to minimize


whatever the effect of what’ s coming at us.   We don’ t even know


what’ s coming at us.   All we know is it’ s possibly the biggest.   I


have -- not sure -- I’ m not sure that I’ ve ever even heard of a


Category 5.   I knew it existed.   And I’ ve seen some Category 4s;


you don’ t even see them that much.   But a Category 5 is something


that I don’ t know that I’ ve even heard the term other than I know


it' s there.   That’ s the ultimate.   And that’ s what we have,


unfortunately.


     So with that,  I’ d like to maybe ask Kevin if he’ d like to say


a few words.   And we’ ll go around.   And if anyone has any


suggestions or questions,  I’ d love to take them.   Thank you.




                              END            12: 38 P. M.  EDT
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:56 AM


To: _OAR ALL; _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.


The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that


our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools


we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and


specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of


our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator




--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


From: Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:53 AM


To: Margaret Lansing - NOAA Federal


Cc: Gregory Lang - NOAA Federal; Jesse Feyen - NOAA Federal; Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Dorian nasty gram Re: Realtime Met Obs


I will forward to leadership. Thank you for not responding.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:34 AM Margaret Lansing - NOAA Federal <margaret.lansing@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks for calling this to our attention Greg,


I've copied Monica Allen who oversees OAR Communications for awareness. GLERL won't respond.


Margaret


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:41 AM Gregory Lang - NOAA Federal <gregory.lang@noaa.gov> wrote:


This is concerning. I’m passing it along. I do not intend to reply.


—Greg


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Carl Devon < >


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:38 AM


Subject: Realtime Met Obs


To: <gregory.lang@noaa.gov>


You can no longer be trusted, you trump cocksuckers. How can you suck trump dick and like like that?


Shame on you. Burn in hell, you fucking white niggers.  Fuck your lying white niggers assholes. You sold


out any respect or trust I had in you. You're supposed to be fucking SCIENTISTS, AND NOW YER A LYING


WHITE NIGGER tRUMP DICK SUCKER, COWARDLY FUCKIN PUSSIES.  KEEP LYING, MOTHERFUCKERS.


TERRY MATA CHOOT, WHITE NIGGER LYING TRUMP. SHARPIE IS YOUR NEW PRACTICE, ALL THE WORK


YOU PUT IN TO BECOME A SCIENTIST AND YOU FUCK IT OFF TO SUCK TRUMPdick, because you are


COWARDS. FUCK YOU, NOAA. DONT CONTACT ME. I WILL SPIT I YOUR DEAD FACES.


--

Gregory Lang NOAA/GLERL Sent from Gmail Mobile


--
Margaret Lansing


Chief of Information Services


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory


4840 South State Rd. |  Ann Arbor, MI 48108


734-741-2210 |  margaret.lansing@noaa.gov


www.glerl.noaa.gov


Follow us on:
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Follow us on:


   

Sign up to receive our eNews!
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Monica Allen


Acting Director of Communications for NOAA Research


and Director of Media Relations for NOAA Research


301-734-1123 (office),  (cell)

Twitter: @MAllenNOAA


monica.allen@noaa.gov
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Margaret Lansing - NOAA Federal


From: Margaret Lansing - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:54 AM


To: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal; Mike Walker - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Dorian nasty gram Re: Realtime Met Obs


Hi Keli, Mike,


Passing this nasty gram up the chain as an fyi.  GLERL will not respond.  This is highly unusual for GLERL.


Once in a while we get rude comments on Facebook but I can't recall an email like this during my time with


NOAA.


Margaret


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Margaret Lansing - NOAA Federal <margaret.lansing@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:34 AM


Subject: Dorian nasty gram Re: Realtime Met Obs


To: Gregory Lang - NOAA Federal <gregory.lang@noaa.gov>


Cc: Jesse Feyen - NOAA Federal <jesse.feyen@noaa.gov>, Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


<monica.allen@noaa.gov>


Thanks for calling this to our attention Greg,


I've copied Monica Allen who oversees OAR Communications for awareness. GLERL won't respond.


Margaret


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:41 AM Gregory Lang - NOAA Federal <gregory.lang@noaa.gov> wrote:


This is concerning. I’m passing it along. I do not intend to reply.


—Greg


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Carl Devon < >


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:38 AM


Subject: Realtime Met Obs


To: <gregory.lang@noaa.gov>


You can no longer be trusted, you trump cocksuckers. How can you suck trump dick and like like that?


Shame on you. Burn in hell, you fucking white niggers.  Fuck your lying white niggers assholes. You sold out


any respect or trust I had in you. You're supposed to be fucking SCIENTISTS, AND NOW YER A LYING WHITE


NIGGER tRUMP DICK SUCKER, COWARDLY FUCKIN PUSSIES.  KEEP LYING, MOTHERFUCKERS. TERRY MATA


CHOOT, WHITE NIGGER LYING TRUMP. SHARPIE IS YOUR NEW PRACTICE, ALL THE WORK YOU PUT IN TO


BECOME A SCIENTIST AND YOU FUCK IT OFF TO SUCK TRUMPdick, because you are COWARDS. FUCK


YOU, NOAA. DONT CONTACT ME. I WILL SPIT I YOUR DEAD FACES.


--
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BECOME A SCIENTIST AND YOU FUCK IT OFF TO SUCK TRUMPdick, because you are COWARDS. FUCK


YOU, NOAA. DONT CONTACT ME. I WILL SPIT I YOUR DEAD FACES.


--

Gregory Lang NOAA/GLERL Sent from Gmail Mobile


--
Margaret Lansing


Chief of Information Services


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory


4840 South State Rd. |  Ann Arbor, MI 48108


734-741-2210 |  margaret.lansing@noaa.gov


www.glerl.noaa.gov


Follow us on:


   

Sign up to receive our eNews!


--
Margaret Lansing


Chief of Information Services


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory


4840 South State Rd. |  Ann Arbor, MI 48108


734-741-2210 |  margaret.lansing@noaa.gov


www.glerl.noaa.gov


Follow us on:


   

Sign up to receive our eNews!
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Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


From: Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:56 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal; Mike Walker - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Dorian nasty gram Re: Realtime Met Obs


Good morning Craig,


I am forwarding this to you for awareness and ccing Mike and Keli who are acting while I am away on


leave. Thank you for your message sent early this morning.


Sincerely


Monica


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Margaret Lansing - NOAA Federal <margaret.lansing@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:34 AM


Subject: Dorian nasty gram Re: Realtime Met Obs


To: Gregory Lang - NOAA Federal <gregory.lang@noaa.gov>


CC: Jesse Feyen - NOAA Federal <jesse.feyen@noaa.gov>, Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


<monica.allen@noaa.gov>


Thanks for calling this to our attention Greg,


I've copied Monica Allen who oversees OAR Communications for awareness. GLERL won't respond.


Margaret


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:41 AM Gregory Lang - NOAA Federal <gregory.lang@noaa.gov> wrote:


This is concerning. I’m passing it along. I do not intend to reply.


—Greg


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Carl Devon < >


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:38 AM


Subject: Realtime Met Obs


To: <gregory.lang@noaa.gov>


You can no longer be trusted, you trump cocksuckers. How can you suck trump dick and like like that?


Shame on you. Burn in hell, you fucking white niggers.  Fuck your lying white niggers assholes. You sold out


any respect or trust I had in you. You're supposed to be fucking SCIENTISTS, AND NOW YER A LYING WHITE


NIGGER tRUMP DICK SUCKER, COWARDLY FUCKIN PUSSIES.  KEEP LYING, MOTHERFUCKERS. TERRY MATA


CHOOT, WHITE NIGGER LYING TRUMP. SHARPIE IS YOUR NEW PRACTICE, ALL THE WORK YOU PUT IN TO


BECOME A SCIENTIST AND YOU FUCK IT OFF TO SUCK TRUMPdick, because you are COWARDS. FUCK


YOU, NOAA. DONT CONTACT ME. I WILL SPIT I YOUR DEAD FACES.


--

Gregory Lang NOAA/GLERL Sent from Gmail Mobile
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YOU, NOAA. DONT CONTACT ME. I WILL SPIT I YOUR DEAD FACES.


--

Gregory Lang NOAA/GLERL Sent from Gmail Mobile


--
Margaret Lansing


Chief of Information Services


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory


4840 South State Rd. |  Ann Arbor, MI 48108


734-741-2210 |  margaret.lansing@noaa.gov


www.glerl.noaa.gov


Follow us on:


   

Sign up to receive our eNews!


--

Monica Allen


Acting Director of Communications for NOAA Research


and Director of Media Relations for NOAA Research


301-734-1123 (office),  (cell)

Twitter: @MAllenNOAA


monica.allen@noaa.gov
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Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


From: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:44 AM


To: Richard Smith


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 11:57 PM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.


The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that


our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools


we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and


specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of


our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov
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our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Keli Pirtle NOAA Communications (405) 325-6933 cell  keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
(b)(6)
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Cynthia Decker - NOAA Federal


From: Cynthia Decker - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:16 AM


To: Mike Walker - NOAA Federal; Keli Pirtle


Subject: FYI


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/


--

*********************************************


Cynthia J. Decker, Ph.D


Executive Director


NOAA Science Advisory Board


and


NOAA Scientific Integrity Officer


SSMC3, Room 11230


1315 East-West Hwy


Silver Spring, MD 20910


Phone 301-734-1156


Fax 301-713-1459


Email: cynthia.decker@noaa.gov


********************************************
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:42 AM


To: Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


Cc: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal; Margaret Lansing - NOAA Federal; Mike Walker - NOAA


Federal


Subject: Re: Dorian nasty gram Re: Realtime Met Obs


 This is concerning.


Copying Jim and Jeremy, plus Ben and Stu .


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:56 AM Monica Allen - NOAA Federal <monica.allen@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning Craig,


I am forwarding this to you for awareness and ccing Mike and Keli who are acting while I am away on


leave. Thank you for your message sent early this morning.


Sincerely


Monica


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Margaret Lansing - NOAA Federal <margaret.lansing@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:34 AM


Subject: Dorian nasty gram Re: Realtime Met Obs


To: Gregory Lang - NOAA Federal <gregory.lang@noaa.gov>


CC: Jesse Feyen - NOAA Federal <jesse.feyen@noaa.gov>, Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


<monica.allen@noaa.gov>


Thanks for calling this to our attention Greg,


I've copied Monica Allen who oversees OAR Communications for awareness. GLERL won't respond.


Margaret


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:41 AM Gregory Lang - NOAA Federal <gregory.lang@noaa.gov> wrote:


This is concerning. I’m passing it along. I do not intend to reply.


—Greg


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Carl Devon < >


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:38 AM


Subject: Realtime Met Obs


To: <gregory.lang@noaa.gov>


You can no longer be trusted, you trump cocksuckers. How can you suck trump dick and like like that?


Shame on you. Burn in hell, you fucking white niggers.  Fuck your lying white niggers assholes. You sold


out any respect or trust I had in you. You're supposed to be fucking SCIENTISTS, AND NOW YER A LYING


(b)(6)
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You can no longer be trusted, you trump cocksuckers. How can you suck trump dick and like like that?


Shame on you. Burn in hell, you fucking white niggers.  Fuck your lying white niggers assholes. You sold


out any respect or trust I had in you. You're supposed to be fucking SCIENTISTS, AND NOW YER A LYING


WHITE NIGGER tRUMP DICK SUCKER, COWARDLY FUCKIN PUSSIES.  KEEP LYING, MOTHERFUCKERS.


TERRY MATA CHOOT, WHITE NIGGER LYING TRUMP. SHARPIE IS YOUR NEW PRACTICE, ALL THE WORK


YOU PUT IN TO BECOME A SCIENTIST AND YOU FUCK IT OFF TO SUCK TRUMPdick, because you are


COWARDS. FUCK YOU, NOAA. DONT CONTACT ME. I WILL SPIT I YOUR DEAD FACES.


--

Gregory Lang NOAA/GLERL Sent from Gmail Mobile


--
Margaret Lansing


Chief of Information Services


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory


4840 South State Rd. |  Ann Arbor, MI 48108


734-741-2210 |  margaret.lansing@noaa.gov


www.glerl.noaa.gov


Follow us on:


   

Sign up to receive our eNews!


--

Monica Allen


Acting Director of Communications for NOAA Research


and Director of Media Relations for NOAA Research


301-734-1123 (office),  (cell)

Twitter: @MAllenNOAA


monica.allen@noaa.gov


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458
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Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal


From: Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:43 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: _OAR ALL; _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig,


I stand with you in support of investigating the application of the scientific integrity policy in this instance.


Thank you for your leadership on this issue.


Ko


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which


accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line, to the


modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all


NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional


expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable


colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their


own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities


with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to


public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov


public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and


sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press


release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In


my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as


Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order


on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently cited as among


the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and


leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


From: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:54 AM


To: Emily Summars


Subject: McLean's email in WaPo


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-

experts-dorian-email-shows/?noredirect=on

--

Keli Pirtle


Public Affairs Specialist, NOAA Communications


Member, NOAA Central Region Collaboration Team


Norman, Oklahoma


keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


(405) 325-6933


cell (b)(6)

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/?noredirect=on
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/?noredirect=on


David Andra - NOAA Federal


From: David Andra - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:57 PM


To: Keli Pirtle


Cc: William Bunting


Subject: POCs For Press Inquiries


Hi Keli-

Could you quickly verify to whom we should direct inquiries concerning the situation involving leadership


and Dorian forecasts?  I want to make sure we send questions to the right POCs


Thanks,


David


--

David L. Andra, Jr.


Meteorologist in Charge


NOAA/National Weather Service


Oklahoma City / Norman Weather Forecast Office


120 David L. Boren Blvd., Suite 2400


Norman, OK 73072


405 325.3318


NWS Norman Web Page


NWS Norman on Facebook


NWS Norman on Twitter


http://weather.gov/norman
http://www.facebook.com/US.NationalWeatherService.Norman.gov


Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


From: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:58 PM


To: David Andra - NOAA Federal


Cc: William Bunting


Subject: Re: POCs For Press Inquiries


Please send an email to scott.smullen@noaa.gov.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:57 PM David Andra - NOAA Federal <david.andra@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Keli-

Could you quickly verify to whom we should direct inquiries concerning the situation involving leadership


and Dorian forecasts?  I want to make sure we send questions to the right POCs


Thanks,


David


--

David L. Andra, Jr.


Meteorologist in Charge


NOAA/National Weather Service


Oklahoma City / Norman Weather Forecast Office


120 David L. Boren Blvd., Suite 2400


Norman, OK 73072


405 325.3318


NWS Norman Web Page


NWS Norman on Facebook


NWS Norman on Twitter


--

Keli Pirtle


Public Affairs Specialist, NOAA Communications


Member, NOAA Central Region Collaboration Team


Norman, Oklahoma


keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


(405) 325-6933


cell (b)(6)

mailto:scott.smullen@noaa.gov
mailto:david.andra@noaa.gov
http://weather.gov/norman
http://www.facebook.com/US.NationalWeatherService.Norman.gov
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David Andra - NOAA Federal


From: David Andra - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:11 PM


To: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: POCs For Press Inquiries


Thanks, Keli!


David


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:59 PM Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal <keli.pirtle@noaa.gov> wrote:

Please send an email to scott.smullen@noaa.gov.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:57 PM David Andra - NOAA Federal <david.andra@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Keli-

Could you quickly verify to whom we should direct inquiries concerning the situation involving leadership


and Dorian forecasts?  I want to make sure we send questions to the right POCs


Thanks,


David


--

David L. Andra, Jr.


Meteorologist in Charge


NOAA/National Weather Service


Oklahoma City / Norman Weather Forecast Office


120 David L. Boren Blvd., Suite 2400


Norman, OK 73072


405 325.3318


NWS Norman Web Page


NWS Norman on Facebook


NWS Norman on Twitter


--

Keli Pirtle


Public Affairs Specialist, NOAA Communications


Member, NOAA Central Region Collaboration Team


Norman, Oklahoma


keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


(405) 325-6933


cell 

--

(b)(6)

mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov
mailto:scott.smullen@noaa.gov
mailto:david.andra@noaa.gov
http://weather.gov/norman
http://www.facebook.com/US.NationalWeatherService.Norman.gov
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


--

David L. Andra, Jr.


Meteorologist in Charge


NOAA/National Weather Service


Oklahoma City / Norman Weather Forecast Office


120 David L. Boren Blvd., Suite 2400


Norman, OK 73072


405 325.3318


NWS Norman Web Page


NWS Norman on Facebook


NWS Norman on Twitter


http://weather.gov/norman
http://www.facebook.com/US.NationalWeatherService.Norman.gov




Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


From: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:59 PM


To: Erica Rule - NOAA Federal


Cc: mike.walker@noaa.gov; molly.baringer@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Shame


Erica, 


Keli


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:56 PM Erica Rule - NOAA Federal <erica.rule@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mike and Keli,


Are we supposed to do anything with such emails? 

 What about these sorts of emails?


Erica


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Enoch, Steven" >


Date: September 9, 2019 at 9:35:01 PM EDT


To: "Erica.Rule@noaa.gov" <Erica.Rule@noaa.gov>


Subject: Shame


Shame on NOAA for your organization becoming submissive to our sick President! We no


longer trust or value your work. If you have any dignity you and your colleagues will publicly


challenge the leadership of NOAA for their behavior!


Thank you,


Steven Enoch


Sent from my iPhone


--

Keli Pirtle NOAA Communications (405) 325-6933 cell  keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

mailto:erica.rule@noaa.gov
mailto:Erica.Rule@noaa.gov
mailto:Erica.Rule@noaa.gov
mailto:keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


From: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:01 PM


To: Christopher Balch - NOAA Federal; William.Murtagh; bob rutledge; Dianne Suess


Subject: Louis speech at NWA - NWS Chief Backs WFO Birmingham


Per our discussion this morning.


National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs agency


meteorologists instead of Trump 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/national-weather-service-director-breaks-
with-noaas-political-leaders-strongly-backs-agency-meteorologists-instead-trump/

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says


https://www.al.com/news/2019/09/alabama-weather-service-right-to-contradict-trump-on-dorian-
nws-chief-says.html

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump


https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-
Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html

Speech on Facebook -  https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?

hc_location=ufi

--

Maureen O'Leary

Deputy Director of Public Affairs

NOAA's National Weather Service

301-427-9000

Maureen.Oleary@noaa.gov
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Robert Rutledge - NOAA Federal


From: Robert Rutledge - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:14 PM


To: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


Subject: RE: Louis speech at NWA - NWS Chief Backs WFO Birmingham


Good news stuff, but who’s discussion this am?  :)


From: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal [mailto:maureen.oleary@noaa.gov]


Sent: Monday, September 09, 2019 10:01 AM


To: Christopher Balch - NOAA Federal <christopher.balch@noaa.gov>; William.Murtagh


<william.murtagh@noaa.gov>; bob rutledge <robert.rutledge@noaa.gov>; Dianne Suess <dianne.suess@noaa.gov>


Subject: Louis speech at NWA - NWS Chief Backs WFO Birmingham


Per our discussion this morning.


National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs agency


meteorologists instead of Trump 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/national-weather-service-director-breaks-
with-noaas-political-leaders-strongly-backs-agency-meteorologists-instead-trump/

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says


https://www.al.com/news/2019/09/alabama-weather-service-right-to-contradict-trump-on-dorian-
nws-chief-says.html

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump


https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-
Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html

Speech on Facebook -  https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?

hc_location=ufi

--

Maureen O'Leary

Deputy Director of Public Affairs

NOAA's National Weather Service

301-427-9000

Maureen.Oleary@noaa.gov
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Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


From: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:25 PM


To: Robert Rutledge - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Louis speech at NWA - NWS Chief Backs WFO Birmingham


I spoke with Bill and Chris briefly this morning. We had to reschedule our E-field discussion for next week.


--

Maureen O'Leary

Deputy Director of Public Affairs

NOAA's National Weather Service

301-427-9000

Maureen.Oleary@noaa.gov


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:13 PM Robert Rutledge - NOAA Federal <robert.rutledge@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good news stuff, but who’s discussion this am?  :)


From: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal [mailto:maureen.oleary@noaa.gov]


Sent: Monday, September 09, 2019 10:01 AM


To: Christopher Balch - NOAA Federal <christopher.balch@noaa.gov>; William.Murtagh


<william.murtagh@noaa.gov>; bob rutledge <robert.rutledge@noaa.gov>; Dianne Suess <dianne.suess@noaa.gov>


Subject: Louis speech at NWA - NWS Chief Backs WFO Birmingham


Per our discussion this morning.


National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs agency


meteorologists instead of Trump 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/national-weather-service-director-breaks-
with-noaas-political-leaders-strongly-backs-agency-meteorologists-instead-trump/

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says


https://www.al.com/news/2019/09/alabama-weather-service-right-to-contradict-trump-on-dorian-
nws-chief-says.html

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump


https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-
Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html
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Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html

Speech on Facebook -  https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?

hc_location=ufi


--

Maureen O'Leary

Deputy Director of Public Affairs


NOAA's National Weather Service


301-427-9000


Maureen.Oleary@noaa.gov


https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?hc_location=ufi
mailto:Maureen.Oleary@noaa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?


Robert Rutledge - NOAA Federal


From: Robert Rutledge - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:42 PM


To: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Louis speech at NWA - NWS Chief Backs WFO Birmingham


Sounds good!  Just making sure you grabbed the right distro.  Have a good Monday


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 10:24 AM, Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal <maureen.oleary@noaa.gov> wrote:


I spoke with Bill and Chris briefly this morning. We had to reschedule our E-field discussion for


next week.


--

Maureen O'Leary

Deputy Director of Public Affairs

NOAA's National Weather Service

301-427-9000

Maureen.Oleary@noaa.gov


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:13 PM Robert Rutledge - NOAA Federal


<robert.rutledge@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good news stuff, but who’s discussion this am?  :)


From: Maureen O'Leary - NOAA Federal [mailto:maureen.oleary@noaa.gov]


Sent: Monday, September 09, 2019 10:01 AM


To: Christopher Balch - NOAA Federal <christopher.balch@noaa.gov>; William.Murtagh


<william.murtagh@noaa.gov>; bob rutledge <robert.rutledge@noaa.gov>; Dianne Suess


<dianne.suess@noaa.gov>


Subject: Louis speech at NWA - NWS Chief Backs WFO Birmingham


Per our discussion this morning.


National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs


agency meteorologists instead of Trump 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/national-weather-service-
director-breaks-with-noaas-political-leaders-strongly-backs-agency-meteorologists-
instead-trump/

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says
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Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says


https://www.al.com/news/2019/09/alabama-weather-service-right-to-contradict-trump-
on-dorian-nws-chief-says.html

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump


https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-
Chief-Backs-Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html

Speech on Facebook

-  https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?hc_location=ufi


--

Maureen O'Leary

Deputy Director of Public Affairs


NOAA's National Weather Service


301-427-9000


Maureen.Oleary@noaa.gov
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Erica Rule - NOAA Federal


From: Erica Rule - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:07 AM


To: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mike Walker - NOAA Federal; Molly Baringer


Subject: Re: Shame


Will do.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:59 PM Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal <keli.pirtle@noaa.gov> wrote:


Erica, 

Keli


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:56 PM Erica Rule - NOAA Federal <erica.rule@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mike and Keli,


Are we supposed to do anything with such emails? 


 What about these sorts of emails?


Erica


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Enoch, Steven" < >


Date: September 9, 2019 at 9:35:01 PM EDT


To: "Erica.Rule@noaa.gov" <Erica.Rule@noaa.gov>


Subject: Shame


Shame on NOAA for your organization becoming submissive to our sick President! We no


longer trust or value your work. If you have any dignity you and your colleagues will publicly


challenge the leadership of NOAA for their behavior!


Thank you,


Steven Enoch


Sent from my iPhone


--

Keli Pirtle NOAA Communications (405) 325-6933 cell  keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


--
Erica Rule


Communications Director


NOAA's Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory


4301 Rickenbacker Causeway


Miami, FL 33149


(b)(6)
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Communications Director


NOAA's Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory


4301 Rickenbacker Causeway


Miami, FL 33149


305-361-4541




Compiling emails, VMs related to NOAA Comms Dorian
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  maureen.oleary@noaa.gov 

 

Subject:  Invitation: Compiling emails, VMs related to NOAA Comms


Dorian Statement @ Tue Sep 10, 2019 10:30am - 11am


(EDT) (lauren.gaches@noaa.gov) 

Location:  Ex Conf Room 18122 

   

Start:  Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:30 AM 

End:  Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:00 AM 

   

Recurrence:  (none) 

   

Meeting Status:  Not yet responsed 

   

Organizer:  maureen.oleary@noaa.gov 

   

Attachments:  invite.ics 

   

You have been invited to the following event.

Error! Hyperlink reference not valid..



Mike Walker - NOAA Federal


From: Mike Walker - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:08 AM


To: Erica Rule - NOAA Federal


Cc: Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal; Molly Baringer


Subject: Re: Shame


Hi Erica,





So sorry you're getting them. Real morale buster.


Mike


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 9:07 AM Erica Rule - NOAA Federal <Erica.Rule@noaa.gov> wrote:


Will do.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:59 PM Keli Pirtle - NOAA Federal <keli.pirtle@noaa.gov> wrote:


Erica, 

Keli


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:56 PM Erica Rule - NOAA Federal <erica.rule@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mike and Keli,


Are we supposed to do anything with such emails? 

 What about these sorts of emails?


Erica


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Enoch, Steven" < >


Date: September 9, 2019 at 9:35:01 PM EDT


To: "Erica.Rule@noaa.gov" <Erica.Rule@noaa.gov>


Subject: Shame


Shame on NOAA for your organization becoming submissive to our sick President! We no


longer trust or value your work. If you have any dignity you and your colleagues will publicly


challenge the leadership of NOAA for their behavior!


Thank you,


Steven Enoch


Sent from my iPhone


(b)(6)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)
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Steven Enoch


Sent from my iPhone


--

Keli Pirtle NOAA Communications (405) 325-6933 cell  keli.pirtle@noaa.gov


--
Erica Rule


Communications Director


NOAA's Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory


4301 Rickenbacker Causeway


Miami, FL 33149


305-361-4541


--

Mike WalkerMike Walker


Communications Specialist


NOAA


Oceanic & Atmospheric Research


1315 East-West Highway |  Silver Spring, MD 20910


Ste. 11361


301-734-1152 (office)


 (mobile)


research.noaa.gov


noaa.gov


(b)(6)

(b)(6)
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http://www.noaa.gov
http://noaa.gov
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:17 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: Fwd: Our Appreciation for the NWS Performance for Dorian


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: NWS Communications Office - NOAA Service Account <nws.communications.office@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:16 PM


Subject: Our Appreciation for the NWS Performance for Dorian


To: _NWS All Hands <nws.all.hands@noaa.gov>


From: Louis W. Uccellini, Director and Mary Erickson, Deputy Director

and the Executive Council - John Potts, John Murphy, Kevin Cooley, Peyton Robertson


Team NWS -

First and foremost, we want to acknowledge the challenging and trying time


we have been through for Hurricane Dorian.  This storm presented forecast


and warning challenges and tremendous stresses and strains to our


workforce, given its complexity, duration and its toll on our time and talent.


We want to assure you that we stand behind our entire workforce and the


integrity of the forecast process, including the incredible scientific, technical


and engineering skill you demonstrated for this event.  Your commitment and


outstanding work were on display in everything we did from infrastructure


support to forecasts and warnings to working with our core partners,


providing travel logistics...and more during the long course of Hurricane


Dorian.


You put your shoulders to the wheel for this hurricane---starting with ensuring


the Puerto Rico radar was up, and releasing extra radiosondes throughout


most of the event. Your tireless work ensured all partners and the general


public were ready and responsive for wind, heavy rain, flash floods, storm


surge and surf impacts, violent tornadoes and high wind and waves over the


open ocean as Dorian moved toward Puerto Rico, then from the Bahamas


toward and along the Florida coast, toward the Mid Atlantic region and finally


toward the Northeast into Canada. We saw tremendous forecasts, warnings


and amazing IDSS and public outreach at every level (NHC, other NCEP


Centers, WFOs, RFCs, Water Center, ROCs and CWSUs) and at every turn,


even in the face of a unique, complex and uncertain forecast.  We also saw


actions taken through the night to quickly restore resilience and robustness


mailto:nws.communications.office@noaa.gov
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Centers, WFOs, RFCs, Water Center, ROCs and CWSUs) and at every turn,


even in the face of a unique, complex and uncertain forecast.  We also saw


actions taken through the night to quickly restore resilience and robustness


to our information architecture. We are absolutely amazed at how you all


pulled together to support one another to put the most accurate information


science allows and put your best judgements into the hands of key decision


makers who are making life/death decisions.


Given the possible tracks and impacts of this storm, our warnings and the


resulting responses by the public safety officials up and down the East


Coast, including focused evacuations, all demonstrated everything we have


been working towards---continuously updated information, clear messaging


of scenarios, and calls to action to support near precision level evacuations.


International, Federal, State and local officials were at our side the entire


time, listening and making impact-based decisions with a high level of


specificity and at the right time to protect lives and property.  Now we


continue to see... not only is it possible... you are making it happen.


We saw first hand that our integrated forecast process works, and we


continue to embrace and uphold the essential integrity of the entire forecast


process as it was applied by ALL NWS offices to ensure public safety first


and foremost.  Suffice it to say, it takes the entire team to achieve these


repeated levels of success and we want you all to know it is recognized and


honored.


The NWS leadership team is proud of your service, expertise and relentless


dedication to our mission. You are leading us into the future---and displaying


clearly what building a Weather Ready Nation looks like.  We honorably met


the mission of the NWS for Dorian, and have again shown how vital the NWS


is to public safety.


We are grateful to each and every one of you, each and every day.


-- Louis, Mary, and the NWS Executive Council - John Potts, John Murphy,


Kevin Cooley, Peyton Robertson


Reply Forward




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:39 AM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Louis Uccellini; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal;


Andrea Bleistein; John Murphy; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: URGENT request for comment


FYI.  Working with J/S/C...


"There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including


reputation and appearance, or simply put, political."


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


<lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


mailto:Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com
mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
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to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line,


to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our


CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the


NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors


safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.


These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them


well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate


forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their


work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President


commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any


public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external


factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA


Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and


completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The


content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific


danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy


of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting


Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative


Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.


Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies


and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research




National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone




Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:45 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein;


John Murphy; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: URGENT request for comment


Susan:   Will send you a copy of my speech.  We are focused on maintains


the science integrity of our forecast process.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 7:38 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI.  Working with J/S/C...


"There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not


based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance,


or simply put, political."


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA


Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted


below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


(b)(5)
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Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as


this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also


presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider


picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the


storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are


working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best


tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank


you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there


were routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued


by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of


their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied


by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As


I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the


President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS


Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and


timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned


press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and incorrectly


contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but


on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put,


political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific


Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of


this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial


and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot


trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and
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products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the


public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust and


violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve


as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have


such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the


federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management


and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone




Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:46 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA


Federal; John Murphy; Louis Uccellini


Subject: Re: URGENT request for comment





from our NWS all hands:


“We saw first hand that our integrated forecast process works, and we continue to embrace and uphold the
essential integrity of the entire forecast process as it was applied by ALL NWS offices to ensure public
safety first and foremost.”  Or


“we stand behind our entire workforce and the integrity of the forecast process, including the incredible
scientific, technical and engineering skill you demonstrated for this event. “


Other thoughts?  John and Louis may not be available.


Best,

Mary


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:39 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

FYI.  Working with J/S/C...


"There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention


to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including


reputation and appearance, or simply put, political."


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


<lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted below?


(b)(5)
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Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and


in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to


give the NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our


neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine


and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS


Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,


 use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they


sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving


the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they


should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based


on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct


make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with


honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to


avoid substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public


cannot trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and


products, that specific danger arises.
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You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and


legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role


as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively


serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA


Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies


that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not


the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in


these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


http://www.weather.gov/
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:53 AM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein;


John Murphy; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: URGENT request for comment


Noted. Julie may want to respond from NOAA level.  She's en route to SS right now. Initial article will go out with no


response.


 - -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:45 AM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Susan:   Will send you a copy of my speech.  We are focused on maintains


the science integrity of our forecast process.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 7:38 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI.  Working with J/S/C...


"There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not


based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance,


or simply put, political."


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA


Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>
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Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA


Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted


below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such


as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm


also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists


in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the


storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are


working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best


tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank


you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there


were routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible,


issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of


ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts


accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign


their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.


The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an


expert and timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an


unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is
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that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on


science but on external factors including reputation and appearance,


or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code


of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall


approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and


completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information


necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to public health


and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase


our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the


public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust and


violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively


serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations


of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully,


we have such policies that are independently cited as among the best


in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and


principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry


on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:04 AM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Cc: Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA


Federal; John Murphy; Louis Uccellini


Subject: Please Clear for CWG


. Scott and Chris approved for transmittal. Please let me know if it's okay to


go.


--------------------------------------------------

"The NWS leadership team stands with the entire National Weather Service workforce and will continue to
uphold the scientific integrity of the forecast process as it was skillfully applied by all NWS offices last week
to ensure public safety first and foremost."


Andrew - I'd also like to directly address with you a couple of inaccuracies that the CWG continues to perpetuate:


1. The guidance that NWS leadership sent to the workforce about not engaging in social media debates during Hurricane


Dorian had nothing to do with "not angering the president" as you keep reporting. Before your last published article on this


topic, you asked me for a response and I told you, "NWS leadership sent this guidance to field staff so they (and the


entire agency) could maintain operational focus on Dorian and other severe weather hazards without distraction." The


guidance was in no way political, yet CWG continues to talk about it within context of not angering the president. I am


asking you to stop this inaccurate reporting.


2. The Birmingham office issued their tweet in response to a large amount of partner and public inquiries they were


receiving about potential impacts to Alabama. At the time the Birmingham tweet was issued, the staff there was unaware


of the POTUS tweet about Alabama, and so they were not responding directly to him. Please discontinue stating that


BMX corrected the president, because it is untrue.


--------------------------------------------------

The WaPo piece published online here:  https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-

investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/


Thank you,


-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:46 AM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


.





“We saw first hand that our integrated forecast process works, and we continue to embrace and uphold the
essential integrity of the entire forecast process as it was applied by ALL NWS offices to ensure public
safety first and foremost.”  Or
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“We saw first hand that our integrated forecast process works, and we continue to embrace and uphold the
essential integrity of the entire forecast process as it was applied by ALL NWS offices to ensure public
safety first and foremost.”  Or


“we stand behind our entire workforce and the integrity of the forecast process, including the incredible
scientific, technical and engineering skill you demonstrated for this event. “


Other thoughts?  John and Louis may not be available.


Best,

Mary


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:39 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

FYI.  Working with J/S/C...


"There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political."


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


<lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,
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The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have


contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and


current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite


rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from


the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms,


across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the


problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to


keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine


and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS


Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our


products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in


announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a


complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.


The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and


timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press


release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS


forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and


Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach


all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press


release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-

saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to public


health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and


legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role


as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively


serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such


policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal


community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership


team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean




--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:11 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal;


Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; John Murphy


Subject: Re: Please Clear for CWG


Susan: I am good with this but want to make sure others have the chance to comment.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 9:03 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


. Scott and Chris approved for transmittal. Please let me know


if it's okay to go.


--------------------------------------------------

"The NWS leadership team stands with the entire National Weather Service workforce and will
continue to uphold the scientific integrity of the forecast process as it was skillfully applied by all
NWS offices last week to ensure public safety first and foremost."


Andrew - I'd also like to directly address with you a couple of inaccuracies that the CWG continues to


perpetuate:


1 . The guidance that NWS leadership sent to the workforce about not engaging in social media debates


during Hurricane Dorian had nothing to do with "not angering the president" as you keep reporting. Before


your last published article on this topic, you asked me for a response and I told you, "NWS leadership sent


this guidance to field staff so they (and the entire agency) could maintain operational focus on Dorian and


other severe weather hazards without distraction." The guidance was in no way political, yet CWG


continues to talk about it within context of not angering the president. I am asking you to stop this


inaccurate reporting.


2. The Birmingham office issued their tweet in response to a large amount of partner and public inquiries


they were receiving about potential impacts to Alabama. At the time the Birmingham tweet was issued, the


staff there was unaware of the POTUS tweet about Alabama, and so they were not responding directly to


him. Please discontinue stating that BMX corrected the president, because it is untrue.


--------------------------------------------------

The WaPo piece published online here:  https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-

scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/


Thank you,


-Susan


- -
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-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:46 AM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


wrote:








:


“We saw first hand that our integrated forecast process works, and we continue to embrace
and uphold the essential integrity of the entire forecast process as it was applied by ALL NWS
offices to ensure public safety first and foremost.”  Or


“we stand behind our entire workforce and the integrity of the forecast process, including the
incredible scientific, technical and engineering skill you demonstrated for this event. “


Other thoughts?  John and Louis may not be available.


Best,

Mary


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:39 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


<susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

FYI.  Working with J/S/C...


"There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not


based on science but on external factors including reputation and


appearance, or simply put, political."


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA


Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


(b)(5)
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Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted


below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such


as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm


also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists


in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of


the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines,


we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors


safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there


were routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible,


issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of


ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts


accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign


their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.


The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an


expert and timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday,


an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is


that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on


science but on external factors including reputation and


appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty,


objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-
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objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-

saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific


danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products,


that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain


the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust and


violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as


Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the


potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific


Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently


cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.


Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in


these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry


on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:18 AM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal;


Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; John Murphy


Subject: Re: Please Clear for CWG


I’m good with this. Boarding airplane.  Please text if you need anything.  Will have a window from 12-1


during transfer.


Best,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 9, 2019, at 10:10 AM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Susan: I am good with this but want to make sure others have the chance to comment.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 9:03 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


wrote:


. Scott and Chris approved for transmittal.


Please let me know if it's okay to go.


--------------------------------------------------

"The NWS leadership team stands with the entire National Weather Service
workforce and will continue to uphold the scientific integrity of the forecast process
as it was skillfully applied by all NWS offices last week to ensure public safety first
and foremost."


Andrew - I'd also like to directly address with you a couple of inaccuracies that the CWG


continues to perpetuate:


1 . The guidance that NWS leadership sent to the workforce about not engaging in social


media debates during Hurricane Dorian had nothing to do with "not angering the president" as


you keep reporting. Before your last published article on this topic, you asked me for a


response and I told you, "NWS leadership sent this guidance to field staff so they (and the
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media debates during Hurricane Dorian had nothing to do with "not angering the president" as


you keep reporting. Before your last published article on this topic, you asked me for a


response and I told you, "NWS leadership sent this guidance to field staff so they (and the


entire agency) could maintain operational focus on Dorian and other severe weather hazards


without distraction." The guidance was in no way political, yet CWG continues to talk about it


within context of not angering the president. I am asking you to stop this inaccurate reporting.


2. The Birmingham office issued their tweet in response to a large amount of partner and


public inquiries they were receiving about potential impacts to Alabama. At the time the


Birmingham tweet was issued, the staff there was unaware of the POTUS tweet about


Alabama, and so they were not responding directly to him. Please discontinue stating that


BMX corrected the president, because it is untrue.


--------------------------------------------------

The WaPo piece published online


here:  https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-

investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/


Thank you,


-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:46 AM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:








“We saw first hand that our integrated forecast process works, and we continue to
embrace and uphold the essential integrity of the entire forecast process as it was
applied by ALL NWS offices to ensure public safety first and foremost.”  Or


“we stand behind our entire workforce and the integrity of the forecast process,
including the incredible scientific, technical and engineering skill you demonstrated
for this event. “


Other thoughts?  John and Louis may not be available.


Best,

Mary


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:39 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


<susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

FYI.  Working with J/S/C...


"There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from


"NOAA" that inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the
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NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on


external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political."


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren


Gaches - NOAA Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out


overnight, pasted below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


<craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has


concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as


this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.


The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that


our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft


penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the


physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and


across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in


order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.
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across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in


order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.


Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are


aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS


Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide


the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all


credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure


you also know, there was a complex issue involving the


President commenting on the path of the hurricane.


The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public


misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they


should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press


release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external


factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and


Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with


honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance


to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content


of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving


information necessary to avoid substantial and specific


danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot


trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's


warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the


complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated


this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as


Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on


Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies


that are independently cited as among the best in the


federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and


OAR management and leadership team believes in




these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your


trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:25 AM


To: Susan Buchanan


Subject: Fwd: Request for comment


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Chris Mills Rodrigo <cmillsrodrigo@thehill.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:17 AM


Subject: Request for comment


To: <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


Hi,


I'm reaching out from The Hill seeking comment on emails obtained by the Washington Post from

acting chief scientist Craig McLean promising to investigate NOAA's response to President Trump's

claims about Hurricane Dorian hitting Alabama. For

context: https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-
why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/


Best,

Chris Mills Rodrigo


--

Chris Mills Rodrigo


Breaking News Reporter, The Hill


(510) 408-8355


@chrisismills
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:55 AM


To: Susan Buchanan


Subject: Fwd: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


Can you send the statement? I can send the body of Craig's email.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Justine Calma <justine.calma@voxmedia.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:47 AM


Subject: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


To: <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>, <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Dear Julie and Dennis,


I am a reporter at Vox Media's The Verge who is writing about the statement NOAA released Friday that


stated that, "The Birmingham National Weather Service’s Sunday morning tweet spoke in

absolute terms that were inconsistent with probabilities from the best forecast products

available at the time." I'd appreciate a response from your agency on reports that Craig

McLean said in an email that he will pursue "the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative

Order on Scientific Integrity" as a result of that release.


My Deadline is 12pm EST, and I can be reached via email or at 347-687-5990. I appreciate your

time and consideration.


Best regards,


Justine Calma


--
Justine Calma | 

Vox Media is The Verge, Vox, SB Nation,


Polygon, Eater, Curbed, Recode, Chorus,


Concert, Coral, Vox Creative, Epic,


Vox Media Podcast Network,


and Vox Media Studios.


Eater’s Digest with Amanda Kludt and Daniel Geneen serves up everything you need to know about the world of food


each week. Subscribe for free on Apple Podcasts or in your favorite podcast app.
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:00 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


yep


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:55 AM Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Can you send the statement? I can send the body of Craig's email.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Justine Calma <justine.calma@voxmedia.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:47 AM


Subject: Urgent press inquiry re. McLean email


To: <dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov>, <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Dear Julie and Dennis,


I am a reporter at Vox Media's The Verge who is writing about the statement NOAA released Friday that


stated that, "The Birmingham National Weather Service’s Sunday morning tweet spoke in

absolute terms that were inconsistent with probabili ties from the best forecast products

available at the time." I'd appreciate a response from your agency on reports that Craig

McLean said in an email that he will pursue "the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative

Order on Scientific Integrity" as a result of that release.


My Deadline is 12pm EST, and I can be reached via email or at 347-687-5990. I appreciate your

time and consideration.


Best regards,


Justine Calma


--
Justine Calma | 

Vox Media is The Verge, Vox, SB Nation,


Polygon, Eater, Curbed, Recode, Chorus,


Concert, Coral, Vox Creative, Epic,


Vox Media Podcast Network,
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Polygon, Eater, Curbed, Recode, Chorus,


Concert, Coral, Vox Creative, Epic,


Vox Media Podcast Network,


and Vox Media Studios.


Eater’s Digest with Amanda Kludt and Daniel Geneen serves up everything you need to know about the world of food


each week. Subscribe for free on Apple Podcasts or in your favorite podcast app.
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Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:23 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal; Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Please send statement to Matt Vann, ABC News


Hi Chris and Susan,


Can you please send statement related to this article to Matt Vann of ABC News:


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/

Matt Vann, ABC


Matthew.Vann@abc.com

Thank you,


Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:24 AM


To: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Please send statement to Matt Vann, ABC News


Taken care of. He emailed here, too. Thanks


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:23 AM Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Chris and Susan,


Can you please send statement related to this article to Matt Vann of ABC News:


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/

Matt Vann, ABC


Matthew.Vann@abc.com

Thank you,


Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications
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Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:25 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Please send statement to Matt Vann, ABC News


Thank you!

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:24 AM Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Taken care of. He emailed here, too. Thanks


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:23 AM Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Chris and Susan,


Can you please send statement related to this article to Matt Vann of ABC News:


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-

agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/

Matt Vann, ABC


Matthew.Vann@abc.com

Thank you,


Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:48 AM


To: Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: BREAKING: Louis' speech - media clips


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:47 AM


Subject: BREAKING: Louis' speech - media clips


To: Scott Smullen <Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov>, Christopher Vaccaro <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>, Julie


Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs agency


meteorologists instead of Trump 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/national-weather-service-director-breaks-with-noaas-political-

leaders-strongly-backs-agency-meteorologists-instead-trump/

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says

https://www.al.com/news/2019/09/alabama-weather-service-right-to-contradict-trump-on-dorian-nws-chief-says.html

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-Forecasters-

Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html

- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:52 AM


To: Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


Cc: Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: Re: Reaching NWS PA HQ By Phone


AP filed this story. Not sure if Jay Reeves is there or reported from the


video:  https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-

Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:39 AM Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal <gregory.romano@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI, no sign of Seth or others at this point.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019, 10:23 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

Louis' speech from NWA this morning:  https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?hc_location=ufi


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:20 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

Hi all - x9000 is out of commission for the time being. If you need to speak to us, our direct lines are:


Susan - 301-427-9001


Jasmine - 9002


Maureen - 9003


Thanks!  -s


https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051.html
mailto:gregory.romano@noaa.gov
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:27 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Cc: Greg Romano


Subject: Re: NPR Media Inquiry


Thanks Louis - I 'll take care of it.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:25 PM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Susan: FYI.  I prefer not doing this until Neil gives his talk, definitely not tomorrow morning. Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Kelli Wessinger <KWessinger@npr.org>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 10:40:00 AM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: NPR Media Inquiry


Hi Dr. Uccellini,


I am reaching out from NPR’s Morning Edition. We are a daily news program with over 15


million listeners.


We would absolutely love to have you on our air tomorrow morning to talk about the National


Weather Association meeting and the public prominence of weather data during Hurricane


Dorian.


This would be a *live* interview lasting around five minutes at 5:34am central time (6:34am


EST).


Please let me know if we can make this work.


mailto:louis.uccellini@noaa.gov
tel:301.713.9095
mailto:KWessinger@npr.org
mailto:louis.uccellini@noaa.gov
mailto:louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Please let me know if we can make this work.


Kelli Wessinger


 Kelli Wessinger I Production Assistant l desk: 202.51 3.4424  kwessinger@npr.org


mailto:kwessinger@npr.org


Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:42 PM


To: _NWS.Executive.Council


Cc: nws.ocos; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; John Sokich


Subject: IAEM Statement Supporting NWS


https://www.iaem.org/Portals/25/documents/IAEM-Supports-NWS-09Sept2019.pdf

PRESS RELEASE


IAEM Supports the NWS as It Provides the Most Accurate and Timely Information During Severe Weather Events Sept.


9, 2019 (Falls Church, Va.) – The International Association of Emergency Managers (IAEM) fully supports our colleagues


at the National Weather Service (NWS). They are our constant and consistent partners, and they always put the safety of


the American public first. They work tirelessly to provide complex forecasts in clear and concise terms, and we rely on


these forecasts daily. NWS personnel are experts in this difficult task, and we appreciate their efforts as they provided


the most accurate and timely information possible about the threat posed by Hurricane Dorian and all severe weather


events.


https://www.iaem.org/Portals/25/documents/IAEM-Supports-NWS-09Sept2019.pdf
https://www.iaem.org/Portals/25/documents/IAEM-Supports-NWS-09Sept2019.pdf


john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


From: john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:48 PM


To: susan.buchanan@noaa.gov; george.jungbluth@noaa.gov; andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


Cc: peyton.robertson@noaa.gov; katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov


Subject: WRT NYtimes article that just came out


Just noting the inaccuracy of the last sentence beginning with “when...”


——


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing ovation from


conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there


had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they contradicted Mr. Trump's claim that Alabama


was at risk.


Sent from my iPhone




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:02 PM


To: John Ten Hoeve - NOAA Federal


Cc: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; Peyton Robertson - NOAA


Federal; Katie Collins Garrett


Subject: Re: WRT NYtimes article that just came out


I keep trying to correct this with reporters, but I'm afraid it's a lost battle/too late.


- -

Susan Buchananh


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:48 PM <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov> wrote:


Just noting the inaccuracy of the last sentence beginning with “when...”


——


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing ovation from


conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there


had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama


was at risk.


Sent from my iPhone


mailto:john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:11 PM


To: Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets,


Sources Say


Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say

New York Times


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at NOAA on Friday after the


agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit


Alabama, according to three people familiar with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk. The reversal


caused widespread anger within the agency and drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a


division of the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on administration


involvement in the NOAA statement.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest developments in a political


imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr.


Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the


National Weather Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts


from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4, he displayed a


NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to include Alabama in the area


potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday, according to the three


people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of NOAA, from


Greece where the secretary was traveling for meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s


perceived contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the


situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested anonymity because they were not


authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career government employees, political staff are appointed by the


administration. They usually include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when discussing internal


deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and that NOAA had simply done the


responsible thing and corrected the record.


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been motivated by a desire to


embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama. The official provided no


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been motivated by a desire to


embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama. The official provided no


evidence to support that conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff members notifying the


agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr.


Trump’s statements rather than those of its own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public


health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing ovation from


conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there


had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama


was at risk.




George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


From: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:29 PM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Andrea Bleistein; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson -

NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane


Tweets, Sources Say


Wow


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 4:11 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say

New York Times


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at NOAA on Friday after


the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit


Alabama, according to three people familiar with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk. The


reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and drew criticism from the scientific community


that NOAA, a division of the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on administration


involvement in the NOAA statement.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest developments in a political


imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr.


Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the


National Weather Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts


from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4, he displayed a


NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to include Alabama in the area


potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday, according to the three


people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of NOAA, from


Greece where the secretary was traveling for meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s


perceived contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the


situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested anonymity because they were


not authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career government employees, political staff are appointed


by the administration. They usually include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when discussing internal


deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and that NOAA had simply done the


mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html
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However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when discussing internal


deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and that NOAA had simply done the


responsible thing and corrected the record.


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been motivated by a desire to


embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama. The official provided no


evidence to support that conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff members notifying the


agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr.


Trump’s statements rather than those of its own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to


public health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing ovation from


conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there


had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama


was at risk.


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:44 PM


To: Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: Rolling Stone: Being Right when Trump Is Wrong Is Apparently a Fireable Offense


https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/wilbur-ross-dorian-alabama-sharpie-882179/?


fbclid=IwAR2lslkSjPNQaUQdeD16PcwKvuzv_mWeZNFZYz8YeMEY7c5xzyZp7IkDcXs- -

Being Right when Trump Is Wrong Is Apparently a Fireable Offense


Trump’s Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross threatened to fire top employees if they didn’t fit their


hurricane forecast to President Trump’s lie about Alabama


Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross threatened on Friday to fire top employees at the National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration after its Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s false statement


about Alabama being endangered by Hurricane Dorian.


The storm is linked to at least 44 deaths in the Bahamas and at least eight total in North Carolina and


Florida.


The New York Times first reported the news of Ross’ threat on Monday, and the report explains the


unsigned retraction that NOAA issued at the end of last week.


“The Birmingham National Weather Service’s Sunday morning tweet spoke in absolute terms that were


inconsistent with probabilities from the best forecast products available at the time,” read the September


6th statement.


Later, the Washington Post reported that NOAA staff were instructed in an agency-wide directive to “only


stick with official National Hurricane Center forecasts if questions arise from some national level social


media posts which hit the news this afternoon” and encouraged not to “provide any opinion.”


“I have never been so embarrassed by NOAA,” wrote National Weather Service Employees Organization


president Dan Sobien on Friday night. “What they did is just disgusting.”


That Sunday tweet that NOAA belatedly sought to disown had declared that “Alabama will NOT see any


impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.” That


proved to be the case, as the hurricane struck the southeastern seaboard of the United States, including


Florida and the Carolinas, throughout the middle of last week with Category 1 strength.


Yet Trump has remained steadfast, asserting that Alabama had been forecast as in the path of the storm


and has gone to absurd lengths to attempt to prove the veracity of his claim. The president has used his


Twitter feed to promote this falsehood, including releasing a heavily edited video of a CNN weatherman


mentioning Alabama while discussing Dorian. Most notoriously, Trump reportedly used a Sharpie to doctor


an official map that he displayed inside the Oval Office, all in an attempt to enhance the storm’s swell.


A senior administration official told the Times that what actually happened is that NOAA initially got it


wrong and later corrected the record, suggesting without evidence that the original forecast “had been


motivated by a desire to embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama,”


according to the Times.


https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/wilbur-ross-dorian-alabama-sharpie-882179/?fbclid=IwAR2lslkSjPNQaUQdeD16PcwKvuzv_mWeZNFZYz8YeMEY7c5xzyZp7IkDcXs-
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/wilbur-ross-dorian-alabama-sharpie-882179/?


motivated by a desire to embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama,”


according to the Times.


The Times report added that Louis Uccellini, the director of the National Weather Service — a NOAA


subsidiary — “got a standing ovation from conference attendees when he praised the work of the


Birmingham office and said staff members there had acted ‘with one thing in mind, public safety’ when


they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.”


But even if some nefarious meteorologist really did have it out for Trump, it doesn’t explain how could


Trump would possibly know more about the storm than the scientists at NOAA’s Birmingham office. He


claimed to be relying upon the agency’s forecasts, after all. How could he have had the level of certitude he


claimed?


What seems most likely, given the Times report and the Trump administration’s propensity to lie, is that an


official government agency charged with giving the public reliable information about dangerous weather


contradicted its own scientists to release that Friday statement — and we now know that they did so under


pressure from a Cabinet secretary.


The Times reports that Ross intervened on Friday, according to three people familiar with his actions,


phoning acting NOAA administrator Neil Jacobs to instruct him to fix the contradiction between the agency’s


Sunday tweet declaring Alabama safe and the president’s lie. After Jacobs initially refused, Ross told him


that NOAA’s political staff — including Jacobs — would be fired if he did not comply.












Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:10 PM


To: Susan Buchanan


Subject: Fwd: CBS News Question on deadline


Susan: Will need your help here too.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Atkinson, Grace Lamb" <AtkinsonG@cbsnews.com>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 4:12:00 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: CBS News Question on deadline


Hi Mr. Uccellini,


This is Grace at CBS News’ White House bureau. I hope you’re well. As I’m sure you know, there’s a


report out from the New York Times that the Commerce Secretary threatened to fire employees after


the Birmingham NWS contradicted President Trump’s claim that Dorian might hit Alabama (story


below). I’m wondering if you have any comment – or if you’d prefer to chat I’m available at 202-415-

7090.


Thank you very much.


Grace Lamb-Atkinson

White House Producer

CBS This Morning

O: (202) 457 4371

C: (202) 415 7090

@GraceLambA


Commerce Chief Threatened Firings

at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane

Tweets, Sources Say
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By Christopher Flavelle, Lisa Friedman and Peter Baker


·         Sept. 9, 2019Updated 4:40 p.m. ET


·         

o    

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at

NOAA on Friday after the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s

claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama, according to three people familiar

with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that


Friday by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk.


The reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and drew


criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a division of


the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department


https://www.nytimes.com/by/christopher-flavelle
https://www.nytimes.com/by/lisa-friedman
https://www.nytimes.com/by/peter-baker
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https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/us/politics/trump-alabama-dorian.html?module=inline


declined to comment on administration involvement in the NOAA


statement.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the


latest developments in a political imbroglio that began more than a


week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr.


Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be hit “harder than


anticipated.” A few minutes later, the National Weather Service in


Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any


impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian


will be felt across Alabama.”

Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept.

4, he displayed a NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to

include Alabama in the area potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later,


early last Friday, according to the three people familiar with his


actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of


NOAA, from Greece where the secretary was traveling for


meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s perceived


contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff


at NOAA would be fired if the situation was not fixed, according to the


three individuals, who requested anonymity because they were not


authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career government


employees, political staff are appointed by the administration. They


usually include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their


aides.


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when

discussing internal deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and

that NOAA had simply done the responsible thing and corrected the record.


ADVERTISEMENT


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham


forecasters had been motivated by a desire to embarrass the


president more than concern for the safety of people in


Alabama. The official provided no evidence to support that


https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1168174613827899393
https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400


president more than concern for the safety of people in


Alabama. The official provided no evidence to support that


conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent


an email to staff members notifying the agency that he was


looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to


ultimately back Mr. Trump’s statements rather than those of its


own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public


health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry


conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W.


Uccellini, got a standing ovation from conference attendees when he


praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members


there had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they


contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.












Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:11 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: CBS News Question on deadline


I 'll handle it.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:09 PM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Susan: Will need your help here too.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Atkinson, Grace Lamb" <AtkinsonG@cbsnews.com>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 4:12:00 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: CBS News Question on deadline


Hi Mr. Uccellini,


This is Grace at CBS News’ White House bureau. I hope you’re well. As I’m sure you know,


there’s a report out from the New York Times that the Commerce Secretary threatened to fire


employees after the Birmingham NWS contradicted President Trump’s claim that Dorian


might hit Alabama (story below). I’m wondering if you have any comment – or if you’d prefer


to chat I’m available at 202-415-7090.


Thank you very much.


Grace Lamb-Atkinson


White House Producer


CBS This Morning


O: (202) 457 4371

C: (202) 415 7090


@GraceLambA


mailto:louis.uccellini@noaa.gov
tel:301.713.9095
mailto:AtkinsonG@cbsnews.com
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@GraceLambA


Commerce Chief Threatened Firings

at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane

Tweets, Sources Say


By Christopher Flavelle, Lisa Friedman and Peter Baker


·         Sept. 9, 2019Updated 4:40 p.m. ET


·         

o    
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WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at

NOAA on Friday after the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s

claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama, according to three people familiar

with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that


Friday by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at


risk. The reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and


drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a


division of the Commerce Department, had been bent to political


purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department


declined to comment on administration involvement in the


NOAA statement.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are


the latest developments in a political imbroglio that began more


than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the


Bahamas and Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be


hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the National


Weather Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that


“Alabama will NOT see any impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no


impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept.

4, he displayed a NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie

to include Alabama in the area potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later,


early last Friday, according to the three people familiar with his


actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of


NOAA, from Greece where the secretary was traveling for


meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s perceived


contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political


staff at NOAA would be fired if the situation was not fixed, according


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/us/politics/trump-alabama-dorian.html?module=inline
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1168174613827899393
https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political


staff at NOAA would be fired if the situation was not fixed, according


to the three individuals, who requested anonymity because they


were not authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career


government employees, political staff are appointed by the


administration. They usually include a handful of top officials, such


as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when

discussing internal deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and

that NOAA had simply done the responsible thing and corrected the record.


ADVERTISEMENT


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham


forecasters had been motivated by a desire to embarrass the


president more than concern for the safety of people in


Alabama. The official provided no evidence to support that


conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent


an email to staff members notifying the agency that he was


looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to


ultimately back Mr. Trump’s statements rather than those of its


own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public


health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry


conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W.


Uccellini, got a standing ovation from conference attendees when he


praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members


there had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they


contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:32 PM


To: Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: DOC Refuting NYT Reports if firing threats


I heard from a reporter there’s a statement from DOC but I can’t find online.  More to come.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 5:44 PM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/wilbur-ross-dorian-alabama-sharpie-

882179/?fbclid=IwAR2lslkSjPNQaUQdeD16PcwKvuzv_mWeZNFZYz8YeMEY7c5xzyZp7IkDcXs- -

Being Right when Trump Is Wrong Is Apparently a Fireable Offense


Trump’s Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross threatened to fire top employees if they didn’t


fit their hurricane forecast to President Trump’s lie about Alabama


Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross threatened on Friday to fire top employees at the National


Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration after its Birmingham office contradicted President


Trump’s false statement about Alabama being endangered by Hurricane Dorian.


The storm is linked to at least 44 deaths in the Bahamas and at least eight total in North


Carolina and Florida.


The New York Times first reported the news of Ross’ threat on Monday, and the report explains


the unsigned retraction that NOAA issued at the end of last week.


“The Birmingham National Weather Service’s Sunday morning tweet spoke in absolute terms


that were inconsistent with probabilities from the best forecast products available at the time,”


read the September 6th statement.


Later, the Washington Post reported that NOAA staff were instructed in an agency-wide


directive to “only stick with official National Hurricane Center forecasts if questions arise from


some national level social media posts which hit the news this afternoon” and encouraged not


to “provide any opinion.”


“I have never been so embarrassed by NOAA,” wrote National Weather Service Employees


Organization president Dan Sobien on Friday night. “What they did is just disgusting.”


That Sunday tweet that NOAA belatedly sought to disown had declared that “Alabama will NOT


see any impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across


Alabama.” That proved to be the case, as the hurricane struck the southeastern seaboard of the


United States, including Florida and the Carolinas, throughout the middle of last week with


Category 1 strength.


Yet Trump has remained steadfast, asserting that Alabama had been forecast as in the path of


the storm and has gone to absurd lengths to attempt to prove the veracity of his claim. The


mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
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https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/wilbur-ross-dorian-alabama-sharpie-882179/?fbclid=IwAR2lslkSjPNQaUQdeD16PcwKvuzv_mWeZNFZYz8YeMEY7c5xzyZp7IkDcXs-


Yet Trump has remained steadfast, asserting that Alabama had been forecast as in the path of


the storm and has gone to absurd lengths to attempt to prove the veracity of his claim. The


president has used his Twitter feed to promote this falsehood, including releasing a heavily


edited video of a CNN weatherman mentioning Alabama while discussing Dorian. Most


notoriously, Trump reportedly used a Sharpie to doctor an official map that he displayed inside


the Oval Office, all in an attempt to enhance the storm’s swell.


A senior administration official told the Times that what actually happened is that NOAA


initially got it wrong and later corrected the record, suggesting without evidence that the


original forecast “had been motivated by a desire to embarrass the president more than


concern for the safety of people in Alabama,” according to the Times.


The Times report added that Louis Uccellini, the director of the National Weather Service — a


NOAA subsidiary — “got a standing ovation from conference attendees when he praised the


work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there had acted ‘with one thing in mind,


public safety’ when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.”


But even if some nefarious meteorologist really did have it out for Trump, it doesn’t explain


how could Trump would possibly know more about the storm than the scientists at NOAA’s


Birmingham office. He claimed to be relying upon the agency’s forecasts, after all. How could


he have had the level of certitude he claimed?


What seems most likely, given the Times report and the Trump administration’s propensity to


lie, is that an official government agency charged with giving the public reliable information


about dangerous weather contradicted its own scientists to release that Friday statement —


and we now know that they did so under pressure from a Cabinet secretary.


The Times reports that Ross intervened on Friday, according to three people familiar with his


actions, phoning acting NOAA administrator Neil Jacobs to instruct him to fix the contradiction


between the agency’s Sunday tweet declaring Alabama safe and the president’s lie. After


Jacobs initially refused, Ross told him that NOAA’s political staff — including Jacobs — would be


fired if he did not comply.




Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:22 PM


To: Susan Buchanan


Subject: Fwd: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


Susan: Need your magic here as well. The social science aspect was directed at the need for direct message


to shut down what they in the forecast office thought were rumors.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Cozzolino, Ashley" <Ashley.Cozzolino@FOXNEWS.COM>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 9:34:28 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, 531-DCDeskOps


<DCdeskops@foxnews.com>


Subject: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


Good evening Dr. Uccellini,


Fox News is interested in the video you recently posted to twitter where you explained the


forecast evacuations and response to Hurricane Dorian.   You specifically talked about the role


social media played in exaggerating  the misconceptions that Dorian could impact Alabama.


Would you be able to release a statement to Fox News about that please?  And can we have


permission to use the video you posted to twitter as well?  Please reply all to this mail.


https://twitter.com/NWSDirector


Thank you,


Louis Uccellini (@NWSDirector) | Twitter


The latest Tweets from Louis Uccellini (@NWSDirector).


National Weather Service Director since February of 201 3.


Silver Spring, MD


twitter.com
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Ashley Cozzolino


Fox News Assignment Desk


w: 202-824-6369


c: 601-760-0867


This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It


is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this


message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or


deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this


message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this


message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox


Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation


is made that this email or its attachments are without defect.




Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:23 PM


To: Susan Buchanan


Subject: Re: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


One other point, not sure which video they are talking about.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 10:22 PM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Susan: Need your magic here as well. The social science aspect was directed at the need for


direct message to shut down what they in the forecast office thought were rumors.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Cozzolino, Ashley" <Ashley.Cozzolino@FOXNEWS.COM>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 9:34:28 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, 531-DCDeskOps


<DCdeskops@foxnews.com>


Subject: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


Good evening Dr. Uccellini,


Fox News is interested in the video you recently posted to twitter where you


explained the forecast evacuations and response to Hurricane Dorian.   You


specifically talked about the role social media played in exaggerating  the


misconceptions that Dorian could impact Alabama.  Would you be able to release a


statement to Fox News about that please?  And can we have permission to use the


video you posted to twitter as well?  Please reply all to this mail.


https://twitter.com/NWSDirector


Thank you,
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https://twitter.com/NWSDirector


Thank you,


Louis Uccellini (@NWSDirector) |


Twitter


The latest Tweets from Louis Uccellini


(@NWSDirector). National Weather Service


Director since February of 201 3. Silver Spring,


MD


twitter.com


Ashley Cozzolino


Fox News Assignment Desk


w: 202-824-6369


c: 601-760-0867


This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential


information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the


addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to


the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to


anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments


and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its


attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox


Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No


representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect.


https://twitter.com/NWSDirector
https://twitter.com/NWSDirector
http://twitter.com
https://twitter.com/NWSDirector


Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:47 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


Got it.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 11:22 PM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Susan: Need your magic here as well. The social science aspect was directed at the need for


direct message to shut down what they in the forecast office thought were rumors.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Cozzolino, Ashley" <Ashley.Cozzolino@FOXNEWS.COM>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 9:34:28 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, 531-DCDeskOps


<DCdeskops@foxnews.com>


Subject: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


Good evening Dr. Uccellini,


Fox News is interested in the video you recently posted to twitter where you


explained the forecast evacuations and response to Hurricane Dorian.   You


specifically talked about the role social media played in exaggerating  the


misconceptions that Dorian could impact Alabama.  Would you be able to release a


statement to Fox News about that please?  And can we have permission to use the


video you posted to twitter as well?  Please reply all to this mail.


https://twitter.com/NWSDirector


Thank you,


Louis Uccellini (@NWSDirector) |


Twitter
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Louis Uccellini (@NWSDirector) |


Twitter


The latest Tweets from Louis Uccellini


(@NWSDirector). National Weather Service


Director since February of 201 3. Silver Spring,


MD


twitter.com


Ashley Cozzolino


Fox News Assignment Desk


w: 202-824-6369


c: 601-760-0867


This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential


information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the


addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to


the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to


anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments


and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its


attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox


Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No


representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect.


https://twitter.com/NWSDirector
http://twitter.com


Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:48 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


It’s the video of your NWA remarks. The video is posted on your twitter account.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 11:22 PM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


One other point, not sure which video they are talking about.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 10:22 PM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Susan: Need your magic here as well. The social science aspect was directed at the


need for direct message to shut down what they in the forecast office thought were


rumors.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Cozzolino, Ashley" <Ashley.Cozzolino@FOXNEWS.COM>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 9:34:28 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, 531-

DCDeskOps <DCdeskops@foxnews.com>


Subject: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


Good evening Dr. Uccellini,


Fox News is interested in the video you recently posted to twitter


where you explained the forecast evacuations and response to
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Fox News is interested in the video you recently posted to twitter


where you explained the forecast evacuations and response to


Hurricane Dorian.   You specifically talked about the role social media


played in exaggerating  the misconceptions that Dorian could impact


Alabama.  Would you be able to release a statement to Fox News


about that please?  And can we have permission to use the video you


posted to twitter as well?  Please reply all to this mail.


https://twitter.com/NWSDirector


Thank you,


Louis Uccellini


(@NWSDirector) | Twitter


The latest Tweets from Louis


Uccellini (@NWSDirector). National


Weather Service Director since


February of 201 3. Silver Spring, MD


twitter.com


Ashley Cozzolino


Fox News Assignment Desk


w: 202-824-6369


c: 601-760-0867


This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or


confidential information. It is intended solely for the named addressee.


If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or responsible


for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or


deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should


permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify


the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its


attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or


Fox Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by


either of them. No representation is made that this email or its


attachments are without defect.
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 12:34 AM


To: Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: DOC Refuting NYT Reports of firing threats


From The Hill:


----------------------

The Department of Commerce is denying a media report that Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross threatened


to fire top staffers at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) after officials


contradicted President Trump's claim that Alabama could be affected by Hurricane Dorian.


"The New York Times story is false. Secretary Ross did not threaten to fire any NOAA staff over forecasting


and public statements about Hurricane Dorian," a spokesperson told The Hill.


----------------------

On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:32 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


I heard from a reporter there’s a statement from DOC but I can’t find online.  More to come.


mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov


Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


From: Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:38 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Rachel Maddow Clip: Worth the 15 minutes


Can't wait to watch. NBC nightly also started their broadcast with the story and included video from NWA of


the standing ovation.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 6:31 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

This segment aired on her 9/9 evening broadcast on MSNBC. She starts off talking about the reason (and people)


responsible for NOAA being in Commerce instead of Interior, then she expertly weaves the story. This is incredible


journalism.  I highly recommend everyone grab a coffee and watch it.  She uses a snippit of Louis from NWA and


quotes the EC all-hands message. She gives kuddos to NWS leadership for having integrity.


https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-

68565573623


Thanks to Maureen for flagging this, as she caught it live.


-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


--

Lauren Gaches


NOAA Public Affairs-NCEP/NWS


Desk-301-683-1327


Cell-

lauren.gaches@noaa.gov


(b)(6)
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Douglas Hilderbrand - NOAA Federal


From: Douglas Hilderbrand - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:55 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Rachel Maddow Clip: Worth the 15 minutes


Morning Joe and Willie Geist just covered the issue in length and detail on MSNBC.


Seems to be everywhere.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 6:31 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

This segment aired on her 9/9 evening broadcast on MSNBC. She starts off talking about the reason (and people)


responsible for NOAA being in Commerce instead of Interior, then she expertly weaves the story. This is incredible


journalism.  I highly recommend everyone grab a coffee and watch it.  She uses a snippit of Louis from NWA and


quotes the EC all-hands message. She gives kuddos to NWS leadership for having integrity.


https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-

68565573623


Thanks to Maureen for flagging this, as she caught it live.


-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


--

Douglas Hilderbrand


WRN Ambassador Lead


National Weather Service HQ


301-758-8330


mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
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Terri Hunter - NOAA Federal


From: Terri Hunter - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:56 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Rachel Maddow Clip: Worth the 15 minutes


I watched that last night. I record her, so I get to watch it again.


Terri Hunter

Executive Assistant to:


Louis Uccellini, Director

Mary Erickson, Deputy Director

NOAA's National Weather Service

Office: 301-427-6902

terri.hunter@noaa.gov


For scheduling and materials, cc:  nws.ocos@noaa.gov
ALL meetings require at least an agenda!


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 6:31 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

This segment aired on her 9/9 evening broadcast on MSNBC. She starts off talking about the reason (and people)


responsible for NOAA being in Commerce instead of Interior, then she expertly weaves the story. This is incredible


journalism.  I highly recommend everyone grab a coffee and watch it.  She uses a snippit of Louis from NWA and


quotes the EC all-hands message. She gives kuddos to NWS leadership for having integrity.


https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-atonement-

68565573623


Thanks to Maureen for flagging this, as she caught it live.


-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


mailto:terri.hunter@noaa.gov
mailto:nws.ocos@noaa.gov
mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 7:39 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: A must-watch


Wow


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 10, 2019, at 1:08 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/roiled-by-trump-politics-noaa-seeks-accountability-

atonement-68565573623

She starts off with a story of Nixon's appointee who became responsible for NOAA being in Commerce


instead of Interior, but then weaves the story.
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George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


From: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:04 AM


To: Andrea Bleistein; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Susan Buchanan


Subject: Fwd: NOAA Daily Clips


No NWS clips? Really? Are they still gathering them or is there (God forbid) a restriction on passing around clips on the


Alabama issue?


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: <NOAA@meltwater.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 7:12 AM


Subject: NOAA Daily Clips


To: <noaa.dailyclips@noaa.gov>


Banner_Image


mailto:NOAA@meltwater.com
mailto:noaa.dailyclips@noaa.gov


NWS


Evacuations lifted as growth stalls on Red Bank Fire in Tehama County, Cal Fire says


The Sacramento Bee - September 9, 201 9


Sunday. As the weekend ended, fire crews were aided by “favorable fire weather conditions,” which are expected to continue through at least


Reach: 2,324,81 4


NESDIS


Banner_Image


September 10, 2019


NWS NESDIS OAR NMFS NOS OMAO


http://www.noaa.gov/
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Alaska communities used to have plenty of fresh water. Then came severe drought.


KTOO Public Media - September 9, 201 9


the Drought Monitor began nearly 20 years ago. (Graphic courtesy David Miskus, NOAA/NWS/NCEP/CPC) When the hot, dry conditions


depleted


Reach: 89,858


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


on Hatteras Island. The images will be used “to support NOAA homeland security and emergency response requirements,” the administration


said


Reach: 6,967,286


OAR


Climate Change Will First Benefit, Then Hurt Loggerhead Sea Turtles


Saving Seafood - September 9, 201 9


segments’ according to the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Despite the loggerhead’s expansive range, five of


Reach: 2,024


There's A Record Breaking Marine Heatwave Off The Coast Of California


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


of hungry young California sea lions on beaches. As climate change continues unabated this type of warming event will certainly


Reach: 63,689,445


Scientists monitoring new marine heat wave off West Coast


Chicago Tribune - September 9, 201 9


surface waters across much of the North Pacific, said Nathan Mantua, a NOAA research scientist. What's causing that, he said, is unclear: It


Reach: 7,965,329


Researchers Travel to Florida to Intercept Hurricane Dorian


Mirage News - September 9, 201 9


A team of research scientists from the University of Oklahoma and the NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory are on the road to Florida to


Reach: 96,769


NMFS


Plan for fish farm off Florida's Gulf Coast raises environmental concerns


UPI.com - September 1 0, 201 9


to the U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service. Worldwide, about half of the world's consumption of seafood comes from fish farming,


Reach: 3,71 3,708


US congressional committee turns up heat on Western Pacific council’s handling of funds


Undercurrent News - September 9, 201 9


Four influential members of the US Congress have requested a federal investigation into the use by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery


Management Council (Wespac) of millions of dollars of funds intended to promote conservation, reports the Honolulu Civil Beat, an investigative


journal based in Hawaii.


Reach: 344,795,487


New Marine Heatwave Emerges, Resembles "the Blob"


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


A mass of warm water, stretching from Alaska to California currently ranks as the second-largest heatwave of the last 40 years, sitting behind


only “the Blob.”


Reach: 344,795,487


Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales
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Reach: 344,795,487


Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


In a September 4 letter, Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey urged Eastern Canadian Premiers and Governors in New England


states to implement stricter regulations with the goal to protect the endangered North Atlantic right whale species.


Reach: 344,795,487


Opinion: Cross Country: NOAA's Plan to Save the Whales Has Maine Lobstermen Boiling


Wall Street Journal - September 9, 201 9


I spent part of my first summer as a former governor working at a coastal Maine restaurant. My customers included lobstermen, and a hot topic of


conversation was the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's attempts to protect the shrinking North Atlantic right whale population.


NOAA has


Reach: 344,795,487


Federal Grants to Fund Your Business, Startup, or Laboratory Research Department


Fox 21  Delmarva - September 9, 201 9


as NOAA (SBIR grants). For initiatives that relate to food science and nutrition as well as specific programs for livestock, aquaculture,


Reach: 2,636


LePage op-ed in Wall Street Journal criticizes proposed lobstering regulations


WCSH-TV - September 9, 201 9


An opinion piece by former Gov. Paul LePage published in the Wall Street Journal criticizes federal officials for proposing restrictions on the


lobstering industry that fishermen say would put them out of business.


Reach: 35,464


NOS


Conservation of USS Monitor continues, as museum reaches out to new visitors


WDBJ7.com - September 9, 201 9


and you'll find life-size replicas of the turret that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and U.S. Navy divers recovered in


Reach: 557,098


Hurricane Dorian reshaped part of the Outer Banks shoreline, Park Service says


The Charlotte Observer - September 9, 201 9


effect on the coast — including maps released by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which offer a comprehensive look at


Reach: 1 ,737,906


22 million pounds of plastics enter the Great Lakes each year


Phys.org - September 9, 201 9


Michigan stays for about 62 years, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Because some municipal sewage sludge


Reach: 5,796,479


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


images, released on an interactive Google map from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, stitches together satellite imagery


Reach: 6,967,286


OMAO


Flying into hurricane: From the Navy to NOAA


Navy Times - September 9, 201 9


Get the latest forecast at hurricanes.gov. Credit: NOAA Hurricane Hunters Posted by The NOAA Hurricane Hunters on Saturday, August 31 ,
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Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


From: Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:14 AM


To: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Cc: Andrea Bleistein; Susan Buchanan


Subject: Re: NOAA Daily Clips


George, if my first Tagup with Julie and Scott holds for Thursday, I plan to cover operations and expectations. I will add this


to my list. Thanks, Jeremy


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 8:04 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


No NWS clips? Really? Are they still gathering them or is there (God forbid) a restriction on passing around clips on the


Alabama issue?


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: <NOAA@meltwater.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 7:12 AM


Subject: NOAA Daily Clips


To: <noaa.dailyclips@noaa.gov>
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NWS


Evacuations lifted as growth stalls on Red Bank Fire in Tehama County, Cal Fire says


The Sacramento Bee - September 9, 201 9


Sunday. As the weekend ended, fire crews were aided by “favorable fire weather conditions,” which are expected to continue through at least


Reach: 2,324,81 4


NESDIS
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Alaska communities used to have plenty of fresh water. Then came severe drought.


KTOO Public Media - September 9, 201 9


the Drought Monitor began nearly 20 years ago. (Graphic courtesy David Miskus, NOAA/NWS/NCEP/CPC) When the hot, dry conditions


depleted


Reach: 89,858


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


on Hatteras Island. The images will be used “to support NOAA homeland security and emergency response requirements,” the administration


said


Reach: 6,967,286


OAR


Climate Change Will First Benefit, Then Hurt Loggerhead Sea Turtles


Saving Seafood - September 9, 201 9


segments’ according to the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Despite the loggerhead’s expansive range, five of


Reach: 2,024


There's A Record Breaking Marine Heatwave Off The Coast Of California


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


of hungry young California sea lions on beaches. As climate change continues unabated this type of warming event will certainly


Reach: 63,689,445


Scientists monitoring new marine heat wave off West Coast


Chicago Tribune - September 9, 201 9


surface waters across much of the North Pacific, said Nathan Mantua, a NOAA research scientist. What's causing that, he said, is unclear: It


Reach: 7,965,329


Researchers Travel to Florida to Intercept Hurricane Dorian


Mirage News - September 9, 201 9


A team of research scientists from the University of Oklahoma and the NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory are on the road to Florida to


Reach: 96,769


NMFS


Plan for fish farm off Florida's Gulf Coast raises environmental concerns


UPI.com - September 1 0, 201 9


to the U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service. Worldwide, about half of the world's consumption of seafood comes from fish farming,


Reach: 3,71 3,708


US congressional committee turns up heat on Western Pacific council’s handling of funds


Undercurrent News - September 9, 201 9


Four influential members of the US Congress have requested a federal investigation into the use by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery


Management Council (Wespac) of millions of dollars of funds intended to promote conservation, reports the Honolulu Civil Beat, an investigative


journal based in Hawaii.


Reach: 344,795,487


New Marine Heatwave Emerges, Resembles "the Blob"


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


A mass of warm water, stretching from Alaska to California currently ranks as the second-largest heatwave of the last 40 years, sitting behind


only “the Blob.”


Reach: 344,795,487


Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9
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Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


In a September 4 letter, Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey urged Eastern Canadian Premiers and Governors in New England


states to implement stricter regulations with the goal to protect the endangered North Atlantic right whale species.


Reach: 344,795,487


Opinion: Cross Country: NOAA's Plan to Save the Whales Has Maine Lobstermen Boiling


Wall Street Journal - September 9, 201 9


I spent part of my first summer as a former governor working at a coastal Maine restaurant. My customers included lobstermen, and a hot topic of


conversation was the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's attempts to protect the shrinking North Atlantic right whale population.


NOAA has


Reach: 344,795,487


Federal Grants to Fund Your Business, Startup, or Laboratory Research Department


Fox 21  Delmarva - September 9, 201 9


as NOAA (SBIR grants). For initiatives that relate to food science and nutrition as well as specific programs for livestock, aquaculture,


Reach: 2,636


LePage op-ed in Wall Street Journal criticizes proposed lobstering regulations


WCSH-TV - September 9, 201 9


An opinion piece by former Gov. Paul LePage published in the Wall Street Journal criticizes federal officials for proposing restrictions on the


lobstering industry that fishermen say would put them out of business.


Reach: 35,464


NOS


Conservation of USS Monitor continues, as museum reaches out to new visitors


WDBJ7.com - September 9, 201 9


and you'll find life-size replicas of the turret that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and U.S. Navy divers recovered in


Reach: 557,098


Hurricane Dorian reshaped part of the Outer Banks shoreline, Park Service says


The Charlotte Observer - September 9, 201 9


effect on the coast — including maps released by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which offer a comprehensive look at


Reach: 1 ,737,906


22 million pounds of plastics enter the Great Lakes each year


Phys.org - September 9, 201 9


Michigan stays for about 62 years, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Because some municipal sewage sludge


Reach: 5,796,479


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


images, released on an interactive Google map from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, stitches together satellite imagery


Reach: 6,967,286


OMAO


Flying into hurricane: From the Navy to NOAA


Navy Times - September 9, 201 9


Get the latest forecast at hurricanes.gov. Credit: NOAA Hurricane Hunters Posted by The NOAA Hurricane Hunters on Saturday, August 31 ,


201 9


Reach: 884,301
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Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:31 AM


To: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Cc: Andrea Bleistein; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NOAA Daily Clips


I have been expressing concern to Scott and Chris about this since they automated the clips. The NWS clips have been woefully


inadequate. My team can create NWS clips for our LO, but not this early in the day. Chris and Jerry Slaff do some curating, but


the automation is not working.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 10, 2019, at 8:04 AM, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


No NWS clips? Really? Are they still gathering them or is there (God forbid) a restriction on passing around clips on


the Alabama issue?


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: <NOAA@meltwater.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 7:12 AM


Subject: NOAA Daily Clips


To: <noaa.dailyclips@noaa.gov>
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NWS


Evacuations lifted as growth stalls on Red Bank Fire in Tehama County, Cal Fire says


The Sacramento Bee - September 9, 201 9


Sunday. As the weekend ended, fire crews were aided by “favorable fire weather conditions,” which are expected to continue through at least


Reach: 2,324,81 4


NESDIS


Alaska communities used to have plenty of fresh water. Then came severe drought.


KTOO Public Media - September 9, 201 9
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the Drought Monitor began nearly 20 years ago. (Graphic courtesy David Miskus, NOAA/NWS/NCEP/CPC) When the hot, dry conditions


depleted


Reach: 89,858


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


on Hatteras Island. The images will be used “to support NOAA homeland security and emergency response requirements,” the administration


said


Reach: 6,967,286


OAR


Climate Change Will First Benefit, Then Hurt Loggerhead Sea Turtles


Saving Seafood - September 9, 201 9


segments’ according to the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Despite the loggerhead’s expansive range, five of


Reach: 2,024


There's A Record Breaking Marine Heatwave Off The Coast Of California


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


of hungry young California sea lions on beaches. As climate change continues unabated this type of warming event will certainly


Reach: 63,689,445


Scientists monitoring new marine heat wave off West Coast


Chicago Tribune - September 9, 201 9


surface waters across much of the North Pacific, said Nathan Mantua, a NOAA research scientist. What's causing that, he said, is unclear: It


Reach: 7,965,329


Researchers Travel to Florida to Intercept Hurricane Dorian


Mirage News - September 9, 201 9


A team of research scientists from the University of Oklahoma and the NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory are on the road to Florida to


Reach: 96,769


NMFS


Plan for fish farm off Florida's Gulf Coast raises environmental concerns


UPI.com - September 1 0, 201 9


to the U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service. Worldwide, about half of the world's consumption of seafood comes from fish farming,


Reach: 3,71 3,708


US congressional committee turns up heat on Western Pacific council’s handling of funds


Undercurrent News - September 9, 201 9


Four influential members of the US Congress have requested a federal investigation into the use by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery


Management Council (Wespac) of millions of dollars of funds intended to promote conservation, reports the Honolulu Civil Beat, an investigative


journal based in Hawaii.


Reach: 344,795,487


New Marine Heatwave Emerges, Resembles "the Blob"


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


A mass of warm water, stretching from Alaska to California currently ranks as the second-largest heatwave of the last 40 years, sitting behind


only “the Blob.”


Reach: 344,795,487


Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


In a September 4 letter, Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey urged Eastern Canadian Premiers and Governors in New England


states to implement stricter regulations with the goal to protect the endangered North Atlantic right whale species.


Reach: 344,795,487


Opinion: Cross Country: NOAA's Plan to Save the Whales Has Maine Lobstermen Boiling
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Reach: 344,795,487


Opinion: Cross Country: NOAA's Plan to Save the Whales Has Maine Lobstermen Boiling


Wall Street Journal - September 9, 201 9


I spent part of my first summer as a former governor working at a coastal Maine restaurant. My customers included lobstermen, and a hot topic of


conversation was the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's attempts to protect the shrinking North Atlantic right whale population.


NOAA has


Reach: 344,795,487


Federal Grants to Fund Your Business, Startup, or Laboratory Research Department


Fox 21  Delmarva - September 9, 201 9


as NOAA (SBIR grants). For initiatives that relate to food science and nutrition as well as specific programs for livestock, aquaculture,


Reach: 2,636


LePage op-ed in Wall Street Journal criticizes proposed lobstering regulations


WCSH-TV - September 9, 201 9


An opinion piece by former Gov. Paul LePage published in the Wall Street Journal criticizes federal officials for proposing restrictions on the


lobstering industry that fishermen say would put them out of business.


Reach: 35,464


NOS


Conservation of USS Monitor continues, as museum reaches out to new visitors


WDBJ7.com - September 9, 201 9


and you'll find life-size replicas of the turret that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and U.S. Navy divers recovered in


Reach: 557,098


Hurricane Dorian reshaped part of the Outer Banks shoreline, Park Service says


The Charlotte Observer - September 9, 201 9


effect on the coast — including maps released by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which offer a comprehensive look at


Reach: 1 ,737,906


22 million pounds of plastics enter the Great Lakes each year


Phys.org - September 9, 201 9


Michigan stays for about 62 years, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Because some municipal sewage sludge


Reach: 5,796,479


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


images, released on an interactive Google map from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, stitches together satellite imagery


Reach: 6,967,286


OMAO


Flying into hurricane: From the Navy to NOAA


Navy Times - September 9, 201 9


Get the latest forecast at hurricanes.gov. Credit: NOAA Hurricane Hunters Posted by The NOAA Hurricane Hunters on Saturday, August 31 ,


201 9


Reach: 884,301
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:09 AM


To: Susan Buchanan; Matthew Borgia


Subject: E&E: Democrats want Commerce chief gone over forecast spat


POLITICS

https://www.eenews.net/eedaily/2019/09/10/stories/1061111721

Democrats want Commerce chief gone over forecast spat


Rob Hotakainen, E&E News reporter Published: Tuesday, September 10, 2019


Some House Democrats yesterday urged Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross to resign for allegedly


threatening to fire NOAA officials who challenged President Trump's erroneous claims that Hurricane


Dorian might strike Alabama last week.


"Wilbur Ross must resign," said Virginia Rep. Don Beyer. "His direct attacks on the scientists and federal


employees, whom he threatened to fire for doing their jobs by accurately reporting the weather, are an


embarrassing new low for a member of this Cabinet, which has been historically venal and incompetent."


Beyer, a prominent voice on energy and environmental issues, said in a statement that Ross "should be


dismissed immediately."


Rep. Paul Tonko (D-N.Y.), chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on the Environment


and Climate Change, said Ross had put government scientists in an "impossible position."


"Telling forecasters they aren't allowed to contradict the President when he is giving dangerously false


information compromises their duty as civil servants and undermines the vital role they play in protecting


community safety," Tonko said.


Reps. Gerry Connolly (D-Va.) and Jim Himes (D-Conn.) were also among those who said Ross should leave if


he threatened to fire NOAA leaders over the Alabama forecast spat.


The Democrats jumped into the fray after The New York Times, citing three anonymous sources, reported


that Ross had threatened to fire NOAA's acting director, Neil Jacobs, if he did not side with Trump in the


controversy.


The firestorm began when Trump tweeted that the storm might hit Alabama, later in the week displaying a


doctored weather map to help make his case.


In response to Trump's tweet, the Birmingham office tweeted that Alabama was not in Dorian's path,


apparently angering both Trump and Ross.


According to the newspaper report, Ross asked Jacobs to overrule the Alabama forecasters, which Jacobs


refused to do. Jacobs was then told by Ross that political staff at NOAA would be dismissed if the situation


wasn't resolved, the Times said. On Friday afternoon, NOAA put out an unsigned statement saying the


Birmingham office had erred.


The issue is already under investigation by NOAA's acting chief scientist, who told employees Sunday


evening that he would determine whether the agency violated its own policies by siding with Trump.


"My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on


external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political," Craig McLean, the acting


chief scientist, said in an email to employees, calling it "a complex issue involving the President."


https://www.eenews.net/eedaily/2019/09/10/stories/1061111721
https://www.eenews.net/staff/Rob_Hotakainen
https://www.eenews.net/eedaily/2019/09/10/stories/1061111721


"My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on


external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political," Craig McLean, the acting


chief scientist, said in an email to employees, calling it "a complex issue involving the President."


Louis Uccellini, the director of the National Weather Service, drew a standing ovation yesterday at the


annual meeting of the National Weather Association in Huntsville, Ala., when he praised the work of the


Birmingham office, saying the forecasters were only doing their jobs and trying to avoid public panic.


Jacobs is expected to give the keynote speech at the gathering this morning.


Democratic Sen. Doug Jones of Alabama declined to call for Ross' departure, saying instead that he would


wait for the ongoing investigation to run its course. But he added that Congress has more serious issues to


address rather than fighting over a "Sharpie-drawn map."


"Nobody in Alabama thought we were in any danger," Jones added. "We have hurricanes, we have


tornadoes, we have bad weather, and we learn to listen to our local people [who] we trust."


Senate Appropriations Chairman Richard Shelby (R-Ala.) seemed to defend Trump by suggesting that it's


"common sense," if a hurricane is headed to Florida, to ask if might also be nearing Alabama. He said he did


not know anything about reports of a rift between NWS forecasters in Birmingham and NOAA leadership


over the president's remarks on the storm.


Sen. Ed Markey (D-Mass.), a member of the Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee, called for


a hearing on the issue. "Science trumps false statements, including when they come from the White House,"


Markey said.


Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) said, "What started as an embarrassment from the


president has snowballed into thuggish behavior from a Cabinet secretary to force scientists to bow down in


obeisance to an anti-science president."


Reporters Geof Koss, Nick Sobczyk and George Cahlink contributed.




Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:47 AM


To: W-vef Webmaster - NOAA Service Account


Cc: Susan Buchanan; Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Disavowed Tweet


Thank you for forwarding...


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 10:45 AM W-vef Webmaster - NOAA Service Account <w-

vef.webmaster@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning,


Received this question a few days ago while off station.


- Alex Boothe


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: jim & kathy varnam < >


Date: Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 6:14 PM


Subject: Disavowed Tweet


To: w-vef.webmaster@noaa.gov <w-vef.webmaster@noaa.gov>


Why was this tweet disavowed?  Obviously Mr. Trump's chart was altered, was that disavowed,

too?


https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=Awr9DuV.A3NdC38AGzxXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTExbGtvMmJiBGNv

bG8DZ3ExBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDVUlDMV8xBHNlYwNzYw--
/RV=2/RE=1567847423/RO=10/RU=https%3a%2f%2fwww.msn.com%2fen-
us%2fnews%2fpolitics%2fnoaa-disavows-national-weather-service-tweet-that-contradicted-
trump%2far-AAGUOD3%3fli%3dAAeKimm/RK=2/RS=5Vf2wB4znE16qIRcyM1WOUxiUzw-

--

Webmaster


Weather Forecast Office - Las Vegas


7851 Dean Martin Drive


Las Vegas, Nevada 89139


702-263-9744


(b)(6)
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Paul Sisson - NOAA/NWS Federal


From: Paul Sisson - NOAA/NWS Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:51 AM


To: christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal; lauren.gaches@noaa.gov; David Manning


Subject: Fwd: Please pass this message onto management of NOAA


FYI, message below to the BTV webmaster.

Thanks,

Paul

Paul A. Sisson


Acting Meteorologist in Charge

Science and Operations Officer

US Dept of Commerce/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

National Weather Service (BTV)

1200 Airport Drive

S. Burlington, VT 05403-6028

802-922-9136


  Facebook   Twitter   YouTube

The contents of this message are mine personally and do not necessarily reflect any position of the Government or the National Oceanic


and Atmospheric Administration.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: BTV Webmaster - NOAA Service Account <btv.webmaster@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:15 PM


Subject: Fwd: Please pass this message onto management of NOAA


To: Paul Sisson <paul.sisson@noaa.gov>


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Carole Petrillo <

Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:03 AM


Subject: Please pass this message onto management of NOAA


To: <btv.webmaster@noaa.gov>


I will never use your site again.  You cowed to FTrump and his pathetic, insane tactics over Hurricane


Dorian.  Shame on you on so many levels!


Take a stand for what is right and apologize!


Carole


Vermont


Sent from my iPad


(b)(6)

mailto:paul.sisson@noaa.gov
http://www.weather.gov/btv/
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:52 AM


To: Paul Sisson - NOAA/NWS Federal


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal; Lauren Gaches - NOAA Federal; David Manning


Subject: Re: Please pass this message onto management of NOAA


Thank you for forwarding...


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 10:51 AM Paul Sisson - NOAA/NWS Federal <paul.sisson@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI, message below to the BTV webmaster.

Thanks,

Paul

Paul A. Sisson


Acting Meteorologist in Charge

Science and Operations Officer

US Dept of Commerce/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

National Weather Service (BTV)

1200 Airport Drive

S. Burlington, VT 05403-6028

802-922-9136


  Facebook   Twitter   YouTube

The contents of this message are mine personally and do not necessarily reflect any position of the Government or the National Oceanic


and Atmospheric Administration.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: BTV Webmaster - NOAA Service Account <btv.webmaster@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:15 PM


Subject: Fwd: Please pass this message onto management of NOAA


To: Paul Sisson <paul.sisson@noaa.gov>


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Carole Petrillo < >


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:03 AM


Subject: Please pass this message onto management of NOAA


To: <btv.webmaster@noaa.gov>


I will never use your site again.  You cowed to FTrump and his pathetic, insane tactics over Hurricane


Dorian.  Shame on you on so many levels!


Take a stand for what is right and apologize!


Carole


Vermont


Sent from my iPad


(b)(6)

mailto:paul.sisson@noaa.gov
mailto:paul.sisson@noaa.gov
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Vermont


Sent from my iPad




Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:54 PM


To: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Cc: Andrea Bleistein; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NOAA Daily Clips


Chris told me that clips with Trump in them are automatically culled out.


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 8:04 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


No NWS clips? Really? Are they still gathering them or is there (God forbid) a restriction on passing around clips on the


Alabama issue?


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: <NOAA@meltwater.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 7:12 AM


Subject: NOAA Daily Clips


To: <noaa.dailyclips@noaa.gov>


Banner_Image


mailto:george.jungbluth@noaa.gov
mailto:NOAA@meltwater.com
mailto:noaa.dailyclips@noaa.gov


NWS


Evacuations lifted as growth stalls on Red Bank Fire in Tehama County, Cal Fire says


The Sacramento Bee - September 9, 201 9


Sunday. As the weekend ended, fire crews were aided by “favorable fire weather conditions,” which are expected to continue through at least


Reach: 2,324,81 4


NESDIS


Banner_Image


September 10, 2019


NWS NESDIS OAR NMFS NOS OMAO


http://www.noaa.gov/
https://app.meltwater.com/mwTransition/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sacbee.com%2Fnews%2Fcalifornia%2Ffires%2Farticle234885482.html&uId=5955630537c4f3ef8e727b0b&cId=559445da3e88a737ac9c0461&dId=NfDaZSsfdBOf8XcpZELovoN6sRE&contextId=5d7782c459400e4566b78cb3&op=open&sentiment=V&isHosted=false&publishTime=1568041427485&id=&name=&type=&transitionToken=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiJ9.eyJob3N0bmFtZSI6Ind3dy5zYWNiZWUuY29tIn0.-1jRDgFQzZBCNtmkr9zBmybJi4V7vs2wb3ilJ3IW8sTe1qFCF1-o_IwCP1NA6BDfOIjb_tYAoHN1Vjs7Vosf2w&s=mail-newsletter


Alaska communities used to have plenty of fresh water. Then came severe drought.


KTOO Public Media - September 9, 201 9


the Drought Monitor began nearly 20 years ago. (Graphic courtesy David Miskus, NOAA/NWS/NCEP/CPC) When the hot, dry conditions


depleted


Reach: 89,858


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


on Hatteras Island. The images will be used “to support NOAA homeland security and emergency response requirements,” the administration


said


Reach: 6,967,286


OAR


Climate Change Will First Benefit, Then Hurt Loggerhead Sea Turtles


Saving Seafood - September 9, 201 9


segments’ according to the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Despite the loggerhead’s expansive range, five of


Reach: 2,024


There's A Record Breaking Marine Heatwave Off The Coast Of California


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


of hungry young California sea lions on beaches. As climate change continues unabated this type of warming event will certainly


Reach: 63,689,445


Scientists monitoring new marine heat wave off West Coast


Chicago Tribune - September 9, 201 9


surface waters across much of the North Pacific, said Nathan Mantua, a NOAA research scientist. What's causing that, he said, is unclear: It


Reach: 7,965,329


Researchers Travel to Florida to Intercept Hurricane Dorian


Mirage News - September 9, 201 9


A team of research scientists from the University of Oklahoma and the NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory are on the road to Florida to


Reach: 96,769


NMFS


Plan for fish farm off Florida's Gulf Coast raises environmental concerns


UPI.com - September 1 0, 201 9


to the U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service. Worldwide, about half of the world's consumption of seafood comes from fish farming,


Reach: 3,71 3,708


US congressional committee turns up heat on Western Pacific council’s handling of funds


Undercurrent News - September 9, 201 9


Four influential members of the US Congress have requested a federal investigation into the use by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery


Management Council (Wespac) of millions of dollars of funds intended to promote conservation, reports the Honolulu Civil Beat, an investigative


journal based in Hawaii.


Reach: 344,795,487


New Marine Heatwave Emerges, Resembles "the Blob"


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


A mass of warm water, stretching from Alaska to California currently ranks as the second-largest heatwave of the last 40 years, sitting behind


only “the Blob.”


Reach: 344,795,487


Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9
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Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


In a September 4 letter, Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey urged Eastern Canadian Premiers and Governors in New England


states to implement stricter regulations with the goal to protect the endangered North Atlantic right whale species.


Reach: 344,795,487


Opinion: Cross Country: NOAA's Plan to Save the Whales Has Maine Lobstermen Boiling


Wall Street Journal - September 9, 201 9


I spent part of my first summer as a former governor working at a coastal Maine restaurant. My customers included lobstermen, and a hot topic of


conversation was the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's attempts to protect the shrinking North Atlantic right whale population.


NOAA has


Reach: 344,795,487


Federal Grants to Fund Your Business, Startup, or Laboratory Research Department


Fox 21  Delmarva - September 9, 201 9


as NOAA (SBIR grants). For initiatives that relate to food science and nutrition as well as specific programs for livestock, aquaculture,


Reach: 2,636


LePage op-ed in Wall Street Journal criticizes proposed lobstering regulations


WCSH-TV - September 9, 201 9


An opinion piece by former Gov. Paul LePage published in the Wall Street Journal criticizes federal officials for proposing restrictions on the


lobstering industry that fishermen say would put them out of business.


Reach: 35,464


NOS


Conservation of USS Monitor continues, as museum reaches out to new visitors


WDBJ7.com - September 9, 201 9


and you'll find life-size replicas of the turret that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and U.S. Navy divers recovered in


Reach: 557,098


Hurricane Dorian reshaped part of the Outer Banks shoreline, Park Service says


The Charlotte Observer - September 9, 201 9


effect on the coast — including maps released by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which offer a comprehensive look at


Reach: 1 ,737,906


22 million pounds of plastics enter the Great Lakes each year


Phys.org - September 9, 201 9


Michigan stays for about 62 years, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Because some municipal sewage sludge


Reach: 5,796,479


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


images, released on an interactive Google map from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, stitches together satellite imagery


Reach: 6,967,286


OMAO


Flying into hurricane: From the Navy to NOAA


Navy Times - September 9, 201 9


Get the latest forecast at hurricanes.gov. Credit: NOAA Hurricane Hunters Posted by The NOAA Hurricane Hunters on Saturday, August 31 ,


201 9
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Reach: 884,301


To add or remove subscribers to the NOAA Daily Clips, please click here


NOAA Communications - 1401 Constitution Avenue NW Room 60028, Washington, D.C. 20230 USA


To unsubscribe from this newsletter Click Here


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 2:24 PM


To: Dr. Louis Uccellini; Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Cc: John Murphy; Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


Ken, Louis,


Susan just called with the potential message on NHC work.  I made a few suggestions, but mainly want to


pitch a few delivery options to you.  

.  (By the way NWSHQ has


received 500!)


What if we:


1) 

Or


2) 





Best,


Mary


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(6)

http://www.weather.gov/
http://www.weather.gov


Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:31 PM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Cc: Dr. Louis Uccellini; John Murphy; Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


Mary,


The biggest request we are getting are emails just asking for assurance we are science based as always.  The original short statement is


something


we might be able to use to reassure people.  Not looking for anything other than assurance "we have not changed".   That was the


thought anyway.


This is of course if we decide to respond to the emails.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:24 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ken, Louis,


Susan just called with the potential message on NHC work.  I made a few suggestions, but mainly want to


pitch a few delivery options to you.  


  (By the way NWSHQ has


received 500!)


What if we:


1) 





Or


2) 

Best,


Mary


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(6)

mailto:mary.erickson@noaa.gov
http://www.weather.gov/
http://www.weather.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


http://www.nhc.noaa.gov
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov


Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:40 PM


To: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Dr. Louis Uccellini; John Murphy


Subject: Re: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


Hi Ken - what about something even more simple as a response email, such as:








.


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:30 PM Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:

Mary,


The biggest request we are getting are emails just asking for assurance we are science based as always.  The original short statement


is something


we might be able to use to reassure people.  Not looking for anything other than assurance "we have not changed".   That was the


thought anyway.


This is of course if we decide to respond to the emails.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:24 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ken, Louis,


Susan just called with the potential message on NHC work.  I made a few suggestions, but mainly want to


pitch a few delivery options to you.  


  (By the way NWSHQ has


received 500!)


What if we:


1) 

Or


2) 

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

mailto:kenneth.graham@noaa.gov
mailto:mary.erickson@noaa.gov


2) 

Best,


Mary


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


(b)(5)

(b)(6)

http://www.weather.gov/
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov
http://www.weather.gov
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov


Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:56 PM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Dr. Louis Uccellini; John Murphy


Subject: Re: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


Not sure we need to respond, but at least we have something we can come to you with if we need to later.  Looks really close.  Since


the public, just a small adjustment.











Is this okay for us to keep on standby?  This works for public emails perfectly.  Actually, this works for anybody with a


few tweaks.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:40 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

Hi Ken - what about something even more simple as a response email, such as:














.


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:30 PM Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:

Mary,


The biggest request we are getting are emails just asking for assurance we are science based as always.  The original short


statement is something


we might be able to use to reassure people.  Not looking for anything other than assurance "we have not changed".   That was the


thought anyway.


This is of course if we decide to respond to the emails.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:24 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ken, Louis,


Susan just called with the potential message on NHC work.  I made a few suggestions, but mainly want


to pitch a few delivery options to you.  


  (By the way NWSHQ


has received 500!)


(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
mailto:kenneth.graham@noaa.gov
mailto:mary.erickson@noaa.gov


to pitch a few delivery options to you.  


  (By the way NWSHQ


has received 500!)


What if we:


1) 


Or


2) 

Best,


Mary


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(6)

http://www.weather.gov/
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov
http://www.weather.gov
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov


Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:05 PM


To: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; John Murphy


Subject: Re: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


Put the 

--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 2:55 PM, Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:


Not sure we need to respond, but at least we have something we can come to you with if we need to later.  Looks really


close.  Since the public, just a small adjustment.











Is this okay for us to keep on standby?  This works for public emails perfectly.  Actually, this works for


anybody with a few tweaks.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:40 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


wrote:

Hi Ken - what about something even more simple as a response email, such as:








.


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:30 PM Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

x-apple-data-detectors://0/1
x-apple-data-detectors://0/1
tel:301.713.9095
mailto:kenneth.graham@noaa.gov
mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:30 PM Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


<kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:

Mary,


The biggest request we are getting are emails just asking for assurance we are science based as always.  The original


short statement is something


we might be able to use to reassure people.  Not looking for anything other than assurance "we have not changed".


 That was the thought anyway.


This is of course if we decide to respond to the emails.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:24 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Ken, Louis,


Susan just called with the potential message on NHC work.  I made a few suggestions, but


mainly want to pitch a few delivery options to you.  




  (By the way NWSHQ has received 500!)


What if we:


1) 

Or


2) 

Best,


Mary


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov
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--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:10 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Cc: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; John Murphy


Subject: Re: Message about NHC/NWS focus on mission


Got it.  Thank you.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 4:04 PM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Put the 

--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 2:55 PM, Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:


Not sure we need to respond, but at least we have something we can come to you with if we need to later.  Looks


really close.  Since the public, just a small adjustment.











Is this okay for us to keep on standby?  This works for public emails perfectly.  Actually, this works for


anybody with a few tweaks.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:40 PM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


<susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

Hi Ken - what about something even more simple as a response email, such as:














.


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)
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- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:30 PM Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


<kenneth.graham@noaa.gov> wrote:

Mary,


The biggest request we are getting are emails just asking for assurance we are science based as always.  The


original short statement is something


we might be able to use to reassure people.  Not looking for anything other than assurance "we have not


changed".   That was the thought anyway.


This is of course if we decide to respond to the emails.


Ken


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:24 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ken, Louis,


Susan just called with the potential message on NHC work.  I made a few suggestions, but


mainly want to pitch a few delivery options to you.  


  (By the way NWSHQ has received 500!)


What if we:


1) 




Or


2) 


Best,


Mary


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Holly Allen - NOAA Federal


From: Holly Allen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:47 AM


To: _NWS SR-BMX.ALL


Subject: NWA Recording


An audio recording from Louie's keynote is save at M:\Common2\NWA.amr.  It is the portion where he talks


directly about the office.  Open the file with Windows Media Player.


--

Holly Allen

Senior Forecaster


NWS Birmingham


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, Alabama 35040


Office: 205-664-3010 x 313






Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:40 PM


To: kevin.laws@noaa.gov; John.Deblock@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Birmingham NWS FO


I really do feel fo Neil


Wonder how his legacy will be impacted


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: John Paul <jpaul@ecarls.org>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 1:16:15 PM EDT


To: "neil.jacobs@noaa.gov" <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov>


Cc: "steven.cooper@noaa.gov" <steven.cooper@noaa.gov>, "chris.darden@noaa.gov"


<chris.darden@noaa.gov>, "kevin.cooley@noaa.gov" <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>,


"john.d.murphy@noaa.gov" <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>, "mary.erickson@noaa.gov"


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: Birmingham NWS FO


Dear Dr. Jacobs:


You are supposed to be a scientist and not a politician.


I am livid over the fact that you led the charge against the Birmingham Forecast Office

Staff of the National Weather Service (NWS) for putting out correct information

regarding the path of Hurricane Dorian in the interest of public safety. The actions of

the current NOAA leadership in reference to this matter have undermined the efforts of

these dedicated individuals who have protected Alabama for decades, not to mention

the reputation of the NWS and NOAA itself in particular.


The Birmingham Field Office of the National Weather Service has valiantly served

Central Alabama for over 100 years. They are up day and night when needed to insure

the safety of Alabama residents. You likely wouldn’t know, but officials affiliated with

this office sat at their radar console during the 1973 Brent tornado while their building

fell apart around them as the tornado made a direct hit insuring warning

meteorologists had the information they needed. That kind of dedication is standard

operating procedure for the Birmingham office and always has been. As a child, I

regularly remember, as a child, the voice of J.B. Elliot and others telling us where

storms were and the actions we needed to take. He, Brian Peters and others were the

were the epitome of professionalism. I worked with them and others as a volunteer


with our local emergency management in the 90s, and later as a historian writing a

history of tornadoes in Cullman County, Alabama. I was always treated in a

professional manner with kindness,  dignity, and respect. Most importantly, I thank
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with our local emergency management in the 90s, and later as a historian writing a

history of tornadoes in Cullman County, Alabama. I was always treated in a

professional manner with kindness,  dignity, and respect. Most importantly, I thank

Birmingham Forecast Office staff for giving me warning which saved my family’s life

and thousands of others during the 2011 Tornado Outbreak which damaged my home

and destroyed my neighborhood near Cullman, Alabama.


As far as I am concerned, these professionals and those currently on staff are beyond

reproach and are scientists of the first caliber.  It appears many in NOAA leadership

could learn a lot from them


Shame does not begin to describe the feelings you should be feeling regarding these

dedicated professionals. Not only do you owe them an apology, but you also owe an

apology to the American people for forgetting ethics for the sake of political

expediency. Trying to “play nice” is one thing; but throwing professionals to the fire

without regard to ethics or their First Amendment rights is another.


John Paul Myrick


CC.      Mr. Chris Darden, MIC, NWSFO Birmingham

            Mr. Steven Cooper, Director, NWS Southern Region

            Mr. Kevin Cooley, Director, NWS OPPSD

            Mr. John Murphy, NWS Chief Operating Officer

            Ms. Mary Erickson, NWS Deputy Director

            Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, NOAA Assistant Administrator and NWS Director


________________________________________________________________________________________


Rev. John Paul Myrick, MLS, SJDM.

Regional Librarian


410 E. Merriman Avenue, Wynne, Arkansas 72396


Tel: 870.587.0587, Fax: 870.238.3141


Email: jpaul@ecarls.org


Web URL:  www.ecarls.org


PLEASE NOTE THE ADDRESS CHANGE TO JPAUL@ECARLS.ORG AND CHANGE YOUR RECORDS


ACCORDINGLY!


“Two Counties – Many Communities – ONE GREAT LIBRARY!”


mailto:jpaul@ecarls.org
http://www.ecarls.org/
mailto:JPAUL@ECARLS.ORG
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John De Block - NOAA Federal


From: John De Block - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:21 PM


To: _NWS SR BMX


Subject: Fwd: FW: [!nfo!] Out of the office reply Re: Birmingham NWS FO


Another letter of support from a long time fan of our office.


-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject:FW: [!nfo!] Out of the office reply Re: Birmingham NWS FO


Date:Mon, 9 Sep 2019 17:23:48 +0000


From:John Paul <jpaul@ecarls.org>


To:John.DeBlock@noaa.gov <John.DeBlock@noaa.gov>


Mr. DeBlock:


As Mr. Darden is out of the office, I am forwarding this to you. I hope that you will forward it to your


colleagues in the Birmingham office with the esteem of myself and many, many Alabamians and former


Alabamians. Thank you for your service.


John Paul Myrick


ï¿½


From: John Paul


Sent: Monday, September 09, 2019 12:16 PM


To: 'neil.jacobs@noaa.gov' <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov>


Cc: 'steven.cooper@noaa.gov' <steven.cooper@noaa.gov>; 'chris.darden@noaa.gov' <chris.darden@noaa.gov>;


'kevin.cooley@noaa.gov' <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>; 'john.d.murphy@noaa.gov' <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>;


'mary.erickson@noaa.gov' <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>; 'louis.uccellini@noaa.gov' <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: Birmingham NWS FO


ï¿½


Dear Dr. Jacobs:


You are supposed to be a scientist and not a politician.


I am livid over the fact that you led the charge against the Birmingham Forecast Office Staff of the National


Weather Service (NWS) for putting out correct information regarding the path of Hurricane Dorian in the


interest of public safety. The actions of the current NOAA leadership in reference to this matter have


undermined the efforts of these dedicated individuals who have protected Alabama for decades, not to mention


the reputation of the NWS and NOAA itself in particular.


The Birmingham Field Office of the National Weather Service has valiantly served Central Alabama for over


100 years. They are up day and night when needed to insure the safety of Alabama residents. You likely


wouldnï¿½t know, but officials affiliated with this office sat at their radar console during the 1973 Brent tornado


while their building fell apart around them as the tornado made a direct hit insuring warning meteorologists had


the information they needed. That kind of dedication is standard operating procedure for the Birmingham office
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wouldnï¿½t know, but officials affiliated with this office sat at their radar console during the 1973 Brent tornado


while their building fell apart around them as the tornado made a direct hit insuring warning meteorologists had


the information they needed. That kind of dedication is standard operating procedure for the Birmingham office


and always has been. As a child, I regularly remember, as a child, the voice of J.B. Elliot and others telling us


where storms were and the actions we needed to take. He, Brian Peters and others were the were the epitome of


professionalism. I worked with them and others as a volunteer with our local emergency management in the


90s, and later as a historian writing a history of tornadoes in Cullman County, Alabama. I was always treated in


a professional manner with kindness, ï¿½dignity, and respect. Most importantly, I thank Birmingham Forecast


Office staff for giving me warning which saved my familyï¿½s life and thousands of others during the 2011


Tornado Outbreak which damaged my home and destroyed my neighborhood near Cullman, Alabama.


As far as I am concerned, these professionals and those currently on staff are beyond reproach and are scientists


of the first caliber.ï¿½ It appears many in NOAA leadership could learn a lot from them


Shame does not begin to describe the feelings you should be feeling regarding these dedicated professionals.


Not only do you owe them an apology, but you also owe an apology to the American people for forgetting


ethics for the sake of political expediency. Trying to ï¿½play niceï¿½ is one thing; but throwing professionals to


the fire without regard to ethics or their First Amendment rights is another.


John Paul Myrick


CC.ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ Mr. Chris Darden, MIC, NWSFO Birmingham


ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ Mr. Steven Cooper, Director, NWS Southern Region


ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ Mr. Kevin Cooley, Director, NWS OPPSD


ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ Mr. John Murphy, NWS Chief Operating Officer


ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ Ms. Mary Erickson, NWS Deputy Director


ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, NOAA Assistant Administrator and NWS


Director


ï¿½


ï¿½


____________________________________________


Rev. John Paul Myrick, MLS, SJDM.

Regional Librarian


410 E. Merriman Avenue, Wynne, Arkansas 72396


Tel: 870.587.0587, Fax: 870.238.3141


Email: jpaul@ecarls.org


Web URL:ï¿½ www.ecarls.org


PLEASE NOTE THE ADDRESS CHANGE TO JPAUL@ECARLS.ORG AND CHANGE YOUR RECORDS ACCORDINGLY!


ï¿½Two Counties ï¿½ Many Communities ï¿½ ONE GREAT LIBRARY!ï¿½
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ï¿½


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov>

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2019 12:16 PM


To: John Paul <jpaul@ecarls.org>


Subject: [!nfo!] Out of the office reply Re: Birmingham NWS FO


ï¿½


I will be out of the office through Friday, September 13th. If you need immediate attention please contact


Warning Coordination Meteorologist John DeBlock at John.DeBlock@noaa.gov . Otherwise, I will get back to


you as soon as possible. Thank you and have a great day!


ï¿½


Chris Darden


--

Chris Darden

Meteorologist in Charge

National Weather Serviceï¿½


465 Weathervane Road


Calera, AL 35040

ï¿½


Phone: 205-664-3010 extension 222


E-Mail:ï¿½chris.darden@noaa.gov


Website:ï¿½http://www.weather.gov/bmx

ï¿½


ï¿½
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Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:04 PM


To: christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov


Cc: steven.cooper@noaa.gov; John.Deblock@noaa.gov; kevin.laws@noaa.gov


Subject: Call this evening


Received a call on the ship this evening. Did not answer, and they left a message. Not sure how they got my


number. Message is below. I did not respond.


“Hi sir this is Lisa Friedman from the nyt. Just wondering if you'd be willing to speak with me. We have


trump people saying on background that the Birmingham NWS office was purposefully trying to make


Trump look bad. Any chance you can comment on it? Or even talk on background?”


Chris


Sent from my iPhone




Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:24 PM


To: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Cc: steven.cooper@noaa.gov; John.Deblock@noaa.gov; kevin.laws@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Call this evening


Thanks....I'll forward this along. About what time was this?


Sent from my iPhone


> On Sep 9, 2019, at 8:03 PM, Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> Received a call on the ship this evening. Did not answer, and they left a message. Not sure how they got


my number. Message is below. I did not respond.


>


> “Hi sir this is Lisa Friedman from the nyt. Just wondering if you'd be willing to speak with me. We have


trump people saying on background that the Birmingham NWS office was purposefully trying to make


Trump look bad. Any chance you can comment on it? Or even talk on background?”


>


> Chris


>


> Sent from my iPhone




Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:14 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Cc: steven.cooper@noaa.gov; John.Deblock@noaa.gov; kevin.laws@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Call this evening


6:14 eastern


Sent from my iPhone


> On Sep 9, 2019, at 8:24 PM, Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> Thanks....I'll forward this along. About what time was this?


>


> Sent from my iPhone


>


>> On Sep 9, 2019, at 8:03 PM, Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov> wrote:


>>


>> Received a call on the ship this evening. Did not answer, and they left a message. Not sure how they got


my number. Message is below. I did not respond.


>>


>> “Hi sir this is Lisa Friedman from the nyt. Just wondering if you'd be willing to speak with me. We have


trump people saying on background that the Birmingham NWS office was purposefully trying to make


Trump look bad. Any chance you can comment on it? Or even talk on background?”


>>


>> Chris


>>


>> Sent from my iPhone




Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:27 AM


To: sr-bmx.all@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Thank you


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Richard Koehler - NOAA Federal <richard.koehler@noaa.gov>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 11:03:59 PM EDT


To: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov>


Subject: Thank you


Chris,


Please accept and pass along to your staff my sincere thanks for the scientific integrity and


leadership your office has shown regarding recent Hurricane Dorian events.


I am just one voice but there are plenty of other offices that support you and your staff.


Best wishes!


Richard Koehler


------------------------

Richard Koehler, PhD

National Hydrologic and Geospatial Sciences Training Coordinator


NOAA - NWS - Office of the Chief Learning Officer (OCLO)


richard.koehler@noaa.gov


303-497-8369


Emails to and from the National Weather Service are archived and, unless exempt or


confidential by law, may be subject to FOIA requests. Users should not have an expectation of


confidentiality or privacy.
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Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


From: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 12:49 PM


To: christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov


Cc: steven.cooper@noaa.gov; kevin.laws@noaa.gov; John.Deblock@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Reporter trying to confirm something re: NWS


I did not respond.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Freedman, Andrew" <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: September 10, 2019 at 8:06:22 AM EDT


To: "chris.darden@noaa.gov" <chris.darden@noaa.gov>


Subject: Reporter trying to confirm something re: NWS


Hi Chris,


I’m an editor at CWG with the Washington Post, and am trying to confirm the existence of a Commerce


Dept. Inspector General inquiry into what went down at NOAA that resulted in that extraordinary Friday


late afternoon statement.


Have you been asked by the IG’s office to preserve your comms concerning the Birmingham tweet and


the aftermath? I just need a confirmation on background, meaning no name would be used in the story,


just (and we can negotiate this), “An agency employee familiar with the matter.”


I think it’s vital that the truth comes out about this whole episode, and so far it’s just NYT reporting this


news.


Thank you and all the best,


-Andrew


Andrew Freedman


Deputy Weather Editor


The Washington Post


Desk: 202-334-6812 |  Cell & Signal: 617-257-1745


Follow me on Twitter: @afreedma


https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:05 PM


To: Chris Darden - NOAA Federal


Cc: steven.cooper@noaa.gov; kevin.laws@noaa.gov; John.Deblock@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Reporter trying to confirm something re: NWS


Thank you. Andrew has been emailing around and we will get back to him.


-Chris


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 10, 2019, at 12:49 PM, Chris Darden - NOAA Federal <chris.darden@noaa.gov> wrote:


I did not respond.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Freedman, Andrew" <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: September 10, 2019 at 8:06:22 AM EDT


To: "chris.darden@noaa.gov" <chris.darden@noaa.gov>


Subject: Reporter trying to confirm something re: NWS


Hi Chris,


I’m an editor at CWG with the Washington Post, and am trying to confirm the existence of


a Commerce Dept. Inspector General inquiry into what went down at NOAA that resulted


in that extraordinary Friday late afternoon statement.


Have you been asked by the IG’s office to preserve your comms concerning the


Birmingham tweet and the aftermath? I just need a confirmation on background, meaning


no name would be used in the story, just (and we can negotiate this), “An agency


employee familiar with the matter.”


I think it’s vital that the truth comes out about this whole episode, and so far it’s just NYT


reporting this news.


Thank you and all the best,


-Andrew


Andrew Freedman


Deputy Weather Editor


The Washington Post


Desk: 202-334-6812 |  Cell & Signal: 617-257-1745


Follow me on Twitter: @afreedma
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The Washington Post


Desk: 202-334-6812 |  Cell & Signal: 617-257-1745


Follow me on Twitter: @afreedma


https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:58 AM


To: Benjamin Friedman; Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal; Stephen Volz; Nicole Le Boeuf -

NOAA Federal; Chris Oliver - NOAA Federal; Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


FYI, my message to all hands.


Towards that purpose, I will be initiating a complaint for violation of our scientific integrity policy.


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.


The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that


our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools


we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and


specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of
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in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of


our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Charles Bell - NOAA Federal


From: Charles Bell - NOAA Federal


Sent: Saturday, September 7, 2019 6:54 PM


To: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


Subject: Red Flags: NWA, WFO, and GFS Model Verification Scores


Neil,


I wanted to get this over to you now well in advance of our trip.


NEW RED FLAGS:


1) The NOAA press release about Dorian has caused a huge uproar among NWS and non-NWS


meteorologists (including many folks on TV).  There has been talk of potentially showing disapproval during


your keynote speech on Tuesday such as walking out or people turning their backs  It is not clear at this time


if this will actually happen, but I wanted you to be aware of the possibility and to not be caught off guard.


2) I spoke the the MIC at the WFO and he recommended 

3) In case you didn't see, the GFS is now running slightly behind the previous version (just .001) and is 5th


place on the skill score page.  Someone may ask a question about this either on the side or after your


speech.  Maybe a spin on this could be that this is why we are asking for help from the entire community


through EPIC as a way to advance the GFS?


That's all I have for now.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service


Office of the Under Secretary


email: nws.pco@noaa.gov


desk (M, W, Th): 202-482-1162


cell: (b)(6)

(b)(5)
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Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal


From: Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:14 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal; Louis Uccellini; Michael Silah; Nicole Le Boeuf; Paul


Doremus; Samuel Rauch; Benjamin Friedman


Cc: Mark Paese - NOAA Federal; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Appreciation for NESDIS and NOAA Performance During Hurricane Dorian


Folks,


Below is my note to the NESDIS team regarding Dorian. Look forward to talking to you all in a few minutes.


Steve V


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:57 AM


Subject: Appreciation for NESDIS and NOAA Performance During Hurricane Dorian


To: _NESDIS ALL HANDS <nesdis.all.hands@noaa.gov>


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our weather maps and


satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for the incredible performance by the NESDIS


and overall NOAA team throughout the entire lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without


interruption, with singular focus on meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent and


world class accuracy and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical information to those who


needed it when they needed it.


We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have been and will continue to


be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was even a storm, and for every day, every hour,


and every minute throughout the weeks of the storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems


and computers, experts and analysts have provided the observations and the critical expertise to make sure


those observations are there when our partners need them. This consistently excellent performance from


our team is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We have been able to do this because of years of


preparation; from the work we do when there are no front-page news events and when our communities


are not in harm’s way. It has been your focus on doing the necessary and routine work at those times that


makes our services available at times like this when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the Bahamas, understanding the


terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have been through the monitoring of the


storm in progress, our observations will be critical in supporting the immediate and long-term recovery


activities in the Bahamas, and along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.


I have no doubt that throughout the coverage of and response to Hurricane Dorian every member of our


NESDIS team applied their skills and expertise to complete our mission, to inform our partners, and provide


the best information possible to protect our communities.
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I have no doubt that throughout the coverage of and response to Hurricane Dorian every member of our


NESDIS team applied their skills and expertise to complete our mission, to inform our partners, and provide


the best information possible to protect our communities.


Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical contribution to


NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be confident that your contributions, your


professionalism, and your commitment, and those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who


rely on our performance this day and every day.


Thank you,


Steve


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


tel:%28301%29%20713-3578






Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


From: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:16 PM


To: Benjamin Friedman


Subject: Fwd: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


Attachments: 9.5.19 Letter to President Trump regarding Dorian .pdf


Am hoping guidance for how best to address this type of correspondence will be forthcoming...?


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:09 PM


Subject: Fwd: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski <Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>


Wendy (& Tanya),


Please advise on how you'd like to proceed on this. If it needs to go to the "oversight" office, or NOAA Policy,


or elsewhere.


Thanks!


Matt


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Hooghan, Priyanka <Priyanka.Hooghan@mail.house.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:00 PM


Subject: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>,


john.sokich@noaa.gov <john.sokich@noaa.gov>


Cc: Thompson, Janie <Janie.Thompson@mail.house.gov>


Hi Wendy, Matt, and John,


We are reaching out regarding NOAA’s recent Agency-wide directive to staff following the President’s tweet


on September 1st, and well as the Agency’s September 6th statement on Hurricane Dorian. Please provide


us with responses to the following questions no later than COB next Monday September 16th:


(b)(6)
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We are reaching out regarding NOAA’s recent Agency-wide directive to staff following the President’s tweet


on September 1st, and well as the Agency’s September 6th statement on Hurricane Dorian. Please provide


us with responses to the following questions no later than COB next Monday September 16th:


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the NOAA-wide directive to


staff on September 1 in which they were told to “stick with official National Hurricane Center


forecasts” and “not provide any opinion”?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue an


Agency-wide directive for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this


direction?


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the September 6 public


statement from NOAA, disavowing the NWS Birmingham’s tweet?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue a


statement for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this direction?


Additionally, we have attached Chairwoman Johnson’s letter to President Trump regarding a White House


video released last week that showed a placard of a Hurricane Dorian forecast that had been altered to


suggest the hurricane was forecasted to impact Alabama. Let us know if you have any questions.


Thanks,


Priyanka


Priyanka K. Hooghan


Staff Director - Subcommittee on Environment


Committee on Science, Space, and Technology


U.S. House of Representatives


2321 Rayburn House Office Building


Washington, DC 20515


(202) 225-6375


http://science.house.gov/


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs
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National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


mailto:matthew.borgia@noaa.gov
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Louisa Koch - NOAA Federal


From: Louisa Koch - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:11 PM


To: Ben Friedman; Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Office of Education receiving messages about NOAA statement


Attachments: OutreachEmailInboxSept9.PNG


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kayla Docouto - NOAA Affiliate <kayla.docouto@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:38 PM


Subject: Office of Education receiving messages about NOAA statement


To: David P Miller - NOAA Federal <david.p.miller@noaa.gov>


Cc: Genevieve Contey - NOAA Federal <genevieve.contey@noaa.gov>, Bekkah Lampe


<bekkah.lampe@noaa.gov>, Louisa Koch <louisa.koch@noaa.gov>, Jeannine Montgomery - NOAA Federal


<jeannine.montgomery@noaa.gov>


Hi David,


Thanks for your help last week with advice on responding to messages about Hurricane Dorian.


I work in the Outreach Center, and our contact information is available on the NOAA.gov contact us

page. As one of the only offices with a publicly listed phone number, we receive many inquiries from

the public on a daily basis.


Since the release of the Friday, September 6 statement on Hurricane Dorian, the Outreach Center

has received 35 emails and 10 voicemails (and counting!) voicing their anger with the statement.

I've attached a screen shot of the outreach@noaa.gov email account, showing subjects and the

beginning of these emails.


Does NOAA Communications have any guidance on if or how we should respond to these

messages?


Thank you for your help,

Kayla


--

Kayla do Couto

Outreach and Education Specialist

NOAA Office of Education | TechGlobal, Inc.


1305 East-West Highway

SSMC4, Room 1W514

Silver Spring, MD 20910

(301) 628-1007


--
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--

Louisa Koch

NOAA Director of Education

HCHB Room 6869

14th and Constitution Avenue NW

Washington DC 20230

301  351 -0861

http://www.noaa.gov/education


National Team Lead

NOAA Regional Collaboration Network

Improving NOAA's service to the Nation through collaboration


http://www.noaa.gov/education
http://www.noaa.gov/education




Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:29 PM


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal; Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: Dr. Louis Uccellini


Subject: Fwd: Birmingham NWS FO


FYSA


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


Begin forwarded message:


From: John Paul <jpaul@ecarls.org>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 1:16:15 PM EDT


To: "neil.jacobs@noaa.gov" <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov>


Cc: "steven.cooper@noaa.gov" <steven.cooper@noaa.gov>, "chris.darden@noaa.gov"


<chris.darden@noaa.gov>, "kevin.cooley@noaa.gov" <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>,


"john.d.murphy@noaa.gov" <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>, "mary.erickson@noaa.gov"


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: Birmingham NWS FO


Dear Dr. Jacobs:


You are supposed to be a scientist and not a politician.


I am livid over the fact that you led the charge against the Birmingham Forecast Office

Staff of the National Weather Service (NWS) for putting out correct information

regarding the path of Hurricane Dorian in the interest of public safety. The actions of

the current NOAA leadership in reference to this matter have undermined the efforts of

these dedicated individuals who have protected Alabama for decades, not to mention

the reputation of the NWS and NOAA itself in particular.


The Birmingham Field Office of the National Weather Service has valiantly served

Central Alabama for over 100 years. They are up day and night when needed to insure

the safety of Alabama residents. You likely wouldn’t know, but officials affiliated with

this office sat at their radar console during the 1973 Brent tornado while their building

fell apart around them as the tornado made a direct hit insuring warning

meteorologists had the information they needed. That kind of dedication is standard

operating procedure for the Birmingham office and always has been. As a child, I

regularly remember, as a child, the voice of J.B. Elliot and others telling us where


storms were and the actions we needed to take. He, Brian Peters and others were the

were the epitome of professionalism. I worked with them and others as a volunteer

with our local emergency management in the 90s, and later as a historian writing a
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storms were and the actions we needed to take. He, Brian Peters and others were the

were the epitome of professionalism. I worked with them and others as a volunteer

with our local emergency management in the 90s, and later as a historian writing a

history of tornadoes in Cullman County, Alabama. I was always treated in a

professional manner with kindness,  dignity, and respect. Most importantly, I thank

Birmingham Forecast Office staff for giving me warning which saved my family’s life

and thousands of others during the 2011 Tornado Outbreak which damaged my home

and destroyed my neighborhood near Cullman, Alabama.


As far as I am concerned, these professionals and those currently on staff are beyond

reproach and are scientists of the first caliber.  It appears many in NOAA leadership

could learn a lot from them


Shame does not begin to describe the feelings you should be feeling regarding these

dedicated professionals. Not only do you owe them an apology, but you also owe an

apology to the American people for forgetting ethics for the sake of political

expediency. Trying to “play nice” is one thing; but throwing professionals to the fire

without regard to ethics or their First Amendment rights is another.


John Paul Myrick


CC.      Mr. Chris Darden, MIC, NWSFO Birmingham

            Mr. Steven Cooper, Director, NWS Southern Region

            Mr. Kevin Cooley, Director, NWS OPPSD

            Mr. John Murphy, NWS Chief Operating Officer

            Ms. Mary Erickson, NWS Deputy Director

            Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, NOAA Assistant Administrator and NWS Director


________________________________________________________________________________________


Rev. John Paul Myrick, MLS, SJDM.

Regional Librarian


410 E. Merriman Avenue, Wynne, Arkansas 72396


Tel: 870.587.0587, Fax: 870.238.3141


Email: jpaul@ecarls.org


Web URL:  www.ecarls.org


PLEASE NOTE THE ADDRESS CHANGE TO JPAUL@ECARLS.ORG AND CHANGE YOUR RECORDS


ACCORDINGLY!


“Two Counties – Many Communities – ONE GREAT LIBRARY!”
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:55 AM


To: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal; Stu Levenbach - NOAA Federal; Timothy Gallaudet -

NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


FYI.


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.


The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that


our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools


we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and


specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of


our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are
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trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of


our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


From: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 7:31 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re:


Craig, that is so kind.  Thank you.  

I’m flying down to Alabama tomorrow for the NWA conference. I was going to talk about EPIC, but instead


I’m just going to pour my heart out.  I really don’t know what else to do.   Perhaps when I’m back.  Thank


you.  Neil


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:08 PM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


How are you doing?


Are you interested in dinner tomorrow night at my house? I can pick you up and get you back


down to Metro. ( )


You need an evening.


CM


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 7:49 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


wrote:


I’m getting your voicemail box. Just called.


On Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 12:20 PM Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov> wrote:




Thanks.


On Sep 7, 2019, at 12:19 PM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


<craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Call you shortly after 3.  What’s a good number?


On Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 10:56 AM Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


<neil.jacobs@noaa.gov> wrote:


Any time except 12-3.  Now works for me.


On Sep 7, 2019, at 10:37 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


<craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


What’s a good time?


On Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 12:05 AM Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


<neil.jacobs@noaa.gov> wrote:


I know you are probably frustrated.  Hang in there.  Lets talk


tomorrow if you want.
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I know you are probably frustrated.  Hang in there.  Lets talk


tomorrow if you want.


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 7:52 PM


To: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re:


Get some food and rest. Put music on.


So NWA, speak from the heart as you do, within the domain of the issue.


 This is just one more but the


journey continues. No matter what.


Schedule a dose of home ( ) too, on your way back from AL.


CM


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 7:31 PM Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov> wrote:


Craig, that is so kind.  Thank you.  

I’m flying down to Alabama tomorrow for the NWA conference. I was going to talk about EPIC, but instead


I’m just going to pour my heart out.  I really don’t know what else to do.   Perhaps when I’m back.  Thank


you.  Neil


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:08 PM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


How are you doing?


Are you interested in dinner tomorrow night at my house? I can pick you up and get you back


down to Metro. ( )


You need an evening.


CM


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 7:49 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


wrote:


I’m getting your voicemail box. Just called.


On Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 12:20 PM Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov> wrote:




Thanks.


On Sep 7, 2019, at 12:19 PM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


<craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Call you shortly after 3.  What’s a good number?


On Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 10:56 AM Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


<neil.jacobs@noaa.gov> wrote:


Any time except 12-3.  Now works for me.


On Sep 7, 2019, at 10:37 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


<craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:
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On Sep 7, 2019, at 10:37 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


<craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


What’s a good time?


On Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 12:05 AM Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


<neil.jacobs@noaa.gov> wrote:


I know you are probably frustrated.  Hang in there.  Lets talk


tomorrow if you want.


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910
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Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


From: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:45 PM


To: Ben Friedman; Stuart Levenbach


Subject: Fwd: Trump / NOAA Sharpie Gate


I’d say now we will get the oversight.


From: Donald Slaven < >


Date: September 10, 2019 at 5:36:04 AM GMT+9


To: timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov


Subject: Trump / NOAA Sharpie Gate


Mr. Galludet:


So, it appears that senior NOAA Administrators are willing to turn the clock back 400 years (The Heretic


Galielo), abandon thousands of Federal Scientists and workers, all to save face for King Donald Trump.


At 71 years old, I cannot believe what has become of our so-called democratic public agencies. With senior


NOAA administrators willing to sacrifice SCIENCE and a taxpayer subsidized agency, to protect the biggest


charlatan to ever occupy the White House, is beyond disgraceful.


I've attached a letter I've sent to my California Representatives with hopes that all NOAA Administrators will


be investigated for this transgression against our democratic institutions!


Donald Slaven    

Member:  Surfrider Foundation, Sierra Club, Bolsa Chica Land Trust, California State Parks Foundation


============================================================


9-9-19


Subject:  NOAA Political Theater with the Executive Branch over Citizen Safety


The recent weekend capitulation of Senior NOAA Directors to support the most recent

embarrassing power grab by Donald Trump over false statements regarding Hurricane

Dorian, must be investigated!!


How much longer is Donald Trump going to attempt personal control over all aspects of

our democracy without any CHECKS??


Here we have a public Federal agency supposedly based on SCIENCE, with public

employed scientists, being second guessed to save further embarrassment to Donald

Trump!!


(b)(6)
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Here we have a public Federal agency supposedly based on SCIENCE, with public

employed scientists, being second guessed to save further embarrassment to Donald

Trump!!


These NOAA sheep directors should be called before Congress, and resignations

demanded!!


Donald Slaven   




CC:  Senator Diane Feinstein


        Senator Kamala Harris


        Congressman Harley Rouda
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Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:50 PM


To: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Cc: Stuart Levenbach


Subject: Re: Trump / NOAA Sharpie Gate


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 4:44 PM, Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal <timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov> wrote:


I’d say now we will get the oversight.


From: Donald Slaven 

Date: September 10, 2019 at 5:36:04 AM GMT+9


To: timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov


Subject: Trump / NOAA Sharpie Gate


Mr. Galludet:


So, it appears that senior NOAA Administrators are willing to turn the clock back 400 years


(The Heretic Galielo), abandon thousands of Federal Scientists and workers, all to save face


for King Donald Trump.


At 71 years old, I cannot believe what has become of our so-called democratic public


agencies. With senior NOAA administrators willing to sacrifice SCIENCE and a taxpayer


subsidized agency, to protect the biggest charlatan to ever occupy the White House, is


beyond disgraceful.


I've attached a letter I've sent to my California Representatives with hopes that all NOAA


Administrators will be investigated for this transgression against our democratic institutions!


Donald Slaven    


Member:  Surfrider Foundation, Sierra Club, Bolsa Chica Land Trust, California State Parks


Foundation


============================================================


9-9-19


Subject:  NOAA Political Theater with the Executive Branch over Citizen

Safety


The recent weekend capitulation of Senior NOAA Directors to support the
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The recent weekend capitulation of Senior NOAA Directors to support the

most recent embarrassing power grab by Donald Trump over false

statements regarding Hurricane Dorian, must be investigated!!


How much longer is Donald Trump going to attempt personal control over all

aspects of our democracy without any CHECKS??


Here we have a public Federal agency supposedly based on SCIENCE, with

public employed scientists, being second guessed to save further

embarrassment to Donald Trump!!


These NOAA sheep directors should be called before Congress, and

resignations demanded!!


Donald Slaven   





CC:  Senator Diane Feinstein


        Senator Kamala Harris


        Congressman Harley Rouda
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Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


From: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:52 PM


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Trump / NOAA Sharpie Gate


Yep, I am tracking...


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


On Sep 10, 2019, at 5:50 AM, Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov> wrote:


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html?


smid=nytcore-ios-share


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 4:44 PM, Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal <timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov>


wrote:


I’d say now we will get the oversight.


From: Donald Slaven < >


Date: September 10, 2019 at 5:36:04 AM GMT+9


To: timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov


Subject: Trump / NOAA Sharpie Gate


Mr. Galludet:


So, it appears that senior NOAA Administrators are willing to turn the clock


back 400 years (The Heretic Galielo), abandon thousands of Federal Scientists


and workers, all to save face for King Donald Trump.


At 71 years old, I cannot believe what has become of our so-called democratic


public agencies. With senior NOAA administrators willing to sacrifice SCIENCE


and a taxpayer subsidized agency, to protect the biggest charlatan to ever


occupy the White House, is beyond disgraceful.


I've attached a letter I've sent to my California Representatives with hopes that


all NOAA Administrators will be investigated for this transgression against our


democratic institutions!


Donald Slaven    

Member:  Surfrider Foundation, Sierra Club, Bolsa Chica Land Trust, California


State Parks Foundation
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Member:  Surfrider Foundation, Sierra Club, Bolsa Chica Land Trust, California


State Parks Foundation


==========================================================


==


9-9-19


Subject:  NOAA Political Theater with the Executive Branch

over Citizen Safety


The recent weekend capitulation of Senior NOAA Directors to

support the most recent embarrassing power grab by Donald

Trump over false statements regarding Hurricane Dorian, must be

investigated!!


How much longer is Donald Trump going to attempt personal

control over all aspects of our democracy without any

CHECKS??


Here we have a public Federal agency supposedly based on

SCIENCE, with public employed scientists, being second

guessed to save further embarrassment to Donald Trump!!


These NOAA sheep directors should be called before Congress,

and resignations demanded!!


Donald Slaven   


CC:  Senator Diane Feinstein


        Senator Kamala Harris


        Congressman Harley Rouda
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Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


From: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:31 PM


To: Stuart Levenbach; Ben Friedman


Subject: Fwd: The "Alabama Thing"


Another one of many


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


Begin forwarded message:


From:  < >


Date: September 10, 2019 at 6:15:15 AM GMT+9


To: timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov


Subject: The "Alabama Thing"


Sir:


Right now I am embarrassed to say that I ever served in the U.S.Navy. My father was a

naval officer who served in WW II and the Korean War. I left university to enlist in the

U.S.N. during the Viet Nam War. I served in the Naval Security Group and worked to find

and cause to be brought down agents of foreign enemies, among other duties.


What causes my shame? The thought that a scientist and a naval officer, a rear admiral

no less, would stand by and not speak out publicly when professional colleagues where

thrown under the bus by an anonymously posted Twitter message from NOAA.

Apparently it was published just to support a political agenda and the wounded pride of

a politician.


Or perhaps you are, in fact, the author of that tweet. Author or not shame on you. You

inaction, or perhaps direct action, brings NOAA into disrepute, impugns the honor and

integrity of professional scientists who work for public good, and safety, and politicizes

an agengy that has been politically independent for its over 200 year history.


There is still time for you to reclaim your honor and restore the good names and

professioal reputations of your colleagues and NOAA. I learned early on in the Navy that

one does what is right without regard for any personal cost. It is the only way to keep

one's honor and preserve the honor of one's unit.


Please, sir. Speak up. Your position within NOAA, your professional status, and your

experience will help right the wrongs to your colleagues within your agency.


I write all this with true respect for your position, your rank, and your history. I know that it

is harsh, and I never imagined that I would ever rebuke an officer, active duty or retired.

Sometimes life demands hard things of men who strive to have honor and to keep it. I
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I write all this with true respect for your position, your rank, and your history. I know that it

is harsh, and I never imagined that I would ever rebuke an officer, active duty or retired.

Sometimes life demands hard things of men who strive to have honor and to keep it. I

cannot but speak out now. What will you do?


Sincerely,


Richard B. Mounts, Jr.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio




Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:32 PM


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane


Tweets, Sources Say


FYSA


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:11 PM


Subject: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say


To: Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>,


Andrea Bleistein <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>


Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say

New York Times


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at NOAA on Friday after the


agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit


Alabama, according to three people familiar with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk. The reversal


caused widespread anger within the agency and drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a


division of the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on administration


involvement in the NOAA statement.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest developments in a political


imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr.


Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the


National Weather Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts


from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4, he displayed a


NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to include Alabama in the area


potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday, according to the three


people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of NOAA, from


Greece where the secretary was traveling for meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s


perceived contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the
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perceived contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the


situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested anonymity because they were not


authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career government employees, political staff are appointed by the


administration. They usually include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when discussing internal


deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and that NOAA had simply done the


responsible thing and corrected the record.


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been motivated by a desire to


embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama. The official provided no


evidence to support that conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff members notifying the


agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr.


Trump’s statements rather than those of its own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public


health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing ovation from


conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there


had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama


was at risk.


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:34 PM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane


Tweets, Sources Say


Yep, saw it!


Ben Friedman


Deputy Under Secretary for Operations


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-4569 (O)


202-408-9674 (Fax)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:32 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYSA


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:11 PM


Subject: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say


To: Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>,


Andrea Bleistein <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>


Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say

New York Times


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/09/climate/hurrican-dorian-trump-tweet.html

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at NOAA on Friday after


the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit


Alabama, according to three people familiar with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk. The


reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and drew criticism from the scientific community


that NOAA, a division of the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on administration


involvement in the NOAA statement.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest developments in a political


imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr.


Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the


National Weather Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts


from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4, he displayed a
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from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4, he displayed a


NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to include Alabama in the area


potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday, according to the three


people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of NOAA, from


Greece where the secretary was traveling for meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s


perceived contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the


situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested anonymity because they were


not authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career government employees, political staff are appointed


by the administration. They usually include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when discussing internal


deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and that NOAA had simply done the


responsible thing and corrected the record.


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been motivated by a desire to


embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama. The official provided no


evidence to support that conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff members notifying the


agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr.


Trump’s statements rather than those of its own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to


public health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing ovation from


conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there


had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama


was at risk.


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:38 PM


To: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: The "Alabama Thing"


painful.


Ben Friedman


Deputy Under Secretary for Operations


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-4569 (O)


202-408-9674 (Fax)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:30 PM Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal <timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov> wrote:


Another one of many


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


Begin forwarded message:


From:  < >


Date: September 10, 2019 at 6:15:15 AM GMT+9


To: timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov


Subject: The "Alabama Thing"


Sir:


Right now I am embarrassed to say that I ever served in the U.S.Navy. My father was a

naval officer who served in WW II and the Korean War. I left university to enlist in the

U.S.N. during the Viet Nam War. I served in the Naval Security Group and worked to

find and cause to be brought down agents of foreign enemies, among other duties.


What causes my shame? The thought that a scientist and a naval officer, a rear admiral

no less, would stand by and not speak out publicly when professional colleagues

where thrown under the bus by an anonymously posted Twitter message from NOAA.

Apparently it was published just to support a political agenda and the wounded pride of

a politician.


Or perhaps you are, in fact, the author of that tweet. Author or not shame on you. You

inaction, or perhaps direct action, brings NOAA into disrepute, impugns the honor and

integrity of professional scientists who work for public good, and safety, and politicizes

an agengy that has been politically independent for its over 200 year history.


There is still time for you to reclaim your honor and restore the good names and

professioal reputations of your colleagues and NOAA. I learned early on in the Navy
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There is still time for you to reclaim your honor and restore the good names and

professioal reputations of your colleagues and NOAA. I learned early on in the Navy

that one does what is right without regard for any personal cost. It is the only way to

keep one's honor and preserve the honor of one's unit.


Please, sir. Speak up. Your position within NOAA, your professional status, and your

experience will help right the wrongs to your colleagues within your agency.


I write all this with true respect for your position, your rank, and your history. I know that

it is harsh, and I never imagined that I would ever rebuke an officer, active duty or

retired. Sometimes life demands hard things of men who strive to have honor and to

keep it. I cannot but speak out now. What will you do?


Sincerely,


Richard B. Mounts, Jr.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio




Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


From: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:45 PM


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: The "Alabama Thing"


Even worse are Dave Titley and Kathy Sullivan calling us moral cowards.


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


On Sep 10, 2019, at 6:38 AM, Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov> wrote:


painful.


Ben Friedman


Deputy Under Secretary for Operations


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-4569 (O)


202-408-9674 (Fax)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:30 PM Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


<timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov> wrote:


Another one of many


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


Begin forwarded message:


From:  < >


Date: September 10, 2019 at 6:15:15 AM GMT+9


To: timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov


Subject: The "Alabama Thing"


Sir:


Right now I am embarrassed to say that I ever served in the U.S.Navy. My

father was a naval officer who served in WW II and the Korean War. I left

university to enlist in the U.S.N. during the Viet Nam War. I served in the

Naval Security Group and worked to find and cause to be brought down

agents of foreign enemies, among other duties.


What causes my shame? The thought that a scientist and a naval officer, a

rear admiral no less, would stand by and not speak out publicly when


(b)(6) (b)(6)
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What causes my shame? The thought that a scientist and a naval officer, a

rear admiral no less, would stand by and not speak out publicly when

professional colleagues where thrown under the bus by an anonymously

posted Twitter message from NOAA. Apparently it was published just to

support a political agenda and the wounded pride of a politician.


Or perhaps you are, in fact, the author of that tweet. Author or not shame on

you. You inaction, or perhaps direct action, brings NOAA into disrepute,

impugns the honor and integrity of professional scientists who work for

public good, and safety, and politicizes an agengy that has been politically

independent for its over 200 year history.


There is still time for you to reclaim your honor and restore the good names

and professioal reputations of your colleagues and NOAA. I learned early

on in the Navy that one does what is right without regard for any personal

cost. It is the only way to keep one's honor and preserve the honor of one's

unit.


Please, sir. Speak up. Your position within NOAA, your professional status,

and your experience will help right the wrongs to your colleagues within

your agency.


I write all this with true respect for your position, your rank, and your history. I

know that it is harsh, and I never imagined that I would ever rebuke an

officer, active duty or retired. Sometimes life demands hard things of men

who strive to have honor and to keep it. I cannot but speak out now. What

will you do?


Sincerely,


Richard B. Mounts, Jr.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio




Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:45 PM


To: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: The "Alabama Thing"


Yup.


Ben Friedman


Deputy Under Secretary for Operations


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-4569 (O)


202-408-9674 (Fax)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:44 PM Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal <timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov> wrote:


Even worse are Dave Titley and Kathy Sullivan calling us moral cowards.


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


On Sep 10, 2019, at 6:38 AM, Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov> wrote:


painful.


Ben Friedman


Deputy Under Secretary for Operations


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-4569 (O)


202-408-9674 (Fax)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:30 PM Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


<timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov> wrote:


Another one of many


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


Begin forwarded message:


From:  < >


Date: September 10, 2019 at 6:15:15 AM GMT+9


To: timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov


Subject: The "Alabama Thing"


(b)(6) (b)(6)

mailto:timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov
mailto:benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov
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Subject: The "Alabama Thing"


Sir:


Right now I am embarrassed to say that I ever served in the U.S.Navy. My

father was a naval officer who served in WW II and the Korean War. I left

university to enlist in the U.S.N. during the Viet Nam War. I served in the

Naval Security Group and worked to find and cause to be brought down

agents of foreign enemies, among other duties.


What causes my shame? The thought that a scientist and a naval officer, a

rear admiral no less, would stand by and not speak out publicly when

professional colleagues where thrown under the bus by an anonymously

posted Twitter message from NOAA. Apparently it was published just to

support a political agenda and the wounded pride of a politician.


Or perhaps you are, in fact, the author of that tweet. Author or not shame on

you. You inaction, or perhaps direct action, brings NOAA into disrepute,

impugns the honor and integrity of professional scientists who work for

public good, and safety, and politicizes an agengy that has been politically

independent for its over 200 year history.


There is still time for you to reclaim your honor and restore the good names

and professioal reputations of your colleagues and NOAA. I learned early

on in the Navy that one does what is right without regard for any personal

cost. It is the only way to keep one's honor and preserve the honor of one's

unit.


Please, sir. Speak up. Your position within NOAA, your professional status,

and your experience will help right the wrongs to your colleagues within

your agency.


I write all this with true respect for your position, your rank, and your history.

I know that it is harsh, and I never imagined that I would ever rebuke an

officer, active duty or retired. Sometimes life demands hard things of men

who strive to have honor and to keep it. I cannot but speak out now. What

will you do?


Sincerely,


Richard B. Mounts, Jr.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio




NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


From: NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:12 AM


To: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


Subject: Birmingham SOO


Neil,


I understand that you expressed interest in speaking with the Birmingham SOO and staff before your


speech.


Here is his contact information:


Kevin.Laws@noaa.gov

Charles


--
Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service


Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
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Nicole LeBoeuf


From: Nicole LeBoeuf


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 7:20 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal; Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Cc: benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: NOAA Daily Clips


What am I missing? I guess I’m not sure how this list is compiled.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: NOAA@meltwater.com


Date: September 10, 2019 at 7:02:38 AM EDT


To: noaa.dailyclips@noaa.gov


Subject: NOAA Daily Clips


Banner_Image
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NWS


Evacuations lifted as growth stalls on Red Bank Fire in Tehama County, Cal Fire says


The Sacramento Bee - September 9, 201 9


Sunday. As the weekend ended, fire crews were aided by “favorable fire weather conditions,” which are expected to continue through at least


Reach: 2,324,81 4


NESDIS


Alaska communities used to have plenty of fresh water. Then came severe drought.


KTOO Public Media - September 9, 201 9
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the Drought Monitor began nearly 20 years ago. (Graphic courtesy David Miskus, NOAA/NWS/NCEP/CPC) When the hot, dry conditions


depleted


Reach: 89,858


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


on Hatteras Island. The images will be used “to support NOAA homeland security and emergency response requirements,” the administration


said


Reach: 6,967,286


OAR


Climate Change Will First Benefit, Then Hurt Loggerhead Sea Turtles


Saving Seafood - September 9, 201 9


segments’ according to the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Despite the loggerhead’s expansive range, five of


Reach: 2,024


There's A Record Breaking Marine Heatwave Off The Coast Of California


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


of hungry young California sea lions on beaches. As climate change continues unabated this type of warming event will certainly


Reach: 63,689,445


Scientists monitoring new marine heat wave off West Coast


Chicago Tribune - September 9, 201 9


surface waters across much of the North Pacific, said Nathan Mantua, a NOAA research scientist. What's causing that, he said, is unclear: It


Reach: 7,965,329


Researchers Travel to Florida to Intercept Hurricane Dorian


Mirage News - September 9, 201 9


A team of research scientists from the University of Oklahoma and the NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory are on the road to Florida to


Reach: 96,769


NMFS


Plan for fish farm off Florida's Gulf Coast raises environmental concerns


UPI.com - September 1 0, 201 9


to the U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service. Worldwide, about half of the world's consumption of seafood comes from fish farming,


Reach: 3,71 3,708


US congressional committee turns up heat on Western Pacific council’s handling of funds


Undercurrent News - September 9, 201 9


Four influential members of the US Congress have requested a federal investigation into the use by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery


Management Council (Wespac) of millions of dollars of funds intended to promote conservation, reports the Honolulu Civil Beat, an investigative


journal based in Hawaii.


Reach: 344,795,487


New Marine Heatwave Emerges, Resembles "the Blob"


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


A mass of warm water, stretching from Alaska to California currently ranks as the second-largest heatwave of the last 40 years, sitting behind


only “the Blob.”


Reach: 344,795,487


Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


In a September 4 letter, Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey urged Eastern Canadian Premiers and Governors in New England


states to implement stricter regulations with the goal to protect the endangered North Atlantic right whale species.


Reach: 344,795,487


Opinion: Cross Country: NOAA's Plan to Save the Whales Has Maine Lobstermen Boiling
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Reach: 344,795,487


Opinion: Cross Country: NOAA's Plan to Save the Whales Has Maine Lobstermen Boiling


Wall Street Journal - September 9, 201 9


I spent part of my first summer as a former governor working at a coastal Maine restaurant. My customers included lobstermen, and a hot topic of


conversation was the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's attempts to protect the shrinking North Atlantic right whale population.


NOAA has


Reach: 344,795,487


Federal Grants to Fund Your Business, Startup, or Laboratory Research Department


Fox 21  Delmarva - September 9, 201 9


as NOAA (SBIR grants). For initiatives that relate to food science and nutrition as well as specific programs for livestock, aquaculture,


Reach: 2,636


LePage op-ed in Wall Street Journal criticizes proposed lobstering regulations


WCSH-TV - September 9, 201 9


An opinion piece by former Gov. Paul LePage published in the Wall Street Journal criticizes federal officials for proposing restrictions on the


lobstering industry that fishermen say would put them out of business.


Reach: 35,464


NOS


Conservation of USS Monitor continues, as museum reaches out to new visitors


WDBJ7.com - September 9, 201 9


and you'll find life-size replicas of the turret that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and U.S. Navy divers recovered in


Reach: 557,098


Hurricane Dorian reshaped part of the Outer Banks shoreline, Park Service says


The Charlotte Observer - September 9, 201 9


effect on the coast — including maps released by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which offer a comprehensive look at


Reach: 1 ,737,906


22 million pounds of plastics enter the Great Lakes each year


Phys.org - September 9, 201 9


Michigan stays for about 62 years, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Because some municipal sewage sludge


Reach: 5,796,479


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


images, released on an interactive Google map from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, stitches together satellite imagery


Reach: 6,967,286


OMAO


Flying into hurricane: From the Navy to NOAA


Navy Times - September 9, 201 9


Get the latest forecast at hurricanes.gov. Credit: NOAA Hurricane Hunters Posted by The NOAA Hurricane Hunters on Saturday, August 31 ,


201 9


Reach: 884,301


To add or remove subscribers to the NOAA Daily Clips, please click here


NOAA Communications - 1401 Constitution Avenue NW Room 60028, Washington, D.C. 20230 USA


To unsubscribe from this newsletter Click Here
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Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


From: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:44 AM


To: Benjamin Friedman


Cc: Makeda Okolo - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


I'd suggest we discuss this a bit further.  We've heard SCC minority (Cantwell) wants to hold a hearing.  SCC


majority is asking for Neil to come in and explain next week.  We've gotten letters from House Science and


Sen. Blumenthal.  I think we need leadership guidance on the response as I noted yesterday.  




Let me know if you have any time today to discuss.


Thanks,


Tanya


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:13 PM


Subject: Re: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov>, Davidson, Hillary (Federal)


<HDavidson@doc.gov>


Tanya:


Have you met Hillary Davidson, yet?  She is working on oversight issues for us.  I am cc:ing her on this e-

mail.  She probably can't give you specific information, but can assist in any responses.


Ben


Ben Friedman


Deputy Under Secretary for Operations


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-4569 (O)


202-408-9674 (Fax)


(b)(6)
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202-408-9674 (Fax)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:16 PM Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov> wrote:


Am hoping guidance for how best to address this type of correspondence will be forthcoming...?


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:09 PM


Subject: Fwd: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski <Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>


Wendy (& Tanya),


Please advise on how you'd like to proceed on this. If it needs to go to the "oversight" office, or NOAA


Policy, or elsewhere.


Thanks!


Matt


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Hooghan, Priyanka <Priyanka.Hooghan@mail.house.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:00 PM


Subject: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal


<matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>, john.sokich@noaa.gov <john.sokich@noaa.gov>


Cc: Thompson, Janie <Janie.Thompson@mail.house.gov>


Hi Wendy, Matt, and John,


We are reaching out regarding NOAA’s recent Agency-wide directive to staff following the President’s


tweet on September 1st, and well as the Agency’s September 6th statement on Hurricane Dorian. Please


provide us with responses to the following questions no later than COB next Monday September 16th:


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the NOAA-wide directive


to staff on September 1 in which they were told to “stick with official National Hurricane Center
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forecasts” and “not provide any opinion”?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue an


Agency-wide directive for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this


direction?


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the September 6 public


statement from NOAA, disavowing the NWS Birmingham’s tweet?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership to issue a


statement for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House issued this direction?


Additionally, we have attached Chairwoman Johnson’s letter to President Trump regarding a White House


video released last week that showed a placard of a Hurricane Dorian forecast that had been altered to


suggest the hurricane was forecasted to impact Alabama. Let us know if you have any questions.


Thanks,


Priyanka


Priyanka K. Hooghan


Staff Director - Subcommittee on Environment


Committee on Science, Space, and Technology


U.S. House of Representatives


2321 Rayburn House Office Building


Washington, DC 20515


(202) 225-6375


http://science.house.gov/


--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov
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Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


mailto:matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:20 AM


To: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Cc: Makeda Okolo - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


I agree.  Understand that all of this is driven by the political team - as careers there is not much we can say.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 10, 2019, at 8:44 AM, Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov> wrote:


I'd suggest we discuss this a bit further.  We've heard SCC minority (Cantwell) wants to hold a


hearing.  SCC majority is asking for Neil to come in and explain next week.  We've gotten


letters from House Science and Sen. Blumenthal.  I think we need leadership guidance on the


response as I noted yesterday.  


Let me know if you have any time today to discuss.


Thanks,


Tanya


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:13 PM


Subject: Re: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov>, Davidson, Hillary (Federal)


<HDavidson@doc.gov>


Tanya:


Have you met Hillary Davidson, yet?  She is working on oversight issues for us.  I am cc:ing her


on this e-mail.  She probably can't give you specific information, but can assist in any responses.


Ben


(b)(6)
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on this e-mail.  She probably can't give you specific information, but can assist in any responses.


Ben


Ben Friedman


Deputy Under Secretary for Operations


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


202-482-4569 (O)


202-408-9674 (Fax)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:16 PM Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


<tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov> wrote:


Am hoping guidance for how best to address this type of correspondence will be


forthcoming...?


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal <matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:09 PM


Subject: Fwd: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Tanya Dobrzynski <Tanya.Dobrzynski@noaa.gov>


Wendy (& Tanya),


Please advise on how you'd like to proceed on this. If it needs to go to the "oversight" office, or


NOAA Policy, or elsewhere.


Thanks!


Matt


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Hooghan, Priyanka <Priyanka.Hooghan@mail.house.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:00 PM


Subject: Questions on NOAA directives and statements regarding Hurricane Dorian


To: Wendy Lewis <wendy.lewis@noaa.gov>, Matthew Borgia - NOAA Federal


<matthew.borgia@noaa.gov>, john.sokich@noaa.gov <john.sokich@noaa.gov>


Cc: Thompson, Janie <Janie.Thompson@mail.house.gov>


Hi Wendy, Matt, and John,


(b)(6)
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We are reaching out regarding NOAA’s recent Agency-wide directive to staff following the


President’s tweet on September 1st, and well as the Agency’s September 6th statement on


Hurricane Dorian. Please provide us with responses to the following questions no later than


COB next Monday September 16th:


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the NOAA-

wide directive to staff on September 1 in which they were told to “stick with official


National Hurricane Center forecasts” and “not provide any opinion”?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership


to issue an Agency-wide directive for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the


White House issued this direction?


Which members of NOAA leadership were involved in drafting and issuing the


September 6 public statement from NOAA, disavowing the NWS Birmingham’s tweet?


Was NOAA directed by the Department of Commerce or White House leadership


to issue a statement for this purpose. If so, who within DOC or the White House


issued this direction?


Additionally, we have attached Chairwoman Johnson’s letter to President Trump regarding a


White House video released last week that showed a placard of a Hurricane Dorian forecast


that had been altered to suggest the hurricane was forecasted to impact Alabama. Let us


know if you have any questions.


Thanks,


Priyanka


Priyanka K. Hooghan


Staff Director - Subcommittee on Environment


Committee on Science, Space, and Technology


U.S. House of Representatives


2321 Rayburn House Office Building


Washington, DC 20515


(202) 225-6375


http://science.house.gov/


--
Matthew Borgia
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--
Matthew Borgia


Congressional Liaison for Weather


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


Room 62012


1401 Constitution Ave. NW


Washington  DC  20230


Direct: 202-482-1939


Main: 202-482-4981


Email: matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


mailto:matthew.borgia@noaa.gov


Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


From: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:49 AM


To: Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal


Hi Neil,


I listened to the live stream of your talk today down in AL.  It was good.  It will help.  I think the rest of the


NOAA workforce would really benefit from hearing from you.  This whole thing goes beyond the


Birmingham WFO and even the NWS.  You have shown you have the chops for this position.  Please stay


strong and hang in there.  But you invited me to be open with you a few months back...something that to


this day has helped me .  We all need to hear from you - fisheries biologists,


climate scientists, ecologists, analysts, managers.  If there's a way you can reach out more broadly I think


that would be great.  I understand that may be difficult....


Much like you extended the offer to me a few months back.  My door is open if you ever want to vent or just


need someone to listen.


Hang in there,


T


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


(b)(6)
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 5:25 PM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters


insist there is no threat


Mary: just waking up from a nap. Has anyone looked at the 12z HWRF?  It has a landfalling hurricane in


Florida that then moves to north central Florida into southern GA.  The model run does not produce any


precip in AL but it is not that far away. Maybe someone in WH showed him that?  Look I am not buying the


HWRF prediction as it continues to be an outlier 


  God only knows what would happen if AL gets a drop of rain out of this storm.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:35 PM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


I was not aware, will get the word out - I don’t see that any of these directly respond, but we


will be sure to clarify.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:26 PM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


wrote:


See attached from Julie on this.  Not sure if any action was take. On this request.


<image1.png>


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:15 PM, Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


<andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts


POTUS impact claims against the official forecast and now one WFO is


refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to be aware. Need to keep


(b)(5)
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FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts


POTUS impact claims against the official forecast and now one WFO is


refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to be aware. Need to keep


our folks safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-hurricane-

dorian-will-hit-alabama-as-forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: (b)(6)
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Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 5:34 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters


insist there is no threat


Thx- I have not seen model runs; I am sure NHC is watching.  Our point is that it is not WFO role to counter


or respond to presidential tweets.  Want them to leave the forecast to NHC.


I think we all realize there is a lot of uncertainty.  Could be Neil showed him HWRF.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 1, 2019, at 5:24 PM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mary: just waking up from a nap. Has anyone looked at the 12z HWRF?  It has a landfalling


hurricane in Florida that then moves to north central Florida into southern GA.  The model run


does not produce any precip in AL but it is not that far away. Maybe someone in WH showed


him that?  Look I am not buying the HWRF prediction as it continues to be an outlier 


   God only knows what would


happen if AL gets a drop of rain out of this storm.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:35 PM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


I was not aware, will get the word out - I don’t see that any of these directly


respond, but we will be sure to clarify.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:26 PM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


<susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:
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<susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


See attached from Julie on this.  Not sure if any action was take. On


this request.
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Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:15 PM, Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


<andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this


afternoon. Puts POTUS impact claims against the official


forecast and now one WFO is refuting POTUS comments.


Just want you to be aware. Need to keep our folks safe and


out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-

hurricane-dorian-will-hit-alabama-as-forecasters-insist-

there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 
(b)(6)
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 6:16 PM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters


insist there is no threat


I understand completely but I am trying to figure out how he got this in the first place.  And make sure that


even as we centralize our response we be careful, as we always are.   Take a look at the HWRF.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 1, 2019, at 5:33 PM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thx- I have not seen model runs; I am sure NHC is watching.  Our point is that it is not WFO role


to counter or respond to presidential tweets.  Want them to leave the forecast to NHC.


I think we all realize there is a lot of uncertainty.  Could be Neil showed him HWRF.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 1, 2019, at 5:24 PM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mary: just waking up from a nap. Has anyone looked at the 12z HWRF?  It has a


landfalling hurricane in Florida that then moves to north central Florida into


southern GA.  The model run does not produce any precip in AL but it is not that far


away. Maybe someone in WH showed him that?  Look I am not buying the HWRF


prediction as it continues to be an outlier 

   God only knows what would


happen if AL gets a drop of rain out of this storm.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095
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Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:35 PM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


I was not aware, will get the word out - I don’t see that any of these


directly respond, but we will be sure to clarify.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:26 PM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


<susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


See attached from Julie on this.  Not sure if any action was


take. On this request.
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Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:15 PM, Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


<andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner


from this afternoon. Puts POTUS impact


claims against the official forecast and now


one WFO is refuting POTUS comments. Just


want you to be aware. Need to keep our folks


safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/t


rump-says-hurricane-dorian-will-hit-alabama-

as-forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 
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Makeda Okolo - NOAA Federal


From: Makeda Okolo - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:29 PM


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur


Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Sarvana, Adam <Adam.Sarvana@mail.house.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:34 PM


Subject: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on


“Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


To:


September 10, 2019


Media Contact: Adam Sarvana


(202) 225-6065 or (202) 578-6626 mobile


Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From


Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political


Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


Washington, D.C. – Chair Raúl M. Grijalva (D-Ariz.) and Rep. Jared Huffman (D-Calif.), chair of the


Subcommittee on Water, Oceans, and Wildlife, wrote to Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross today requesting


a series of documents on his reported threats against long-time National Oceanic and Atmospheric


Administration (NOAA) officials in connection with President Trump’s inaccurate, widely debunked claim


that Hurricane Dorian would put Alabama at risk of storm damage. The Natural Resources Committee has


jurisdiction over many of NOAA’s functions, including fisheries and coastal zone management, among


others.


President Trump’s insistence that he was correct in his false assertion that Hurricane Dorian threatened
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President Trump’s insistence that he was correct in his false assertion that Hurricane Dorian threatened


Alabama has become known as “Sharpiegate,” after the White House released an obviously doctored map


of the hurricane’s expected path across the Southeast. The lawmakers’ letter is available at


http://bit.ly/2kCpdEY.


On Sept. 9, the New York Times reported that on Sept. 6, Ross called Dr. Neil Jacobs, Assistant Secretary of


Commerce for Environmental Observation and Acting Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere, to


instruct him to “fix the agency’s perceived contradiction of the president” and threatened to fire NOAA’s


political staff. Later that day, NOAA issued a false, unsigned statement contradicting an earlier accurate


tweet from the National Weather Service’s (NWS) Birmingham, Ala., office saying that Alabama was not at


risk from Hurricane Dorian.


“If true,” the lawmakers write, “these allegations, along with your prior promulgation of regulations to


allow overfishing, demonstrate a potential pattern of intent to exert political influence over the agency’s


scientific integrity.”


Grijalva and Huffman request three sets of documents by Sept. 24:


1. All documents, communications, and records of communications referring or relating to the creation or


drafting of NOAA’s unsigned September 6 statement;


2. All documents, communication, and records of communications from Secretary Ross and Department of


Commerce staff referring or relating to participation in communication related to Hurricane Dorian; and


3. All documents and communications from NOAA and NWS employees referring or relating to


participation in communications related to Hurricane Dorian.


# # #


Stay in touch with Democrats on the House Natural Resources Committee


Website  –  Facebook  –  Twitter  –  Newsletter


--

Makeda M. Okolo

Policy Advisor – Deputy Under Secretary for Operations

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

1401  Constitution Ave. NW, Floor 5, #58012RA

Washington, DC 20230
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E-mail: Makeda.Okolo@noaa.gov

Office: 202-482-1473

Cell: (b)(6)
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Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:50 PM


To: nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov; stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov; hillary.davidson@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur


Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


FYI


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Makeda Okolo - NOAA Federal <makeda.okolo@noaa.gov>


Date: September 10, 2019 at 3:28:57 PM EDT


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Subject: Fwd: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur


Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Sarvana, Adam <Adam.Sarvana@mail.house.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:34 PM


Subject: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on


“Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


To:


September 10, 2019


Media Contact: Adam Sarvana


(202) 225-6065 or (202) 578-6626 mobile


Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents


From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on “Sharpiegate”


Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff
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From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on “Sharpiegate”


Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


Washington, D.C. – Chair Raúl M. Grijalva (D-Ariz.) and Rep. Jared Huffman (D-Calif.), chair of


the Subcommittee on Water, Oceans, and Wildlife, wrote to Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross


today requesting a series of documents on his reported threats against long-time National


Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) officials in connection with President Trump’s


inaccurate, widely debunked claim that Hurricane Dorian would put Alabama at risk of storm


damage. The Natural Resources Committee has jurisdiction over many of NOAA’s functions,


including fisheries and coastal zone management, among others.


President Trump’s insistence that he was correct in his false assertion that Hurricane Dorian


threatened Alabama has become known as “Sharpiegate,” after the White House released an


obviously doctored map of the hurricane’s expected path across the Southeast. The lawmakers’


letter is available at http://bit.ly/2kCpdEY.


On Sept. 9, the New York Times reported that on Sept. 6, Ross called Dr. Neil Jacobs, Assistant


Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Acting Under Secretary for Oceans


and Atmosphere, to instruct him to “fix the agency’s perceived contradiction of the president”


and threatened to fire NOAA’s political staff. Later that day, NOAA issued a false, unsigned


statement contradicting an earlier accurate tweet from the National Weather Service’s (NWS)


Birmingham, Ala., office saying that Alabama was not at risk from Hurricane Dorian.


“If true,” the lawmakers write, “these allegations, along with your prior promulgation of


regulations to allow overfishing, demonstrate a potential pattern of intent to exert political


influence over the agency’s scientific integrity.”


Grijalva and Huffman request three sets of documents by Sept. 24:


1. All documents, communications, and records of communications referring or relating to the


creation or drafting of NOAA’s unsigned September 6 statement;


2. All documents, communication, and records of communications from Secretary Ross and


Department of Commerce staff referring or relating to participation in communication related


to Hurricane Dorian; and
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3. All documents and communications from NOAA and NWS employees referring or relating


to participation in communications related to Hurricane Dorian.


# # #


Stay in touch with Democrats on the House Natural Resources Committee


Website  –  Facebook  –  Twitter  –  Newsletter


--

Makeda M. Okolo

Policy Advisor – Deputy Under Secretary for Operations

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

1401  Constitution Ave. NW, Floor 5, #58012RA

Washington, DC 20230

E-mail: Makeda.Okolo@noaa.gov

Office: 202-482-1473

Cell: (b)(6)
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Hillary Davidson - NOAA Federal


From: Hillary Davidson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:53 PM


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal


Subject: RE: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur


Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


Thanks!  (I connected with Tanya earlier today so should be current on things.)


From: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:50 PM


To: nicholas.flocken@noaa.gov; stuart.levenbach@noaa.gov; hillary.davidson@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on “Sharpiegate”


Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


FYI


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Makeda Okolo - NOAA Federal <makeda.okolo@noaa.gov>


Date: September 10, 2019 at 3:28:57 PM EDT


To: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Subject: Fwd: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec.


Wilbur Ross on “Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


FYI


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Sarvana, Adam <Adam.Sarvana@mail.house.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:34 PM


Subject: Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on


“Sharpiegate” Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


To:


September 10, 2019


Media Contact: Adam Sarvana


(202) 225-6065 or  mobile
(b)(6)
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Media Contact: Adam Sarvana


(202) 225-6065 or (202) 578-6626 mobile


Chair Grijalva, Rep. Huffman Request Documents


From Commerce Sec. Wilbur Ross on “Sharpiegate”


Political Interference, Threats Against NOAA Staff


Washington, D.C. – Chair Raúl M. Grijalva (D-Ariz.) and Rep. Jared Huffman (D-Calif.), chair of


the Subcommittee on Water, Oceans, and Wildlife, wrote to Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross


today requesting a series of documents on his reported threats against long-time National Oceanic


and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) officials in connection with President Trump’s


inaccurate, widely debunked claim that Hurricane Dorian would put Alabama at risk of storm


damage. The Natural Resources Committee has jurisdiction over many of NOAA’s functions,


including fisheries and coastal zone management, among others.


President Trump’s insistence that he was correct in his false assertion that Hurricane Dorian


threatened Alabama has become known as “Sharpiegate,” after the White House released an


obviously doctored map of the hurricane’s expected path across the Southeast. The lawmakers’


letter is available at http://bit.ly/2kCpdEY.


On Sept. 9, the New York Times reported that on Sept. 6, Ross called Dr. Neil Jacobs, Assistant


Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Acting Under Secretary for Oceans


and Atmosphere, to instruct him to “fix the agency’s perceived contradiction of the president” and


threatened to fire NOAA’s political staff. Later that day, NOAA issued a false, unsigned statement


contradicting an earlier accurate tweet from the National Weather Service’s (NWS) Birmingham,


Ala., office saying that Alabama was not at risk from Hurricane Dorian.


“If true,” the lawmakers write, “these allegations, along with your prior promulgation of


regulations to allow overfishing, demonstrate a potential pattern of intent to exert political influence


over the agency’s scientific integrity.”


Grijalva and Huffman request three sets of documents by Sept. 24:


1. All documents, communications, and records of communications referring or relating to the


creation or drafting of NOAA’s unsigned September 6 statement;
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2. All documents, communication, and records of communications from Secretary Ross and


Department of Commerce staff referring or relating to participation in communication related


to Hurricane Dorian; and


3. All documents and communications from NOAA and NWS employees referring or relating


to participation in communications related to Hurricane Dorian.


# # #


Stay in touch with Democrats on the House Natural Resources Committee


Website  –  Facebook  –  Twitter  –  Newsletter


--

Makeda M. Okolo

Policy Advisor – Deputy Under Secretary for Operations

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

1401  Constitution Ave. NW, Floor 5, #58012RA

Washington, DC 20230

E-mail: Makeda.Okolo@noaa.gov

Office: 202-482-1473

Cell: (b)(6)
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Eugene Burger - NOAA Federal


From: Eugene Burger - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:26 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Dear Craig,


Just have to say this. Thank you! This means a lot.


Eugene


--------------------------------------------------------------------

Eugene F Burger


206.526.4586


Senior IT Manager, NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory


7600 Sand Point Way NE


Seattle WA 98115


---------------------------------------------------------------------

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:57 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that
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we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Kelly Goodwin - NOAA Federal


From: Kelly Goodwin - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:59 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you. I hope you receive the support that you have just shown.


Kelly D.  Goodwin,  Ph. D.


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


AOML & SWFSC


8901 La Jolla Shores Drive


La Jolla,  CA 92037


858 546 7142


FAX:  858 546-7003


http: //www. aoml. noaa. gov/ocd/people/goodwin/


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:57 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this
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You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




V Balaji - NOAA Affiliate


From: V Balaji - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:52 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thanks for this, Craig. Much appreciated. "Credible scientists sign their work." Bravo!


V.  Balaj i                              Office:      +1-609-452-6516


Head,  Modeling Systems Division,  GFDL  Mobile:      


Princeton University                   Email:  balaj i@princeton. eduhttps: //www. gfdl. noaa.


gov/v-balaj i-homepage


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:58 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


(b)(6)
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violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Jennifer Mintz - NOAA Federal


From: Jennifer Mintz - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:50 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Good morning,


I am so heartened and proud to hear that you are taking action on this matter- thank you!


Best,


Jenn


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to
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violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Jenn Bennett-Mintz


Education & Outreach Coordinator


NOAA Ocean Acidification Program


1315 East-West Hwy.


SSMC3 #12862


Silver Spring, MD 20910


301-734-1028


Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram & YouTube


Note: The content of this message does not reflect any position


of the U.S. Government or of NOAA unless otherwise specified.


https://www.facebook.com/NoaaOceanAcidificationProgram/
https://twitter.com/OA_NOAA
https://www.instagram.com/noaaoceanacidification/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCB7UrrT3gGJAHGnZzjQCvNQ


Frank Marks - NOAA Federal


From: Frank Marks - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:10 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: John Cortinas; Molly Baringer


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you for addressing this critical issue clearly and with your normal candor. It is very important for


those of us on the front line to feel that what we do makes a difference in warning the public and saving


lives. Many NOAA folks put themselves in harms way and went above and beyond their normal roles to do


that, working very long hours because we believe in what we do and the impact our efforts have on the


outcome. So thank you for making sure those efforts are not wasted or abused.


On Monday, September 9, 2019, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to
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violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

The contents of this message are mine personally and do not necessarily reflect any position of NOAA.


Dr. Frank Marks, Director


NOAA/AOML Hurricane Research Division


4301 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami, FL 33149


305-361-4321




Howard Diamond


From: Howard Diamond


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:13 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: David Herring


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Hi Craig,


I really appreciate the thoughts and sentiments in your e-mail; it is clear that you get it, and getting


something from your senior management level level also shows that you truly care about the troops, and


again, I really appreciate it.  I am sorry to write you directly on this, but I thought that you should know


about what I experienced over the weekend with respect to this issue.


I answer questions via the NOAA Climate Portal site via the a number of email addresses, including


<climate-portal@noaa.gov>, and over the weekend I fielded six messages as I have pasted in below.  I


addressed them in a very polite and professional manner basically telling them that they reached the wrong


address in NOAA, and directing them to the NOAA Comms folks downtown where the original message


came from (I can send you an example if you want).  I am sending these to you, because you should know


that when the folks downtown do what they did, that it throws shade over all of NOAA.  While the e-mail


address they used was clearly the climate-portal, people were angry and all they saw was NOAA in the


address.


I just thought that you might want to have some of this background information as you pursue this issue with


respect to the Scientific Integrity Policy.  It is challenging enough to deal with climate deniers, but


overlaying this on top of it makes things difficult, although I will say that fielding contentious climate


questions, did prepare me for fielding the questions below.   Our integrity as a science agency is priceless,


and so that unsigned press release from "NOAA" hurts all of us - so when the next storm comes by (and it


will), will we be believed?   By the way, three of the people who sent in their complaints sent me messages


back indicating that they were appreciative of me clarifying things for them.   Given that David Herring


oversees the NOAA Climate Portal, I am also cc:ing him on this message for his awareness.


Regards.


Howard Diamond


Texts of six e-mail messages sent to <climate-portal@noaa.gov> over the weekend of Sep 7-8, 2019


(1) Shame on you for bending to justify Donald Trump's stupidity and ignorance. Absolutely pathetic.


(2) In the light of the recent events surrounding Hurricane Dorian and it's "impact" on Alabama it has


become obvious that your organization is no longer credible. So terribly disturbing that a supposedly


science based entity has succumbed to the dictates of an egotistical madman.So sad that you cower in


fear and do not stand up for what you know is the truth ,but rather bow and lick the boots of a power


mad lunatic.   Everything Trump touches is debased and destroyed. Congratulations on being yet another


victim.  Too bad no-one has the spine to raise their voices against him. Too bad that you have lost any


credibility in your rush to be beholden to a demagogue.


(3) I just saw the news that NOAA vindicated Trumps stupid nonsense about Hurricane Dorian threatening


Alabama. On top of it he committed a crime by altering one of your maps with a sharpie! You people
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(3) I just saw the news that NOAA vindicated Trumps stupid nonsense about Hurricane Dorian threatening


Alabama. On top of it he committed a crime by altering one of your maps with a sharpie! You people


should stay out of this nonsense. Its a disgrace.


(4) Why did you allow Mr. Bully to sway you? I have less respect for this organization now, and


wonder what you care about the most, pleasing the president or giving accurate information to


Americans.


(5) Dear NOAA Director and Management:


It to me is unbelievable how you would throw the National Weather Service under the bus but than


further the conversation about the President's dumb prediction about Alabama!


The FACT is the President does NOT nor anyone should make predictions outside of the predicted cone.


The FACT is the President, AT THE TIME HE SPOKE, was using inaccurate, old data which was the real


pathetic issue!  The FACT is while focused on wrong info and trying to.prove why he could have been right,


Dorian was skirtting the coast with possible major damage around other states far away.  Did any of the


above need your comments or thoughts???? NO!


SO WHY would you get involved in.a debate days later when it should have been a dead issue, also at time


Dorian was making landfall??? WHY would you folks again do a great job with the forecast for another


hurricane and then get involved in politics and take away ALL credibility of your agency?


What.an.absolute dumb move and I can assure you the Country is saying WHAT THE HELL IS NOAA doing


across the nation after backing the garbage, inaccurate Alabama talk by a dumbass President.


NOAA, the nation owes a big thanks for your Dorian prediction with YOUR TRUE CONES OF


UNCERTAINTY  (thank you) but you owe the NWS and Country an apology, clarification that your


comment made no sense and was not your place to comment on. 

(6) Pathetic.  And you know exactly what I'm referring to. Better to resign than violate yourselves with


North Korean style state lies.


On 9/9/2019 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which


accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line, to the


modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all


NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional




expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable


colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their


own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities


with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to


public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and


sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press


release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In


my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as


Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order


on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently cited as among


the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and


leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Nicole Mason - NOAA Federal


From: Nicole Mason - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:36 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Good Morning Craig,


Thank you for your stance on this issue and for ensuring our employees that you are taking a stance for


what’s right and not what’s popular or “politically correct.”


I appreciate your leadership!


Have a great day,


Nicole


On Monday, September 9, 2019, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that
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trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Nicole S. Mason, Esquire


EEO/Diversity Program Manager


NOAA Research


1315 East West Highway, SSMC-3


Room 11723


Silver Spring, MD 20910


301-734-1279


"Members of winning teams do not discriminate against each other. They play fair and

respect each other."

RDML Tim Gallaudet, PH.D., USN Ret.


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and Acting Under Secretary of

Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


"We don't lead science; we lead people."


CDR Mark Van Waes

OAR Research Platform Resource Manager




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:44 AM


To: Nicole Mason - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


I want you to be proud to work in this agency. Thank you.


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:35 AM Nicole Mason - NOAA Federal <nicole.mason@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good Morning Craig,


Thank you for your stance on this issue and for ensuring our employees that you are taking a stance for


what’s right and not what’s popular or “politically correct.”


I appreciate your leadership!


Have a great day,


Nicole


On Monday, September 9, 2019, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas


and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned


the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict


the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey
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we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public


trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am


pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we


have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the


best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I


have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Nicole S. Mason, Esquire


EEO/Diversity Program Manager


NOAA Research


1315 East West Highway, SSMC-3


Room 11723


Silver Spring, MD 20910


301-734-1279


"Members of winning teams do not discriminate against each other. They play fair and

respect each other."

RDML Tim Gallaudet, PH.D., USN Ret.


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and Acting Under Secretary of

Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


"We don't lead science; we lead people."


CDR Mark Van Waes

OAR Research Platform Resource Manager


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator




Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Joyce Woodford - NOAA Affiliate


From: Joyce Woodford - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:48 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Mr. McLean


Not in the Weather loop nor an employee but a contractor who came from a scientific orgranization of


great note, but I wanted to say "Well done and well said"


J


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.
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are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

*Joyce Hunter Woodford, MPP*


*Financial and Grants Management Analyst*

"In the end we will remember not the words of our enemies but the


silence of our friends." Martin Luther King, Jr., Nobel Peace Prize Winner


CollabraLink Technologies, Inc.


*Email: Joyce.Woodford@noaa.gov

*Office: 301-734-1027 / FAX: 301-713-1967*


*Tour: Monday-Wednesday 7:00 am to 12:00 pm*


*         Thursday Telework    6:30 am to 11:30 am*


Hours may vary due to workload. Please send email if in doubt.


mailto:Joyce.Woodford@noaa.gov


Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


From: Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:52 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you Craig!


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Monica Allen


Acting Director of Communications for NOAA Research


and Director of Media Relations for NOAA Research


301-734-1123 (office),  (cell)

Twitter: @MAllenNOAA


monica.allen@noaa.gov


(b)(6)

http://301-734-1123
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Kirk Holub - NOAA Federal


From: Kirk Holub - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:25 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig,


Excellent message.  Thank you.


--Kirk


On 9/8/19 9:55 PM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


> I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


--

*************************************************************************************


* Kirk L. Holub (NOAA Federal Staff) * * NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory * * 325 Broadway * 303-

497-6642 (office) * * Bldg 33/2B146/x6642 * 303-497-7262 (FAX) * * Boulder, CO 80305-3328 * 

 (home) * * * *********************************** Disclaimer ************************


********** * * * The contents of this message are mine personally and do not reflect any * * position of


the United States of America (US), or the US Department of * * Commerce, or the National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). * * * *************************************************


************************************
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Rik Wanninkhof


From: Rik Wanninkhof


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:59 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Thank you


Dear Craig,


Thank you for this OAR-wide e-mail emphasizing that scientific integrity is the bedrock  for our science and


forecasts that must prevail and followed by all in our science-based organization. Seeing the unsigned press


release last Friday was a low point in my career at NOAA, and your e-mail has done much to mitigate my


shock and disappointment.


With respect and admiration,


Rik Wanninkhof


On 9/9/19 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which


accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line, to the


modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all


NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional


expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable


colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their


own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities


with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to


public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.




public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and


sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press


release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In


my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as


Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order


on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently cited as among


the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and


leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Tim Marchok - NOAA Federal


From: Tim Marchok - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:05 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Hi Craig,


Thank you so much for your very thoughtful message to all of us in OAR.  I have been at GFDL for almost 21


years, and during that time I have focused exclusively on hurricane-related work, including the now-retired


GFDL hurricane model, the GFDL vortex tracker, and recently FV3 hurricane-related projects.  I have friends


in the National Weather Service, and I also have a number of friends and colleagues at our sister lab, AOML


/ HRD, many of whom risk their lives to fly into storms such as Dorian.


As someone who is intimately familiar with how the hurricane forecasting process works, it was very


difficult to watch this entire situation unfold in the media over the past week, especially the release of the


"NOAA" memo on Friday.  I can't tell you how much I appreciate you explaining the situation in a


methodical way and reinforcing OAR Management's support for all of us who are doing the scientific work


to carry out NOAA's mission.


Truly grateful for you reaching out...


All the best,


Tim Marchok


On 9/9/19 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which


accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line, to the


modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all


NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional


expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable


colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their


own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and




involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities


with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to


public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and


sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press


release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In


my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as


Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order


on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently cited as among


the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and


leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

_________________________


Tim Marchok


NOAA/GFDLtimothy. marchok@noaa. gov


(609)  452-6534


mailto:timothy.marchok@noaa.gov


Erica Rule - NOAA Federal


From: Erica Rule - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:07 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you! This communication means more than you can know. - Erica


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--
Erica Rule


Communications Director


NOAA's Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory


4301 Rickenbacker Causeway


Miami, FL 33149


305-361-4541




Philip Hall - NOAA Federal


From: Philip Hall - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:13 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig, thank you for this statement and your position on this, very well stated!


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--
Captain Philip Hall


Director, NOAA UAS Program


NOAA Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


301-734-1102




Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


From: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:14 AM


To: Craig McLean


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


you rock.  thank you.


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.


The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that


our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools


we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and
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employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as


it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and


specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research,


and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of


our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue


these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--
Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448


Cell: 

Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov
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Renellys Perez - NOAA Federal


From: Renellys Perez - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:18 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Dear Craig,


I really appreciate your email today stressing the importance of NOAA's scientific integrity and sustaining


the public trust.


Thank you,


Renellys


Dr. Renellys C. Perez (Renellys.C.Perez@noaa.gov)


NOAA/AOML/Physical Oceanography Division


4301 Rickenbacker Cswy, Miami, FL 33149


tele: (305) 361-4518


http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/people/perez


---

The contents of this message are mine personally and do not necessarily reflect any position of NOAA.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that
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we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:24 AM


To: Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Are you available fir a call? (I believe you are on leave.)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:52 AM Monica Allen - NOAA Federal <monica.allen@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Craig!


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas


and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned


the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict


the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public


trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am


pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we


have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the


best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I


have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.
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have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Monica Allen


Acting Director of Communications for NOAA Research


and Director of Media Relations for NOAA Research


301-734-1123 (office),  (cell)

Twitter: @MAllenNOAA


monica.allen@noaa.gov


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458
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Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


From: Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:25 AM


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: On leave Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Hi All,


I am on leave the week of September 9-13. Mike Walker will be acting as director of NOAA Research


Communications. Please reach Mike by email at mike.walker@noaa.gov.


For media relations issues, Keli Pirtle will be acting as director of public affairs for NOAA Research. Please


contact Keli Pirtle at keli.pirtle@noaa.gov.


Thank you,


Monica


--

Monica Allen


Acting Director of Communications for NOAA Research and Director of Media Relations for NOAA Research


301-734-1123 (office),  (cell) Twitter: @MAllenNOAA monica.allen@noaa.gov
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Nicole LeBoeuf - NOAA Federal


From: Nicole LeBoeuf - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:27 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Good morning, Do you plan on a NOAA-wide distro on the allegation of our science integrity violation? Since


you’re pursuing this on behalf of a NOAA-wide policy, might be something to consider. Thanks, Nicole


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI, my message to all hands.


Towards that purpose, I will be initiating a complaint for violation of our scientific integrity policy.


CM


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:55 AM


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: _OAR ALL <oar.all@noaa.gov>, _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors <oar.ci@noaa.gov>


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust
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You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Nicole R. LeBoeuf


Acting Assistant Administrator


for Ocean Services and Coastal Zone Management


National Ocean Service


(301) 713-3074 office


(301) 713-4269 fax


 mobile
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Whit Anderson - NOAA Federal


From: Whit Anderson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:42 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Well done, this email had a huge positive impact on the lab (and me).


Proud to follow you,


Whit


Whit Anderson, Ph. D., Deputy Director


Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory


Forrestal Campus, Princeton University


201 Forrestal Road


Princeton, NJ 08540


609-452-5308


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this
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You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Lucas Harris - NOAA Federal


From: Lucas Harris - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:52 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Hi, Craig. Thank you for your support of us and our colleagues in the weather service. And thank you for


your strong and brave defense of NOAA's scientific integrity.


This is the true sign of a leader and is far too uncommon in the government service.


Lucas


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.
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are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Anna Shlyaeva - NOAA Affiliate


From: Anna Shlyaeva - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:24 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Dear Craig,


Thank you. I would like you to know that your message and your integrity today mean a lot and are extremely important.


Thank you.


Sincerely,


Anna Shlyaeva


Research Scientist


CIRES at NOAA/ESRL/PSD


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:56 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR
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Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Danielle Dodge - NOAA Affiliate


From: Danielle Dodge - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:33 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Washington Post Article


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/

--
Danielle Dodge


Program Analyst III


CollabraLink, Inc. supporting the


Office of the Chief of Staff


NOAA Oceanic and Atmospheric Research (OAR)


1315 East-West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910


Phone: (301 ) 734-1097 | Email: danielle.dodge@noaa.gov

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/
mailto:danielle.dodge@noaa.gov
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Craig Stow - NOAA Federal


From: Craig Stow - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:36 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig


Your carefully-worded email was well-received. Be sure to look to the staff for support should should any


negative fallout ensue.


Thank you for reaffirming my faith in the organization.


Sincerely,


Craig Stow


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.
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are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig Stow


NOAA GLERL


4840 South State Road


Ann Arbor, MI  48108


734-741-2268


craig.stow@noaa.gov
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:44 AM


To: Rik Wanninkhof


Subject: Re: Thank you


Thank you, Rik. Keep it up!


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:58 AM Rik Wanninkhof <rik.wanninkhof@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Craig,


Thank you for this OAR-wide e-mail emphasizing that scientific integrity is the bedrock  for our science and


forecasts that must prevail and followed by all in our science-based organization. Seeing the unsigned


press release last Friday was a low point in my career at NOAA, and your e-mail has done much to


mitigate my shock and disappointment.


With respect and admiration,


Rik Wanninkhof


On 9/9/19 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track


which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the


scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid
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scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal


From: Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:47 AM


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig,


I stand with you in support of investigating the application of the scientific integrity policy in this


instance. Thank you for your leadership on this issue.


Ko


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path


through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed


to the excellent science that has underpinned the forecasts and current


understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with


enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line,


to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our


CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the


NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors


safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.


These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them


well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate


forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their


work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President


commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any


public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external


factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA


Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and


completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The


content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific
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completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The


content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific


danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding,


our ability to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this


information, and to establish and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy


of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting


Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative


Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.


Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies


and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Jennifer Mahoney - NOAA Federal


From: Jennifer Mahoney - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:54 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you Craig for sending this email to staff and for investigating the issue.


Jenn


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:58 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.
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Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

_______________________________________________


Jennifer Mahoney


Acting Director


Global Systems Division


NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory


325 Broadway R/GSD


Boulder, CO 80305-3328


303-497-4122




Dena Grose - NOAA Federal


From: Dena Grose - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:58 AM


To: Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal; Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig and Ko,


I'm not a scientist, but have spent 18 years of my Federal career associated with NSSL and now OAR/ITMO.


As I know many of the scientists who have developed tools, and who work very closely with forecasters in


development as well as the Norman Hazardous Weather Testbed, and also with the professional, caring,


and downright amazing forecasters at the SPC and Norman WFO, the actions last week disturbed me quite a


bit. Seeing Craig's email this morning helped relieve some of that concern for the attack on the


Birmingham WFO, and NOAA NWS in general.


I want to thank both of you for your continued support of NOAA employees. Federal employees have always


been somewhat of a target of ridicule, but never so much as during this time. I appreciate that OAR goes


above and beyond, through both of you, to make us feel valued and recognize and appreciate our service to


the nation.


Thank you,


dena


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:43 AM Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal <ko.barrett@noaa.gov> wrote:


Craig,


I stand with you in support of investigating the application of the scientific integrity policy in this instance.


Thank you for your leadership on this issue.


Ko


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track


which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the


scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the
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During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--
Most people do not listen with the intent to understand; they listen with the intent to reply. -Stephen R. Covey


Dena Grose




OAR IT Management Office


Contact via email only please




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:10 AM


To: Whit Anderson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you. Keep it up.


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:42 AM Whit Anderson - NOAA Federal <whit.anderson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Well done, this email had a huge positive impact on the lab (and me).


Proud to follow you,


Whit


Whit Anderson, Ph. D., Deputy Director


Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory


Forrestal Campus, Princeton University


201 Forrestal Road


Princeton, NJ 08540


609-452-5308


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas


and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned


the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict


the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.
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concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public


trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am


pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we


have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the


best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I


have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Tom Hamill


From: Tom Hamill


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:21 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig,


I greatly appreciate the top-level leadership support of staff members trying to do their job as best they


can, as you have done here.   Thank you so much.


Tom


On 9/8/19 10:55 PM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which


accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line, to the


modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all


NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional


expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable


colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their


own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities


with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to


public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and


sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press


release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In


my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as




sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press


release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In


my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as


Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order


on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently cited as among


the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and


leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

-----------------------------------------------

Thomas M.  Hamill            tom. hamill@noaa. gov


Phone :  (303)  497-3060 Telefax :  (303)  497-6449http: //www. esrl. noaa. gov/psd/people/tom. h


amill/


Address:   NOAA/ESRL,  Physical Sciences Division


R/PSD 1,   325 Broadway,  Boulder,  CO  80305-3328


-----------------------------------------------
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Joshua Brown - NOAA Federal


From: Joshua Brown - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:39 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Hi Craig,


Thanks for doing this - this whole situation has been really troubling, and I was shocked and scared at the


implications of that press release (and the actions by the President that led up to it).


I am sure others felt as betrayed as I did-I’m glad you are making sure this doesn’t happen again.


Sincerely,


Joshua


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:57 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


mailto:craig.mclean@noaa.gov


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Joshua E. Brown, PhD


Pacific Regional Lead

NOAA Sea Grant


Department of Commerce


TEL: (301) 256-4249


E-mail: joshua.brown@noaa.gov
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Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


From: Monica Allen - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:50 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Hi Craig,


I’m on vacation this week. Keli Pirtle for public affairs and Mike Walker for OAR Comms are ably acting to


cover me in my two positions. Certainly if you need to talk to me I can break away.


Thanks


Monica


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:24 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Are you available fir a call? (I believe you are on leave.)


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:52 AM Monica Allen - NOAA Federal <monica.allen@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Craig!


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas


and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated


quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the


storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of


the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order


to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.


Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in


announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their


work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the


path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and


timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including


reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with


honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The


content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-

saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the


public cannot trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific


danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the
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You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the


public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last


Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am


pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully,


we have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not


the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and


principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Monica Allen


Acting Director of Communications for NOAA Research


and Director of Media Relations for NOAA Research


301-734-1123 (office),  (cell)

Twitter: @MAllenNOAA


monica.allen@noaa.gov


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator
Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Monica Allen


Acting Director of Communications for NOAA Research


and Director of Media Relations for NOAA Research


(b)(6)
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301-734-1123 (office),  (cell)

Twitter: @MAllenNOAA


monica.allen@noaa.gov
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Gabrielle Petron - NOAA Affiliate


From: Gabrielle Petron - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:00 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you very much Craig for your email and leadership.


As you write, integrity is essential (and non-negotiable) to NOAA's mission and your note is an important and reassuring


reminder to all employees and contractors.


Sincerely,


Gaby Petron


CU CIRES / NOAA GMD


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:57 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.
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are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

This email and any attachments are confidential, except where the email or attachments state it can be


disclosed; it may also be privileged or otherwise protected by law from disclosure.  It is intended for the


sole and exclusive use of the Addressee(s).  Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of the


addressee, you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone the message, attachments, or any


information contained within. If you have received this message in error, please contact the sender by


return email and delete this email (and any attachments) from your system.  All communication in which


this email or its attachments appear, such as email forwards, replies, or other transmittals, are subject to


the terms of this confidentiality statement.




Howie Friedman - NOAA Affiliate


From: Howie Friedman - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:22 PM


To: Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal


Cc: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal; _OAR ALL; _OAR Cooperative Institute Directors


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig & Ko,


Thank you for your leadership especially on this issue.


Howie


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:43 AM Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal <ko.barrett@noaa.gov> wrote:


Craig,


I stand with you in support of investigating the application of the scientific integrity policy in this instance.


Thank you for your leadership on this issue.


Ko


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track


which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the


scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,
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including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile




Howie Friedman - NOAA Affiliate


From: Howie Friedman - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:24 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: Howie Friedman - NOAA Affiliate


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you for your leadership especially in this matter.


Howie


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.
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pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile




Rick Lumpkin - NOAA Federal


From: Rick Lumpkin - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:25 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you, Craig.  You exemplify leadership and make us proud to be in OAR.


     Rick


On 9/9/19 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


> Dear Colleagues,


>


> The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


> ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many


> of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned


> the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


> which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also


> presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


> observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists


> in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


> glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of


> the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we


> are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best


> tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe. Thank you.


>


> During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were


> routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by


> the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


> receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their


> own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


> distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As


> I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the


> President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS


> Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and


> timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned


> press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and incorrectly


> contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


> intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but


> on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply


> put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


> Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach


> all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


> without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The


> content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the


> ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid




> substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the


> public cannot trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's


> warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


>


> You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


> understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


> audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain


> the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


> Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust


> and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as


> Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


> administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the


> potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific


> Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently


> cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.


> Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these


> policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


> truths. I will.


>


> Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


>


> Craig


>


> --

> Craig N. McLean


> Assistant Administrator


> Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


> National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration > U.S. Department of Commerce > 1315 East West


Highway > Silver Spring, MD  20910 > Office:301-713-2458




Jeffrey Snyder - NOAA Federal


From: Jeffrey Snyder - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:28 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig,


I'm sure you get a myriad of emails each day, and I suspect you may get more than usual today, so I'll be


short.  I want to personally thank you for standing up on this issue and showing tremendous leadership in


pursing integrity and ethics in science within this organization. Following the rather shocking and


disheartening release this past Friday, it has been wonderful to see such support voiced by NWS, OAR, and


upwards through top NOAA leaders past and present.  We serve our customers, the American people (and


those outside the US whose lives are affected by forecasts and science that NOAA produces), best by holding


the organization accountable and requiring the highest standards for scientific integrity and truthful


communication.


It was a pleasure to talk with you at the PECASE ceremony in July, and I, again, express great gratitude to


you and others in NOAA leadership (to include leaders in the line offices) who want to hold this organization


to the highest of standards.


Respectfully,


Jeff Snyder, Ph.D.


Meteorologist


NOAA/OAR National Severe Storms Laboratory

120 David L. Boren Blvd


Norman, OK 73072


(405) 325-6567


The contents of this message are mine personally and do not necessarily reflect any position of NOAA.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 11:57 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as
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accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Robert Webb - NOAA Federal


From: Robert Webb - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:30 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal; David Holst; Gary Matlock - NOAA Federal; _OAR HQ Lab


Directors


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig,


I too appreciate you stepping up in your leadership role of acting chief scientist to investigate and I applaud your commitment to the


NOAA science integrity policy. Throughout my career, I have been proud that "NOAA recognizes a clear distinction between the


scientific process and the policy decisions made based on the results of the science," (NAO 202-735, Section 4).  Our mission requires


NOAA to be trusted by the public as an honest broker of scientific information.


- Robin


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:44 AM Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal <ko.barrett@noaa.gov> wrote:


Craig,


I stand with you in support of investigating the application of the scientific integrity policy in this instance.


Thank you for your leadership on this issue.


Ko


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track


which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the


scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that
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NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Robert "Robin" Webb, Ph.D.


NOAA/OAR/ESRL


Director, Physical Sciences Division


325 Broadway


Boulder, CO USA  80305-3328


Office ph. (303) 497 5942


Fax. (303) 497 6020


e-mail:Robert.S.Webb@noaa.gov


www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/people/robert.s.webb/
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Terra Ladwig - NOAA Affiliate


From: Terra Ladwig - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:36 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Hi Craig,


Thank you for your message and for pursuing potential violations of scientific integrity.  The press release


on Friday was very upsetting to me.  As a younger scientist, I want to have a career with NOAA that serves


the public and is above political misinformation.  I hope this event does not damage NOAA's reputation,


integrity, and funding.


~Terra


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:58 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR
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Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Dr. Terra Thompson Ladwig   Terra.Ladwig@noaa.gov


CIRES Research Scientist                303-497-6725 (office)


CIRES-GSD Lead


NOAA/OAR/ESRL/GSD/ADB

325 Broadway


DSRC Room 2B138


Boulder, CO 80305
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Ariel Stein - NOAA Federal


From: Ariel Stein - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:02 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig


I really appreciate and support you clear direction. Your actions are really inspiring to me.


Thanks for your leadership.


Ariel


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:56 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.
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management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Dr. Ariel Stein


Acting Deputy Director


NOAA / Air Resources Laboratory


R/ARL - NCWCP - Room 4217


5830 University Research Court


College Park, Maryland 20740


Phone: Direct Number:+1-301-683-1379


Phone: Lab Main Number:+1-301-683-1365


Fax:+1-301-683-1370


http://www.arl.noaa.gov


http://www.arl.noaa.gov/atmosDisp.php
http://www.arl.noaa.gov


Kurt Hondl - NOAA Federal


From: Kurt Hondl - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:09 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: Gary Matlock - NOAA Federal; Ko Barrett; _OAR HQ Lab Directors


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig,


I've heard locally that your note is making its way through the NWS forecast offices


and is very much appreciated by them. And by all of us.


Kurt


--

Kurt D. Hondl


NOAA/NSSL


Deputy Director and MPAR R&D Program Manager


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 11:57 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust
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You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




V Ramaswamy - NOAA Federal


From: V Ramaswamy - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:12 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal; Gary Matlock; David Holst - NOAA Federal; _OAR HQ Lab


Directors


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig,


Thank you for your message regarding the core significance of scientific and professional integrity in the


work of NOAA. NOAA has worked hard over the decades to establish the principles so that we offer our best


services to the public and maintain an outstanding degree of trust. These are imperatives, and your


stewardship on these fundamental elements is deeply appreciated.


Ram


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for
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understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

V. "Ram" Ramaswamy


Director


NOAA/ GFDL


Princeton, NJ 08540




Kelly Mahoney - NOAA Federal


From: Kelly Mahoney - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:22 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Dear Craig,


Thank you, so much, for your brave words, clear backing of the whole agency, and shared plan of action.


Your unwavering support and transparency are appreciated, across all ranks, beyond measure.


Sincerely,


Kelly Mahoney


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:57 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR
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Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




John Cortinas - NOAA Federal


From: John Cortinas - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:31 PM


To: Craig McLean


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


You really put yourself out there on this one and we at AOML are glad you're leading this organization.


 AOML employees are proud to see you step forward.  Thanks for this and everything else you do for all of


us.   John


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: V Ramaswamy - NOAA Federal <v.ramaswamy@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:12 PM


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Cc: Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal <ko.barrett@noaa.gov>, Gary Matlock <gary.c.matlock@noaa.gov>, David


Holst - NOAA Federal <david.holst@noaa.gov>, _OAR HQ Lab Directors <oar.hq.labdir@noaa.gov>


Craig,


Thank you for your message regarding the core significance of scientific and professional integrity in the


work of NOAA. NOAA has worked hard over the decades to establish the principles so that we offer our best


services to the public and maintain an outstanding degree of trust. These are imperatives, and your


stewardship on these fundamental elements is deeply appreciated.


Ram


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:58 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that
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incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

V. "Ram" Ramaswamy


Director


NOAA/ GFDL


Princeton, NJ 08540


--

John Cortinas, Ph.D.

Director, Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory (AOML)

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

4301  Rickenbacker Causeway




Miami, FL  33149

Office: 305-361-4301


https://www.aoml.noaa.gov


The contents of this e-mail do not necessarily reflect the views or official position of any organization of the


U.S. government.


https://www.aoml.noaa.gov/
https://www.aoml.noaa.gov


Caren Madsen - NOAA Affiliate


From: Caren Madsen - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:38 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Go Craig!   We got your back.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:56 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig
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Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Caren Madsen


Contractor


NOAA Office of Oceanic & Atmospheric Research and the Science Advisory Board Office


CollabraLink Technologies, Inc.


301-943-8240




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 1:44 PM


To: Tom Hamill


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you! Keep the energy up.


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:20 AM Tom Hamill <tom.hamill@noaa.gov> wrote:


Craig,


I greatly appreciate the top-level leadership support of staff members trying to do their job as best they


can, as you have done here.   Thank you so much.


Tom


On 9/8/19 10:55 PM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track


which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the


scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.
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substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


 --

-----------------------------------------------

Thomas M.  Hamill            tom. hamill@noaa. gov


Phone :  (303)  497-3060 Telefax :  (303)  497-6449http: //www. esrl. noaa. gov/psd/people/tom


. hamill/


Address:   NOAA/ESRL,  Physical Sciences Division


R/PSD 1,   325 Broadway,  Boulder,  CO  80305-3328


-----------------------------------------------

--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


mailto:tom.hamill@noaa.gov
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/people/tom.hamill/
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/people/tom
.hamill/
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John Leslie - NOAA Federal


From: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:38 AM


To: Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal; Mark Paese; Ajay.Mehta; Kelly Turner; Todd Harding;


Renata Lana - NOAA Federal; Sierra Jones - NOAA Federal; NESDIS PCO - NOAA


Service Account


Bcc: John Jones-Bateman - NOAA Federal


Subject: BREAKING: Wash. Post -- NOAA's chief scientist will investigate...


Washington Post -- Capital Weather Gang


NOAA’s chief scientist will investigate why agency backed Trump over its experts on Dorian, email


shows


https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-

backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/

--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214
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Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


From: Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:48 AM


To: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Draft All Hands note to NESDIS


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Mark Paese - NOAA Federal <mark.paese@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:27 AM


Subject: Re: Draft All Hands note to NESDIS


To: Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov>


Cc: Kelly Turner - NOAA Federal <kelly.turner@noaa.gov>, Todd Harding <todd.harding@noaa.gov>, Renata


Lana - NOAA Federal <renata.lana@noaa.gov>


Steve,


Here are my suggested edits:


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our weather


maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for the incredible


performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the entire lifetime of this


storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with singular focus on meeting NOAA’s


essential mission objectives, and with consistent and world class accuracy and precision, the


entire NOAA team delivered critical information to those who needed it when they needed it.


We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have been and


will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was even a storm, and


for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks of the storm, NESDIS


satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers, experts and analysts have


provided the observations and the critical expertise to make sure those observations are there


when our partners need them. This consistently excellent performance from our team is not


unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We have been able to do this because of years of


preparation; from the work we do when there are no front-page news events and when our


communities are not in harm’s way. It has been your focus on doing the necessary and routine


work at those times that makes our services available at times like this when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the Bahamas,


understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have been


through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our observations will be critical in supporting


the immediate and long-term recovery activities in the Bahamas, and along the Atlantic coast
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understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have been


through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our observations will be critical in supporting


the immediate and long-term recovery activities in the Bahamas, and along the Atlantic coast


of the United States as well.


I have no doubt that throughout the coverage of and response to Hurricane Dorian every


member of our NESDIS team applied their skills and expertise to complete our mission, to


inform our partners, and provide the best information possible to protect our communities.


Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical


contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be confident


that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and those from all our


NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our performance this day and every day.


Thank you,


Steve V


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:54 AM Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov> wrote:


Below is a slight modification of the statement. As I said, I want to release this to NESDIS community first


thing Monday morning,


Steve V


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our


weather maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for the


incredible performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the entire


lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with singular focus on


meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent and world class accuracy


and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical information to those who needed


it when they needed it.
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We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have been


and will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was even a


storm, and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks of the


storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers, experts and


analysts have provided the observations and the critical expertise to make sure those


observations are there when our partners need them. This consistently excellent


performance from our team is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We have been


able to do this because of years of preparation; from the work we do when there are no


front-page news events and when our communities are not in harm’s way. It has been


your focus on doing the necessary and routine work at those times that makes our


services available at times like this when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the Bahamas,


understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have


been through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our observations will be critical


in supporting the immediate and long-term recovery activities in the Bahamas, and


along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.

















Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’


critical contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward.


Be confident that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and


those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our performance


this day and every day. Thank you.


Steve V


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 5:37 PM Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov> wrote:


Folks,


I want to send an all hands message to our team. The reasons are obvious, and similar notes have gone


out from Louis/NWS and Nicole/NOS. Please look at the attached, and then help me get this out to the


NESDIS list serve before tomorrow morning.


Steve V


Dear NESDIS Team,
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Steve V


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our


weather maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for


the incredible performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the


entire lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with singular


focus on meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent and world


class accuracy and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical information to


those who needed it when they needed it.














While we at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, we have


been and will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was


even a storm, and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks of


the storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers,


experts and analysts have provided the observations and the critical expertise to make


sure those observations are there when our partners need them. This consistently


excellent performance from our team is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We


have been able to do this because of years of preparation; from the work we do when


there are no front page news events and when our communities are not in harm’s way.


It has been your focus on doing the necessary and routine work at those times that


makes our services available at times like this when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the Bamahas,


understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have


been through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our observations will be critical


in supporting the immediate and long term recovery activities in the Bahamas, and


along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.


Throughout and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical


contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be


confident that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and
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those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our performance


this day and every day. Thank you.


Steve V


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


--

Renata Lana


Director of Communications


NOAA's Satellite and Information Service (NESDIS)


Office: 301-713-7309; Cell: 

NOAA Satellites on the Web: www.nesdis.noaa.gov

NOAA Satellites Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr!
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Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


From: Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:59 AM


To: Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal; John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Draft All Hands note to NESDIS











Renata


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:27 AM Mark Paese - NOAA Federal <mark.paese@noaa.gov> wrote:


Steve,


Here are my suggested edits:


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our weather


maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for the incredible


performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the entire lifetime of this


storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with singular focus on meeting NOAA’s


essential mission objectives, and with consistent and world class accuracy and precision, the


entire NOAA team delivered critical information to those who needed it when they needed


it.


We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have been and


will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was even a storm, and


for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks of the storm, NESDIS


satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers, experts and analysts have


provided the observations and the critical expertise to make sure those observations are


there when our partners need them. This consistently excellent performance from our team


is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We have been able to do this because of years of


preparation; from the work we do when there are no front-page news events and when our


communities are not in harm’s way. It has been your focus on doing the necessary and routine


work at those times that makes our services available at times like this when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the Bahamas,


understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have been


through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our observations will be critical in


supporting the immediate and long-term recovery activities in the Bahamas, and along the


Atlantic coast of the United States as well.
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supporting the immediate and long-term recovery activities in the Bahamas, and along the


Atlantic coast of the United States as well.


I have no doubt that throughout the coverage of and response to Hurricane Dorian every


member of our NESDIS team applied their skills and expertise to complete our mission, to


inform our partners, and provide the best information possible to protect our communities.


Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical


contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be confident


that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and those from all our


NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our performance this day and every day.


Thank you,


Steve V


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:54 AM Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov> wrote:


Below is a slight modification of the statement. As I said, I want to release this to NESDIS community first


thing Monday morning,


Steve V


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our


weather maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for


the incredible performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the


entire lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with singular


focus on meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent and world


class accuracy and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical information to


those who needed it when they needed it.
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We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have been


and will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was even a


storm, and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks of the


storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers, experts


and analysts have provided the observations and the critical expertise to make sure


those observations are there when our partners need them. This consistently excellent


performance from our team is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We have been


able to do this because of years of preparation; from the work we do when there are


no front-page news events and when our communities are not in harm’s way. It has


been your focus on doing the necessary and routine work at those times that makes our


services available at times like this when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the Bahamas,


understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have


been through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our observations will be critical


in supporting the immediate and long-term recovery activities in the Bahamas, and


along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.














Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’


critical contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward.


Be confident that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and


those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our performance


this day and every day. Thank you.


Steve V


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 5:37 PM Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov> wrote:


Folks,


I want to send an all hands message to our team. The reasons are obvious, and similar notes have gone


out from Louis/NWS and Nicole/NOS. Please look at the attached, and then help me get this out to the


NESDIS list serve before tomorrow morning.


Steve V


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our
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Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our


weather maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for


the incredible performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the


entire lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with singular


focus on meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent and world


class accuracy and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical information to


those who needed it when they needed it.





























While we at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, we have


been and will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was


even a storm, and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks


of the storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers,


experts and analysts have provided the observations and the critical expertise to make


sure those observations are there when our partners need them. This consistently


excellent performance from our team is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We


have been able to do this because of years of preparation; from the work we do when


there are no front page news events and when our communities are not in harm’s way.


It has been your focus on doing the necessary and routine work at those times that


makes our services available at times like this when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the


Bamahas, understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our


contributions have been through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our


observations will be critical in supporting the immediate and long term recovery


activities in the Bahamas, and along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.


Throughout and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical


contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be


confident that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and


those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our performance


this day and every day. Thank you.
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Steve V


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


--

Renata Lana


Director of Communications


NOAA's Satellite and Information Service (NESDIS)


Office: 301-713-7309; Cell: 

NOAA Satellites on the Web: www.nesdis.noaa.gov

NOAA Satellites Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr!
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Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal


From: Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:24 AM


To: Renata Lana - NOAA Federal; John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Draft All Hands note to NESDIS


Renata and John,


I appreciate your point, which is why I wrote in the paragraph on the second version. 


 I can live with this one, and believe most people on our team will understand why I


sent this out at all and where I stand. I'm OK with this version.


To you both, I can imagine this past week has been hell. I can guess what sort of "guidance" you hve been


getting from NOAA Comms. To which my only guidance, potentially contrary, is to tell the truth. I know you


know what that is, and I support you in doing so.


Steve V


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:58 AM Renata Lana - NOAA Federal <renata.lana@noaa.gov> wrote:











Renata


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:27 AM Mark Paese - NOAA Federal <mark.paese@noaa.gov> wrote:


Steve,


Here are my suggested edits:


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our weather


maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for the incredible


performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the entire lifetime of this


storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with singular focus on meeting NOAA’s


essential mission objectives, and with consistent and world class accuracy and precision, the


entire NOAA team delivered critical information to those who needed it when they needed


it.


We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have been and


will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was even a storm,


and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks of the storm, NESDIS


satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers, experts and analysts have


provided the observations and the critical expertise to make sure those observations are
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and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks of the storm, NESDIS


satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers, experts and analysts have


provided the observations and the critical expertise to make sure those observations are


there when our partners need them. This consistently excellent performance from our team


is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We have been able to do this because of years


of preparation; from the work we do when there are no front-page news events and when


our communities are not in harm’s way. It has been your focus on doing the necessary and


routine work at those times that makes our services available at times like this when it is so


essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the Bahamas,


understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have been


through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our observations will be critical in


supporting the immediate and long-term recovery activities in the Bahamas, and along the


Atlantic coast of the United States as well.


I have no doubt that throughout the coverage of and response to Hurricane Dorian every


member of our NESDIS team applied their skills and expertise to complete our mission, to


inform our partners, and provide the best information possible to protect our communities.


Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical


contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be confident


that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and those from all our


NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our performance this day and every day.


Thank you,


Steve V


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:54 AM Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov> wrote:


Below is a slight modification of the statement. As I said, I want to release this to NESDIS community


first thing Monday morning,


Steve V


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our


weather maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for


the incredible performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the


entire lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with singular
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focus on meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent and world


class accuracy and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical information to


those who needed it when they needed it.





























We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have


been and will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was


even a storm, and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks


of the storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers,


experts and analysts have provided the observations and the critical expertise to make


sure those observations are there when our partners need them. This consistently


excellent performance from our team is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We


have been able to do this because of years of preparation; from the work we do when


there are no front-page news events and when our communities are not in harm’s way.


It has been your focus on doing the necessary and routine work at those times that


makes our services available at times like this when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the


Bahamas, understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our


contributions have been through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our


observations will be critical in supporting the immediate and long-term recovery


activities in the Bahamas, and along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.














Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’


critical contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward.


Be confident that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment,


and those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our


performance this day and every day. Thank you.


(b)(5)
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and those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our


performance this day and every day. Thank you.


Steve V


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 5:37 PM Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov> wrote:


Folks,


I want to send an all hands message to our team. The reasons are obvious, and similar notes have gone


out from Louis/NWS and Nicole/NOS. Please look at the attached, and then help me get this out to the


NESDIS list serve before tomorrow morning.


Steve V


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our


weather maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for


the incredible performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the


entire lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with


singular focus on meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent


and world class accuracy and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical


information to those who needed it when they needed it.














While we at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, we have


been and will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was


even a storm, and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks


of the storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers,


experts and analysts have provided the observations and the critical expertise to


make sure those observations are there when our partners need them. This


consistently excellent performance from our team is not unusual, but it is


remarkable even so. We have been able to do this because of years of preparation;


from the work we do when there are no front page news events and when our


communities are not in harm’s way. It has been your focus on doing the necessary and
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routine work at those times that makes our services available at times like this when


it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the


Bamahas, understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our


contributions have been through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our


observations will be critical in supporting the immediate and long term recovery


activities in the Bahamas, and along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.


Throughout and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical


contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be


confident that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and


those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our performance


this day and every day. Thank you.


Steve V


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


--

Renata Lana


Director of Communications


NOAA's Satellite and Information Service (NESDIS)


Office: 301-713-7309; Cell: 


NOAA Satellites on the Web: www.nesdis.noaa.gov

NOAA Satellites Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr!


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service
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U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


tel:%28301%29%20713-3578


John Leslie - NOAA Federal


From: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:35 AM


To: Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal


Cc: Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Draft All Hands note to NESDIS


Steve -- Thank you very much for this kind note. Without question, you have my complete support.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:24 AM Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov> wrote:


Renata and John,


I appreciate your point, which is why I wrote in the paragraph on the second version. 

 I can live with this one, and believe most people on our team will understand


why I sent this out at all and where I stand. I'm OK with this version.


To you both, I can imagine this past week has been hell. I can guess what sort of "guidance" you hve been


getting from NOAA Comms. To which my only guidance, potentially contrary, is to tell the truth. I know


you know what that is, and I support you in doing so.


Steve V


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 5:58 AM Renata Lana - NOAA Federal <renata.lana@noaa.gov> wrote:








Renata


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:27 AM Mark Paese - NOAA Federal <mark.paese@noaa.gov> wrote:


Steve,


Here are my suggested edits:


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our weather


maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for the incredible


performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the entire lifetime of this


storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with singular focus on meeting NOAA’s


essential mission objectives, and with consistent and world class accuracy and precision, the


entire NOAA team delivered critical information to those who needed it when they needed


it.


We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have been and


will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was even a storm,
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We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have been and


will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was even a storm,


and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks of the storm, NESDIS


satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers, experts and analysts have


provided the observations and the critical expertise to make sure those observations are


there when our partners need them. This consistently excellent performance from our


team is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We have been able to do this because of


years of preparation; from the work we do when there are no front-page news events and


when our communities are not in harm’s way. It has been your focus on doing the necessary


and routine work at those times that makes our services available at times like this when it


is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the Bahamas,


understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have


been through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our observations will be critical in


supporting the immediate and long-term recovery activities in the Bahamas, and along the


Atlantic coast of the United States as well.


I have no doubt that throughout the coverage of and response to Hurricane Dorian every


member of our NESDIS team applied their skills and expertise to complete our mission, to


inform our partners, and provide the best information possible to protect our


communities.


Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical


contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be


confident that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and those


from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our performance this day and


every day.


Thank you,


Steve V


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 1:54 AM Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov> wrote:


Below is a slight modification of the statement. As I said, I want to release this to NESDIS community


first thing Monday morning,


Steve V


Dear NESDIS Team,
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As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our


weather maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for


the incredible performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the


entire lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with


singular focus on meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent


and world class accuracy and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical


information to those who needed it when they needed it.

















.


We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have


been and will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was


even a storm, and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the weeks


of the storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems and computers,


experts and analysts have provided the observations and the critical expertise to


make sure those observations are there when our partners need them. This


consistently excellent performance from our team is not unusual, but it is


remarkable even so. We have been able to do this because of years of preparation;


from the work we do when there are no front-page news events and when our


communities are not in harm’s way. It has been your focus on doing the necessary and


routine work at those times that makes our services available at times like this when


it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the


Bahamas, understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our


contributions have been through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our


observations will be critical in supporting the immediate and long-term recovery


activities in the Bahamas, and along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.
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Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’


critical contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going


forward. Be confident that your contributions, your professionalism, and your


commitment, and those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely


on our performance this day and every day. Thank you.


Steve V


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 5:37 PM Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal <stephen.m.volz@noaa.gov> wrote:


Folks,


I want to send an all hands message to our team. The reasons are obvious, and similar notes have


gone out from Louis/NWS and Nicole/NOS. Please look at the attached, and then help me get this out


to the NESDIS list serve before tomorrow morning.


Steve V


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our


weather maps and satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for


the incredible performance by the NESDIS and overall NOAA team throughout the


entire lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without interruption, with


singular focus on meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent


and world class accuracy and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical


information to those who needed it when they needed it.














While we at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, we have


been and will continue to be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian


was even a storm, and for every day, every hour, and every minute throughout the
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weeks of the storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems and


computers, experts and analysts have provided the observations and the critical


expertise to make sure those observations are there when our partners need them.


This consistently excellent performance from our team is not unusual, but it is


remarkable even so. We have been able to do this because of years of preparation;


from the work we do when there are no front page news events and when our


communities are not in harm’s way. It has been your focus on doing the necessary


and routine work at those times that makes our services available at times like this


when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the


Bamahas, understanding the terrible power of the storm. As important as our


contributions have been through the monitoring of the storm in progress, our


observations will be critical in supporting the immediate and long term recovery


activities in the Bahamas, and along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.


Throughout and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical


contribution to NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be


confident that your contributions, your professionalism, and your commitment, and


those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who rely on our


performance this day and every day. Thank you.


Steve V


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


--

Renata Lana


Director of Communications


NOAA's Satellite and Information Service (NESDIS)


Office: 301-713-7309; Cell: (b)(6)
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Director of Communications


NOAA's Satellite and Information Service (NESDIS)


Office: 301-713-7309; Cell: 

NOAA Satellites on the Web: www.nesdis.noaa.gov

NOAA Satellites Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr!


--

U.S. Department of Commerce


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration


National Environmental Satellite & Information Service


1335 East West Highway


Silver Spring, Maryland  20910


Phone (301) 713-3578


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214
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Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal


From: Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:55 AM


To: _NESDIS ALL HANDS


Subject: Appreciation for NESDIS and NOAA Performance During Hurricane Dorian


Dear NESDIS Team,


As we watch with relief the upcoming departure of the Hurricane Dorian from our weather maps and


satellite images, I wanted to express to you how grateful I am for the incredible performance by the NESDIS


and overall NOAA team throughout the entire lifetime of this storm of historical stature. Without


interruption, with singular focus on meeting NOAA’s essential mission objectives, and with consistent and


world class accuracy and precision, the entire NOAA team delivered critical information to those who


needed it when they needed it.


We at NESDIS are not the first responders, or those issuing forecasts, but we have been and will continue to


be the first informers. From a time days before Dorian was even a storm, and for every day, every hour,


and every minute throughout the weeks of the storm, NESDIS satellites, ground stations, processing systems


and computers, experts and analysts have provided the observations and the critical expertise to make sure


those observations are there when our partners need them. This consistently excellent performance from


our team is not unusual, but it is remarkable even so. We have been able to do this because of years of


preparation; from the work we do when there are no front-page news events and when our communities


are not in harm’s way. It has been your focus on doing the necessary and routine work at those times that


makes our services available at times like this when it is so essential.


We watched with awe and concern as the storm stalled over the islands of the Bahamas, understanding the


terrible power of the storm. As important as our contributions have been through the monitoring of the


storm in progress, our observations will be critical in supporting the immediate and long-term recovery


activities in the Bahamas, and along the Atlantic coast of the United States as well.


I have no doubt that throughout the coverage of and response to Hurricane Dorian every member of our


NESDIS team applied their skills and expertise to complete our mission, to inform our partners, and provide


the best information possible to protect our communities.


Throughout this storm and always you have remained focused on delivering NESDIS’ critical contribution to


NOAA’s mission, and I know you will do the same going forward. Be confident that your contributions, your


professionalism, and your commitment, and those from all our NOAA colleagues, are known to those who


rely on our performance this day and every day.


Thank you,


Steve




Kimberly Eaves - NOAA Affiliate


From: Kimberly Eaves - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:17 AM


To: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Subject: Checking in


John,


Good morning!  I just wanted to check in with you and make sure you are doing ok.  I am sure these past


few days have been a little rough/busy with the whole Trump/NOAA thing.


Just wanted to let you know I was thinking about you.


--
Kimberly Eaves


Actions Officer for Office of Projects, Planning, and Analysis


(OPPA)/NESDIS/NOAA


CollabraLink Technologies, Inc.


kimberly.eaves@noaa.gov


T: 301-713-7229  C: 

www.collabralink.com
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Michael Mcphaden - NOAA Federal


From: Michael Mcphaden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:11 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: Ko Barrett; Michael Mcphaden - NOAA Federal; Michelle McClure - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you Craig! Standing up for scientific integrity is more just an academic exercise. It’s about lives,


livelihoods, and the protection of property. Words matter because people listen and they trust reliable


sources. If we fail to be clear in NOAA about what the best science tells us, we fail in our most fundamental


responsibility as scientists and civil  servants.


Mike


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR
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Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Jami Boettcher - NWS WDTB


From: Jami Boettcher - NWS WDTB


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:39 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Mr. McLean,


First, thank you very much for this vital message to OAR, of which I am a rather  recent employee, who is


delighted to be here! I joined NSSL a little over 2 years ago, after a 33 year career at the NWS, both as a


forecaster and a NEXRAD trainer. I’m still in close contact with my NWS colleagues, and the Friday


afternoon unsigned message from NOAA Communications was devastating to them. They strive so hard to


engender public trust, this was a huge step back, and they feel it deeply. They embody “service above self”


in a way I’ve not witnessed in any other domain.


None of us knows what will happen next, but I want you to know your message of support means a great


deal to me personally, and to all of the NWS.


Your support makes me proud to now represent OAR,


Jami Boettcher


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 11:57 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.
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substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Jami Boettcher,


Research Assistant


Cooperative Institute for Mesoscale Meteorological Studies


National Severe Storms Laboratory


National Weather Center


120 David L. Boren Blvd  Ste 4442


Norman, OK  73072


Phone 405-325-4560


********************


"Critique the process, not the people"


********************




Michael Mcphaden - NOAA Federal


From: Michael Mcphaden - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:33 PM


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: Out of Office Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


This is an automatic reply. I am out of the office until Friday, September 13. If this is an urgent matter,


please contact Beverly Camenga (beverly.camenga@noaa.gov; ph: 206-526-6890).




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:32 PM


To: Michael Mcphaden - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you, Mike. We’re in this together.


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 4:11 PM Michael Mcphaden - NOAA Federal <michael.j.mcphaden@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thank you Craig! Standing up for scientific integrity is more just an academic exercise. It’s about lives,


livelihoods, and the protection of property. Words matter because people listen and they trust reliable


sources. If we fail to be clear in NOAA about what the best science tells us, we fail in our most


fundamental responsibility as scientists and civil  servants.


Mike


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas


and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned


the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict


the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public


trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant
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that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public


trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am


pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we


have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the


best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I


have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:35 PM


To: Jami Boettcher - NWS WDTB


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you, Jami. Glad you are in OAR and proud you were in NOAA preciously with NWS. We are all a team


upon which the public relies.


Let’s go!


CZm


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 4:38 PM Jami Boettcher - NWS WDTB <jami.b.boettcher@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mr. McLean,


First, thank you very much for this vital message to OAR, of which I am a rather  recent employee, who is


delighted to be here! I joined NSSL a little over 2 years ago, after a 33 year career at the NWS, both as a


forecaster and a NEXRAD trainer. I’m still in close contact with my NWS colleagues, and the Friday


afternoon unsigned message from NOAA Communications was devastating to them. They strive so hard to


engender public trust, this was a huge step back, and they feel it deeply. They embody “service above self”


in a way I’ve not witnessed in any other domain.


None of us knows what will happen next, but I want you to know your message of support means a great


deal to me personally, and to all of the NWS.


Your support makes me proud to now represent OAR,


Jami Boettcher


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 11:57 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas


and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned


the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict


the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that
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and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict


the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public


trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am


pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we


have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the


best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I


have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Jami Boettcher,


Research Assistant


Cooperative Institute for Mesoscale Meteorological Studies


National Severe Storms Laboratory


National Weather Center


120 David L. Boren Blvd  Ste 4442


Norman, OK  73072


Phone 405-325-4560


********************


"Critique the process, not the people"


********************


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research




National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Stuart McKeen - NOAA Affiliate


From: Stuart McKeen - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:40 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


As a contract employee through the NOAA-CIRES/CU cooperative agreement:


THANK YOU for your leadership, and commitment to the basic scientific


principles defining NOAA's mission. My respect for NOAA leadership is confirmed.


From the bottom of the totem pole,


Stuart McKeen


NOAA/ESRL/CSD-RCM4


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:58 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to
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violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:42 PM


To: Joyce Woodford - NOAA Affiliate


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you.


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 7:48 AM Joyce Woodford - NOAA Affiliate <joyce.woodford@noaa.gov> wrote:

Mr. McLean


Not in the Weather loop nor an employee but a contractor who came from a scientific orgranization of


great note, but I wanted to say "Well done and well said"


J


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 12:57 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas


and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned


the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict


the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public


trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am
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trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am


pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we


have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the


best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I


have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

*Joyce Hunter Woodford, MPP*


*Financial and Grants Management Analyst*

"In the end we will remember not the words of our enemies but the


silence of our friends." Martin Luther King, Jr., Nobel Peace Prize Winner


CollabraLink Technologies, Inc.


*Email: Joyce.Woodford@noaa.gov

*Office: 301-734-1027 / FAX: 301-713-1967*


*Tour: Monday-Wednesday 7:00 am to 12:00 pm*


*         Thursday Telework    6:30 am to 11:30 am*


Hours may vary due to workload. Please send email if in doubt.


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway
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Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Richard Koehler - NOAA Federal


From: Richard Koehler - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:57 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Thank you


Hello Craig,


Its been awhile since we last communicated. I wanted to say thank you so very much for your leadership


surrounding Hurricane Dorian.


If I can be of help in any way, please let me know.


Best wishes!


Rick Koehler


------------------------

Richard Koehler, PhD

National Hydrologic and Geospatial Sciences Training Coordinator


NOAA - NWS - Office of the Chief Learning Officer (OCLO)


richard.koehler@noaa.gov


303-497-8369


Emails to and from the National Weather Service are archived and, unless exempt or confidential by law,


may be subject to FOIA requests. Users should not have an expectation of confidentiality or privacy.
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Sharon Walker - NOAA Federal


From: Sharon Walker - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 12:39 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Dear Craig,


I want you to know how much I appreciate this email and what you've said here. It's hard to put words to


exactly how disappointed I was Friday evening when I got home and saw news about the "NOAA


communication" social media post disavowing the Weather Service response to incorrect information. It


was like a gut-punch. At no time during my 40 years as a NOAA employee have I ever worried that the


administrator and senior leadership did not "have our backs". This was truly a first (and I sincerely hope a


LAST).


I immediately thought of a PMEL all-hands meeting many years ago where Eddie Bernard described the


importance of knowing when to NOT evacuate, as well as knowing when to call for an evacuation in the


threat of a natural disaster. He used the example of a tsunami warning for Honolulu that resulted in


evacuation, but the waves that arrived were on the order of centimeters. The excessive cost (emotionally,


economically, etc) of the unnecessary evacuation was significant, and he stressed the importance of being


able to (a) retain the trust of the public to believe any warnings, (b) to avoid unnecessary hardship when


evacuations were really not necessary, and (c) the importance of the research and development required to


improve the accuracy of forecasts.


I have appreciated your leadership for OAR for some time now, but I especially appreciate and admire your


willingness to address this really, really important issue. I sincerely hope that no harm comes your way for


taking this on.


Best regards,


Sharon Walker


PMEL


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:58 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the
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receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Sharon L Walker


NOAA/PMEL


7600 Sand Point Way NE, Bldg #3


Seattle, WA  98115


phone:  206-526-6788


email:   Sharon.L.Walker@noaa.gov
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Peter Dodge - NOAA Federal


From: Peter Dodge - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 2:30 AM


To: Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal; Craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Raif, From the research trenches...thanks for standing up for the science!!


Peter Dodge, HRD


All opinions my own, of course, and do not represent official NOAA opinion or policy...


On Monday, September 9, 2019, Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal <ko.barrett@noaa.gov> wrote:


Craig,


I stand with you in support of investigating the application of the scientific integrity policy in this instance.


Thank you for your leadership on this issue.


Ko


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track


which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the


scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid
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scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal


From: Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:52 PM


To: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Cc: Michael J Brewer - NOAA Federal; Scott Stephens; Andy Allegra; Katy Matthews -

NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NCEI receiving calls and emails


Thanks!


So far, NCEI has received more than 250 tweets on our Climate Twitter account about the issue. We have


hundreds more tweets to review and I'll provide final count later. We review each tweet/comment to


ensure there is not a data request/legitimate question nor is there any (major) profanity nor misuse of the


social media platform.


No media inquiries so far.


Thanks,


-Greg


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:41 PM John Leslie - NOAA Federal <john.leslie@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mike, Greg -- Thank you very much for this feedback.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:40 PM Michael J Brewer - NOAA Federal <michael.j.brewer@noaa.gov> wrote:


Greg, John,


Just FYI nearing the end of the day.  I believe my folks passed one person up the line to NOAA.  By noon,


we had 9 other phone contacts who mostly just called to vent or to rib us about this issue.  They all


identified themselves as private households, not media, so we just documented them in Salesforce and


moved on. I do not have an email total but it appears to have slowed a bit this afternoon.


Mike


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:17 AM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi John,


We are compiling the comments from our Climate Twitter account. I'll forward these to you. It's been


comparatively quiet on our Climate Facebook account.


Thanks,


-Greg


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:00 AM John Leslie - NOAA Federal <john.leslie@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Greg and thanks for getting this process started. If media inquiries come in about this issue, please


have them send emails to both: Julie.Roberts@noaa.gov and Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov at NOAA HQ


Communications.
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Hi Greg and thanks for getting this process started. If media inquiries come in about this issue, please


have them send emails to both: Julie.Roberts@noaa.gov and Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov at NOAA HQ


Communications.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:44 AM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi John and Scott,


Scott, thanks for bringing this to my attention. I spoke with John and he asks if you could send a brief


email summarizing the nature/wording of calls and emails. He will present this to NESDIS


management.


Also, John, if we get media inquiries, who do we forward them to?


Katy is in or en route to Boulder for meetings or I would have looped her in as well. I did send her a


text.


Thanks to you both,


-Greg


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214


--
Michael J Brewer, PhD


Chief, Customer Engagement

NOAA's National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI)

Center for Weather and Climate (CWC)

151 Patton Ave    Asheville, NC 28801

Michael.J.Brewer@noaa.gov

Phone: 828-271-4479  Fax:  828-271-4876

Customer Support:  828-271-4800 or https: //www.ncdc.noaa.gov/contact


Connect with us on Facebook for climate and ocean and geophysics information, and follow us on Twitter

at @NOAANCEIclimate and @NOAANCEIocngeo.


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 

Desk: 301-713-0214
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Commerce Chief Threatened Firings
at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane
Tweets, Sources Say
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President Trump at a Sept. 1 update on Hurricane Dorian’s
progress.CreditCreditJacquelyn Martin/Associated Press
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Want climate news in your inbox? Sign up here for Climate Fwd:, our email newsletter.

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at

NOAA on Friday after the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s

claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama, according to three people familiar with

the discussion.

That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that

Alabama was not at risk. The reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and

drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a division of the Commerce

Department, had been bent to political purposes.

Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on

administration involvement in the NOAA statement.

The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest

developments in a political imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian

was bearing down on the Bahamasand Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would

be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the National Weather Service in

Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts from

Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”

What on Earth Is Going On?

Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4,

he displayed a NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to

include Alabama in the area potentially affected by Dorian.

Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday,

according to the three people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the

acting administrator of NOAA, from Greece where the secretary was traveling for

meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s perceived contradiction of the

president.

Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would

be fired if the situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested

anonymity because they were not authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career

government employees, political staff are appointed by the administration. They usually

include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.
Editors’ Picks
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Image


Commerce secretary Wilbur Ross in August of this year. CreditEraldo Peres/Associated
Press
However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when

discussing internal deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and

that NOAA had simply done the responsible thing and corrected the record.

ADVERTISEMENT

That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been

motivated by a desire to embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of

people in Alabama. The official provided no evidence to support that conclusion.

On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff

members notifying the agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the

agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr. Trump’s statements rather than those of its

own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public health and safety.”

Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in

Huntsville, Ala.

On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing

ovation from conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office

and said staff members there had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when

they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.  



John Bateman - NOAA Federal


From: John Bateman - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:03 PM


To: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Subject: NYT article


Attachments: NYT article.docx


--

John Bateman


Public Affairs Officer

NOAA Satellite and Information Service

Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA

Cell: 
Desk: (301) 713-9604
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Kelly Turner - NOAA Federal


From: Kelly Turner - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:12 PM


To: john.leslie@noaa.gov


Subject: Official Travel through September 9 Re: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at


NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say


Thank you for your message. I am on official travel and will be slow to respond. If you need immediate


assistance, please reach out to Todd Harding (Todd.harding@noaa.gov).


I will return to the office on Tues, Sept 10. Thanks.


--

Kelly Turner


Chief of Staff


NOAA Satellite and Information Service (NESDIS) Telephone: 301-713-3386 Mobile:  Follow


NOAA Satellites on Social Media: Facebook <http://www.facebook.com/NOAANESDIS>, Twitter


<https://twitter.com/NOAASatellites>, YouTube <https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJJqaSw7Z7SD7TM


80cViEGg>, and Flickr <https://www.flickr.com/photos/noaasatellites/>!
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Want climate news in your inbox? Sign up here for Climate Fwd:, our email newsletter.

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at

NOAA on Friday after the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s

claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama, according to three people familiar with

the discussion.

That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that

Alabama was not at risk. The reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and

drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a division of the Commerce

Department, had been bent to political purposes.

Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on

administration involvement in the NOAA statement.

The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest

developments in a political imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian

was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama

would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the National Weather

Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts

from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across

Alabama.”

What on Earth Is Going On?

Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4,

he displayed a NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to

include Alabama in the area potentially affected by Dorian.

Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday,

according to the three people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the

acting administrator of NOAA, from Greece where the secretary was traveling for

meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s perceived contradiction of the

president.

Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would

be fired if the situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested

anonymity because they were not authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career

government employees, political staff are appointed by the administration. They usually

include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.
Editors’ Picks
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Commerce secretary Wilbur Ross in August of this year. CreditEraldo Peres/Associated
Press
However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when

discussing internal deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and

that NOAA had simply done the responsible thing and corrected the record.

ADVERTISEMENT

That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been

motivated by a desire to embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of

people in Alabama. The official provided no evidence to support that conclusion.

On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff

members notifying the agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the

agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr. Trump’s statements rather than those of its

own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public health and safety.”

Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in

Huntsville, Ala.

On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing

ovation from conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office

and said staff members there had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when

they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.  



John Leslie - NOAA Federal


From: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:11 PM


To: Stephen Volz - NOAA Federal; Mark Paese; Ajay.Mehta; Kelly Turner; Todd Harding;


Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


Cc: John Jones-Bateman - NOAA Federal


Subject: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets,


Sources Say


Attachments: NYT article.docx


FYI...


Article attached.


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214
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Want climate news in your inbox? Sign up here for Climate Fwd:, our email newsletter.

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at

NOAA on Friday after the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s

claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama, according to three people familiar with

the discussion.

That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that

Alabama was not at risk. The reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and

drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a division of the Commerce

Department, had been bent to political purposes.

Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on

administration involvement in the NOAA statement.

The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest

developments in a political imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian

was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama

would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the National Weather

Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts

from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across

Alabama.”

What on Earth Is Going On?

Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4,

he displayed a NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to

include Alabama in the area potentially affected by Dorian.

Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday,

according to the three people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the

acting administrator of NOAA, from Greece where the secretary was traveling for

meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s perceived contradiction of the

president.

Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would

be fired if the situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested

anonymity because they were not authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career

government employees, political staff are appointed by the administration. They usually

include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.
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Commerce secretary Wilbur Ross in August of this year. CreditEraldo Peres/Associated
Press
However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when

discussing internal deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and

that NOAA had simply done the responsible thing and corrected the record.

ADVERTISEMENT

That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been

motivated by a desire to embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of

people in Alabama. The official provided no evidence to support that conclusion.

On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff

members notifying the agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the

agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr. Trump’s statements rather than those of its

own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public health and safety.”

Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in

Huntsville, Ala.

On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing

ovation from conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office

and said staff members there had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when

they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.  



John Leslie - NOAA Federal


From: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:33 PM


To: Patrice Petersen - NOAA Affiliate


Subject: NYT Story


Attachments: NYT article.docx


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214
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Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal


From: Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:43 PM


To: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Cc: Michael J Brewer - NOAA Federal; Scott Stephens; Andy Allegra; Katy Matthews -

NOAA Federal; Derek Arndt


Subject: Re: NCEI receiving calls and emails


Hi,


Currently NCEI has received in excess of 600 tweets and more are coming in, albeit at a slower pace.


Most are asking, in some form, "How can we trust NOAA? or stating that "NOAA has lost its credibility".


-Greg


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:51 PM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks!


So far, NCEI has received more than 250 tweets on our Climate Twitter account about the issue. We have


hundreds more tweets to review and I'll provide final count later. We review each tweet/comment to


ensure there is not a data request/legitimate question nor is there any (major) profanity nor misuse of the


social media platform.


No media inquiries so far.


Thanks,


-Greg


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:41 PM John Leslie - NOAA Federal <john.leslie@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mike, Greg -- Thank you very much for this feedback.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:40 PM Michael J Brewer - NOAA Federal <michael.j.brewer@noaa.gov> wrote:


Greg, John,


Just FYI nearing the end of the day.  I believe my folks passed one person up the line to NOAA.  By noon,


we had 9 other phone contacts who mostly just called to vent or to rib us about this issue.  They all


identified themselves as private households, not media, so we just documented them in Salesforce and


moved on. I do not have an email total but it appears to have slowed a bit this afternoon.


Mike


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:17 AM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi John,


We are compiling the comments from our Climate Twitter account. I'll forward these to you. It's been
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Hi John,


We are compiling the comments from our Climate Twitter account. I'll forward these to you. It's been


comparatively quiet on our Climate Facebook account.


Thanks,


-Greg


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:00 AM John Leslie - NOAA Federal <john.leslie@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Greg and thanks for getting this process started. If media inquiries come in about this issue, please


have them send emails to both: Julie.Roberts@noaa.gov and Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov at NOAA HQ


Communications.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:44 AM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi John and Scott,


Scott, thanks for bringing this to my attention. I spoke with John and he asks if you could send a brief


email summarizing the nature/wording of calls and emails. He will present this to NESDIS


management.


Also, John, if we get media inquiries, who do we forward them to?


Katy is in or en route to Boulder for meetings or I would have looped her in as well. I did send her a


text.


Thanks to you both,


-Greg


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214


--
Michael J Brewer, PhD


Chief, Customer Engagement

NOAA's National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI)

Center for Weather and Climate (CWC)

151 Patton Ave    Asheville, NC 28801

Michael.J.Brewer@noaa.gov

Phone: 828-271-4479  Fax: 828-271-4876

Customer Support:  828-271-4800 or https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/contact


Connect with us on Facebook for climate and ocean and geophysics information, and follow us on Twitter

at @NOAANCEIclimate and @NOAANCEIocngeo.
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--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214
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John Leslie - NOAA Federal


From: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:45 PM


To: Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal


Cc: Michael J Brewer - NOAA Federal; Scott Stephens; Andy Allegra; Katy Matthews -

NOAA Federal; Derek Arndt


Subject: Re: NCEI receiving calls and emails


Greg, thanks for providing that summary.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 4:43 PM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi,


Currently NCEI has received in excess of 600 tweets and more are coming in, albeit at a slower pace.


Most are asking, in some form, "How can we trust NOAA? or stating that "NOAA has lost its credibility".


-Greg


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:51 PM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks!


So far, NCEI has received more than 250 tweets on our Climate Twitter account about the issue. We have


hundreds more tweets to review and I'll provide final count later. We review each tweet/comment to


ensure there is not a data request/legitimate question nor is there any (major) profanity nor misuse of


the social media platform.


No media inquiries so far.


Thanks,


-Greg


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:41 PM John Leslie - NOAA Federal <john.leslie@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mike, Greg -- Thank you very much for this feedback.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:40 PM Michael J Brewer - NOAA Federal <michael.j.brewer@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Greg, John,


Just FYI nearing the end of the day.  I believe my folks passed one person up the line to NOAA.  By


noon, we had 9 other phone contacts who mostly just called to vent or to rib us about this issue.  They


all identified themselves as private households, not media, so we just documented them in Salesforce


and moved on. I do not have an email total but it appears to have slowed a bit this afternoon.


Mike


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:17 AM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov>
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Mike


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:17 AM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi John,


We are compiling the comments from our Climate Twitter account. I'll forward these to you. It's been


comparatively quiet on our Climate Facebook account.


Thanks,


-Greg


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:00 AM John Leslie - NOAA Federal <john.leslie@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Greg and thanks for getting this process started. If media inquiries come in about this issue,


please have them send emails to both: Julie.Roberts@noaa.gov and Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov at


NOAA HQ Communications.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:44 AM Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal <gregory.r.hammer@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi John and Scott,


Scott, thanks for bringing this to my attention. I spoke with John and he asks if you could send a


brief email summarizing the nature/wording of calls and emails. He will present this to NESDIS


management.


Also, John, if we get media inquiries, who do we forward them to?


Katy is in or en route to Boulder for meetings or I would have looped her in as well. I did send her a


text.


Thanks to you both,


-Greg


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 

Desk: 301-713-0214


--
Michael J Brewer, PhD


Chief, Customer Engagement

NOAA's National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI)

Center for Weather and Climate (CWC)

151 Patton Ave    Asheville, NC 28801

Michael.J.Brewer@noaa.gov

Phone: 828-271-4479  Fax:  828-271-4876

Customer Support:  828-271-4800 or https: //www.ncdc.noaa.gov/contact
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Connect with us on Facebook for climate and ocean and geophysics information, and follow us on Twitter

at @NOAANCEIclimate and @NOAANCEIocngeo.


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 

Desk: 301-713-0214


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214
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Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


From: Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:06 PM


To: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane


Tweets, Sources Say


Wow.


Renata


On Monday, September 9, 2019, John Leslie - NOAA Federal <john.leslie@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI...


Article attached.


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 

Desk: 301-713-0214


--

Renata Lana


Director of Communications


NOAA's Satellite and Information Service (NESDIS)


Office: 301-713-7309; Cell: 

NOAA Satellites on the Web: www.nesdis.noaa.gov

NOAA Satellites Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr!
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William S. Kessler


From: William S. Kessler


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 7:36 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Cc: michelle.mcclure@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Standing up for staff when their integrity is challenged is called leadership. Sticking your own neck out to do


it is called courage.


Thank you.


Billy Kessler, PMEL


On Sep 9, 2019, at 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which


accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line, to the


modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all


NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional


expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable


colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their


own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities


with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to


public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to
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forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and


sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press


release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In


my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as


Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order


on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently cited as among


the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and


leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Winston Luke - NOAA Federal


From: Winston Luke - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:39 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Craig - I greatly admire and respect your courage and integrity in addressing this issue. Thank you.


Best regards - Winston


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:58 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas and


along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned the


forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours, who


receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict the


forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey that


understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public trust


in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this


trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for


Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential


violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that


are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR


management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to


pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.
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Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Christopher Landsea - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Landsea - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:39 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal; Louis Uccellini


Cc: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Subject: Thank you for your comments


Dear Louis and Craig with a cc to Ken,


Many thanks for your public comments yesterday regarding NOAA's press release about the Birmingham


WFO.  As someone in the midst of the controversy here at NHC, it's been frustrating not being allowed to


weigh in publicly about what's been done and said.  I very much appreciate you both standing up for


scientific integrity within NOAA and supporting our mission to keep people safe.


Sincerely,


Chris

********************************************************************************


Chris Landsea


Chief, Tropical Analysis and Forecast Branch


NOAA/NWS/NCEP/National Hurricane Center


11691 S.W. 17th Street


Miami, Florida 33165


Chris.Landsea@noaa.gov  P: 305-229-4446


********************************************************************************


"The eyewall itself can be seen...nearly touching the sea surface...


 The pancake-shaped white patches are places where the wind is


 literally scooping water from the sea...This is a place of


 unmitigated violence, where bubble-filled water gradually gives


 way to spray- and cloud-filled air, with no definite interface that


 one could call the ocean surface.  It is arguably the worst place


 in the world for a ship."


  - Kerry Emanuel, 2005


    "Divine Wind - The History and Science of Hurricanes"
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Commerce Chief Threatened Firings
at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane
Tweets, Sources Say

Image


President Trump at a Sept. 1 update on Hurricane Dorian’s
progress.CreditCreditJacquelyn Martin/Associated Press

By Christopher Flavelle, Lisa Friedman and Peter Baker

 Sept. 9, 2019Updated 4:00 p.m. ET
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Want climate news in your inbox? Sign up here for Climate Fwd:, our email newsletter.

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at

NOAA on Friday after the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s

claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama, according to three people familiar with

the discussion.

That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that

Alabama was not at risk. The reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and

drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a division of the Commerce

Department, had been bent to political purposes.

Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on

administration involvement in the NOAA statement.

The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest

developments in a political imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian

was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama

would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the National Weather

Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts

from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across

Alabama.”

What on Earth Is Going On?

Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4,

he displayed a NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to

include Alabama in the area potentially affected by Dorian.

Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday,

according to the three people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the

acting administrator of NOAA, from Greece where the secretary was traveling for

meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s perceived contradiction of the

president.

Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would

be fired if the situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested

anonymity because they were not authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career

government employees, political staff are appointed by the administration. They usually

include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.
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Commerce secretary Wilbur Ross in August of this year. CreditEraldo Peres/Associated
Press
However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when

discussing internal deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and

that NOAA had simply done the responsible thing and corrected the record.

ADVERTISEMENT

That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been

motivated by a desire to embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of

people in Alabama. The official provided no evidence to support that conclusion.

On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff

members notifying the agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the

agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr. Trump’s statements rather than those of its

own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public health and safety.”

Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in

Huntsville, Ala.

On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing

ovation from conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office

and said staff members there had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when

they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.  



John Leslie - NOAA Federal


From: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:00 AM


To: Gregory Hammer - NOAA Federal


Subject: NYT: Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets,


Sources Say


Attachments: NYT article.docx


The story is attached, Greg.


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214
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Brenda Rupli


From: Brenda Rupli


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:45 AM


To: Craig McLean


Subject: Congratulations!


NOAA acting chief scientist Craig McLean slams agency ...


https://www.washingtonpost.com › weather › 2019/09/09 › noaas-chief-scie...


1  day ago - NOAA's chief scientist will investigate why agency backed Trump over its


experts on Dorian, email shows ... In an email to NOAA staff that was obtained by The Washington


Post, NOAA's Craig McLean, called the agency's ...


NOAA's chief scientist will investigate why agency backed ...


https://www.msn.com › en-us › news › noaas-chief-scientist-will-investigat...

23 hours ago - A top NOAA official said he would investigate if NOAA violated its scientific ...


why agency backed Trump over its experts on Dorian, email shows .... by The Washington Post, the


official, Craig McLean, called the agency's ...


NOAA's chief scientist will investigate why agency backed ...


https://www.pennlive.com › nation-world › 2019/09 › noaas-chief-scientist...

1  day ago - In an email to NOAA staff that was obtained by The Washington Post, the ... why agency


backed Trump over its experts on Dorian, email shows.
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John Leslie - NOAA Federal


From: John Leslie - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:54 PM


To: Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


Cc: John Jones-Bateman - NOAA Federal; Kelly Turner - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: ONW: Leadership and Integrity in High Winds and Heavy Seas


 Thanks for passing this along, Renata. I agree -- that is a good take on the issue.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:50 PM Renata Lana - NOAA Federal <renata.lana@noaa.gov> wrote:


Statement reflecting on NOAA from the head of the Ocean Leadership consortium. Nicely put, I think.


Renata


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Ocean Leadership <oceannews@oceanleadership.org>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 11:45 AM


Subject: ONW: Leadership and Integrity in High Winds and Heavy Seas


To: <renata.lana@noaa.gov>
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Updates From The Consortium For Ocean Leadership


Week of September 9, 2019 • Number 467


President's Corner

 and Integrity in High Winds and Heavy Seas


It seems like just yesterday I was a young Naval officer and senior


forecaster at sea having to stand my ground in the face (and I mean,


literally, in the face) of an irate admiral who wanted me to change my


weather forecast and associated new transit route to support his desire


to arrive at our destination on schedule, seemingly at any cost. It was


one of the most nerve-wracking and disparaging moments in my 32-

year career in the Navy — which I certainly thought would be much


shorter at the time. One thing that made standing my ground marginally


easier was the knowledge that I had the full trust and confidence of my


immediate bosses in the chain of command. If needed, they would


support my science-based assessment of the weather and sea


conditions in any ensuing interactions with the admiral on this topic. Fortunately, that wasn’t needed, and


the right operational decisions were made based on the science-based work of expert meteorologists


and oceanographers supporting me, at sea and ashore. Had I caved to the admiral’s wishes and


--

Renata Lana


Director of Communications


NOAA's Satellite and Information Service (NESDIS)


Office: 301-713-7309; Cell: 


NOAA Satellites on the Web: www.nesdis.noaa.gov

NOAA Satellites Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr!


--

John Leslie


NOAA's Office of Communications for Satellites


Follow us on Twitter: @NOAASatellitePA


Cell: 
Desk: 301-713-0214
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changed my forecast to serve a senior individual’s needs, there is a very real chance that damage to the


ships and injuries to fellow sailors would have occurred.


Having experienced a situation like this, I empathize with what many employees and leaders at NOAA


and its National Weather Service are going through right now, as their willingness to stand behind their


forecasts and forecasters has been questioned and disparaged, resulting in an amazing amount of


media exposure. I have the deepest regard for the men and women of NOAA, and I don’t envy the senior


leaders who have been forced into a situation where they want and need to support their scientists (with


potential repercussions), support their political leaders (with its own set of repercussions), or try to tread a


very thin line between the two, as they likely have legitimate concerns for the mission and workforce of


NOAA if new, unqualified, and inexperienced leaders are brought in to replace them.


For current and future leaders in the ocean science community, this situation can also be an opportunity


to reflect and learn. I believe we must always stand our ground in support of science and scientists while


doing our very best to support and inform our own leaders and decision-makers, ensuring that they


understand and correctly use these tools to protect and inform the public. But at the end of the day,


integrity and virtue must be our channel markers as we chart our course through difficult decisions about


what is best for the people and organizations we have the incredible opportunity to lead — which may


also require the selfless sacrifice of personal ambitions. What would you do if you were in charge of an


organization like NOAA in a situation like this? I know what I would do — the same thing I did 25 years


ago. And maybe, just maybe, with effective communication balanced with respect and civility on all sides,


a better outcome could be achieved than the one that is still unfolding here.


-Jon


RADM Jonathan W. White, USN (ret.)


President and CEO


Consortium for Ocean Leadership




Follow us on Twitter and Facebook to learn about new ocean science discoveries,


job opportunities, upcoming events, and more.
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Questions or comments? Email oceannews@oceanleadership.org
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Diane Stanitski - NOAA Federal


From: Diane Stanitski - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:54 AM


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: ONW: Leadership and Integrity in High Winds and Heavy Seas


Dear Craig,


Thank you for being an excellent leader for NOAA.  I appreciate the message of integrity you bring to and


support in our agency.


I was pleased to see that RADM White provided a clear, strong message of support in his address below.


Best,


Diane


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Ocean Leadership <oceannews@oceanleadership.org>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 9:45 AM


Subject: ONW: Leadership and Integrity in High Winds and Heavy Seas


To: <diane.stanitski@noaa.gov>


mailto:oceannews@oceanleadership.org
mailto:diane.stanitski@noaa.gov


Updates From The Consortium For Ocean Leadership


Week of September 9, 2019 • Number 467


President's Corner

Leadership and Integrity in High Winds and Heavy Seas


It seems like just yesterday I was a young Naval officer and senior


forecaster at sea having to stand my ground in the face (and I mean,


literally, in the face) of an irate admiral who wanted me to change my


weather forecast and associated new transit route to support his desire


to arrive at our destination on schedule, seemingly at any cost. It was


one of the most nerve-wracking and disparaging moments in my 32-

year career in the Navy — which I certainly thought would be much


shorter at the time. One thing that made standing my ground marginally


easier was the knowledge that I had the full trust and confidence of my


immediate bosses in the chain of command. If needed, they would


support my science-based assessment of the weather and sea


conditions in any ensuing interactions with the admiral on this topic. Fortunately, that wasn’t needed, and


the right operational decisions were made based on the science-based work of expert meteorologists


and oceanographers supporting me, at sea and ashore. Had I caved to the admiral’s wishes and


--

--------------------------------------
Diane Stanitski, Ph.D.

Deputy Director of Planning and Administration


NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory


Global Monitoring Division (3D122)


325 Broadway, R/GMD


Boulder, Colorado 80305 USA


Office: (303) 497-6375


Cell:

-----------------



changed my forecast to serve a senior individual’s needs, there is a very real chance that damage to the


ships and injuries to fellow sailors would have occurred.


Having experienced a situation like this, I empathize with what many employees and leaders at NOAA


and its National Weather Service are going through right now, as their willingness to stand behind their


forecasts and forecasters has been questioned and disparaged, resulting in an amazing amount of


media exposure. I have the deepest regard for the men and women of NOAA, and I don’t envy the senior


leaders who have been forced into a situation where they want and need to support their scientists (with


potential repercussions), support their political leaders (with its own set of repercussions), or try to tread a


very thin line between the two, as they likely have legitimate concerns for the mission and workforce of


NOAA if new, unqualified, and inexperienced leaders are brought in to replace them.


For current and future leaders in the ocean science community, this situation can also be an opportunity


to reflect and learn. I believe we must always stand our ground in support of science and scientists while


doing our very best to support and inform our own leaders and decision-makers, ensuring that they


understand and correctly use these tools to protect and inform the public. But at the end of the day,


integrity and virtue must be our channel markers as we chart our course through difficult decisions about


what is best for the people and organizations we have the incredible opportunity to lead — which may


also require the selfless sacrifice of personal ambitions. What would you do if you were in charge of an


organization like NOAA in a situation like this? I know what I would do — the same thing I did 25 years


ago. And maybe, just maybe, with effective communication balanced with respect and civility on all sides,


a better outcome could be achieved than the one that is still unfolding here.


-Jon


RADM Jonathan W. White, USN (ret.)


President and CEO


Consortium for Ocean Leadership




Follow us on Twitter and Facebook to learn about new ocean science discoveries,


job opportunities, upcoming events, and more.
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Laurel Bryant - NOAA Federal


From: Laurel Bryant - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:33 AM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: NOAA Daily Clips


Positively Orwellian the way she's now sanitizing the 'clips' - not a single article about about the elephant in the room.


His sycophants are really in control. ??


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: <NOAA@meltwater.com>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 7:12 AM


Subject: NOAA Daily Clips


To: <noaa.dailyclips@noaa.gov>
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NWS


Evacuations lifted as growth stalls on Red Bank Fire in Tehama County, Cal Fire says


The Sacramento Bee - September 9, 201 9


Sunday. As the weekend ended, fire crews were aided by “favorable fire weather conditions,” which are expected to continue through at least


Reach: 2,324,81 4


NESDIS
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Alaska communities used to have plenty of fresh water. Then came severe drought.


KTOO Public Media - September 9, 201 9


the Drought Monitor began nearly 20 years ago. (Graphic courtesy David Miskus, NOAA/NWS/NCEP/CPC) When the hot, dry conditions


depleted


Reach: 89,858


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


on Hatteras Island. The images will be used “to support NOAA homeland security and emergency response requirements,” the administration


said


Reach: 6,967,286


OAR


Climate Change Will First Benefit, Then Hurt Loggerhead Sea Turtles


Saving Seafood - September 9, 201 9


segments’ according to the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Despite the loggerhead’s expansive range, five of


Reach: 2,024


There's A Record Breaking Marine Heatwave Off The Coast Of California


Forbes - September 9, 201 9


of hungry young California sea lions on beaches. As climate change continues unabated this type of warming event will certainly


Reach: 63,689,445


Scientists monitoring new marine heat wave off West Coast


Chicago Tribune - September 9, 201 9


surface waters across much of the North Pacific, said Nathan Mantua, a NOAA research scientist. What's causing that, he said, is unclear: It


Reach: 7,965,329


Researchers Travel to Florida to Intercept Hurricane Dorian


Mirage News - September 9, 201 9


A team of research scientists from the University of Oklahoma and the NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory are on the road to Florida to


Reach: 96,769


NMFS


Plan for fish farm off Florida's Gulf Coast raises environmental concerns


UPI.com - September 1 0, 201 9


to the U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service. Worldwide, about half of the world's consumption of seafood comes from fish farming,


Reach: 3,71 3,708


US congressional committee turns up heat on Western Pacific council’s handling of funds


Undercurrent News - September 9, 201 9


Four influential members of the US Congress have requested a federal investigation into the use by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery


Management Council (Wespac) of millions of dollars of funds intended to promote conservation, reports the Honolulu Civil Beat, an investigative


journal based in Hawaii.


Reach: 344,795,487


New Marine Heatwave Emerges, Resembles "the Blob"


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


A mass of warm water, stretching from Alaska to California currently ranks as the second-largest heatwave of the last 40 years, sitting behind


only “the Blob.”


Reach: 344,795,487


Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales
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Reach: 344,795,487


Massachusetts Attorney General Calls on U.S., Canadian Leaders to Protect Right Whales


Seafood News - September 9, 201 9


In a September 4 letter, Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey urged Eastern Canadian Premiers and Governors in New England


states to implement stricter regulations with the goal to protect the endangered North Atlantic right whale species.


Reach: 344,795,487


Opinion: Cross Country: NOAA's Plan to Save the Whales Has Maine Lobstermen Boiling


Wall Street Journal - September 9, 201 9


I spent part of my first summer as a former governor working at a coastal Maine restaurant. My customers included lobstermen, and a hot topic of


conversation was the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's attempts to protect the shrinking North Atlantic right whale population.


NOAA has


Reach: 344,795,487


Federal Grants to Fund Your Business, Startup, or Laboratory Research Department


Fox 21  Delmarva - September 9, 201 9


as NOAA (SBIR grants). For initiatives that relate to food science and nutrition as well as specific programs for livestock, aquaculture,


Reach: 2,636


LePage op-ed in Wall Street Journal criticizes proposed lobstering regulations


WCSH-TV - September 9, 201 9


An opinion piece by former Gov. Paul LePage published in the Wall Street Journal criticizes federal officials for proposing restrictions on the


lobstering industry that fishermen say would put them out of business.


Reach: 35,464


NOS


Conservation of USS Monitor continues, as museum reaches out to new visitors


WDBJ7.com - September 9, 201 9


and you'll find life-size replicas of the turret that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and U.S. Navy divers recovered in


Reach: 557,098


Hurricane Dorian reshaped part of the Outer Banks shoreline, Park Service says


The Charlotte Observer - September 9, 201 9


effect on the coast — including maps released by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which offer a comprehensive look at


Reach: 1 ,737,906


22 million pounds of plastics enter the Great Lakes each year


Phys.org - September 9, 201 9


Michigan stays for about 62 years, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Because some municipal sewage sludge


Reach: 5,796,479


Satellite images show Hurricane Dorian’s impact on the coast from Florida to Virginia


Miami Herald - September 9, 201 9


images, released on an interactive Google map from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, stitches together satellite imagery


Reach: 6,967,286


OMAO


Flying into hurricane: From the Navy to NOAA


Navy Times - September 9, 201 9
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Get the latest forecast at hurricanes.gov. Credit: NOAA Hurricane Hunters Posted by The NOAA Hurricane Hunters on Saturday, August 31 ,


201 9
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Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


From: Renata Lana - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:50 PM


To: John Leslie - NOAA Federal; John Jones-Bateman - NOAA Federal; Kelly Turner -

NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: ONW: Leadership and Integrity in High Winds and Heavy Seas


Statement reflecting on NOAA from the head of the Ocean Leadership consortium. Nicely put, I think.


Renata


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Ocean Leadership <oceannews@oceanleadership.org>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 11:45 AM


Subject: ONW: Leadership and Integrity in High Winds and Heavy Seas


To: <renata.lana@noaa.gov>


mailto:oceannews@oceanleadership.org
mailto:renata.lana@noaa.gov


Updates From The Consortium For Ocean Leadership


Week of September 9, 2019 • Number 467


President's Corner

Leadership and Integrity in High Winds and Heavy Seas


It seems like just yesterday I was a young Naval officer and senior


forecaster at sea having to stand my ground in the face (and I mean,


literally, in the face) of an irate admiral who wanted me to change my


weather forecast and associated new transit route to support his desire


to arrive at our destination on schedule, seemingly at any cost. It was


one of the most nerve-wracking and disparaging moments in my 32-

year career in the Navy — which I certainly thought would be much


shorter at the time. One thing that made standing my ground marginally


easier was the knowledge that I had the full trust and confidence of my


immediate bosses in the chain of command. If needed, they would


support my science-based assessment of the weather and sea


conditions in any ensuing interactions with the admiral on this topic. Fortunately, that wasn’t needed, and


the right operational decisions were made based on the science-based work of expert meteorologists


and oceanographers supporting me, at sea and ashore. Had I caved to the admiral’s wishes and


--

Renata Lana


Director of Communications


NOAA's Satellite and Information Service (NESDIS)


Office: 301-713-7309; Cell: 

NOAA Satellites on the Web: www.nesdis.noaa.gov

NOAA Satellites Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr!
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changed my forecast to serve a senior individual’s needs, there is a very real chance that damage to the


ships and injuries to fellow sailors would have occurred.


Having experienced a situation like this, I empathize with what many employees and leaders at NOAA


and its National Weather Service are going through right now, as their willingness to stand behind their


forecasts and forecasters has been questioned and disparaged, resulting in an amazing amount of


media exposure. I have the deepest regard for the men and women of NOAA, and I don’t envy the senior


leaders who have been forced into a situation where they want and need to support their scientists (with


potential repercussions), support their political leaders (with its own set of repercussions), or try to tread a


very thin line between the two, as they likely have legitimate concerns for the mission and workforce of


NOAA if new, unqualified, and inexperienced leaders are brought in to replace them.


For current and future leaders in the ocean science community, this situation can also be an opportunity


to reflect and learn. I believe we must always stand our ground in support of science and scientists while


doing our very best to support and inform our own leaders and decision-makers, ensuring that they


understand and correctly use these tools to protect and inform the public. But at the end of the day,


integrity and virtue must be our channel markers as we chart our course through difficult decisions about


what is best for the people and organizations we have the incredible opportunity to lead — which may


also require the selfless sacrifice of personal ambitions. What would you do if you were in charge of an


organization like NOAA in a situation like this? I know what I would do — the same thing I did 25 years


ago. And maybe, just maybe, with effective communication balanced with respect and civility on all sides,


a better outcome could be achieved than the one that is still unfolding here.


-Jon


RADM Jonathan W. White, USN (ret.)


President and CEO


Consortium for Ocean Leadership




Follow us on Twitter and Facebook to learn about new ocean science discoveries,


job opportunities, upcoming events, and more.
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 2:44 PM


To: Richard Koehler - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Thank you


Thank you, Rick. I appreciate your message. Best we can all do is our usual jobs, with credibility and care.


Keep it up!


CM


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:57 PM Richard Koehler - NOAA Federal <richard.koehler@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hello Craig,


Its been awhile since we last communicated. I wanted to say thank you so very much for your leadership


surrounding Hurricane Dorian.


If I can be of help in any way, please let me know.


Best wishes!


Rick Koehler


------------------------

Richard Koehler, PhD

National Hydrologic and Geospatial Sciences Training Coordinator


NOAA - NWS - Office of the Chief Learning Officer (OCLO)


richard.koehler@noaa.gov


303-497-8369


Emails to and from the National Weather Service are archived and, unless exempt or confidential by law,


may be subject to FOIA requests. Users should not have an expectation of confidentiality or privacy.


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458
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Nicole LeBoeuf


From: Nicole LeBoeuf


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:15 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal; Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Hurricane Dorian Scientific Censorship Response


If you’ve not already gotten this...


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Marine Technology Society <mtsoffice@mtsociety.org>


Date: September 10, 2019 at 3:10:12 PM EDT


To: nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov


Subject: Hurricane Dorian Scientific Censorship Response


Reply-To: mtsoffice@mtsociety.org


mailto:mtsoffice@mtsociety.org
mailto:nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov
mailto:mtsoffice@mtsociety.org


In response to recent actions to censor NWS scientists, actions that were inconsistent

with NOAA’s scientific integrity principles, I co-authored the attached letter asking for a

comprehensive investigation into all potential violations of the NOAA Scientific Integrity

Policy (cf. NOAA Administrative Order 202-735D: Scientific Integrity, and associated

Procedural Handbook) related to communication around Hurricane Dorian.


Along with co-authors Dr. Andrew Rosenberg, Union of Concerned Scientists (former

NOAA Deputy Assistant Administrator for Fisheries) and Dr. Jane Lubchenco, Oregon

State University (former NOAA Administrator), we also requested that the government

make proactive statements that reaffirm the rights of NWS experts to share their

expertise publicly regardless of the political inconvenience of that work.


Additionally, an open letter of support for NOAA scientists is being developed. If you wish

to take action, feel free to review and sign on (via Google Sheets).


Sincerely,


http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CqKF3icW1hWDt77tKiYQTVJn9V2ISZOWCvyfBp1mQJTtJIEmdh8jRi8aTRu4VyPftvRQzRhdmw75hlzf0Fe_-TnRfp4YAo9QtSWzNnHXsW1Xtok3OeyHONXb77mwYq-c_SA7xA1wjuiIhKu3ArnXQo3oAaOWiBaVerM7BEGni51riwHPlC4K3ZudAbsAyIynjVp8Cazgltem8dYMK0AkXcuMuUvTWsdmzudMFPtwRPA=&c=wF2JeKQLPdkRBNe6XlxiXMCzHVYM4hGbt0MzSxMIcrnSNLz_ur9O7g==&ch=2E0Cp7wJ5LrVv5IujB7d6D2xxtwGDvph-8Mxa-d3iviepRu5D17USA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CqKF3icW1hWDt77tKiYQTVJn9V2ISZOWCvyfBp1mQJTtJIEmdh8jRi8aTRu4VyPf_BuLQ8vZp_LoD9FJZiP7-p4C5Sg90hoSsAEPye4ehVxNcOeiN-RZVDt7ltVtvzjENbBM836zwdCrZjWmijuroEdpoGCRVuy4auCQq-BS21errHj-hsA_v41sLRpArmgtW-1AA_MoICrSUqkTqoZhqSdEs5nESwEBZv4rfw6wusSnbTwmFREIBMGSwpt7z5ta&c=wF2JeKQLPdkRBNe6XlxiXMCzHVYM4hGbt0MzSxMIcrnSNLz_ur9O7g==&ch=2E0Cp7wJ5LrVv5IujB7d6D2xxtwGDvph-8Mxa-d3iviepRu5D17USA==
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James Hendee


From: James Hendee


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 3:43 PM


To: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you.  Nice to know you've got our back (though we never doubted it).


On 9/9/19 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which


accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which


improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket line, to the


modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all


NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best tools we


possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional


expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable


colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their


own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible


scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s)


corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as they should.  There


followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to


contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation


and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of


Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities


with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or


ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific danger to


public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or we debase our


forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and


sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press


release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In


my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as


Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order


on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently cited as among


the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and


leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.




the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and


leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:44 PM


To: Nicole LeBoeuf


Cc: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian Scientific Censorship Response


Thanks.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:14 PM Nicole LeBoeuf <nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov> wrote:


If you’ve not already gotten this...


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Marine Technology Society <mtsoffice@mtsociety.org>


Date: September 10, 2019 at 3:10:12 PM EDT


To: nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov


Subject: Hurricane Dorian Scientific Censorship Response


Reply-To: mtsoffice@mtsociety.org
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In response to recent actions to censor NWS scientists, actions that were inconsistent

with NOAA’s scientific integrity principles, I co-authored the attached letter asking for a

comprehensive investigation into all potential violations of the NOAA Scientific Integrity

Policy (cf. NOAA Administrative Order 202-735D: Scientific Integrity, and associated

Procedural Handbook) related to communication around Hurricane Dorian.


Along with co-authors Dr. Andrew Rosenberg, Union of Concerned Scientists (former

NOAA Deputy Assistant Administrator for Fisheries) and Dr. Jane Lubchenco, Oregon

State University (former NOAA Administrator), we also requested that the government

make proactive statements that reaffirm the rights of NWS experts to share their

expertise publicly regardless of the political inconvenience of that work.


Additionally, an open letter of support for NOAA scientists is being developed. If you wish

to take action, feel free to review and sign on (via Google Sheets).


Sincerely,


http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CqKF3icW1hWDt77tKiYQTVJn9V2ISZOWCvyfBp1mQJTtJIEmdh8jRi8aTRu4VyPftvRQzRhdmw75hlzf0Fe_-TnRfp4YAo9QtSWzNnHXsW1Xtok3OeyHONXb77mwYq-c_SA7xA1wjuiIhKu3ArnXQo3oAaOWiBaVerM7BEGni51riwHPlC4K3ZudAbsAyIynjVp8Cazgltem8dYMK0AkXcuMuUvTWsdmzudMFPtwRPA=&c=wF2JeKQLPdkRBNe6XlxiXMCzHVYM4hGbt0MzSxMIcrnSNLz_ur9O7g==&ch=2E0Cp7wJ5LrVv5IujB7d6D2xxtwGDvph-8Mxa-d3iviepRu5D17USA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CqKF3icW1hWDt77tKiYQTVJn9V2ISZOWCvyfBp1mQJTtJIEmdh8jRi8aTRu4VyPf_BuLQ8vZp_LoD9FJZiP7-p4C5Sg90hoSsAEPye4ehVxNcOeiN-RZVDt7ltVtvzjENbBM836zwdCrZjWmijuroEdpoGCRVuy4auCQq-BS21errHj-hsA_v41sLRpArmgtW-1AA_MoICrSUqkTqoZhqSdEs5nESwEBZv4rfw6wusSnbTwmFREIBMGSwpt7z5ta&c=wF2JeKQLPdkRBNe6XlxiXMCzHVYM4hGbt0MzSxMIcrnSNLz_ur9O7g==&ch=2E0Cp7wJ5LrVv5IujB7d6D2xxtwGDvph-8Mxa-d3iviepRu5D17USA==


Rick Spinrad, PhD, CMarSci

MTS President

MTSoffice@mtsociety.org


Marine Technology Society www.mtsociety.org
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Assistant Administrator
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1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:55 PM


To: Sharon Walker - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you, Sharon.  Your work and that of your colleagues across NOAA is very important.  My job is to


make sure you can continue uninterrupted or uncorrupted on the amazing path that PMEL has blazed, and


as the rest of NOAA pursues.


Keep it up!  Thank you for your concern.


CM


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 12:39 AM Sharon Walker - NOAA Federal <sharon.l.walker@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Craig,


I want you to know how much I appreciate this email and what you've said here. It's hard to put words to


exactly how disappointed I was Friday evening when I got home and saw news about the "NOAA


communication" social media post disavowing the Weather Service response to incorrect information. It


was like a gut-punch. At no time during my 40 years as a NOAA employee have I ever worried that the


administrator and senior leadership did not "have our backs". This was truly a first (and I sincerely hope a


LAST).


I immediately thought of a PMEL all-hands meeting many years ago where Eddie Bernard described the


importance of knowing when to NOT evacuate, as well as knowing when to call for an evacuation in the


threat of a natural disaster. He used the example of a tsunami warning for Honolulu that resulted in


evacuation, but the waves that arrived were on the order of centimeters. The excessive cost (emotionally,


economically, etc) of the unnecessary evacuation was significant, and he stressed the importance of being


able to (a) retain the trust of the public to believe any warnings, (b) to avoid unnecessary hardship when


evacuations were really not necessary, and (c) the importance of the research and development required


to improve the accuracy of forecasts.


I have appreciated your leadership for OAR for some time now, but I especially appreciate and admire


your willingness to address this really, really important issue. I sincerely hope that no harm comes your


way for taking this on.


Best regards,


Sharon Walker


PMEL


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:58 PM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas


and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned


the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS
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know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict


the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public


trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am


pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we


have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the


best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I


have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Sharon L Walker


NOAA/PMEL


7600 Sand Point Way NE, Bldg #3




Seattle, WA  98115


phone:  206-526-6788


email:   Sharon.L.Walker@noaa.gov


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:55 PM


To: Peter Dodge - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you, Peter.  Keep it up.


CM


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 2:29 AM Peter Dodge - NOAA Federal <peter.dodge@noaa.gov> wrote:


Raif, From the research trenches...thanks for standing up for the science!!


Peter Dodge, HRD


All opinions my own, of course, and do not represent official NOAA opinion or policy...


On Monday, September 9, 2019, Ko Barrett - NOAA Federal <ko.barrett@noaa.gov> wrote:


Craig,


I stand with you in support of investigating the application of the scientific integrity policy in this instance.


Thank you for your leadership on this issue.


Ko


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent


science that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this


one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in


track which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from


the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider


picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in


our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank


you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external
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they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external


factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific


Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall


approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance


to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning


as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability


to convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately,


the press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:56 PM


To: William S. Kessler


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


I appreciate your note, Billy.


Thank you.


CM


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 7:36 AM William S. Kessler <william.s.kessler@noaa.gov> wrote:


Standing up for staff when their integrity is challenged is called leadership. Sticking your own neck out to


do it is called courage.


Thank you.


Billy Kessler, PMEL


On Sep 9, 2019, at 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track


which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the


scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid
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scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:56 PM


To: James Hendee


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Cheers, Jim.  Thank you.


CM


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 3:43 PM James Hendee <jim.hendee@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Nice to know you've got our back (though we never doubted it).


On 9/9/19 12:55 AM, Craig McLean - NOAA Federal wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the


Bahamas and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science


that has underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one,


which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track


which improved with enhanced observations.  We know that our collective work, from the


scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider picket


line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR and in our CI's,


and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and


exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are


remarkable colleagues of ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied by the


distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there


was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The


NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that


this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors


including reputation and appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very concerning as it


compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger


arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to


convey that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish


and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to
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and sustain the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the


press release of last Friday violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific


integrity.  In my role as Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are


independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA


and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




William Kessler - NOAA Federal


From: William Kessler - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:56 PM


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: I am on vacation, responses may be delayed Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional


Service


Thanks for contacting me. I'm on vacation through Thu Sep 12.  I will have email but not much time to respond.


Billy Kessler


--

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


William S. Kessler


NOAA / Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory


7600 Sand Point Way NE


Seattle WA 98115 USA


william.s.kessler@noaa.gov


Tel: 206-526-6221


Fax: 206-526-6744


mailto:william.s.kessler@noaa.gov


Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 4:56 PM


To: Winston Luke - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you, Winston.


CM


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 8:39 AM Winston Luke - NOAA Federal <winston.luke@noaa.gov> wrote:


Craig - I greatly admire and respect your courage and integrity in addressing this issue. Thank you.


Best regards - Winston


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 6:58 AM Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its ferocious path through the Bahamas


and along the US East Coast.  Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has underpinned


the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in


intensity.  The storm also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced observations.  We


know that our collective work, from the scientists in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists


deploying the glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the storms, across OAR


and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are working the problem in order to give the NWS


forecasters the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there were routine and exceptional expert


forecasts, the best possible, issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of their own experience in announcing


accurate forecasts accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As I'm


sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the President commenting on the path of the


hurricane.  The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and timely way, as


they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately


and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this intervention to contradict


the forecaster was not based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance, or


simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that


all NOAA employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely,


without allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid


substantial and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our information, or


we debase our forecaster's warnings and products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our understanding, our ability to convey


that understanding to a wide audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the public


trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.  Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday


violated this trust and violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am


pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we


have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the


best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I
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pursuing the potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we


have such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the


best.  Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I


have a responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910

Office:  301-713-2458




Christopher Landsea - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Landsea - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 5:08 PM


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: Chris Landsea is on sick leave Re: Thank you for your comments


Chris Landsea is on sick leave.  For marine forecasting issues, please contact the Lead TAFB forecaster on


duty at 305-229-4424.  I am not sure when I will be back in the office.


--
********************************************************************************


Chris Landsea


Chief, Tropical Analysis and Forecast Branch


NOAA/NWS/NCEP/National Hurricane Center


11691 S.W. 17th Street


Miami, Florida 33165


Chris.Landsea@noaa.gov  P: 305-229-4446


********************************************************************************


"The eyewall itself can be seen...nearly touching the sea surface...


 The pancake-shaped white patches are places where the wind is


 literally scooping water from the sea...This is a place of


 unmitigated violence, where bubble-filled water gradually gives


 way to spray- and cloud-filled air, with no definite interface that


 one could call the ocean surface.  It is arguably the worst place


 in the world for a ship."


  - Kerry Emanuel, 2005


    "Divine Wind - The History and Science of Hurricanes"
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Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 5:07 PM


To: Christopher Landsea - NOAA Federal


Cc: Louis Uccellini; Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Thank you for your comments


Thank you, Chris.


Your work is vital, and you do it very well.


Hope to see you soon,


Craig


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 8:39 AM Christopher Landsea - NOAA Federal <chris.landsea@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear Louis and Craig with a cc to Ken,


Many thanks for your public comments yesterday regarding NOAA's press release about the Birmingham


WFO.  As someone in the midst of the controversy here at NHC, it's been frustrating not being allowed to


weigh in publicly about what's been done and said.  I very much appreciate you both standing up for


scientific integrity within NOAA and supporting our mission to keep people safe.


Sincerely,


Chris

********************************************************************************


Chris Landsea


Chief, Tropical Analysis and Forecast Branch


NOAA/NWS/NCEP/National Hurricane Center


11691 S.W. 17th Street


Miami, Florida 33165


Chris.Landsea@noaa.gov  P: 305-229-4446


********************************************************************************


"The eyewall itself can be seen...nearly touching the sea surface...


 The pancake-shaped white patches are places where the wind is


 literally scooping water from the sea...This is a place of


 unmitigated violence, where bubble-filled water gradually gives


 way to spray- and cloud-filled air, with no definite interface that


 one could call the ocean surface.  It is arguably the worst place


 in the world for a ship."


  - Kerry Emanuel, 2005


    "Divine Wind - The History and Science of Hurricanes"


--

Craig N. McLean

Assistant Administrator

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

1315 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:  301-713-2458
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Office:  301-713-2458




Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:40 PM


To: craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: On Official Travel 9/9 - 9/11 Re: Birmingham, Alabama's National Weather Service


Tweet contradicting NOAA'S graphics


I am on Official Travel through Wednesday, September 11th at the National Water Center and National


Weather Association meeting. Since I will be attending numerous events, I may not be able to respond to


your message in a timely manner.


NWS Chief of Staff Office may be able to assist for routine matters, and can be reached at


nws.ocos@noaa.gov. If the issue is urgent please text or leave a voice mail at .


Best,


Mary


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service


O: 301-713-0711


C: 


www.weather.gov


(b)(6)
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Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 2:39 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


Hi Julie and Christopher,


Can I send this reporter to NWS PA for latest forecast guidance? Would a statement be advisable give that


we may get additional questions on this tweet?


Please let me know how you would recommend proceeding. I can also loop in FEMA but this seems


primarily like a forecast question.


Thank you,


Kate

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Yen, Hope <HYen@ap.org>


Date: Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:32 PM


Subject: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


To: katherine.brogan@noaa.gov <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Katherine-

Greetings, this is Hope Yen,  reporter with AP here in Washington DC working the Sunday news desk.


I wanted to reach out b/c President Trump indicated today at least twice that Alabama was in the path of


Hurricane Dorian, and would likely be hit.


The NWS on twitter indicates otherwise.


Can you tell me if NOAA or FEMA have provided any guidance today on whether Alabama will be impacted?


Please advise soonest and thank you—


I’m best reached today at 202 641 9410 or my contact #s below


Hope


(b)(6)
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TRUMP tweet on Sunday: “In addition to Florida - South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama,


will most likely be hit (much) harder than anticipated.”


Hope Yen


National Reporter


The Associated Press


1100 13th St NW Suite 500


Washington DC 20005


202 641 9459 direct


202 365 4373 cell


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2019 1:46 PM


To: Strong, Thomas <tstrong@ap.org>; FEMA-News-Desk <fema-news-desk@fema.dhs.gov>


Subject: Re: Associated Press information for FEMA call


Hi Tom,


Thank you for confirming Cal Woodward for today’s media call. The dial in number is 

and


participant passcode is . Please do not share this number since there are a limited number


of lines. Please dial-in 5-10 minutes before the call starts.

Thank you,

Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator, NOAA


(b)(6)
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(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated recipients named


above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you


have received this communication in error, and that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of


this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify


The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you.


(b)(6)



Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 2:41 PM


To: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


I can reply... with just the NHC forecast.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 2:38 PM, Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Julie and Christopher,


Can I send this reporter to NWS PA for latest forecast guidance? Would a statement be


advisable give that we may get additional questions on this tweet?


Please let me know how you would recommend proceeding. I can also loop in FEMA but this


seems primarily like a forecast question.


Thank you,


Kate

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Yen, Hope <HYen@ap.org>


Date: Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:32 PM


Subject: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


To: katherine.brogan@noaa.gov <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Katherine-

Greetings, this is Hope Yen,  reporter with AP here in Washington DC working the Sunday news


desk.


I wanted to reach out b/c President Trump indicated today at least twice that Alabama was in


the path of Hurricane Dorian, and would likely be hit.


The NWS on twitter indicates otherwise.


Can you tell me if NOAA or FEMA have provided any guidance today on whether Alabama will


(b)(6)
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The NWS on twitter indicates otherwise.


Can you tell me if NOAA or FEMA have provided any guidance today on whether Alabama will


be impacted?


Please advise soonest and thank you—


I’m best reached today at 202 641 9410 or my contact #s below


Hope


TRUMP tweet on Sunday: “In addition to Florida - South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, and


Alabama, will most likely be hit (much) harder than anticipated.”


Hope Yen


National Reporter


The Associated Press


1100 13th St NW Suite 500


Washington DC 20005


202 641 9459 direct


202 365 4373 cell


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2019 1:46 PM


To: Strong, Thomas <tstrong@ap.org>; FEMA-News-Desk <fema-news-desk@fema.dhs.gov>


Subject: Re: Associated Press information for FEMA call


Hi Tom,


Thank you for confirming Cal Woodward for today’s media call. The dial in number is

 and


participant passcode is . Please do not share this number since there are a


(b)(6)
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limited number of lines. Please dial-in 5-10 minutes before the call starts.

Thank you,

Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator, NOAA


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated


recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you


are hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,


dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have


received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by


telephone at +1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you.


(b)(6)



Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 2:48 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Subject: RE: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


We need to figure this out. The NWS Birmingham tweet is causing issues. Can you discuss with Jeremy?


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 2:41 PM


To: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Cc: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


I can reply... with just the NHC forecast.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 2:38 PM, Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Julie and Christopher,


Can I send this reporter to NWS PA for latest forecast guidance? Would a statement be advisable


give that we may get additional questions on this tweet?


Please let me know how you would recommend proceeding. I can also loop in FEMA but this


seems primarily like a forecast question.


Thank you,


Kate

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Yen, Hope <HYen@ap.org>


Date: Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:32 PM


Subject: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


(b)(6)
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From: Yen, Hope <HYen@ap.org>


Date: Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:32 PM


Subject: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


To: katherine.brogan@noaa.gov <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Katherine-

Greetings, this is Hope Yen,  reporter with AP here in Washington DC working the Sunday news


desk.


I wanted to reach out b/c President Trump indicated today at least twice that Alabama was in the


path of Hurricane Dorian, and would likely be hit.


The NWS on twitter indicates otherwise.


Can you tell me if NOAA or FEMA have provided any guidance today on whether Alabama will


be impacted?


Please advise soonest and thank you—


I’m best reached today at 202 641 9410 or my contact #s below


Hope


TRUMP tweet on Sunday: “In addition to Florida - South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, and


Alabama, will most likely be hit (much) harder than anticipated.”


Hope Yen


National Reporter


The Associated Press


1100 13th St NW Suite 500


Washington DC 20005


202 641 9459 direct


202 365 4373 cell


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2019 1:46 PM


To: Strong, Thomas <tstrong@ap.org>; FEMA-News-Desk <fema-news-desk@fema.dhs.gov>


Subject: Re: Associated Press information for FEMA call


Hi Tom,


Thank you for confirming Cal Woodward for today’s media call. The dial in number is

 and


participant passcode is . Please do not share this number since there are a


limited number of lines. Please dial-in 5-10 minutes before the call starts.

Thank you,

Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator, NOAA


(b)(6)
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(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated


recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are


hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,


dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have


received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone


at +1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you.


(b)(6)



Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 2:49 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Cc: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


Thank you Chris....think that works.


Kate

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:41 PM Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


wrote:


I can reply... with just the NHC forecast.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 2:38 PM, Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Julie and Christopher,


Can I send this reporter to NWS PA for latest forecast guidance? Would a statement be


advisable give that we may get additional questions on this tweet?


Please let me know how you would recommend proceeding. I can also loop in FEMA but this


seems primarily like a forecast question.


Thank you,


Kate

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Yen, Hope <HYen@ap.org>


Date: Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:32 PM


Subject: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?
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From: Yen, Hope <HYen@ap.org>


Date: Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:32 PM


Subject: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


To: katherine.brogan@noaa.gov <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Katherine-

Greetings, this is Hope Yen,  reporter with AP here in Washington DC working the Sunday


news desk.


I wanted to reach out b/c President Trump indicated today at least twice that Alabama was in


the path of Hurricane Dorian, and would likely be hit.


The NWS on twitter indicates otherwise.


Can you tell me if NOAA or FEMA have provided any guidance today on whether Alabama will


be impacted?


Please advise soonest and thank you—


I’m best reached today at 202 641 9410 or my contact #s below


Hope


TRUMP tweet on Sunday: “In addition to Florida - South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, and


Alabama, will most likely be hit (much) harder than anticipated.”


Hope Yen


National Reporter


The Associated Press


1100 13th St NW Suite 500


Washington DC 20005


202 641 9459 direct


202 365 4373 cell


mailto:katherine.brogan@noaa.gov
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From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2019 1:46 PM


To: Strong, Thomas <tstrong@ap.org>; FEMA-News-Desk <fema-news-desk@fema.dhs.gov>


Subject: Re: Associated Press information for FEMA call


Hi Tom,


Thank you for confirming Cal Woodward for today’s media call. The dial in number is

 and


participant passcode is  Please do not share this number since there are a


limited number of lines. Please dial-in 5-10 minutes before the call starts.

Thank you,

Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator, NOAA


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated


recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you


are hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,


dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have


received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by


telephone at +1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you.
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 2:53 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


I see they took this opportunity clarify:


https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:47 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


We need to figure this out. The NWS Birmingham tweet is causing issues. Can you discuss with Jeremy?


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 2:41 PM


To: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Cc: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


I can reply... with just the NHC forecast.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 2:38 PM, Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Julie and Christopher,


Can I send this reporter to NWS PA for latest forecast guidance? Would a statement be


advisable give that we may get additional questions on this tweet?
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advisable give that we may get additional questions on this tweet?


Please let me know how you would recommend proceeding. I can also loop in FEMA but this


seems primarily like a forecast question.


Thank you,


Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Yen, Hope <HYen@ap.org>


Date: Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:32 PM


Subject: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


To: katherine.brogan@noaa.gov <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Katherine-

Greetings, this is Hope Yen,  reporter with AP here in Washington DC working the Sunday


news desk.


I wanted to reach out b/c President Trump indicated today at least twice that Alabama was in


the path of Hurricane Dorian, and would likely be hit.


The NWS on twitter indicates otherwise.


Can you tell me if NOAA or FEMA have provided any guidance today on whether Alabama will


be impacted?


Please advise soonest and thank you—


I’m best reached today at 202 641 9410 or my contact #s below


Hope
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TRUMP tweet on Sunday: “In addition to Florida - South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, and


Alabama, will most likely be hit (much) harder than anticipated.”


Hope Yen


National Reporter


The Associated Press


1100 13th St NW Suite 500


Washington DC 20005


202 641 9459 direct


202 365 4373 cell


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2019 1:46 PM


To: Strong, Thomas <tstrong@ap.org>; FEMA-News-Desk <fema-news-desk@fema.dhs.gov>


Subject: Re: Associated Press information for FEMA call


Hi Tom,


Thank you for confirming Cal Woodward for today’s media call. The dial in number is

 and


participant passcode is . Please do not share this number since there are a


limited number of lines. Please dial-in 5-10 minutes before the call starts.

Thank you,

Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator, NOAA


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated


recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you


are hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,


dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
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recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you


are hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,


dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have


received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by


telephone at +1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you.


--

Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 2:58 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Cc: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


Yes


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 1, 2019, at 2:53 PM, Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie- are you good with me getting back to AP? I dont want them calling around...


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:48 PM Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


<katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you Chris....think that works.


Kate

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


On Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:41 PM Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


<christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov> wrote:


I can reply... with just the NHC forecast.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 2:38 PM, Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


<katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Julie and Christopher,


Can I send this reporter to NWS PA for latest forecast guidance? Would a


statement be advisable give that we may get additional questions on this tweet?


Please let me know how you would recommend proceeding. I can also loop in


FEMA but this seems primarily like a forecast question.
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Please let me know how you would recommend proceeding. I can also loop in


FEMA but this seems primarily like a forecast question.


Thank you,


Kate

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Yen, Hope <HYen@ap.org>


Date: Sun, Sep 1, 2019 at 2:32 PM


Subject: AP media query - Sunday -- FEMA guidance re Alabama?


To: katherine.brogan@noaa.gov <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Katherine-

Greetings, this is Hope Yen,  reporter with AP here in Washington DC working


the Sunday news desk.


I wanted to reach out b/c President Trump indicated today at least twice that


Alabama was in the path of Hurricane Dorian, and would likely be hit.


The NWS on twitter indicates otherwise.


Can you tell me if NOAA or FEMA have provided any guidance today on whether


Alabama will be impacted?


Please advise soonest and thank you—


I’m best reached today at 202 641 9410 or my contact #s below


Hope


TRUMP tweet on Sunday: “In addition to Florida - South Carolina, North Carolina,


Georgia, and Alabama, will most likely be hit (much) harder than anticipated.”


Hope Yen


National Reporter
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The Associated Press


1100 13th St NW Suite 500


Washington DC 20005


202 641 9459 direct


202 365 4373 cell


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2019 1:46 PM


To: Strong, Thomas <tstrong@ap.org>; FEMA-News-Desk <fema-news-

desk@fema.dhs.gov>


Subject: Re: Associated Press information for FEMA call


Hi Tom,


Thank you for confirming Cal Woodward for today’s media call. The dial in

number is  and


participant passcode is  Please do not share this number since


there are a limited number of lines. Please dial-in 5-10 minutes before the

call starts.

Thank you,

Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator, NOAA


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the


designated recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not


the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this


communication in error, and that any review, dissemination, distribution or


copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this


communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by


telephone at +1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you.


--
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--

Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978
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NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


From: NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 6:31 PM


To: Mary Erickson


Cc: Louis Uccellini


Subject: Re: Update on DNJ and NWA


Mary,


I will find out about Julie attending the WFO visit.  You are correct -- Birmingham.


I spoke to Todd Barron via the phone yesterday to go over the visit in light of last Friday.


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:22 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles,


To be clear - are you talking about the BHM office?  Would that visit


include Communications?


Thanks,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


> On Sep 8, 2019, at 5:46 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> EC -

>


> Latest information that I have:


>


> Dr Jacobs is still scheduled to fly down Monday late afternoon for NWA.  He will not be doing anything


Monday evening with the conference.  His keynote will kick off Tuesday.


>


> In light of what happened on Friday and the fact that CNN, WAPO (CWG), and NPR are all confirmed to
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Monday evening with the conference.  His keynote will kick off Tuesday.


>


> In light of what happened on Friday and the fact that CNN, WAPO (CWG), and NPR are all confirmed to


be in attendance, Julie will be traveling with him.  I will also be there along with FLAG.  We are still


planning on going to the WFO that afternoon.


>


> Louis, once your keynote has been given would it be possible to see your notes?  That may help with his


speech.  FYSA, I have not heard if/how the press release issue will be handled during the trip.


>


> Let me know if anyone needs additional information.


>


> Charles


>


> --

>


> Charles Bell


>


> Program Coordination Officer


> NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


> desk: 202-482-1162


> cell: 

>
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Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 6:37 PM


To: NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


Cc: Louis Uccellini


Subject: Re: Update on DNJ and NWA


Thanks.  Since no press will be at the WFO, would not see the need.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:30 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mary,


I will find out about Julie attending the WFO visit.  You are correct -- Birmingham.


I spoke to Todd Barron via the phone yesterday to go over the visit in light of last Friday.


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:22 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles,


To be clear - are you talking about the BHM office?  Would that visit


include Communications?


Thanks,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)
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NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


> On Sep 8, 2019, at 5:46 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> EC -

>


> Latest information that I have:


>


> Dr Jacobs is still scheduled to fly down Monday late afternoon for NWA.  He will not be


doing anything Monday evening with the conference.  His keynote will kick off Tuesday.


>


> In light of what happened on Friday and the fact that CNN, WAPO (CWG), and NPR are all


confirmed to be in attendance, Julie will be traveling with him.  I will also be there along with


FLAG.  We are still planning on going to the WFO that afternoon.


>


> Louis, once your keynote has been given would it be possible to see your notes?  That may


help with his speech.  FYSA, I have not heard if/how the press release issue will be handled


during the trip.


>


> Let me know if anyone needs additional information.


>


> Charles


>


> --

>


> Charles Bell


>


> Program Coordination Officer


> NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


> desk: 202-482-1162


> cell: 

>
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Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


From: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 10:37 PM


To: Louis Uccellini


Cc: George Jungbluth


Subject: Fwd: Recoding Louis’ Talk


Hi Louis,


I want to provide my rationale for having your NWA talk live streamed. I'm worried we'll be missing a big


opportunity if we don't do this. Using this platform to reinforce the message will be viewed positively by


many employees and the weather enterprise (who have come out in droves to support NWS).


1. This is the ultimate in transparency. I truly believe that part of the reason we've seen such a shift in the


way the Director's position is viewed is in part because of the candidness of the Fireside Chats. This is the


same concept, just on a different stage. In your talk I know you'll be covering the great work done by NWS


employees, and seeing that it's live broadcast they'll know your message is unaltered. Posting something


pre-recorded always leaves that chance that something has been changed or removed.


2. 




3. Periscope is a DOC/NOAA approved platform for us to use within Twitter. Multiple NWS accounts use the


platform including NHC, especially during Hurricane Prep Week, and local offices often use it during


outreach. Using this in the capacity of streaming your NWA speech is not something that would bend or


break any rules - it is completely in compliance with the policy. 




I hope you'll reconsider and allow Alli to livestream it. I hope you have a good week in Huntsville and


visiting the nearby offices.


Katie


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:47 PM


Subject: Recoding Louis’ Talk


To: Corey Pieper - NOAA Federal <corey.pieper@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>


Greetings from Huntsville,


Louis says he doesn’t want his presentation to be broadcasted live tomorrow. He says he wants to wait until


after Neil’s presentation on Wednesday to share his presentation on social media.
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Louis says he doesn’t want his presentation to be broadcasted live tomorrow. He says he wants to wait until


after Neil’s presentation on Wednesday to share his presentation on social media.


Additionally, Greg Romano brought a gorilla tripod, so we’ll use that and his nice Galaxy phone to record


the presentation.


Best,


Alli


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--
Katie Garrett

Assistant Director, Data Stewardship Division (LCDP rotation)


NOAA National Centers for Enviromental Information (NCEI)


National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service


301-427-9361
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 10:54 PM


To: Greg Romano


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Recoding Louis’ Talk


What do you think?


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:36:46 PM CDT


To: Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Cc: George Jungbluth <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>


Subject: Fwd: Recoding Louis’ Talk


Hi Louis,


I want to provide my rationale for having your NWA talk live streamed. I'm worried we'll be


missing a big opportunity if we don't do this. Using this platform to reinforce the message will


be viewed positively by many employees and the weather enterprise (who have come out in


droves to support NWS).


1. This is the ultimate in transparency. I truly believe that part of the reason we've seen such a


shift in the way the Director's position is viewed is in part because of the candidness of the


Fireside Chats. This is the same concept, just on a different stage. In your talk I know you'll be


covering the great work done by NWS employees, and seeing that it's live broadcast they'll


know your message is unaltered. Posting something pre-recorded always leaves that chance


that something has been changed or removed.


2. 













3. Periscope is a DOC/NOAA approved platform for us to use within Twitter. Multiple NWS


accounts use the platform including NHC, especially during Hurricane Prep Week, and local
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3. Periscope is a DOC/NOAA approved platform for us to use within Twitter. Multiple NWS


accounts use the platform including NHC, especially during Hurricane Prep Week, and local


offices often use it during outreach. Using this in the capacity of streaming your NWA speech is


not something that would bend or break any rules - it is completely in compliance with the


policy. 


I hope you'll reconsider and allow Alli to livestream it. I hope you have a good week in


Huntsville and visiting the nearby offices.


Katie


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:47 PM


Subject: Recoding Louis’ Talk


To: Corey Pieper - NOAA Federal <corey.pieper@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


<katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>


Greetings from Huntsville,


Louis says he doesn’t want his presentation to be broadcasted live tomorrow. He says he wants


to wait until after Neil’s presentation on Wednesday to share his presentation on social media.


Additionally, Greg Romano brought a gorilla tripod, so we’ll use that and his nice Galaxy phone


to record the presentation.


Best,


Alli


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--
Katie Garrett

Assistant Director, Data Stewardship Division (LCDP rotation)


NOAA National Centers for Enviromental Information (NCEI)


National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service


301-427-9361
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Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


From: Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 11:33 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Recoding Louis’ Talk


She makes solid points about transparency and being ahead of the message. 

 (Let's talk about that in the


morning). Whatever you say, whether live on Periscope or not, it will be tweeted by those in the room. In


that regard, letting people see the whole message direct from you, not filtered by others' tweets, weighs


toward going live.


G


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 9:54 PM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


What do you think?


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:36:46 PM CDT


To: Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Cc: George Jungbluth <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>


Subject: Fwd: Recoding Louis’ Talk


Hi Louis,


I want to provide my rationale for having your NWA talk live streamed. I'm worried we'll be


missing a big opportunity if we don't do this. Using this platform to reinforce the message will


be viewed positively by many employees and the weather enterprise (who have come out in


droves to support NWS).


1. This is the ultimate in transparency. I truly believe that part of the reason we've seen such a


shift in the way the Director's position is viewed is in part because of the candidness of the


Fireside Chats. This is the same concept, just on a different stage. In your talk I know you'll be


covering the great work done by NWS employees, and seeing that it's live broadcast they'll


know your message is unaltered. Posting something pre-recorded always leaves that chance


that something has been changed or removed.


2. Putting your speech out there before Neil speaks shows that you're not doing this in
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that something has been changed or removed.


2. 








3. Periscope is a DOC/NOAA approved platform for us to use within Twitter. Multiple NWS


accounts use the platform including NHC, especially during Hurricane Prep Week, and local


offices often use it during outreach. Using this in the capacity of streaming your NWA speech


is not something that would bend or break any rules - it is completely in compliance with the


policy. 

I hope you'll reconsider and allow Alli to livestream it. I hope you have a good week in


Huntsville and visiting the nearby offices.


Katie


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:47 PM


Subject: Recoding Louis’ Talk


To: Corey Pieper - NOAA Federal <corey.pieper@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


<katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>


Greetings from Huntsville,


Louis says he doesn’t want his presentation to be broadcasted live tomorrow. He says he wants


to wait until after Neil’s presentation on Wednesday to share his presentation on social media.


Additionally, Greg Romano brought a gorilla tripod, so we’ll use that and his nice Galaxy


phone to record the presentation.


Best,


Alli


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 
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--
Katie Garrett

Assistant Director, Data Stewardship Division (LCDP rotation)


NOAA National Centers for Enviromental Information (NCEI)


National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service


301-427-9361




Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 11:42 PM


To: Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


Cc: Alli Keclik


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Recoding Louis’ Talk


We meet for breakfast at 6:45.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:33 PM, Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal <gregory.romano@noaa.gov> wrote:


She makes solid points about transparency and being ahead of the message. 




 (Let's talk about that in the morning). Whatever you say, whether live on


Periscope or not, it will be tweeted by those in the room. In that regard, letting people see the


whole message direct from you, not filtered by others' tweets, weighs toward going live.


G


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 9:54 PM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


What do you think?


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:36:46 PM CDT


To: Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Cc: George Jungbluth <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>


Subject: Fwd: Recoding Louis’ Talk
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Subject: Fwd: Recoding Louis’ Talk


Hi Louis,


I want to provide my rationale for having your NWA talk live streamed. I'm


worried we'll be missing a big opportunity if we don't do this. Using this platform


to reinforce the message will be viewed positively by many employees and the


weather enterprise (who have come out in droves to support NWS).


1. This is the ultimate in transparency. I truly believe that part of the reason we've


seen such a shift in the way the Director's position is viewed is in part because of


the candidness of the Fireside Chats. This is the same concept, just on a different


stage. In your talk I know you'll be covering the great work done by NWS


employees, and seeing that it's live broadcast they'll know your message is


unaltered. Posting something pre-recorded always leaves that chance that


something has been changed or removed.


2. 








3. Periscope is a DOC/NOAA approved platform for us to use within Twitter.


Multiple NWS accounts use the platform including NHC, especially during


Hurricane Prep Week, and local offices often use it during outreach. Using this in


the capacity of streaming your NWA speech is not something that would bend or


break any rules - it is completely in compliance with the policy. 


I hope you'll reconsider and allow Alli to livestream it. I hope you have a good


week in Huntsville and visiting the nearby offices.


Katie


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:47 PM


Subject: Recoding Louis’ Talk


To: Corey Pieper - NOAA Federal <corey.pieper@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA


Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>


Greetings from Huntsville,
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Louis says he doesn’t want his presentation to be broadcasted live tomorrow. He


says he wants to wait until after Neil’s presentation on Wednesday to share his


presentation on social media.


Additionally, Greg Romano brought a gorilla tripod, so we’ll use that and his nice


Galaxy phone to record the presentation.


Best,


Alli


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--
Katie Garrett

Assistant Director, Data Stewardship Division (LCDP rotation)


NOAA National Centers for Enviromental Information (NCEI)


National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service


301-427-9361
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Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


From: Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 11:43 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Cc: Alli Keclik


Subject: Re: Recoding Louis’ Talk


I will be there.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 10:41 PM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


We meet for breakfast at 6:45.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:33 PM, Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal <gregory.romano@noaa.gov> wrote:


She makes solid points about transparency and being ahead of the message. 




 (Let's talk about that in the morning). Whatever you say, whether live on


Periscope or not, it will be tweeted by those in the room. In that regard, letting people see the


whole message direct from you, not filtered by others' tweets, weighs toward going live.


G


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 9:54 PM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


wrote:


What do you think?


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:36:46 PM CDT


To: Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Cc: George Jungbluth <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>


Subject: Fwd: Recoding Louis’ Talk
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To: Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Cc: George Jungbluth <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>


Subject: Fwd: Recoding Louis’ Talk


Hi Louis,


I want to provide my rationale for having your NWA talk live streamed. I'm


worried we'll be missing a big opportunity if we don't do this. Using this platform


to reinforce the message will be viewed positively by many employees and the


weather enterprise (who have come out in droves to support NWS).


1. This is the ultimate in transparency. I truly believe that part of the reason


we've seen such a shift in the way the Director's position is viewed is in part


because of the candidness of the Fireside Chats. This is the same concept, just on


a different stage. In your talk I know you'll be covering the great work done by


NWS employees, and seeing that it's live broadcast they'll know your message is


unaltered. Posting something pre-recorded always leaves that chance that


something has been changed or removed.


2. 











3. Periscope is a DOC/NOAA approved platform for us to use within Twitter.


Multiple NWS accounts use the platform including NHC, especially during


Hurricane Prep Week, and local offices often use it during outreach. Using this in


the capacity of streaming your NWA speech is not something that would bend or


break any rules - it is completely in compliance with the policy. 


I hope you'll reconsider and allow Alli to livestream it. I hope you have a good


week in Huntsville and visiting the nearby offices.


Katie


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:47 PM


Subject: Recoding Louis’ Talk


To: Corey Pieper - NOAA Federal <corey.pieper@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA


Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>
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Greetings from Huntsville,


Louis says he doesn’t want his presentation to be broadcasted live tomorrow. He


says he wants to wait until after Neil’s presentation on Wednesday to share his


presentation on social media.


Additionally, Greg Romano brought a gorilla tripod, so we’ll use that and his nice


Galaxy phone to record the presentation.


Best,


Alli


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--
Katie Garrett

Assistant Director, Data Stewardship Division (LCDP rotation)


NOAA National Centers for Enviromental Information (NCEI)


National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service


301-427-9361
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 11:58 PM


To: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


Cc: George Jungbluth


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Recoding Louis’ Talk


Will discuss tomorrow morning.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 8, 2019, at 9:36 PM, Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Louis,


I want to provide my rationale for having your NWA talk live streamed. I'm worried we'll be


missing a big opportunity if we don't do this. Using this platform to reinforce the message will


be viewed positively by many employees and the weather enterprise (who have come out in


droves to support NWS).


1. This is the ultimate in transparency. I truly believe that part of the reason we've seen such a


shift in the way the Director's position is viewed is in part because of the candidness of the


Fireside Chats. This is the same concept, just on a different stage. In your talk I know you'll be


covering the great work done by NWS employees, and seeing that it's live broadcast they'll


know your message is unaltered. Posting something pre-recorded always leaves that chance


that something has been changed or removed.


2. 













3. Periscope is a DOC/NOAA approved platform for us to use within Twitter. Multiple NWS


accounts use the platform including NHC, especially during Hurricane Prep Week, and local


offices often use it during outreach. Using this in the capacity of streaming your NWA speech is


not something that would bend or break any rules - it is completely in compliance with the


policy. 


(b)(5)
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policy. 


I hope you'll reconsider and allow Alli to livestream it. I hope you have a good week in


Huntsville and visiting the nearby offices.


Katie


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:47 PM


Subject: Recoding Louis’ Talk


To: Corey Pieper - NOAA Federal <corey.pieper@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


<katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>


Greetings from Huntsville,


Louis says he doesn’t want his presentation to be broadcasted live tomorrow. He says he wants


to wait until after Neil’s presentation on Wednesday to share his presentation on social media.


Additionally, Greg Romano brought a gorilla tripod, so we’ll use that and his nice Galaxy phone


to record the presentation.


Best,


Alli


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--
Katie Garrett

Assistant Director, Data Stewardship Division (LCDP rotation)


NOAA National Centers for Enviromental Information (NCEI)


National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service


301-427-9361
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Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


From: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 9:52 PM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; Pat Simms - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Alabama


Hi Stu, I need clarification on your travel plans.  If I’m told to change DNJ to the later flight at 8:10pm, for


an additional $1,200, will you travel with him from DCA?  If not, do you want me to book you on the flights


from Bwi and get you a rental car?  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 4:51 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal <linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ok.  Stu, all flights from BWI to Huntsville are connections through Charlotte.  The times don’t


match up with DNJ’s flight times.  You may need to get a rental car if you don’t arrive and


depart  around the same times.  Nick, please advise as soon as you can on changes for DNJ.


Thank you.


To Huntsville 9/9


3:25pm luv bwi


Through Charlotte


6:36pm arrive Huntsville


Return 9/10


3:53pm lv Huntsville


Through Charlotte


10:03 pm are Bwi


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 4:23 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Yes, but his plans are going to change.  Will likely take an earlier flight.  Copying


Nick.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 4:04 PM Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Stu, do you want to arrive around the same time as DNJ and return on the


same flight or do you want to return to Bwi also?  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone
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Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 2:17 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


<Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


I will leave from BWI, driving from Silver Spring


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 1:59 PM Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


<Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


Linda-

I will be joining Neil in Alabama.  Please schedule travel.  Thank you.


Stu
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Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 10:06 PM


To: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal; Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; Pat Simms - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Alabama


+ Julie


Julie, how important is the direct flight?


BWI seems easier in terms of logistics than DCA, but I can do either.  Need to know tonight because I may


drive to SS tomorrow AM.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:52 PM Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal <linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi Stu, I need clarification on your travel plans.  If I’m told to change DNJ to the later flight at 8:10pm, for


an additional $1,200, will you travel with him from DCA?  If not, do you want me to book you on the flights


from Bwi and get you a rental car?  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 4:51 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal <linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Ok.  Stu, all flights from BWI to Huntsville are connections through Charlotte.  The times don’t


match up with DNJ’s flight times.  You may need to get a rental car if you don’t arrive and


depart  around the same times.  Nick, please advise as soon as you can on changes for DNJ.


Thank you.


To Huntsville 9/9


3:25pm luv bwi


Through Charlotte


6:36pm arrive Huntsville


Return 9/10


3:53pm lv Huntsville


Through Charlotte


10:03 pm are Bwi
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 10:19 PM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan


Cc: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal; Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; Pat Simms -

NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Alabama


+Taylor


Leave Neil’s current flight alone. He is on the direct around 4:45. He needs to leave from DCA no reason for


him to drive to BWI. I will ask him in the morning if we change to a non-direct. Neil will be at HCHB after


NOAA Corps ceremony.


Stu feel free to do what you need if BWI is better for you. He doesn’t speak until Tuesday morning so as long


as people are there tomorrow night you guys don’t have to travel together.


We can adjust the schedule line by line tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:05 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Julie


Julie, how important is the direct flight?


BWI seems easier in terms of logistics than DCA, but I can do either.  Need to know tonight


because I may drive to SS tomorrow AM.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:52 PM Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Stu, I need clarification on your travel plans.  If I’m told to change DNJ to the later flight at


8:10pm, for an additional $1,200, will you travel with him from DCA?  If not, do you want me


to book you on the flights from Bwi and get you a rental car?  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 4:51 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ok.  Stu, all flights from BWI to Huntsville are connections through Charlotte.  The
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Ok.  Stu, all flights from BWI to Huntsville are connections through Charlotte.  The


times don’t match up with DNJ’s flight times.  You may need to get a rental car if


you don’t arrive and depart  around the same times.  Nick, please advise as soon


as you can on changes for DNJ.  Thank you.


To Huntsville 9/9


3:25pm luv bwi


Through Charlotte


6:36pm arrive Huntsville


Return 9/10


3:53pm lv Huntsville


Through Charlotte


10:03 pm are Bwi




Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


From: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 10:37 PM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Cc: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan; Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; Pat


Simms - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Alabama


Stu, you’re all set on the same flights as DNJ.  You will get the email from SATO shortly.  Thank you.


Sent from my iPad


On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:23 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


I spoke with Linda and will fly from DCA on the same flight as Neil.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:19 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


+Taylor


Leave Neil’s current flight alone. He is on the direct around 4:45. He needs to leave from DCA


no reason for him to drive to BWI. I will ask him in the morning if we change to a non-direct.


Neil will be at HCHB after NOAA Corps ceremony.


Stu feel free to do what you need if BWI is better for you. He doesn’t speak until Tuesday


morning so as long as people are there tomorrow night you guys don’t have to travel


together.


We can adjust the schedule line by line tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:05 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


wrote:


+ Julie


Julie, how important is the direct flight?


BWI seems easier in terms of logistics than DCA, but I can do either.  Need to


know tonight because I may drive to SS tomorrow AM.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:52 PM Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal
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On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:52 PM Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Stu, I need clarification on your travel plans.  If I’m told to change DNJ to the


later flight at 8:10pm, for an additional $1,200, will you travel with him from


DCA?  If not, do you want me to book you on the flights from Bwi and get you a


rental car?  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 4:51 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ok.  Stu, all flights from BWI to Huntsville are connections through


Charlotte.  The times don’t match up with DNJ’s flight times.  You


may need to get a rental car if you don’t arrive and depart  around


the same times.  Nick, please advise as soon as you can on changes


for DNJ.  Thank you.


To Huntsville 9/9


3:25pm luv bwi


Through Charlotte


6:36pm arrive Huntsville


Return 9/10


3:53pm lv Huntsville


Through Charlotte


10:03 pm are Bwi
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Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 10:23 PM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Cc: Taylor Jordan; Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal; Nicholas Flocken - NOAA


Federal; Pat Simms - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Alabama


I spoke with Linda and will fly from DCA on the same flight as Neil.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:19 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


+Taylor


Leave Neil’s current flight alone. He is on the direct around 4:45. He needs to leave from DCA no reason


for him to drive to BWI. I will ask him in the morning if we change to a non-direct. Neil will be at HCHB


after NOAA Corps ceremony.


Stu feel free to do what you need if BWI is better for you. He doesn’t speak until Tuesday morning so as


long as people are there tomorrow night you guys don’t have to travel together.


We can adjust the schedule line by line tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:05 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Julie


Julie, how important is the direct flight?


BWI seems easier in terms of logistics than DCA, but I can do either.  Need to know tonight


because I may drive to SS tomorrow AM.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:52 PM Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Stu, I need clarification on your travel plans.  If I’m told to change DNJ to the later flight at


8:10pm, for an additional $1,200, will you travel with him from DCA?  If not, do you want me


to book you on the flights from Bwi and get you a rental car?  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 4:51 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal
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Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 4:51 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ok.  Stu, all flights from BWI to Huntsville are connections through Charlotte.


The times don’t match up with DNJ’s flight times.  You may need to get a rental


car if you don’t arrive and depart  around the same times.  Nick, please advise as


soon as you can on changes for DNJ.  Thank you.


To Huntsville 9/9


3:25pm luv bwi


Through Charlotte


6:36pm arrive Huntsville


Return 9/10


3:53pm lv Huntsville


Through Charlotte


10:03 pm are Bwi
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Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 10:47 PM


To: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Cc: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal; Taylor Jordan; Nicholas Flocken - NOAA Federal; Pat


Simms - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Alabama


Got the email from SATO.  Thanks


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:36 PM Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal <linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Stu, you’re all set on the same flights as DNJ.  You will get the email from SATO shortly.  Thank you.


Sent from my iPad


On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:23 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


I spoke with Linda and will fly from DCA on the same flight as Neil.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:19 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


wrote:


+Taylor


Leave Neil’s current flight alone. He is on the direct around 4:45. He needs to leave from


DCA no reason for him to drive to BWI. I will ask him in the morning if we change to a non-

direct. Neil will be at HCHB after NOAA Corps ceremony.


Stu feel free to do what you need if BWI is better for you. He doesn’t speak until Tuesday


morning so as long as people are there tomorrow night you guys don’t have to travel


together.


We can adjust the schedule line by line tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:05 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


<Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Julie


Julie, how important is the direct flight?
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+ Julie


Julie, how important is the direct flight?


BWI seems easier in terms of logistics than DCA, but I can do either.  Need to


know tonight because I may drive to SS tomorrow AM.


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:52 PM Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Stu, I need clarification on your travel plans.  If I’m told to change DNJ to the


later flight at 8:10pm, for an additional $1,200, will you travel with him from


DCA?  If not, do you want me to book you on the flights from Bwi and get you a


rental car?  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 4:51 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Ok.  Stu, all flights from BWI to Huntsville are connections through


Charlotte.  The times don’t match up with DNJ’s flight times.  You


may need to get a rental car if you don’t arrive and depart  around


the same times.  Nick, please advise as soon as you can on changes


for DNJ.  Thank you.


To Huntsville 9/9


3:25pm luv bwi


Through Charlotte


6:36pm arrive Huntsville


Return 9/10


3:53pm lv Huntsville


Through Charlotte


10:03 pm are Bwi
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Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


From: Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:00 AM


To: Meredith Wagner - NOAA Affiliate


Cc: Pat Simms - NOAA Federal; Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Meeting on NOSC Workplan


Hi Meredith,


It looks like we'll be able to fit this in in Silver Spring on Monday, at 12:40 pm. I hope that this works with


your schedule as well-- it is a tight fit for Dr. Jacobs given travel Monday afternoon.


Please let me know if any questions or concerns.


Thank you,


Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


On Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 9:25 AM Meredith Wagner - NOAA Affiliate <meredith.wagner@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks for the heads up, Kate. I'm happy to come downtown if I need to. I'd much rather have this


conversation in person.


On Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 9:22 AM Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Meredith,


So sorry- Dr. Jacobs will not be able to make the call today. Pat will work to reschedule this discussion.


Thank you for the flexibility as we work to reschedule for early next week.


Best,


Kate

Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


On Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 9:15 AM Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:
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On Fri, Sep 6, 2019 at 9:15 AM Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Meredith,


Dr. Jacobs has been engaged in Hurricane Dorian efforts this week, and he will not be in Silver Spring


today. He plans to call in for your discussion on NOSC workplan.


Thank you!


Kate


Kate Brogan


Special Projects Coordinator


Office of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction


(Cell)  // (HCHB) 202/482-1026


On detail from NOAA Communications


--

Meredith Evans Wagner


Research Scientist


Integrated Systems Solutions


Technology, Planning and Integration for Observation


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


meredith.wagner@noaa.gov


301-713-7180
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:45 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein;


John Murphy; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: URGENT request for comment


Susan:   Will send you a copy of my speech.  We are focused on maintains


the science integrity of our forecast process.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 7:38 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI.  Working with J/S/C...


"There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not


based on science but on external factors including reputation and appearance,


or simply put, political."


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA


Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>


Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted


below?


Story to run ASAP.


(b)(5)
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Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such as


this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm also


presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists in


the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the glider


picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of the


storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines, we are


working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters the best


tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors safe.  Thank


you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there


were routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible, issued


by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of ours,


who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the benefit of


their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts accompanied


by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign their work.  As


I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue involving the


President commenting on the path of the hurricane.  The NWS


Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an expert and


timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday, an unsigned


press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and incorrectly


contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is that this


intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on science but


on external factors including reputation and appearance, or simply put,


political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy and Code of Scientific


Conduct make clear that all NOAA employees shall approach all


scientific activities with honesty, objectively, and completely, without


allegiance to individuals, organizations, or ideology.  The content of


this press release is very concerning as it compromises the ability of


NOAA to convey life-saving information necessary to avoid substantial


and specific danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot
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trust our information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and


products, that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain the


public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust and


violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as Assistant


Administrator for Research, and as I continue to administratively serve


as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the potential violations of our


NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific Integrity.  Thankfully, we have


such policies that are independently cited as among the best in the


federal community, if not the best.  Your NOAA and OAR management


and leadership team believes in these policies and principles. I have a


responsibility to pursue these truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone




John Ten Hoeve


From: John Ten Hoeve


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:09 AM


To: Dr. Louis Uccellini


Cc: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Peyton


Robertson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Louie's remarks


Louis,


Please see request below from Mary.  I told her I can help get her a copy of the remarks, if that's something


you still want to share.  Please let me know how to proceed.


Thanks,


John


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Mary Glackin < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:00 AM


Subject: Louie's remarks


To: <peyton.robinson@noaa.gov>, John Ten Hoeve <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov>


Hi Peyton and John


Louis mentioned yesterday he'd provide me a copy of his remarks I could share with AMS leadership.  Who


would I talk to about that?  Mary


Mary Glackin


President-Elect,  American Meteorological Society


c:  

--
John Ten Hoeve, Ph.D.


Deputy Director, Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/


Email: john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Phone: 301-427-6990
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:11 AM


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal;


Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; John Murphy


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Please Clear for CWG


Susan: I am good with this but want to make sure others have the chance to comment.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 9:03 AM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


 Scott and Chris approved for transmittal. Please let me know


if it's okay to go.


--------------------------------------------------

"The NWS leadership team stands with the entire National Weather Service workforce and will
continue to uphold the scientific integrity of the forecast process as it was skillfully applied by all
NWS offices last week to ensure public safety first and foremost."


Andrew - I'd also like to directly address with you a couple of inaccuracies that the CWG continues to


perpetuate:


1 . The guidance that NWS leadership sent to the workforce about not engaging in social media debates


during Hurricane Dorian had nothing to do with "not angering the president" as you keep reporting. Before


your last published article on this topic, you asked me for a response and I told you, "NWS leadership sent


this guidance to field staff so they (and the entire agency) could maintain operational focus on Dorian and


other severe weather hazards without distraction." The guidance was in no way political, yet CWG


continues to talk about it within context of not angering the president. I am asking you to stop this


inaccurate reporting.


2. The Birmingham office issued their tweet in response to a large amount of partner and public inquiries


they were receiving about potential impacts to Alabama. At the time the Birmingham tweet was issued, the


staff there was unaware of the POTUS tweet about Alabama, and so they were not responding directly to


him. Please discontinue stating that BMX corrected the president, because it is untrue.


--------------------------------------------------

The WaPo piece published online here:  https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/09/noaas-chief-

scientist-will-investigate-why-agency-backed-trump-over-its-experts-dorian-email-shows/


Thank you,


-Susan
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Thank you,


-Susan


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:46 AM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


wrote:











“We saw first hand that our integrated forecast process works, and we continue to embrace
and uphold the essential integrity of the entire forecast process as it was applied by ALL NWS
offices to ensure public safety first and foremost.”  Or


“we stand behind our entire workforce and the integrity of the forecast process, including the
incredible scientific, technical and engineering skill you demonstrated for this event. “


Other thoughts?  John and Louis may not be available.


Best,

Mary


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:39 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


<susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

FYI.  Working with J/S/C...


"There followed, last Friday, an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that


inappropriately and incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My


understanding is that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not


based on science but on external factors including reputation and


appearance, or simply put, political."


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Freedman, Andrew <Andrew.Freedman@washpost.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:31 AM


Subject: URGENT request for comment


To: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>, Lauren Gaches - NOAA


Federal <lauren.gaches@noaa.gov>
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Hi Susan and Lauren,


Do you have any stmt in response to Craig McClean’s email that went out overnight, pasted


below?


Story to run ASAP.


Thx,


Andrew


From: Craig McLean - NOAA Federal <craig.mclean@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Date: September 8, 2019 at 9:55:45 PM PDT


Dear Colleagues,


The fierce storm we know as Hurricane Dorian has concluded its


ferocious path through the Bahamas and along the US East Coast.


Many of you have contributed to the excellent science that has


underpinned the forecasts and current understanding of storms such


as this one, which accelerated quite rapidly in intensity.  The storm


also presented challenges in track which improved with enhanced


observations.  We know that our collective work, from the scientists


in the aircraft penetrating the storm, to the scientists deploying the


glider picket line, to the modelers and folks working the physics of


the storms, across OAR and in our CI's, and across all NOAA Lines,


we are working the problem in order to give the NWS forecasters


the best tools we possibly can to keep America and our neighbors


safe.  Thank you.


During the course of the storm, as I am sure you are aware, there


were routine and exceptional expert forecasts, the best possible,


issued by the NWS Forecasters.  These are remarkable colleagues of


ours, who receive our products,  use them well, and provide the


benefit of their own experience in announcing accurate forecasts


accompanied by the distinction of all credible scientists -- they sign


their work.  As I'm sure you also know, there was a complex issue


involving the President commenting on the path of the hurricane.


The NWS Forecaster(s) corrected any public misunderstanding in an


expert and timely way, as they should.  There followed, last Friday,


an unsigned press release from "NOAA" that inappropriately and


incorrectly contradicted the NWS forecaster.  My understanding is


that this intervention to contradict the forecaster was not based on


science but on external factors including reputation and


appearance, or simply put, political. Our NOAA Scientific Integrity


Policy and Code of Scientific Conduct make clear that all NOAA


employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty,


objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very
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employees shall approach all scientific activities with honesty,


objectively, and completely, without allegiance to individuals,


organizations, or ideology.  The content of this press release is very


concerning as it compromises the ability of NOAA to convey life-

saving information necessary to avoid substantial and specific


danger to public health and safety.  If the public cannot trust our


information, or we debase our forecaster's warnings and products,


that specific danger arises.


You know that the value of our science is in the complexity of our


understanding, our ability to convey that understanding to a wide


audience of users of this information, and to establish and sustain


the public trust in the truth and legitimacy of that information.


Unfortunately, the press release of last Friday violated this trust and


violated NOAA's policies of scientific integrity.  In my role as


Assistant Administrator for Research, and as I continue to


administratively serve as Acting Chief Scientist, I am pursuing the


potential violations of our NOAA Administrative Order on Scientific


Integrity.  Thankfully, we have such policies that are independently


cited as among the best in the federal community, if not the best.


Your NOAA and OAR management and leadership team believes in


these policies and principles. I have a responsibility to pursue these


truths.  I will.


Thank you for your continued excellent work, and your trust.  Carry


on.


Craig


--

Craig N. McLean


Assistant Administrator


Oceanic and Atmospheric Research


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


U.S. Department of Commerce


1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


Office:   301-713-2458


Sent from my iPhone


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:12 AM


To: John Ten Hoeve


Cc: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Peyton


Robertson - NOAA Federal


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Louie's remarks


Yes provide the remarks to her.  Let her know that I made several additions just before I went up on the


stage. Will make changes in the link today.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 9:09 AM, John Ten Hoeve <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov> wrote:


Louis,


Please see request below from Mary.  I told her I can help get her a copy of the remarks, if


that's something you still want to share.  Please let me know how to proceed.


Thanks,


John


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Mary Glackin < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:00 AM


Subject: Louie's remarks


To: <peyton.robinson@noaa.gov>, John Ten Hoeve <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov>


Hi Peyton and John


Louis mentioned yesterday he'd provide me a copy of his remarks I could share with AMS


leadership.  Who would I talk to about that?  Mary


Mary Glackin


President-Elect,  American Meteorological Society





c:  
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c:  

--
John Ten Hoeve, Ph.D.


Deputy Director, Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/


Email: john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Phone: 301-427-6990
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Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:17 AM


To: John Ten Hoeve


Cc: Dr. Louis Uccellini; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Peyton Robertson - NOAA


Federal


Subject: Re: Louie's remarks


I will work in some edits to the final version. I’ll let Louis know when it’s ready to send.


Thanks,


Alli


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:09 AM John Ten Hoeve <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov> wrote:


Louis,


Please see request below from Mary.  I told her I can help get her a copy of the remarks, if that's


something you still want to share.  Please let me know how to proceed.


Thanks,


John


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Mary Glackin < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:00 AM


Subject: Louie's remarks


To: <peyton.robinson@noaa.gov>, John Ten Hoeve <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov>


Hi Peyton and John


Louis mentioned yesterday he'd provide me a copy of his remarks I could share with AMS leadership.  Who


would I talk to about that?  Mary


Mary Glackin


President-Elect,  American Meteorological Society


c:  

--
John Ten Hoeve, Ph.D.


Deputy Director, Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/


Email: john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Phone: 301-427-6990


--
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Email: john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Phone: 301-427-6990


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 
(b)(6)



john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


From: john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:17 AM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Cc: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Peyton


Robertson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Louie's remarks


OK.  Alli, can you please do me a favor and provide the link (I don’t have it) when you make the final edits?


 Mary was looking for it today if that’s possible.


Thanks,


John


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 9:12 AM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Yes provide the remarks to her.  Let her know that I made several additions just before I went


up on the stage. Will make changes in the link today.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 9:09 AM, John Ten Hoeve <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov> wrote:


Louis,


Please see request below from Mary.  I told her I can help get her a copy of the


remarks, if that's something you still want to share.  Please let me know how to


proceed.


Thanks,


John


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Mary Glackin < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:00 AM


Subject: Louie's remarks


To: <peyton.robinson@noaa.gov>, John Ten Hoeve <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov>


Hi Peyton and John


(b)(6)
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Hi Peyton and John


Louis mentioned yesterday he'd provide me a copy of his remarks I could share


with AMS leadership.  Who would I talk to about that?  Mary


Mary Glackin


President-Elect,  American Meteorological Society


c:  

--
John Ten Hoeve, Ph.D.


Deputy Director, Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/


Email: john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Phone: 301-427-6990
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Dr. Louis W. Uccellini

NWA Keynote Speech 

The Weather-Ready Nation and Forecast, Warning,

and IDSS Successes Including for Hurricane Dorian

September 9, 2019

In joining the National Weather Service in 1989, I


left the Research Community, a community that I


was proud to be part of, to join an organization

which had a mission I believed in, and an ongoing


modernization I wanted to be part of.

What I quickly learned was that I joined an


organization whose entire workforce demonstrated
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an amazing commitment to service and a dedication


to the Mission of saving lives and property.

And, I also saw the Scientific & Engineering


INTEGRITY that the NWS workforce brings to their


jobs every day, especially as it relates to sustaining


the scientific integrity of the forecast process. 

24 years later, when I took the job as the Director of


the National Weather Service, I did so with an


unshakeable commitment to our mission, and



3

because of the dedication of our people who make


this a great agency.

And, I also took this job because of the accepted


Strategic Vision of Building a Weather-Ready

Nation – which I believed was essential to UP OUR


GAME. To go beyond forecasts and warnings – to


link our forecasts and warnings to decision makers at


every government level. 

I wanted to lead this fundamental change in the way


the National Weather Service operates to ensure


every community is ready – responsive – resilient in



4

the face of the increasing vulnerability of this


country to extreme weather, water and climate


events. 

What I can say today is that the employees of the


NWS have exceeded my wildest expectations for


where that vision has taken us.

So, today, the National Weather Service:

1) Embraces the Weather-Ready Nation


Vision.

2) Embraces Impact based Decision Support


Services
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3) And uses IDSS to connect observations,

forecasts, and warnings to decision makers at


every government level, including Tribal

governments, Pacific Territorial Islands, and


Alaska Natives, recognizing that over 90% of


decisions that directly relate to public safety are


made at the local level.

And we have adopted the Practice, Practice, Practice


mantra– to build up the trust between the NWS and

our core emergency management partners, a trust

that is essential to ensure our partners are “ready”

and “responsive” when using our information, and


even able to factor in the forecast uncertainty into
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their risk assessment and decision matrix. And


today, the local, state, and Federal emergency


management community trust us enough to do their


job of saving lives and mitigating property loss, even


in the face of the forecast uncertainty that we still are


confronting. 

What I observe now, especially from the morning


stand-ups and from interactions at Emergency

Management conferences, is that the field is leading


the way in carrying us all forward – toward what has


become THEIR goal of building a Weather Ready

Nation, 
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And as we move forward, the National Weather


Service is:

1) finding efficiencies in the forecast process


while maintaining the scientific integrity; 

2) adopting a Whole Office Concept for


everyone to find their role in this effort – 

3) And collaborating across all forecast offices


and Centers to ensure consistency that our core


partners demand as they make their decisions to

take the actions that save lives.

The success of this effort is seen in the statement by


Eric Waage, Director of Emergency Management of
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Hennepin County, Minnesota: “Partnership with


the NWS has revolutionized the EM community

from one that reacts to events to one that

proactively prepares and stays ahead of extreme


events.” 

We now see this everyday across the country – Fires


in California – Severe Weather such as what


occurred in Kansas and Ohio in May of this year –

the January 2016 Blizzard in the Northeast –

Flooding events – Hurricanes over the past several


years really stand out – And get this: we are seeing

that the ocean shipping lanes are now completely
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vacated  in the predicted path of an incoming

hurricane! 

And we see it in testimonials like the one from Mike


Crews the Christian County Emergency Manager


and Taylorville, Illinois Fire Chief.  On December 1,


2018, a long-planned evening Christmas parade in

Taylorville was canceled in the morning due to a


severe weather threat forecast for that late afternoon.


As the evening approached, an EF-3 tornado ripped

through the town center where the parade would


have been occurring. 
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Mike Crews later wrote:

“To be clear, my decisions were heavily based on


the conversations I had with the NWS Central


Illinois office leading up to the storm impact.


Having the NWS staff readily available to discuss


the likely impact and timeline was crucial.  In my


view, the entire decision support program you have


long promoted, worked flawlessly. It’s clear from all


the positive feedback we have received since the


December 1st tornado event, that other emergency


managers, elected officials, media and the


community at large share that belief.” 
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So now, let’s talk about Dorian. 

Slides from the Dorian event

Comparison wrt Floyd which ends with the


“models are better now than in 1999” from the

Tampa Bay Times.

(Louis spoke from these slides, providing


comments which are available on the recording


of the presentation.)

But it is more than the model improvements. 

There was an incredible range of activities behind


the scene that contributed to the focused evacuations


for Dorian:
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1) 100s of Collaboration Calls with the NWS


forecast offices and national centers, many led


by the NHC 

2) NWS Staff were “surged” from across the


NWS to offices in the affected areas.

3) About 20 NWS employees were embedded


in Federal, state, and local Emergency


management offices 

4) 100s of chat sessions that included many

people inside the NWS and external partners in


the media and Emergency Management


community were held throughout the event


before forecasts and warnings were issued or
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updated to make for more consistent messaging

to public safety officials within affected areas.

5) Launching extra sondes from stations


throughout the Eastern third of the country and

all the way up into Canada that appears to have


stabilized the model predictions after August


31st.

6) Keeping the Infrastructure robust before,


during and after the event: The tracking of


critical information every day to sustain 99.99%


reliability of our communication, central


computing, and the observation infrastructures. 
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And all forecast offices collaborating internally to

insure the best National Weather Service forecast 

was provided to the EM Communities in the eastern


third of the US.

We are already hearing the testimonials up and down


the East Coast  – where they had to evacuate and


take action and further inland where they didn’t.
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So, let’s talk about Birmingham.

First: Some background

On March 3rd – The Birmingham WFO county


warning area experienced a vicious tornado

outbreak.

Despite the model forecasts and efforts by the Storm


Prediction Center, the WFOs, and the state and local


emergency management offices, and despite –

extended range severe weather outlooks and great


watch verifications and extended warning lead times


– 23 people died.

Two things to keep in mind for the March 3rd Case:
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1) The MIC Chris Darden and the SOO Kevin


Laws, accompanied the first responders into the


rural areas hardest hit. They saw the carnage.


And were deeply impacted as anyone could be.

2) The day after, on March 4th, Eddie Hicks


and other Alabama Emergency Managers


stopped at the NWS Headquarters on their way


to the Hill to see how we conduct our morning


stand-up and then to meet with the NWS


Leadership Team. Their first comment to us at


the meeting was that the Birmingham office did


everything right – everything they could have


done, was done.
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By mid morning on March 4th, Southern Region


Headquarters and John Murphy (the NWS Chief


Operating Officer) were telling us that the office was


devastated and the employees were very hard on

themselves– that they replayed the event over and

over, looking for any extra insight that would have


increased the warning lead time, anything that may


have made a difference.

On March 23rd, I paid the Birmingham office a visit.


And What I experienced from this office visit was


profound.
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- Their pain was still there; Kevin Laws was still

wracked by this experience and cried on my


shoulder

- They talked about exercising speed in the


warning process – and to the connection to IDSS

– without sacrificing the physical and social


science basis for the information they needed to


deliver

So, let’s move forward to Dorian – when the


phones and the social media lit up around 10 AM

Central time on September 1st. 
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They did what any office would do, with an


emphasis they deemed essential to shut down what


they thought were rumors:

 They quickly acted to reassure the partners, the


media, and the public with strong language that there


was No Threat of a Tropical Storm affecting the


state and local communities at that time.

- And they did that based on past experiences to

ensure clarity and impact

- They did that with one thing in mind: public


safety

- And they responded NOT knowing where this

information was coming from.
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Only later when the retweets and politically based


comments came into their office, did they learn the


sources of this information. 

 

Nevertheless, they were correct in clarifying that the


threat was very low. Furthermore, the State and

Local emergency managers and public safety


officials made their decisions accordingly and

praised the office for their quick actions.
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So let me be clear:

1) The Birmingham office did this to stop


public panic; to ensure public safety – the same


goal as all the NWS Offices were working


toward.

2) The system worked as designed and based,

in part, on best practices and lessons learned


from both physical and social science principles,


especially from prior events.

3) The integrity of the forecast process was


maintained by Birmingham across the NWS, and

the entire enterprise, including the local media.
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I would like to close by asking the SOO Kevin Laws


and the Birmingham employees that are present to

stand and be recognized. 

And, now, let me ask all the NWS employees in

attendance to stand to be recognized for your

contributions to prepare our country for this storm


and other extreme events.

I am proud of the NWS employees and am honored


to serve them as their Director, and as a steward of


an agency that Joe Friday called a National Treasure


back in 1998, and still is today.

Thank You



Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:52 AM


To: John Ten Hoeve - NOAA Federal


Cc: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Peyton Robertson -

NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Louie's remarks


Attachments: LU NWA 2019 Talk Final.pdf


Hi John,


Here is the PDF of Louis' speech.


Best,


Alli Keclik


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:17 AM <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov> wrote:


OK.  Alli, can you please do me a favor and provide the link (I don’t have it) when you make the final


edits?  Mary was looking for it today if that’s possible.


Thanks,


John


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 9:12 AM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Yes provide the remarks to her.  Let her know that I made several additions just before I went


up on the stage. Will make changes in the link today.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 9:09 AM, John Ten Hoeve <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov> wrote:


Louis,


Please see request below from Mary.  I told her I can help get her a copy of the


remarks, if that's something you still want to share.  Please let me know how to


proceed.


Thanks,


John


mailto:john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov
mailto:louis.uccellini@noaa.gov
tel:301.713.9095
mailto:john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Thanks,


John


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Mary Glackin < >


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 10:00 AM


Subject: Louie's remarks


To: <peyton.robinson@noaa.gov>, John Ten Hoeve <john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov>


Hi Peyton and John


Louis mentioned yesterday he'd provide me a copy of his remarks I could share


with AMS leadership.  Who would I talk to about that?  Mary


Mary Glackin


President-Elect,  American Meteorological Society





c:  

--
John Ten Hoeve, Ph.D.


Deputy Director, Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/


Email: john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov


Phone: 301-427-6990


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

mailto:peyton.robinson@noaa.gov
mailto:john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov
http://www.weather.gov/ooe/
mailto:john.tenhoeve@noaa.gov
http://www.weather.gov/ooe/


Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


From: Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:57 AM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Cc: Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Reaching NWS PA HQ By Phone


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019, 10:53 AM


Subject: Re: Reaching NWS PA HQ By Phone


To: Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal <gregory.romano@noaa.gov>


Cc: Christopher Vaccaro <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


AP filed this story. Not sure if Jay Reeves is there or reported from the


video:  https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-

Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051 .html


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:39 AM Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal <gregory.romano@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI, no sign of Seth or others at this point.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019, 10:23 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

Louis' speech from NWA this morning:  https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?hc_location=ufi


- -

Susan Buchanan


Director of Public Affairs


National Weather Service


301-427-9000


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:20 AM Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:

Hi all - x9000 is out of commission for the time being. If you need to speak to us, our direct lines are:


Susan - 301-427-9001


Jasmine - 9002


Maureen - 9003


Thanks!  -s


mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
mailto:gregory.romano@noaa.gov
mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051.html
mailto:gregory.romano@noaa.gov
mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?hc_location=ufi
mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051.html
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/National-Weather-Service-Chief-Backs-Alabama-Forecasters-Who-Contradicted-Trump-559834051.html
https://www.facebook.com/nwasorg/videos/550500372391263/?hc_location=ufi
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Dr. Louis W. Uccellini

NWA Keynote Speech 

The Weather-Ready Nation and Forecast, Warning,

and IDSS Successes Including for Hurricane Dorian

September 9, 2019

In joining the National Weather Service in 1989, I


left the Research Community, a community that I


was proud to be part of, to join an organization

which had a mission I believed in, and an ongoing


modernization I wanted to be part of.

What I quickly learned was that I joined an


organization whose entire workforce demonstrated
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an amazing commitment to service and a dedication


to the Mission of saving lives and property.

And, I also saw the Scientific & Engineering


INTEGRITY that the NWS workforce brings to their


jobs every day, especially as it relates to sustaining


the scientific integrity of the forecast process. 

24 years later, when I took the job as the Director of


the National Weather Service, I did so with an


unshakeable commitment to our mission, and
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because of the dedication of our people who make


this a great agency.

And, I also took this job because of the accepted


Strategic Vision of Building a Weather-Ready

Nation – which I believed was essential to UP OUR


GAME. To go beyond forecasts and warnings – to


link our forecasts and warnings to decision makers at


every government level. 

I wanted to lead this fundamental change in the way

the National Weather Service operates to ensure


every community is ready – responsive – resilient in
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the face of the increasing vulnerability of this


country to extreme weather, water and climate


events. 

What I can say today is that the employees of the


NWS have exceeded my wildest expectations for


where that vision has taken us.

So, today, the National Weather Service:

1) Embraces the Weather-Ready Nation


Vision.

2) Embraces Impact based Decision Support


Services
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3) And uses IDSS to connect observations,

forecasts, and warnings to decision makers at


every government level, including Tribal

governments, Pacific Territorial Islands, and


Alaska Natives, recognizing that over 90% of


decisions that directly relate to public safety are


made at the local level.

And we have adopted the Practice, Practice, Practice


mantra– to build up the trust between the NWS and

our core emergency management partners, a trust

that is essential to ensure our partners are “ready”

and “responsive” when using our information, and


even able to factor in the forecast uncertainty into
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their risk assessment and decision matrix. And


today, the local, state, and Federal emergency

management community trust us enough to do their


job of saving lives and mitigating property loss, even


in the face of the forecast uncertainty that we still are


confronting. 

What I observe now, especially from the morning

stand-ups and from interactions at Emergency

Management conferences, is that the field is leading

the way in carrying us all forward – toward what has


become THEIR goal of building a Weather Ready

Nation,
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And as we move forward, the National Weather


Service is:

1) finding efficiencies in the forecast process


while maintaining the scientific integrity; 

2) adopting a Whole Office Concept for


everyone to find their role in this effort –

3) And collaborating across all forecast offices


and Centers to ensure consistency that our core


partners demand as they make their decisions to

take the actions that save lives.

The success of this effort is seen in the statement by

Eric Waage, Director of Emergency Management of
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Hennepin County, Minnesota: “Partnership with


the NWS has revolutionized the EM community

from one that reacts to events to one that

proactively prepares and stays ahead of extreme


events.” 

We now see this everyday across the country – Fires


in California – Severe Weather such as what


occurred in Kansas and Ohio in May of this year –

the January 2016 Blizzard in the Northeast –

Flooding events – Hurricanes over the past several


years really stand out – And get this: we are seeing

that the ocean shipping lanes are now completely
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vacated  in the predicted path of an incoming

hurricane! 

And we see it in testimonials like the one from Mike


Crews the Christian County Emergency Manager


and Taylorville, Illinois Fire Chief.  On December 1,

2018, a long-planned evening Christmas parade in

Taylorville was canceled in the morning due to a


severe weather threat forecast for that late afternoon.


As the evening approached, an EF-3 tornado ripped

through the town center where the parade would


have been occurring.
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Mike Crews later wrote:

“To be clear, my decisions were heavily based on


the conversations I had with the NWS Central


Illinois office leading up to the storm impact.


Having the NWS staff readily available to discuss


the likely impact and timeline was crucial.  In my

view, the entire decision support program you have


long promoted, worked flawlessly. It’s clear from all


the positive feedback we have received since the


December 1st tornado event, that other emergency

managers, elected officials, media and the


community at large share that belief.” 
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So now, let’s talk about Dorian. 

Slides from the Dorian event

Comparison wrt Floyd which ends with the


“models are better now than in 1999” from the


Tampa Bay Times.

(Louis spoke from these slides, providing


comments which are available on the recording


of the presentation.)

But it is more than the model improvements. 

There was an incredible range of activities behind


the scene that contributed to the focused evacuations


for Dorian:
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1) 100s of Collaboration Calls with the NWS


forecast offices and national centers, many led

by the NHC 

2) NWS Staff were “surged” from across the


NWS to offices in the affected areas.

3) About 20 NWS employees were embedded


in Federal, state, and local Emergency

management offices 

4) 100s of chat sessions that included many

people inside the NWS and external partners in

the media and Emergency Management

community were held throughout the event


before forecasts and warnings were issued or
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updated to make for more consistent messaging

to public safety officials within affected areas.

5) Launching extra sondes from stations


throughout the Eastern third of the country and


all the way up into Canada that appears to have


stabilized the model predictions after August


31st.

6) Keeping the Infrastructure robust before,


during and after the event: The tracking of


critical information every day to sustain 99.99%


reliability of our communication, central


computing, and the observation infrastructures. 
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And all forecast offices collaborating internally to


insure the best National Weather Service forecast 

was provided to the EM Communities in the eastern


third of the US.

We are already hearing the testimonials up and down


the East Coast  – where they had to evacuate and


take action and further inland where they didn’t.
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So, let’s talk about Birmingham.

First: Some background

On March 3rd – The Birmingham WFO county

warning area experienced a vicious tornado

outbreak.

Despite the model forecasts and efforts by the Storm


Prediction Center, the WFOs, and the state and local


emergency management offices, and despite –

extended range severe weather outlooks and great


watch verifications and extended warning lead times


– 23 people died.

Two things to keep in mind for the March 3rd Case:
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1) The MIC Chris Darden and the SOO Kevin


Laws, accompanied the first responders into the


rural areas hardest hit. They saw the carnage.


And were deeply impacted as anyone could be.

2) The day after, on March 4th, Eddie Hicks


and other Alabama Emergency Managers


stopped at the NWS Headquarters on their way

to the Hill to see how we conduct our morning


stand-up and then to meet with the NWS


Leadership Team. Their first comment to us at


the meeting was that the Birmingham office did


everything right – everything they could have


done, was done.
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By mid morning on March 4th, Southern Region


Headquarters and John Murphy (the NWS Chief


Operating Officer) were telling us that the office was


devastated and the employees were very hard on

themselves– that they replayed the event over and

over, looking for any extra insight that would have


increased the warning lead time, anything that may

have made a difference.

On March 23rd, I paid the Birmingham office a visit.


And What I experienced from this office visit was


profound.
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- Their pain was still there; Kevin Laws was still

wracked by this experience and cried on my

shoulder

- They talked about exercising speed in the


warning process – and to the connection to IDSS

– without sacrificing the physical and social


science basis for the information they needed to

deliver

So, let’s move forward to Dorian – when the


phones and the social media lit up around 10 AM


Central time on September 1st. 
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They did what any office would do, with an


emphasis they deemed essential to shut down what


they thought were rumors:

 They quickly acted to reassure the partners, the


media, and the public with strong language that there


was No Threat of a Tropical Storm affecting the


state and local communities at that time.

- And they did that based on past experiences to

ensure clarity and impact

- They did that with one thing in mind: public


safety

- And they responded NOT knowing where this


information was coming from.
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Only later when the retweets and politically based


comments came into their office, did they learn the


sources of this information.

Nevertheless, they were correct in clarifying that the


threat was very low. Furthermore, the State and

Local emergency managers and public safety

officials made their decisions accordingly and

praised the office for their quick actions.
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So let me be clear:

1) The Birmingham office did this to stop


public panic; to ensure public safety – the same


goal as all the NWS Offices were working


toward.

2) The system worked as designed and based,

in part, on best practices and lessons learned


from both physical and social science principles,


especially from prior events.

3) The integrity of the forecast process was


maintained by Birmingham across the NWS, and

the entire enterprise, including the local media.
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I would like to close by asking the SOO Kevin Laws


and the Birmingham employees that are present to

stand and be recognized.

And, now, let me ask all the NWS employees in

attendance to stand to be recognized for your

contributions to prepare our country for this storm


and other extreme events.

I am proud of the NWS employees and am honored


to serve them as their Director, and as a steward of


an agency that Joe Friday called a National Treasure


back in 1998, and still is today.

Thank You



Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:24 PM


To: Alexandra Keclik - NOA...


Cc: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal; Greg Romano


Subject: Re: LU NWA 2019 Talk Final - Invitation to edit


Attachments: LU NWA 2019 Talk Final.docx


Here is the Word Doc version.


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:57 AM Alexandra Keclik - NOA... (via Google Docs) <drive-shares-

noreply@google.com> wrote:


alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov has invited you to edit the following document:


Here is the final version of Louis' speech.


Best,


Alli


Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.


Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA


You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

mailto:drive-shares-noreply@google.com
mailto:alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov
https://drive.google.com




Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:26 PM


To: Susan Buchanan; Greg Romano


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: NPR Media Inquiry


Susan: FYI.  I prefer not doing this until Neil gives his talk, definitely not tomorrow morning. Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Kelli Wessinger <KWessinger@npr.org>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 10:40:00 AM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: NPR Media Inquiry


Hi Dr. Uccellini,


I am reaching out from NPR’s Morning Edition. We are a daily news program with over 15 million


listeners.


We would absolutely love to have you on our air tomorrow morning to talk about the National Weather


Association meeting and the public prominence of weather data during Hurricane Dorian.


This would be a *live* interview lasting around five minutes at 5:34am central time (6:34am EST).


Please let me know if we can make this work.


Kelli Wessinger


 Kelli Wessinger I Production Assistant l desk: 202.51 3.4424  kwessinger@npr.org


x-apple-data-detectors://0/1
x-apple-data-detectors://0/1
tel:301.713.9095
mailto:KWessinger@npr.org
mailto:louis.uccellini@noaa.gov
mailto:louis.uccellini@noaa.gov
mailto:kwessinger@npr.org
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Dr. Louis W. Uccellini

NWA Keynote Speech 

The Weather-Ready Nation and Forecast, Warning,

and IDSS Successes Including for Hurricane Dorian

September 9, 2019

In joining the National Weather Service in 1989, I


left the Research Community, a community that I


was proud to be part of, to join an organization

which had a mission I believed in, and an ongoing


modernization I wanted to be part of.

What I quickly learned was that I joined an


organization whose entire workforce demonstrated
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an amazing commitment to service and a dedication


to the Mission of saving lives and property.

And, I also saw the Scientific & Engineering


INTEGRITY that the NWS workforce brings to their


jobs every day, especially as it relates to sustaining


the scientific integrity of the forecast process. 

24 years later, when I took the job as the Director of


the National Weather Service, I did so with an


unshakeable commitment to our mission, and
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because of the dedication of our people who make


this a great agency.

And, I also took this job because of the accepted


Strategic Vision of Building a Weather-Ready

Nation – which I believed was essential to UP OUR


GAME. To go beyond forecasts and warnings – to


link our forecasts and warnings to decision makers at


every government level. 

I wanted to lead this fundamental change in the way

the National Weather Service operates to ensure


every community is ready – responsive – resilient in
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the face of the increasing vulnerability of this


country to extreme weather, water and climate


events. 

What I can say today is that the employees of the


NWS have exceeded my wildest expectations for


where that vision has taken us.

So, today, the National Weather Service:

1) Embraces the Weather-Ready Nation


Vision.

2) Embraces Impact based Decision Support


Services
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3) And uses IDSS to connect observations,

forecasts, and warnings to decision makers at


every government level, including Tribal

governments, Pacific Territorial Islands, and


Alaska Natives, recognizing that over 90% of


decisions that directly relate to public safety are


made at the local level.

And we have adopted the Practice, Practice, Practice


mantra– to build up the trust between the NWS and

our core emergency management partners, a trust

that is essential to ensure our partners are “ready”

and “responsive” when using our information, and


even able to factor in the forecast uncertainty into
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their risk assessment and decision matrix. And


today, the local, state, and Federal emergency

management community trust us enough to do their


job of saving lives and mitigating property loss, even


in the face of the forecast uncertainty that we still are


confronting. 

What I observe now, especially from the morning

stand-ups and from interactions at Emergency

Management conferences, is that the field is leading

the way in carrying us all forward – toward what has


become THEIR goal of building a Weather Ready

Nation,
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And as we move forward, the National Weather


Service is:

1) finding efficiencies in the forecast process


while maintaining the scientific integrity; 

2) adopting a Whole Office Concept for


everyone to find their role in this effort –

3) And collaborating across all forecast offices


and Centers to ensure consistency that our core


partners demand as they make their decisions to

take the actions that save lives.

The success of this effort is seen in the statement by

Eric Waage, Director of Emergency Management of
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Hennepin County, Minnesota: “Partnership with


the NWS has revolutionized the EM community

from one that reacts to events to one that

proactively prepares and stays ahead of extreme


events.” 

We now see this everyday across the country – Fires


in California – Severe Weather such as what


occurred in Kansas and Ohio in May of this year –

the January 2016 Blizzard in the Northeast –

Flooding events – Hurricanes over the past several


years really stand out – And get this: we are seeing

that the ocean shipping lanes are now completely
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vacated  in the predicted path of an incoming

hurricane! 

And we see it in testimonials like the one from Mike


Crews the Christian County Emergency Manager


and Taylorville, Illinois Fire Chief.  On December 1,

2018, a long-planned evening Christmas parade in

Taylorville was canceled in the morning due to a


severe weather threat forecast for that late afternoon.


As the evening approached, an EF-3 tornado ripped

through the town center where the parade would


have been occurring.
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Mike Crews later wrote:

“To be clear, my decisions were heavily based on


the conversations I had with the NWS Central


Illinois office leading up to the storm impact.


Having the NWS staff readily available to discuss


the likely impact and timeline was crucial.  In my

view, the entire decision support program you have


long promoted, worked flawlessly. It’s clear from all


the positive feedback we have received since the


December 1st tornado event, that other emergency

managers, elected officials, media and the


community at large share that belief.” 
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So now, let’s talk about Dorian. 

Slides from the Dorian event

Comparison wrt Floyd which ends with the


“models are better now than in 1999” from the


Tampa Bay Times.

(Louis spoke from these slides, providing


comments which are available on the recording


of the presentation.)

But it is more than the model improvements. 

There was an incredible range of activities behind


the scene that contributed to the focused evacuations


for Dorian:
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1) 100s of Collaboration Calls with the NWS


forecast offices and national centers, many led

by the NHC 

2) NWS Staff were “surged” from across the


NWS to offices in the affected areas.

3) About 20 NWS employees were embedded


in Federal, state, and local Emergency

management offices 

4) 100s of chat sessions that included many

people inside the NWS and external partners in

the media and Emergency Management

community were held throughout the event


before forecasts and warnings were issued or
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updated to make for more consistent messaging

to public safety officials within affected areas.

5) Launching extra sondes from stations


throughout the Eastern third of the country and


all the way up into Canada that appears to have


stabilized the model predictions after August


31st.

6) Keeping the Infrastructure robust before,


during and after the event: The tracking of


critical information every day to sustain 99.99%


reliability of our communication, central


computing, and the observation infrastructures. 
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And all forecast offices collaborating internally to


insure the best National Weather Service forecast 

was provided to the EM Communities in the eastern


third of the US.

We are already hearing the testimonials up and down


the East Coast  – where they had to evacuate and


take action and further inland where they didn’t.
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So, let’s talk about Birmingham.

First: Some background

On March 3rd – The Birmingham WFO county

warning area experienced a vicious tornado

outbreak.

Despite the model forecasts and efforts by the Storm


Prediction Center, the WFOs, and the state and local


emergency management offices, and despite –

extended range severe weather outlooks and great


watch verifications and extended warning lead times


– 23 people died.

Two things to keep in mind for the March 3rd Case:
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1) The MIC Chris Darden and the SOO Kevin


Laws, accompanied the first responders into the


rural areas hardest hit. They saw the carnage.


And were deeply impacted as anyone could be.

2) The day after, on March 4th, Eddie Hicks


and other Alabama Emergency Managers


stopped at the NWS Headquarters on their way

to the Hill to see how we conduct our morning


stand-up and then to meet with the NWS


Leadership Team. Their first comment to us at


the meeting was that the Birmingham office did


everything right – everything they could have


done, was done.
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By mid morning on March 4th, Southern Region


Headquarters and John Murphy (the NWS Chief


Operating Officer) were telling us that the office was


devastated and the employees were very hard on

themselves– that they replayed the event over and

over, looking for any extra insight that would have


increased the warning lead time, anything that may

have made a difference.

On March 23rd, I paid the Birmingham office a visit.


And What I experienced from this office visit was


profound.
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- Their pain was still there; Kevin Laws was still

wracked by this experience and cried on my

shoulder

- They talked about exercising speed in the


warning process – and to the connection to IDSS

– without sacrificing the physical and social


science basis for the information they needed to

deliver

So, let’s move forward to Dorian – when the


phones and the social media lit up around 10 AM


Central time on September 1st. 
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They did what any office would do, with an


emphasis they deemed essential to shut down what


they thought were rumors:

 They quickly acted to reassure the partners, the


media, and the public with strong language that there


was No Threat of a Tropical Storm affecting the


state and local communities at that time.

- And they did that based on past experiences to

ensure clarity and impact

- They did that with one thing in mind: public


safety

- And they responded NOT knowing where this


information was coming from.
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Only later when the retweets and politically based


comments came into their office, did they learn the


sources of this information.

Nevertheless, they were correct in clarifying that the


threat was very low. Furthermore, the State and

Local emergency managers and public safety

officials made their decisions accordingly and

praised the office for their quick actions.
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So let me be clear:

1) The Birmingham office did this to stop


public panic; to ensure public safety – the same


goal as all the NWS Offices were working


toward.

2) The system worked as designed and based,

in part, on best practices and lessons learned


from both physical and social science principles,


especially from prior events.

3) The integrity of the forecast process was


maintained by Birmingham across the NWS, and

the entire enterprise, including the local media.
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I would like to close by asking the SOO Kevin Laws


and the Birmingham employees that are present to

stand and be recognized.

And, now, let me ask all the NWS employees in

attendance to stand to be recognized for your

contributions to prepare our country for this storm


and other extreme events.

I am proud of the NWS employees and am honored


to serve them as their Director, and as a steward of


an agency that Joe Friday called a National Treasure


back in 1998, and still is today.

Thank You



Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


From: Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:28 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: For the Box: Word Version of Louis' Speech


Attachments: LU NWA 2019 Talk Final.docx


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal <gregory.romano@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019, 11:27 AM


Subject: For the Box: Word Version of Louis' Speech


To: John Stremikis <jrstremi@wisc.edu>


mailto:gregory.romano@noaa.gov
mailto:jrstremi@wisc.edu


Contact: Dawn Shiley

IAEM Communications Manager

703-538-3542

PRESS RELEASE

IAEM Supports the NWS as It Provides the Most Accurate and Timely


Information During Severe Weather Events



Sept. 9, 2019 (Falls Church, Va.) – The International Association of Emergency Managers (IAEM) fully supports our


colleagues at the National Weather Service (NWS). They are our constant and consistent partners, and they


always put the safety of the American public first.

 

They work tirelessly to provide complex forecasts in clear and concise terms, and we rely on these forecasts daily.


NWS personnel are experts in this difficult task, and we appreciate their efforts as they provided the most


accurate and timely information possible about the threat posed by Hurricane Dorian and all severe weather


events.

IAEM-USA, the nation’s largest emergency management professional association, is a non-profit professional organization representing more than 4,600
emergency management and homeland security professionals for local communities, state and federal disaster officials, private sector, non-governmental

organizations and others involved in preparing for, responding to, and recovering from all types of disasters including acts of terrorism. IAEM provides:
access to the largest network of emergency management experts who can provide advice and assistance; the Certified Emergency Manager program;

annual scholarships; a comprehensive monthly newsletter; and more. 





####

IAEM Headquarters

201  Park Washington Court
Falls Church, VA
22046-4527 USA
Ph. 703-538-1 795
www.iaem.org

www.EMEX.org

http://www.iaem.org
http://www.EMEX.org


John Sokich - NOAA Federal


From: John Sokich - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:19 PM


To: Dr. Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson; John D Murphy; Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal;


George Jungbluth; Bleistein, Andrea


Subject: Fwd: IAEM Statement


Attachments: IAEM Supports NWS 9-9-19.pdf


FYI




Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 2:28 PM


To: George Jungbluth


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Hey Louise


Louis: Would like this reported. Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lee Faust < >


Date: September 9, 2019 at 12:29:48 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hey Louise


Support the president or go home!

Expletive Expletive Expletive


Signed,

Edward Faust

Washington DC


(b)(6)
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:10 PM


To: Susan Buchanan


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: CBS News Question on deadline


Susan: Will need your help here too.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Atkinson, Grace Lamb" <AtkinsonG@cbsnews.com>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 4:12:00 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: CBS News Question on deadline


Hi Mr. Uccellini,


This is Grace at CBS News’ White House bureau. I hope you’re well. As I’m sure you know, there’s a


report out from the New York Times that the Commerce Secretary threatened to fire employees after


the Birmingham NWS contradicted President Trump’s claim that Dorian might hit Alabama (story


below). I’m wondering if you have any comment – or if you’d prefer to chat I’m available at 202-415-

7090.


Thank you very much.


Grace Lamb-Atkinson

White House Producer

CBS This Morning

O: (202) 457 4371

C: (202) 415 7090

@GraceLambA


Commerce Chief Threatened Firings

at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane


Tweets, Sources Say


x-apple-data-detectors://0/1
x-apple-data-detectors://0/1
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Tweets, Sources Say


By Christopher Flavelle, Lisa Friedman and Peter Baker


·         Sept. 9, 2019Updated 4:40 p.m. ET


·         

o    

WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at

NOAA on Friday after the agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s

claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama, according to three people familiar

with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that


Friday by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk.


The reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and drew


criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a division of


the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


https://www.nytimes.com/by/christopher-flavelle
https://www.nytimes.com/by/lisa-friedman
https://www.nytimes.com/by/peter-baker
https://www.nytimes.com/by/christopher-flavelle
https://www.nytimes.com/by/lisa-friedman
https://www.nytimes.com/by/peter-baker
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/us/politics/trump-alabama-dorian.html?module=inline


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department


declined to comment on administration involvement in the NOAA


statement.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the


latest developments in a political imbroglio that began more than a


week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr.


Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be hit “harder than


anticipated.” A few minutes later, the National Weather Service in


Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any


impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian


will be felt across Alabama.”

Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept.

4, he displayed a NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to

include Alabama in the area potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later,


early last Friday, according to the three people familiar with his


actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of


NOAA, from Greece where the secretary was traveling for


meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s perceived


contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff


at NOAA would be fired if the situation was not fixed, according to the


three individuals, who requested anonymity because they were not


authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career government


employees, political staff are appointed by the administration. They


usually include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their


aides.


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when

discussing internal deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and

that NOAA had simply done the responsible thing and corrected the record.


ADVERTISEMENT


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham


forecasters had been motivated by a desire to embarrass the


president more than concern for the safety of people in


https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1168174613827899393
https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400


forecasters had been motivated by a desire to embarrass the


president more than concern for the safety of people in


Alabama. The official provided no evidence to support that


conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent


an email to staff members notifying the agency that he was


looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to


ultimately back Mr. Trump’s statements rather than those of its


own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public


health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry


conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W.


Uccellini, got a standing ovation from conference attendees when he


praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members


there had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they


contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at risk.




Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal


From: Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:00 PM


To: John Murphy - NOAA Federal


Cc: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal; Bob Maxson;


Darin Figurskey; Dr. Louis Uccellini; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal; Jason Tuell -

NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal; Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal;


Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account; Steven Cooper -

NOAA Federal; _NWS.Executive.Council


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


Hey,


It would be good to follow up with Melbourne office.  They were the most upset of those I talked with.  I


think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their concern.  I told them that he was set to speak at


NWA and that they should listen to the speech.


Kevin


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:28 PM John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks Mary et al.  Know they appreciate personal touch and agree, amazing what simple thank you does


JohnM


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:25 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington and Newport WFO's, the


SERFC, and the NHC and OPC ops desk.  I couldn't get through to a person at Raleigh, and left


a message for Chris Landsea (which was one of the numbers I had).  We will see Raleigh next


week, but I will call if anyone has the forecast number.


I have to tell you that to a person, the folks on duty were very positive and really appreciated


the personal touch on a weekend shift.  Several mentioned the All Hands email, and one


person said "never underestimate the power of a pat on the back."  Many enjoyed sharing


some of the tricky elements of the forecast, and we discussed local impacts.


I know we caught them a bit off guard, so also mentioned they could follow up if they had


questions.


I know we have folks that are very upset, and others who are understandably very tired.  I will


say, however, it is incredibly uplifting to also witness first hand the resilience, and positive


focus of so many who may not be quite as vocal.


Best,


mailto:john.d.murphy@noaa.gov
mailto:mary.erickson@noaa.gov


focus of so many who may not be quite as vocal.


Best,


Mary


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:46 PM John Potts - NOAA Federal <john.potts@noaa.gov> wrote:


I reached Wakefield, Sterling, Mt. Holly, and Boston - all very appreciative of the call.


Boston said they're getting a lot of kudos from their local customers.  CWSUs I get voicemail


only - not sure how effective it is to leave a message.  Could not get through State College or


New York's phone prompts to reach a human.


--

John E. Potts


Chief Financial Officer


NOAA National Weather Service


301 427-6911


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal


<andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see phone call assignments


below based upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes from the call below.


Andrea


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA


Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS


<nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


(b)(6)
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Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that have dealt with Dorian.


Additionally, I have listed the phone numbers for the National Centers. These numbers will


likely lead to a phone tree, in which you will have to select the option to speak with a


forecaster. If you need any additional numbers, please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters




Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 

Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kevin Cooley


Director, NWS OPPSD


SSMC2, Room 16212


301-427-9810 (office)
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Richard Koehler - NOAA Federal


From: Richard Koehler - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:54 PM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Thank you


Dr. Uccellini,


Please accept my sincere thanks for your leadership of NWS, particularly during recent events tied to


Hurricane Dorian.


Please know that I am proud to be an NWS and NOAA employee.


Thank you.


Richard Koehler


------------------------

Richard Koehler, PhD

National Hydrologic and Geospatial Sciences Training Coordinator


NOAA - NWS - Office of the Chief Learning Officer (OCLO)


richard.koehler@noaa.gov


303-497-8369


Emails to and from the National Weather Service are archived and, unless exempt or confidential by law,


may be subject to FOIA requests. Users should not have an expectation of confidentiality or privacy.


mailto:richard.koehler@noaa.gov


Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:22 PM


To: Susan Buchanan


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


Susan: Need your magic here as well. The social science aspect was directed at the need for direct message


to shut down what they in the forecast office thought were rumors.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Cozzolino, Ashley" <Ashley.Cozzolino@FOXNEWS.COM>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 9:34:28 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, 531-DCDeskOps


<DCdeskops@foxnews.com>


Subject: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


Good evening Dr. Uccellini,


Fox News is interested in the video you recently posted to twitter where you explained the


forecast evacuations and response to Hurricane Dorian.   You specifically talked about the role


social media played in exaggerating  the misconceptions that Dorian could impact Alabama.


Would you be able to release a statement to Fox News about that please?  And can we have


permission to use the video you posted to twitter as well?  Please reply all to this mail.


https://twitter.com/NWSDirector


Thank you,


Louis Uccellini (@NWSDirector) | Twitter


The latest Tweets from Louis Uccellini (@NWSDirector).


National Weather Service Director since February of 201 3.


Silver Spring, MD


twitter.com
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Ashley Cozzolino


Fox News Assignment Desk


w: 202-824-6369


c: 601-760-0867


This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It


is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this


message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or


deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this


message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this


message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox


Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation


is made that this email or its attachments are without defect.


https://twitter.com/NWSDirector


Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:23 PM


To: Susan Buchanan


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


One other point, not sure which video they are talking about.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 9, 2019, at 10:22 PM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Susan: Need your magic here as well. The social science aspect was directed at the need for


direct message to shut down what they in the forecast office thought were rumors.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Cozzolino, Ashley" <Ashley.Cozzolino@FOXNEWS.COM>


Date: September 9, 2019 at 9:34:28 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, 531-DCDeskOps


<DCdeskops@foxnews.com>


Subject: Fox News Request for Video & Possible Statement


Good evening Dr. Uccellini,


Fox News is interested in the video you recently posted to twitter where you


explained the forecast evacuations and response to Hurricane Dorian.   You


specifically talked about the role social media played in exaggerating  the


misconceptions that Dorian could impact Alabama.  Would you be able to release a


statement to Fox News about that please?  And can we have permission to use the


video you posted to twitter as well?  Please reply all to this mail.


https://twitter.com/NWSDirector
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https://twitter.com/NWSDirector


Thank you,


Ashley Cozzolino


Fox News Assignment Desk


w: 202-824-6369


c: 601-760-0867


This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential


information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the


addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to


the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to


anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments


and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its


attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox


Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No


representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect.


Louis Uccellini (@NWSDirector) |


Twitter


The latest Tweets from Louis Uccellini


(@NWSDirector). National Weather Service


Director since February of 201 3. Silver Spring,


MD


twitter.com
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Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


From: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:05 PM


To: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Update


Roger, thank you.


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


On Sep 9, 2019, at 8:15 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


I am personally staffing Neil in Alabama, joined by Taylor.  We have drafted remarks that, if


given, should help Neil in addressing staff concerns.


Also, I have directed Pat and Linda that 





Stu


(b)(6)
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George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


From: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:01 AM


To: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson -

NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


Team, bringing this back up to the top of the inbox - is there a quiet moment today to potentially dial


Melbourne?


Thanks


G


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:00 PM


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


CC: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>, Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal


<andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, Bob Maxson <bob.maxson@noaa.gov>, Darin Figurskey


<darin.figurskey@noaa.gov>, Dr. Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA


Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jason Tuell - NOAA Federal <jason.tuell@noaa.gov>, Jeremy


Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>, Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


<kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, NWS PCO -

NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Steven Cooper - NOAA Federal <steven.cooper@noaa.gov>,


_NWS.Executive.Council <nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Hey,


It would be good to follow up with Melbourne office.  They were the most upset of those I talked with.  I


think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their concern.  I told them that he was set to speak at


NWA and that they should listen to the speech.


Kevin


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:28 PM John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks Mary et al.  Know they appreciate personal touch and agree, amazing what simple thank you does


JohnM


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:25 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington and Newport WFO's, the
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John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington and Newport WFO's, the


SERFC, and the NHC and OPC ops desk.  I couldn't get through to a person at Raleigh, and left


a message for Chris Landsea (which was one of the numbers I had).  We will see Raleigh next


week, but I will call if anyone has the forecast number.


I have to tell you that to a person, the folks on duty were very positive and really appreciated


the personal touch on a weekend shift.  Several mentioned the All Hands email, and one


person said "never underestimate the power of a pat on the back."  Many enjoyed sharing


some of the tricky elements of the forecast, and we discussed local impacts.


I know we caught them a bit off guard, so also mentioned they could follow up if they had


questions.


I know we have folks that are very upset, and others who are understandably very tired.  I will


say, however, it is incredibly uplifting to also witness first hand the resilience, and positive


focus of so many who may not be quite as vocal.


Best,


Mary


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:46 PM John Potts - NOAA Federal <john.potts@noaa.gov> wrote:


I reached Wakefield, Sterling, Mt. Holly, and Boston - all very appreciative of the call.


Boston said they're getting a lot of kudos from their local customers.  CWSUs I get voicemail


only - not sure how effective it is to leave a message.  Could not get through State College or


New York's phone prompts to reach a human.


--

John E. Potts


Chief Financial Officer


NOAA National Weather Service


301 427-6911


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal


<andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see phone call assignments


below based upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes from the call below.


Andrea


mailto:john.potts@noaa.gov
mailto:andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA


Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS


<nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that have dealt with Dorian.


Additionally, I have listed the phone numbers for the National Centers. These numbers will


likely lead to a phone tree, in which you will have to select the option to speak with a


forecaster. If you need any additional numbers, please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300
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Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 

Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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--

Kevin Cooley


Director, NWS OPPSD


SSMC2, Room 16212


301-427-9810 (office)


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile




George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


From: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:06 AM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Hey Louise


Done


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:27 PM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Louis: Would like this reported. Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lee Faust < >


Date: September 9, 2019 at 12:29:48 PM CDT


To: "louis.uccellini@noaa.gov" <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>


Subject: Hey Louise


Support the president or go home!

Expletive Expletive Expletive


Signed,

Edward Faust

Washington DC


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


(b)(6)
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Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:08 AM


To: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Cc: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; Louis Uccellini


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


I can call them after I get to Tuscaloosa.


Best,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:00 AM, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


Team, bringing this back up to the top of the inbox - is there a quiet moment today to


potentially dial Melbourne?


Thanks


G


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:00 PM


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


CC: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>, Andrea Bleistein - NOAA


Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, Bob Maxson <bob.maxson@noaa.gov>, Darin Figurskey


<darin.figurskey@noaa.gov>, Dr. Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jason Tuell - NOAA Federal


<jason.tuell@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>,


Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Steven


Cooper - NOAA Federal <steven.cooper@noaa.gov>, _NWS.Executive.Council


<nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Hey,


It would be good to follow up with Melbourne office.  They were the most upset of those I


talked with.  I think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their concern.  I told them


that he was set to speak at NWA and that they should listen to the speech.


(b)(6)
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talked with.  I think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their concern.  I told them


that he was set to speak at NWA and that they should listen to the speech.


Kevin


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:28 PM John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thanks Mary et al.  Know they appreciate personal touch and agree, amazing what simple


thank you does


JohnM


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:25 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


wrote:


John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington and Newport


WFO's, the SERFC, and the NHC and OPC ops desk.  I couldn't get through to a


person at Raleigh, and left a message for Chris Landsea (which was one of the


numbers I had).  We will see Raleigh next week, but I will call if anyone has the


forecast number.


I have to tell you that to a person, the folks on duty were very positive and really


appreciated the personal touch on a weekend shift.  Several mentioned the All


Hands email, and one person said "never underestimate the power of a pat on the


back."  Many enjoyed sharing some of the tricky elements of the forecast, and we


discussed local impacts.


I know we caught them a bit off guard, so also mentioned they could follow up if


they had questions.


I know we have folks that are very upset, and others who are understandably very


tired.  I will say, however, it is incredibly uplifting to also witness first hand the


resilience, and positive focus of so many who may not be quite as vocal.


Best,


Mary


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:46 PM John Potts - NOAA Federal


<john.potts@noaa.gov> wrote:


I reached Wakefield, Sterling, Mt. Holly, and Boston - all very appreciative of the


call.  Boston said they're getting a lot of kudos from their local customers.


CWSUs I get voicemail only - not sure how effective it is to leave a message.


Could not get through State College or New York's phone prompts to reach a


human.
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--

John E. Potts


Chief Financial Officer


NOAA National Weather Service


301 427-6911


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal


<andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see phone call


assignments below based upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes from the


call below.


Andrea


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson


- NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>,


_NWS OCOS <nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that have dealt


with Dorian. Additionally, I have listed the phone numbers for the National


Centers. These numbers will likely lead to a phone tree, in which you will have


to select the option to speak with a forecaster. If you need any additional


numbers, please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323
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Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


(b)(6)



--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 


Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kevin Cooley


Director, NWS OPPSD


SSMC2, Room 16212


301-427-9810 (office)


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


(b)(6)
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:07 AM


To: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Cc: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal;


Steven Cooper


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


George: Just talked with Steven Cooper (ccd) and he will check back with a phone today.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:00 AM, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


Team, bringing this back up to the top of the inbox - is there a quiet moment today to


potentially dial Melbourne?


Thanks


G


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:00 PM


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


CC: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>, Andrea Bleistein - NOAA


Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, Bob Maxson <bob.maxson@noaa.gov>, Darin Figurskey


<darin.figurskey@noaa.gov>, Dr. Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jason Tuell - NOAA Federal


<jason.tuell@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>,


Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Steven


Cooper - NOAA Federal <steven.cooper@noaa.gov>, _NWS.Executive.Council


<nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Hey,


It would be good to follow up with Melbourne office.  They were the most upset of those I


talked with.  I think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their concern.  I told them


that he was set to speak at NWA and that they should listen to the speech.
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It would be good to follow up with Melbourne office.  They were the most upset of those I


talked with.  I think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their concern.  I told them


that he was set to speak at NWA and that they should listen to the speech.


Kevin


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:28 PM John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thanks Mary et al.  Know they appreciate personal touch and agree, amazing what simple


thank you does


JohnM


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:25 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


wrote:


John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington and Newport


WFO's, the SERFC, and the NHC and OPC ops desk.  I couldn't get through to a


person at Raleigh, and left a message for Chris Landsea (which was one of the


numbers I had).  We will see Raleigh next week, but I will call if anyone has the


forecast number.


I have to tell you that to a person, the folks on duty were very positive and really


appreciated the personal touch on a weekend shift.  Several mentioned the All


Hands email, and one person said "never underestimate the power of a pat on the


back."  Many enjoyed sharing some of the tricky elements of the forecast, and we


discussed local impacts.


I know we caught them a bit off guard, so also mentioned they could follow up if


they had questions.


I know we have folks that are very upset, and others who are understandably very


tired.  I will say, however, it is incredibly uplifting to also witness first hand the


resilience, and positive focus of so many who may not be quite as vocal.


Best,


Mary


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:46 PM John Potts - NOAA Federal


<john.potts@noaa.gov> wrote:


I reached Wakefield, Sterling, Mt. Holly, and Boston - all very appreciative of the


call.  Boston said they're getting a lot of kudos from their local customers.


CWSUs I get voicemail only - not sure how effective it is to leave a message.


Could not get through State College or New York's phone prompts to reach a


human.
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--

John E. Potts


Chief Financial Officer


NOAA National Weather Service


301 427-6911


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal


<andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see phone call


assignments below based upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes from the


call below.


Andrea


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson


- NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>,


_NWS OCOS <nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that have dealt


with Dorian. Additionally, I have listed the phone numbers for the National


Centers. These numbers will likely lead to a phone tree, in which you will have


to select the option to speak with a forecaster. If you need any additional


numbers, please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635
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Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 


Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kevin Cooley


Director, NWS OPPSD


SSMC2, Room 16212


301-427-9810 (office)


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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Donna Franklin - NOAA Federal


From: Donna Franklin - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:14 AM


To: Louis Uccellini


Subject: Fwd: IAEM Supports the NWS as It Provides the Most Accurate and Timely


Information During Severe Weather Events


I assume you already saw this...


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: IAEM <info@iaem.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:18 PM


Subject: IAEM Supports the NWS as It Provides the Most Accurate and Timely Information During Severe


Weather Events


To: Donna Franklin <donna.franklin@noaa.gov>


You are receiving this information as a member of the International Association of


Emergency Managers (IAEM). It is being sent to you as a benefit of membership.


Contact: Dawn Shiley

IAEM Communications Manager

703-538-3542


IAEM Headquarters


201 Park Washington Court


Falls Church, VA 22046


Ph. 703-538-1795


www.iaem.org www.EMEX.org


PRESS RELEASE


IAEM Supports the NWS as It Provides the Most Accurate and Timely


Information During Severe Weather Events


Sept. 9, 2019 (Falls Church, Va.) – The International Association of Emergency Managers (IAEM) fully supports our


colleagues at the National Weather Service (NWS). They are our constant and consistent partners, and they always


put the safety of the American public first.


They work tirelessly to provide complex forecasts in clear and concise terms, and we rely on these forecasts daily.


NWS personnel are experts in this difficult task, and we appreciate their efforts as they provided the most accurate


and timely information possible about the threat posed by Hurricane Dorian and all severe weather events.


IAEM-USA, the nation’s largest emergency management professional association, is a non-profit professional organization representing more than 4,600 emergency


management and homeland security professionals for local communities, state and federal disaster officials, private sector, non-governmental organizations and others


involved in preparing for, responding to, and recovering from all types of disasters including acts of terrorism. IAEM provides: access to the largest network of


emergency management experts who can provide advice and assistance; the Certified Emergency Manager program; annual scholarships; a comprehensive monthly


newsletter; and more.


####


I f you are receiving too many emails from us and wish to unsubscribe, please login here and update your communication preferences in the member dashboard.
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I f you are receiving too many emails from us and wish to unsubscribe, please login here and update your communication preferences in the member dashboard.


--

Donna Franklin


Executive Officer


NWS Office of Dissemination


301-427-9311




Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:12 AM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


Mary: Our emails probably crossed. Sitting here with Steven and John.  Steven really wants to call so let’s


see what he can find out. Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:07 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


I can call them after I get to Tuscaloosa.


Best,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:00 AM, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Team, bringing this back up to the top of the inbox - is there a quiet moment today


to potentially dial Melbourne?


Thanks


G


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:00 PM


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


CC: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>, Andrea


Bleistein - NOAA Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, Bob Maxson


<bob.maxson@noaa.gov>, Darin Figurskey <darin.figurskey@noaa.gov>, Dr. Louis


Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal
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Bleistein - NOAA Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, Bob Maxson


<bob.maxson@noaa.gov>, Darin Figurskey <darin.figurskey@noaa.gov>, Dr. Louis


Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jason Tuell - NOAA Federal


<jason.tuell@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


<jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>, Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


<kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Steven Cooper - NOAA Federal <steven.cooper@noaa.gov>,


_NWS.Executive.Council <nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Hey,


It would be good to follow up with Melbourne office.  They were the most upset of


those I talked with.  I think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their


concern.  I told them that he was set to speak at NWA and that they should listen to


the speech.


Kevin


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:28 PM John Murphy - NOAA Federal


<john.d.murphy@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks Mary et al.  Know they appreciate personal touch and agree, amazing


what simple thank you does


JohnM


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:25 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington


and Newport WFO's, the SERFC, and the NHC and OPC ops desk.  I


couldn't get through to a person at Raleigh, and left a message for


Chris Landsea (which was one of the numbers I had).  We will see


Raleigh next week, but I will call if anyone has the forecast number.


I have to tell you that to a person, the folks on duty were very positive


and really appreciated the personal touch on a weekend shift.


Several mentioned the All Hands email, and one person said "never


underestimate the power of a pat on the back."  Many enjoyed


sharing some of the tricky elements of the forecast, and we discussed


local impacts.


I know we caught them a bit off guard, so also mentioned they could
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follow up if they had questions.


I know we have folks that are very upset, and others who are


understandably very tired.  I will say, however, it is incredibly


uplifting to also witness first hand the resilience, and positive focus of


so many who may not be quite as vocal.


Best,


Mary


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:46 PM John Potts - NOAA Federal


<john.potts@noaa.gov> wrote:


I reached Wakefield, Sterling, Mt. Holly, and Boston - all very


appreciative of the call.  Boston said they're getting a lot of kudos


from their local customers.  CWSUs I get voicemail only - not sure


how effective it is to leave a message.  Could not get through State


College or New York's phone prompts to reach a human.


--

John E. Potts


Chief Financial Officer


NOAA National Weather Service


301 427-6911


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal


<andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see


phone call assignments below based upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes


from the call below.


Andrea


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


<alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


(b)(6)
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<alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>,


Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


<katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS


<nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that


have dealt with Dorian. Additionally, I have listed the phone


numbers for the National Centers. These numbers will likely lead


to a phone tree, in which you will have to select the option to


speak with a forecaster. If you need any additional numbers,


please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520
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WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 

Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kevin Cooley


Director, NWS OPPSD


SSMC2, Room 16212


301-427-9810 (office)


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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--

Sent from Gmail Mobile




Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:34 AM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


Ok - standing by if they want to hear from NWSHQ.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:12 AM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mary: Our emails probably crossed. Sitting here with Steven and John.  Steven really wants to


call so let’s see what he can find out. Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:07 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


I can call them after I get to Tuscaloosa.


Best,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:00 AM, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


Team, bringing this back up to the top of the inbox - is there a quiet


moment today to potentially dial Melbourne?


Thanks


G
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G


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:00 PM


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


CC: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>,


Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, Bob


Maxson <bob.maxson@noaa.gov>, Darin Figurskey


<darin.figurskey@noaa.gov>, Dr. Louis Uccellini


<louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jason Tuell - NOAA Federal


<jason.tuell@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


<jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>, Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


<kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Steven Cooper - NOAA Federal


<steven.cooper@noaa.gov>, _NWS.Executive.Council


<nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Hey,


It would be good to follow up with Melbourne office.  They were the


most upset of those I talked with.  I think the Louis’ remarks this


morning likely addressed their concern.  I told them that he was set to


speak at NWA and that they should listen to the speech.


Kevin


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:28 PM John Murphy - NOAA Federal


<john.d.murphy@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks Mary et al.  Know they appreciate personal touch and agree,


amazing what simple thank you does


JohnM


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:25 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia,


Wilmington and Newport WFO's, the SERFC, and the NHC


and OPC ops desk.  I couldn't get through to a person at
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Raleigh, and left a message for Chris Landsea (which was


one of the numbers I had).  We will see Raleigh next


week, but I will call if anyone has the forecast number.


I have to tell you that to a person, the folks on duty were


very positive and really appreciated the personal touch


on a weekend shift.  Several mentioned the All Hands


email, and one person said "never underestimate the


power of a pat on the back."  Many enjoyed sharing some


of the tricky elements of the forecast, and we discussed


local impacts.


I know we caught them a bit off guard, so also mentioned


they could follow up if they had questions.


I know we have folks that are very upset, and others who


are understandably very tired.  I will say, however, it is


incredibly uplifting to also witness first hand the


resilience, and positive focus of so many who may not be


quite as vocal.


Best,


Mary


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:46 PM John Potts - NOAA


Federal <john.potts@noaa.gov> wrote:


I reached Wakefield, Sterling, Mt. Holly, and Boston - all


very appreciative of the call.  Boston said they're


getting a lot of kudos from their local customers.


CWSUs I get voicemail only - not sure how effective it is


to leave a message.  Could not get through State


College or New York's phone prompts to reach a


human.


--

John E. Potts


Chief Financial Officer


NOAA National Weather Service


301 427-6911


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM Andrea Bleistein -

NOAA Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning EC - Following up from the call.


Please see phone call assignments below based


upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC


to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to


OPC
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to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to


OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have


linked notes from the call below.


Andrea


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


<alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


<louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA


Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


<katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS


<nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs,


and RFCs that have dealt with Dorian. Additionally, I


have listed the phone numbers for the National


Centers. These numbers will likely lead to a phone


tree, in which you will have to select the option to


speak with a forecaster. If you need any additional


numbers, please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833
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Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 

Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


(b)(6)
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Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kevin Cooley


Director, NWS OPPSD


SSMC2, Room 16212


301-427-9810 (office)


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:38 AM


To: Donna Franklin - NOAA Federal


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: IAEM Supports the NWS as It Provides the Most Accurate and Timely Information


During Severe Weather Events


Donna: Yes, saw it yesterday.  Was thinking it was fortuitous that you were able to secure 5 minutes of


prime time at the IAEM conference.  Will want to focus on results like the severe weather outbreak in


Kansas and Ohio. And the focused evacuations in Dorian.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:13 AM, Donna Franklin - NOAA Federal <donna.franklin@noaa.gov> wrote:


I assume you already saw this...


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: IAEM <info@iaem.com>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:18 PM


Subject: IAEM Supports the NWS as It Provides the Most Accurate and Timely Information


During Severe Weather Events


To: Donna Franklin <donna.franklin@noaa.gov>


You are receiving this information as a member of the International


Association of Emergency Managers (IAEM). It is being sent to you as a


benefit of membership.


Contact: Dawn Shiley

IAEM Communications Manager

703-538-3542


IAEM Headquarters


201 Park Washington Court


Falls Church, VA 22046


Ph. 703-538-1795


www.iaem.org www.EMEX.org


PRESS RELEASE


IAEM Supports the NWS as It Provides the Most Accurate and


Timely Information During Severe Weather Events


Sept. 9, 2019 (Falls Church, Va.) – The International Association of Emergency Managers (IAEM) fully
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Timely Information During Severe Weather Events


Sept. 9, 2019 (Falls Church, Va.) – The International Association of Emergency Managers (IAEM) fully


supports our colleagues at the National Weather Service (NWS). They are our constant and consistent


partners, and they always put the safety of the American public first.


They work tirelessly to provide complex forecasts in clear and concise terms, and we rely on these


forecasts daily. NWS personnel are experts in this difficult task, and we appreciate their efforts as they


provided the most accurate and timely information possible about the threat posed by Hurricane Dorian


and all severe weather events.


IAEM-USA, the nation’s largest emergency management professional association, is a non-profit professional organization representing more than


4,600 emergency management and homeland security professionals for local communities, state and federal disaster officials, private sector, non-

governmental organizations and others involved in preparing for, responding to, and recovering from all types of disasters including acts of terrorism.


IAEM provides: access to the largest network of emergency management experts who can provide advice and assistance; the Certified Emergency


Manager program; annual scholarships; a comprehensive monthly newsletter; and more.


####


If you are receiving too many emails from us and wish to unsubscribe, please login here and update your communication preferences in the member


dashboard.


--

Donna Franklin


Executive Officer


NWS Office of Dissemination


301-427-9311
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Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


From: Gregory Romano - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:41 AM


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re:


Of course.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019, 7:39 AM Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Greg: You want to send her the video?  And let her know the weather channel and NWS work very closely


together.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Judith Molik < >


Date: September 10, 2019 at 7:25:38 AM CDT


To: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Dr. Uccellini,


Everyday I access NOAA in Buffalo, NY. for local weather information.


I will now use the Weather Channel. NOAA caved in to Trump.


NOAA can no longer be trusted for accurate information.


Thank you,


Judith Molik 
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:40 AM


To: Greg Romano


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd:


Greg: You want to send her the video?  And let her know the weather channel and NWS work very closely


together.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


Begin forwarded message:


From: Judith Molik < >


Date: September 10, 2019 at 7:25:38 AM CDT


To: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Dr. Uccellini,


Everyday I access NOAA in Buffalo, NY. for local weather information.


I will now use the Weather Channel. NOAA caved in to Trump.


NOAA can no longer be trusted for accurate information.


Thank you,


Judith Molik 
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:13 AM


To: Michael Silah - NOAA Federal; Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal; FLAG UNSEC -

NOAA Service Account


Subject: FW: WFO Birmingham contacts


Neil did a great job. Audio of the remarks on CNN but nothing bad. I watched the FB video and felt it was good.


In the event you want to pull an audible after leaving the Huntsville WFO here is the contact information for the


Birmingham WFO. There is a direct flight from Birmingham tonight at 5:55pm. The drive is one hour 30


minutes from Huntsville to Birmingham. I recommend you keep a decision to visit to this group, Neil and


Security only. If Birmingham is aware ahead of time there could be media on site. If you decide to go there let


me know and I will work with Linda to change flights for you all.


Call me if you need anything.


Chris Darden's out of office autoreply goes to to the WCM:


John D. De Block


Warning Coordination Meteorologist


NWS Weather Forecast Office - Birmingham


465 Weathervane Rd


Calera, Alabama 35040


Office: 205-621-5645 x 223


Cell: 

Chris may still be out on leave but his cell is: .
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:41 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Subject: FW: Seeking comment on NOAA involvement in Hurricane Dorian forecast


controversy--URGENT DEADLINE


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


From: Hiltzik, Michael <Michael.Hiltzik@latimes.com>


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:23 PM


To: julie.roberts@noaa.gov


Subject: Seeking comment on NOAA involvement in Hurricane Dorian forecast controversy--URGENT DEADLINE


Julie,


In connection with an upcoming piece, I would like to know if NOAA has issued any clarifications of the role of Acting


Director Jacobs in the issuance of statements regarding President Trump’s characterization of the storm threats from


Hurricane Dorian.


I would also like an agency response to concerns expressed in the weather community that Director Jacobs may have


a conflict of interest in the agency’s development of next generation weather forecasting models, given his prior work


in the private sector, and whether he has specifically recused himself from that work.


I can be reached b return email or at 562-252-1518.


Best regards,


Michael Hiltzik


Business Columnist


Los Angeles Times


(p) 562-252-1518


(c) 562-221-3214


@hiltzikm


Author of “Big Science: Ernest Lawrence and the Invention that Launched the Military-Industrial Complex”


Coming soon from Houghton Mifflin: “Iron Empires: Robber Barons, Railroads, and the Making of Modern America”
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Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal


From: Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:47 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro


Commerce

Chief Threatened

Firings at NOAA After

Trump’s Hurricane

Tweets, Sources Say


ImagePresident Trump at a Sept. 1 update on Hurricane Dorian’s progress.


President Trump at a Sept. 1 update on Hurricane Dorian’s progress. CreditCreditJacquelyn Martin/Associated Press


By Christopher Flavelle, Lisa Friedman and Peter Baker


Sept. 9, 2019, 3:24 p.m. ET


Want climate news in your inbox? Sign up here for Climate Fwd:, our email


newsletter.


WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire


top employees at NOAA on Friday after the agency’s Birmingham


office contradicted President Trump’s claim that Hurricane Dorian


might hit Alabama, according to three people familiar with the


discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday


by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk.


The reversal caused widespread anger within the agency and drew


criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a division of


the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department


declined to comment.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are


the latest developments in a political imbroglio that began more


than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the


Bahamas and Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be
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The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are


the latest developments in a political imbroglio that began more


than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the


Bahamas and Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be


hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the National


Weather Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that


“Alabama will NOT see any impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no


impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few


days later, on Sept. 4, he displayed a NOAA map that appeared to


have been altered with a black sharpie to include Alabama in the


area potentially affected by Dorian.


What on Earth Is


Going On?


Sign up for our weekly


newsletter to get our latest


stories and insights about


climate change — along with


answers to your questions and


tips on how to help.


SIGN UP


ADVERTI SEMEN T


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early


last Friday, according to the three people familiar with his actions.


Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of NOAA,


from Greece where the secretary was traveling for meetings and


instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s perceived contradiction of


the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political


staff at NOAA would be fired if the situation was not fixed,


according to the three individuals, who requested anonymity


because they were not authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike


career government employees, political staff are appointed by the


administration. They usually include a handful of top officials,


such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.


https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1168174613827899393
https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400


ImageCommerce secretary Wilbur Ross in August of this year.


Commerce secretary Wilbur Ross in August of this year. CreditEraldo Peres/Associated Press


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be


identified when discussing internal deliberations said that the


Birmingham office had been wrong and that NOAA had simply


done the responsible thing and corrected the record.


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham


forecasters had been motivated by a desire to embarrass the


president more than concern for the safety of people in


Alabama. The official provided no evidence to support that


conclusion.


ADVERTI SEMEN T


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent


an email to staff members notifying the agency that he was looking


into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to ultimately


back Mr. Trump’s statements rather than those of its own


scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public health


and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry


conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W.


Uccellini, got a standing ovation from conference attendees when


he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff


members there had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety”


when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at


risk.


============================

Jerry Slaff


Public Affairs Specialist • NOAA Office of Communications


detailed to National Ocean Service Public Affairs


Silver Spring, Md.


240.533.0935 office /  cell
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Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal


From: Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:49 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro


Commerce Chief Threatened Firings at NOAA After Trump’s Hurricane Tweets, Sources Say


By Christopher Flavelle, Lisa Friedman and Peter Baker


Sept. 9, 2019, 3:24 p.m. ET


Want climate news in your inbox? Sign up here for Climate Fwd:, our email newsletter.


WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at NOAA on Friday after the


agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit


Alabama, according to three people familiar with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk. The reversal


caused widespread anger within the agency and drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a


division of the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest developments in a political


imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr.


Trump wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the


National Weather Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts


from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4, he displayed a


NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black sharpie to include Alabama in the area


potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the Commerce Secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday, according to the three


people familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of NOAA, from


Greece where the secretary was traveling for meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s


perceived contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the


situation was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested anonymity because they were not


authorized to discuss the episode. Unlike career government employees, political staff are appointed by the


administration. They usually include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.


Commerce secretary Wilbur Ross in August of this year. CreditEraldo Peres/Associated Press


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when discussing internal


deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and that NOAA had simply done the


responsible thing and corrected the record.


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been motivated by a desire to




responsible thing and corrected the record.


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been motivated by a desire to


embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama. The official provided no


evidence to support that conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff members notifying the


agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr.


Trump’s statements rather than those of its own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public


health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing ovation from


conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there


had acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama


was at risk.


============================

Jerry Slaff


Public Affairs Specialist • NOAA Office of Communications


detailed to National Ocean Service Public Affairs


Silver Spring, Md.


240.533.0935 office /  cell
(b)(6)



Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 8:02 PM


To: NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account; Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Subject: NWA Facebook Live


Charles


Will the NWA Facebook live the remarks in the morning?


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan




Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:07 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Subject: WFO Birmingham contacts


Chris Darden's out of office autoreply goes to to the WCM:


John D. De Block


Warning Coordination Meteorologist


NWS Weather Forecast Office - Birmingham


465 Weathervane Rd


Calera, Alabama 35040


Office: 205-621-5645 x 223


Cell: 

Chris may still be out on leave but his cell is: .


-Chris


(b)(6)
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Marine Weather - NOAA Service Account


From: Marine Weather - NOAA Service Account


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:38 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Loss of you high reputation on stating facts.


The Marine Branch received this email and we were instructed to send any communication related

to this incident to you.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Marty West < >


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 4:08 PM


Subject: Loss of you high reputation on stating facts.


To: <marine.weather@noaa.gov>


The tweet from NWS Birmingham was spot on and accurate. Your integrity is now in doubt.

Caving to political pressure. This is not an American value.


(b)(6)

mailto:marine.weather@noaa.gov


Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:40 AM


To: Marine Weather - NOAA Service Account


Subject: Re: Loss of you high reputation on stating facts.


Received, thank you.


On Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 10:38 AM Marine Weather - NOAA Service Account <marine.weather@noaa.gov>


wrote:


The Marine Branch received this email and we were instructed to send any communication related

to this incident to you.


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Marty West < >


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 4:08 PM


Subject: Loss of you high reputation on stating facts.


To: <marine.weather@noaa.gov>


The tweet from NWS Birmingham was spot on and accurate. Your integrity is now in doubt.

Caving to political pressure. This is not an American value.


(b)(6)
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Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal


From: Jerry Slaff - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:38 AM


To: Christopher Vaccaro


Subject: Globe


NOAA chief thanks Alabama weather office in Dorian forecast after dispute with Trump


APSeptember 10, 2019, an hour ago


5


President Trump held a chart as he talked with reporters after receiving a briefing on Hurricane Dorian.


President Trump held a chart as he talked with reporters after receiving a briefing on Hurricane Dorian.


(EVAN VUCCI/ASSOCIATED PRESS)


HUNTSVILLE, Ala. (AP) — The head of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is both


defending the administration and thanking a local weather office that contradicted President Donald


Trump’s claims about Hurricane Dorian threatening Alabama.


Acting administrator Neil Jacobs told a meteorology group Tuesday that a NOAA statement which criticized


a local forecast office that contradicted Trump was meant to clarify ‘‘technical aspects’’ about Dorian’s


potential impact.


Jacobs told the group what the statement failed to mention was the ‘‘good intent’’ of the Birmingham office


in trying to calm fears and rumors about Dorian hitting Alabama. Jacobs recognized and thanked the


Birmingham office while speaking before the National Weather Association in Huntsville, Alabama. He


appeared near tears at one point.


Advertisement


Weather officials say Birmingham didn’t realize that rumors about Dorian hitting the state began with a


tweet by Trump.


While some forecasters had talked about walking out on Jacobs speech or staging some sort of protest,


there was no demonstration and he received polite applause.


Kevin Laws, science and operations officer with the weather service office in Birmingham, said he


appreciated the remarks by Jacobs, who he has known for 20 years.


‘‘Absolutely no hard feelings,’’ Laws said.


Jacobs’ remarks came a day after National Weather Service Director Louis Uccellini said forecasters in


Birmingham did the right thing Sept. 1 when they tried to combat public panic and rumors that Dorian


posed a threat to Alabama.


‘‘They did that with one thing in mind: public safety,’’ said Uccellini, who prompted a standing ovation by


asking members of the Birmingham weather staff to stand.


‘‘Only later, when the retweets and politically based comments started coming to their office, did they learn


the sources of this information,’’ he said.


============================

Jerry Slaff




the sources of this information,’’ he said.


============================

Jerry Slaff


Public Affairs Specialist • NOAA Office of Communications


detailed to National Ocean Service Public Affairs


Silver Spring, Md.


240.533.0935 office /  cell
(b)(6)





Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal Service Account


From: Dennis Feltgen - NWS Federal Service Account


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 12:02 PM


To: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Univision Network Request


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Vilma Tarazona <VTarazona@univision.net>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 12:00 PM


Subject: Univision Network Request


To: nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov <nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov>


Cc: Guillermo Martinez <gimartinez@univision.net>


Hello,


We would like to interviews one of your Spanish speaking meteorologist today in regards to hurricane


Dorian and if Alabama was in any danger to be affected by it.


We would very much appreciate your help.


Many thanks.


Sincerely,


Vilma Tarazona


Univision Network


National News Correspondent


Cell 786 376 6936


Vilma Tarazona  |  Correspondent  |  Univision Communications Inc. | 8551  NW 30th Terrace,Miami,FL,331 22


Direct: (305) 71 4-7954 | vtarazona@univision.net | http://www.univision.com


mailto:VTarazona@univision.net
mailto:nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov
mailto:nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov
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Vilma Tarazona  |  Correspondent  |  Univision Communications Inc. | 8551  NW 30th Terrace,Miami,FL,331 22


Direct: (305) 71 4-7954 | vtarazona@univision.net | http://www.univision.com


--

Dennis Feltgen


Communications & Public Affairs Officer


Meteorologist


NOAA Communications & External Affairs


National Hurricane Center


Miami, Fla.


305-229-4404


dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov


nhc.public.affairs@noaa.gov


tel:(305)%20714-7954
mailto:VTarazona@univision.net
http://www.univision.com/
mailto:dennis.feltgen@noaa.gov
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Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:33 PM


To: Kate Brogan


Subject: Fwd: NYT: NOAA Chief, Defending Trump on Dorian, Also Tries to Buoy Scientists


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Christopher Vaccaro - NOAA Federal <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>


Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:25 PM


Subject: NYT: NOAA Chief, Defending Trump on Dorian, Also Tries to Buoy Scientists


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>, Scott Smullen <scott.smullen@noaa.gov>, Susan


Buchanan <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/10/climate/neil-jacobs-noaa-hurricane-dorian.html


NOAA Chief, Defending Trump on Dorian, Also Tries to Buoy Scientists


By Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs, Christopher Flavelle and Lisa Friedman

Sept. 10, 2019, 12:49 p.m. ET


HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — Neil Jacobs, head of the federal scientific agency threatened with firings after

one of its offices contradicted President Trump on Hurricane Dorian, defended the administration

Tuesday even as he issued a carefully worded defense of agency scientists.


The remarks were the latest example of a Trump administration official facing enormous political

pressure in an atmosphere that prioritizes loyalty above all else.


“This administration is committed to the important mission of weather forecasting,” Dr. Jacobs, acting

administrator for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, said in remarks at a weather

conference here. “There is no pressure to change the way you communicate or forecast risk in the

future.”


Dr. Jacobs’s speech attracted outsized attention because of President Trump’s insistence that

Alabama was in Dorian’s path and a subsequent New York Times report that Commerce Secretary

Wilbur L. Ross Jr. had threatened to fire NOAA’s political staff unless the agency stood by the

president.


“He’s between a very big rock and a very hard place,” said Rear Admiral David W. Titley, a former

oceanographer for the Navy who served as the chief operating officer of NOAA under President

Barack Obama. “I would argue he needs to go home and look in the mirror and decide: Can he

serve a boss who has no respect for the federal work force and the National Weather Service.”


On Sept. 1 , Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter that Dorian would hit Alabama “harder than anticipated.” A

few minutes later, the National Weather Service office in Birmingham, Ala., which is part of NOAA,


posted on

Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane

Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


mailto:christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov
mailto:julie.roberts@noaa.gov
mailto:scott.smullen@noaa.gov
mailto:susan.buchanan@noaa.gov
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/10/climate/neil-jacobs-noaa-hurricane-dorian.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/10/climate/neil-jacobs-noaa-hurricane-dorian.html


posted on

Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts from Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane

Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump pushed back, repeatedly insisting that his warning about Alabama had been accurate.

(Alabama was not struck by the hurricane.)


Then, early last Friday, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross Jr., whose department has responsibility

over NOAA, phoned Dr. Jacobs, telling him that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the

situation was not fixed, according to three people familiar with the conversation. Later that day,

NOAA issued an unusual, unsigned statement that rebuked the Birmingham office, calling its

statement “inconsistent with probabilities from the best forecast products available at the time.”


That NOAA statement led to an uproar among scientists, who charged that the administration was

politicizing the weather service. The Commerce Department’s Office of Inspector General is now

examining the circumstances surrounding the statement, according to documents reviewed by The

New York Times.


Tuesday’s speech by Dr. Jacobs, which had been scheduled before the hurricane, represented his

first comments on the statement and the controversy. It almost didn’t happen.


According to three people familiar with the discussion, Dr. Jacobs met Monday afternoon with

several Commerce Department officials, several of whom put pressure on him to cancel his speech.

Dr. Jacobs, however, was adamant about appearing, the three people said.


He began by praising Mr. Trump, calling him “genuinely interested in improving weather forecasts.”

Dr. Jacobs also echoed the president’s position that Dorian initially threatened Alabama. “At one

point, Alabama was in the mix, as was the rest of the Southeast.”


Without retracting the statement his office issued on Friday, Dr. Jacobs also said he still had faith in

the Birmingham office.


“The purpose of the NOAA statement was to clarify the technical aspects of the potential impacts of

Dorian,” Dr. Jacobs said. “What it did not say, however, is that we understand and fully support the

good intent of the Birmingham weather forecast office, which was to calm fears in support of public

safety.”


“I am proud of the outstanding work performed by all the weather forecasting offices, including

Birmingham, during the span of this storm,” Dr. Jacobs continued. “No one’s job is under threat —

not mine, not yours. The weather service team has my full support and the support of the

department.”


In the ballroom where meteorologists had gathered for their conference, the unsigned NOAA

statement was all anyone seemed to be talking about. After Dr. Jacobs’s remarks, many of the

forecasters mingling in the hallways outside settled on a common descriptor: diplomatic.


“He did the best he could in the situation,” said Christina Crowe, a forecaster with the National

Weather Service.


Ms. Crowe noted that the speech was more muted than that of Louis W. Uccellini, the National




Weather Service director, who received a standing ovation for his defense of the Birmingham office

the day before. “It was a different tone than yesterday, but a lot of us understand why,” she said.


Elise Schultz, a research scientist in Huntsville who attended the conference, said Dr. Jacobs’s

presence at the annual meeting had showed courage.


“He’s in a tough position,” she said. “He cares and wants to move forward. I wouldn’t want to be in

his shoes.”


Many forecasters declined to speak on the record for fear of losing their jobs or of ratcheting up the

political furor surrounding what many have always viewed as a nonpolitical government job.


The episode shined an uncomfortable spotlight on a quiet department best known for weather

forecasting and monitoring oceans. A sub-agency under the Commerce Department with a budget

that hovers around $5 billion, NOAA does little in the way of regulation or policy, and has for the

most part avoided controversy under the Trump administration.


Richard Hirn, general counsel for the National Weather Service Employees Organization, said the

Dorian episode had crippled morale among employees. He said that in the past few years the

National Weather Service had suffered so much from understaffing that employees had hit the

federal statutory cap on overtime pay to fill shifts and now felt even less secure in their jobs.


“I’m afraid these people are just going to hang up their hat and leave,” Mr. Hirn said. “And if

substantial numbers wind up retiring, the National Weather Service won’t be able to keep open the

122 forecast offices open 24-7, and there won’t be anyone to watch the radar or issue severe

weather warnings.”


NOAA also has been without a Senate-confirmed administrator since the start of the Trump

administration, the longest period without one since the agency was created in 1970.


Chris Vaccaro


Senior Media Relations Specialist

NOAA Communications

C:  / O: 202-482-3978
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 5:25 PM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters


insist there is no threat


Mary: just waking up from a nap. Has anyone looked at the 12z HWRF?  It has a landfalling hurricane in


Florida that then moves to north central Florida into southern GA.  The model run does not produce any


precip in AL but it is not that far away. Maybe someone in WH showed him that?  Look I am not buying the


HWRF prediction as it continues to be an outlier but 


  God only knows what would happen if AL gets a drop of rain out of this storm.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:35 PM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


I was not aware, will get the word out - I don’t see that any of these directly respond, but we


will be sure to clarify.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:26 PM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>


wrote:


See attached from Julie on this.  Not sure if any action was take. On this request.


<image1.png>


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:15 PM, Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


<andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner from this afternoon. Puts


POTUS impact claims against the official forecast and now one WFO is


refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to be aware. Need to keep


our folks safe and out of the fray.


(b)(5)
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POTUS impact claims against the official forecast and now one WFO is


refuting POTUS comments. Just want you to be aware. Need to keep


our folks safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-says-hurricane-

dorian-will-hit-alabama-as-forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: (b)(6)
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 1, 2019 6:16 PM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Wash Examiner: Trump says Hurricane Dorian will hit Alabama as forecasters


insist there is no threat


I understand completely but I am trying to figure out how he got this in the first place.  And make sure that


even as we centralize our response we be careful, as we always are.   Take a look at the HWRF.


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 1, 2019, at 5:33 PM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thx- I have not seen model runs; I am sure NHC is watching.  Our point is that it is not WFO role


to counter or respond to presidential tweets.  Want them to leave the forecast to NHC.


I think we all realize there is a lot of uncertainty.  Could be Neil showed him HWRF.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 1, 2019, at 5:24 PM, Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mary: just waking up from a nap. Has anyone looked at the 12z HWRF?  It has a


landfalling hurricane in Florida that then moves to north central Florida into


southern GA.  The model run does not produce any precip in AL but it is not that far


away. Maybe someone in WH showed him that?  Look I am not buying the HWRF


prediction as it continues to be an outlier but 

   God only knows what would


happen if AL gets a drop of rain out of this storm.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:35 PM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal
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301.713.9095


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:35 PM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


I was not aware, will get the word out - I don’t see that any of these


directly respond, but we will be sure to clarify.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:26 PM, Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal


<susan.buchanan@noaa.gov> wrote:


See attached from Julie on this.  Not sure if any action was


take. On this request.
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Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 1, 2019, at 4:15 PM, Andrew Stern - NOAA Federal


<andrew.stern@noaa.gov> wrote:


FYI - see article from Washington Examiner


from this afternoon. Puts POTUS impact


claims against the official forecast and now


one WFO is refuting POTUS comments. Just


want you to be aware. Need to keep our folks


safe and out of the fray.


https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/t


rump-says-hurricane-dorian-will-hit-alabama-

as-forecasters-insist-there-is-no-threat

--

Andrew Stern


Director, Analyze, Forecast and Support Office


NOAA/National Weather Service


Office: 301-427-9120


Cell: 
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Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


From: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 9:47 PM


To: taylor.jordan@noaa.gov


Cc: Pat Simms


Subject: Fwd: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Hi Taylor, I haven’t heard from you concerning you traveling to Huntsville with DNJ tomorrow; please


advise.  Thank you.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Date: September 8, 2019 at 8:41:06 PM EDT


To: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal <linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov>


Cc: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>, NWS PCO - NOAA Service


Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>,


Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal <michael.weiss@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Linda


Possibly need to determine the timeline for Tuesday tomorrow morning. Can you adjust the


flight tomorrow to the later one and then adjust the return later if needed? I recognize that will


be two sets of changes. I can’t confirm right now the return flight time.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:38 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie, will the return flight change?


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:19 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm direct flight. Staff could


take the one currently booked at 4:45ish. That allows a full day in the


office if meetings are needed.
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Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm direct flight. Staff could


take the one currently booked at 4:45ish. That allows a full day in the


office if meetings are needed.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


<Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor, please work with Linda


on travel.  I will have a rental car.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM NWS PCO - NOAA Service


Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under


Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts - NOAA


Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust the timing


for the WFO visit to earlier in the day. I will have


information on the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service


(b)(6)
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Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining us at the


WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of


the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM Julie Roberts -

NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most likely be


traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric


Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM, NWS PCO -

NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the phone with


Paul Schlatter with NWA.


He relayed that as of now


there will be four media


outlets at the conference:


Washington Post, CNN, NPR


Birmingham and a local


broadcast station.


Media cameras are not


allowed in the main room


(however, people may still


(b)(6)
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Media cameras are not


allowed in the main room


(however, people may still


stream or record it on their


personal devices).  After his


speech he said that media


folks might attempt to do an


interview with Dr. Jacobs


outside of the main room.


Just wanted to bring this to


your attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service

Office of the Under Secretary


 desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 
(b)(6)



Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


From: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 9:59 PM


To: Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal


Cc: Pat Simms


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Ok, thank you, Taylor.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 9:57 PM, Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Linda, I’m still talking with DNJ tonight but it looks like I will not be traveling.


On Sep 8, 2019, at 9:46 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Taylor, I haven’t heard from you concerning you traveling to Huntsville with DNJ


tomorrow; please advise.  Thank you.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Date: September 8, 2019 at 8:41:06 PM EDT


To: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov>


Cc: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>,


NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan


- NOAA Federal <taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>, Michael Weiss - NOAA


Federal <michael.weiss@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Linda


Possibly need to determine the timeline for Tuesday tomorrow


morning. Can you adjust the flight tomorrow to the later one and then


adjust the return later if needed? I recognize that will be two sets of


changes. I can’t confirm right now the return flight time.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:38 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie, will the return flight change?


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:19 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm


direct flight. Staff could take the one currently


booked at 4:45ish. That allows a full day in the


office if meetings are needed.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric


Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach


- NOAA Federal


<Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor,


please work with Linda on travel.


I will have a rental car.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM


NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the


update.


--

Charles Bell
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Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather


Service Office of the Under


Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM


Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles


Stu will be traveling. We may


need to adjust the timing for


the WFO visit to earlier in the


day. I will have information on


the schedule tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM,


NWS PCO - NOAA Service


Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will


you be joining us at


the WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program


Coordination


Officer


NOAA's National


Weather Service


Office of the Under


Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 
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Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8,


2019, 1:26 PM Julie


Roberts - NOAA


Federal


<julie.roberts@noa


a.gov> wrote:


Thank you Charles


I will most likely


be traveling with


him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of


Staff


National Oceanic


and Atmospheric


Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at


1:19 PM, NWS


PCO - NOAA


Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.g


ov> wrote:


Julie,


I just


got


off


the


phon


e


with


Paul


Schlat


ter


with


NWA.


He


relay


ed
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that


as of


now


there


will


be


four


medi


a


outlet


s at


the


confe


rence


:


Wash


ingto


n


Post,


CNN,


NPR


Birmi


ngha


m


and a


local


broad


cast


statio


n.


Medi


a


came


ras


are


not


allow


ed in


the


main


room


(how


ever,


peopl


e


may


still


strea


m or


recor


d it


on




recor


d it


on


their


perso


nal


devic


es).


After


his


speec


h he


said


that


medi


a


folks


might


attem


pt to


do an


interv


iew


with


Dr.


Jacob


s


outsid


e of


the


main


room.


Just


want


ed to


bring


this


to


your


attent


ion.


Charl


es


--
Charle


s Bell




 Progr


am

Coordi


nation

Officer


NOAA'


s

Nation


al

Weath


er

Servic


e


Office

of the

Under

Secret


ary


 desk


: 202-

482-

1162


cell:
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Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal


From: Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 9:57 PM


To: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


Cc: Pat Simms


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Hi Linda, I’m still talking with DNJ tonight but it looks like I will not be traveling.


On Sep 8, 2019, at 9:46 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal <linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Taylor, I haven’t heard from you concerning you traveling to Huntsville with DNJ tomorrow;


please advise.  Thank you.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


Date: September 8, 2019 at 8:41:06 PM EDT


To: Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal <linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov>


Cc: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>, NWS PCO -

NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Taylor Jordan - NOAA Federal


<taylor.jordan@noaa.gov>, Michael Weiss - NOAA Federal


<michael.weiss@noaa.gov>


Subject: Re: Heads Up: Media at NWA


Linda


Possibly need to determine the timeline for Tuesday tomorrow morning. Can you


adjust the flight tomorrow to the later one and then adjust the return later if


needed? I recognize that will be two sets of changes. I can’t confirm right now the


return flight time.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:38 PM, Linda LawhornBrown - NOAA Federal


<linda.lawhornbrown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie, will the return flight change?


Sent from my iPhone
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Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:19 PM, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov> wrote:


Recommend the senior team take the 8:10pm direct flight.


Staff could take the one currently booked at 4:45ish. That


allows a full day in the office if meetings are needed.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 7:44 PM, Stuart Levenbach - NOAA


Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov> wrote:


+ Taylor


Taylor will also be joining.  Taylor, please


work with Linda on travel.  I will have a rental


car.


Stu


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 6:52 PM NWS PCO -

NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thank you.  Appreciate the update.


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of


the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:51 PM Julie Roberts -

NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Charles
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Stu will be traveling. We may need to adjust


the timing for the WFO visit to earlier in the


day. I will have information on the schedule


tomorrow.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric


Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:29 PM, NWS PCO -

NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Julie,


Thank you.  Will you be joining


us at the WFO as well?


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather


Service Office of the Under


Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 1:26 PM


Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


<julie.roberts@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thank you Charles I will most


likely be traveling with him.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration


On Sep 8, 2019, at 1:19 PM,


NWS PCO - NOAA Service


Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>


wrote:


(b)(6)
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Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Julie,


I just got off the


phone with Paul


Schlatter with


NWA.


He relayed that as


of now there will


be four media


outlets at the


conference:


Washington Post,


CNN, NPR


Birmingham and


a local broadcast


station.


Media cameras


are not allowed in


the main room


(however, people


may still stream


or record it on


their personal


devices).  After


his speech he said


that media folks


might attempt to


do an interview


with Dr. Jacobs


outside of the


main room.


Just wanted to


bring this to your


attention.


Charles


--
Charles Bell


 Program

Coordination Officer


NOAA's National



Weather Service


Office of the Under

Secretary


 desk: 202-482-

1162


cell: 
(b)(6)



Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 6:37 PM


To: NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


Cc: Louis Uccellini


Bcc: george.jungbluth@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Update on DNJ and NWA


Thanks.  Since no press will be at the WFO, would not see the need.


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 8, 2019, at 6:30 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mary,


I will find out about Julie attending the WFO visit.  You are correct -- Birmingham.


I spoke to Todd Barron via the phone yesterday to go over the visit in light of last Friday.


Charles


--

Charles Bell


Program Coordination Officer


NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


desk: 202-482-1162


cell: 


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 6:22 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Charles,


To be clear - are you talking about the BHM office?  Would that visit


include Communications?


Thanks,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)
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Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


> On Sep 8, 2019, at 5:46 PM, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> EC -

>


> Latest information that I have:


>


> Dr Jacobs is still scheduled to fly down Monday late afternoon for NWA.  He will not be


doing anything Monday evening with the conference.  His keynote will kick off Tuesday.


>


> In light of what happened on Friday and the fact that CNN, WAPO (CWG), and NPR are all


confirmed to be in attendance, Julie will be traveling with him.  I will also be there along with


FLAG.  We are still planning on going to the WFO that afternoon.


>


> Louis, once your keynote has been given would it be possible to see your notes?  That may


help with his speech.  FYSA, I have not heard if/how the press release issue will be handled


during the trip.


>


> Let me know if anyone needs additional information.


>


> Charles


>


> --

>


> Charles Bell


>


> Program Coordination Officer


> NOAA's National Weather Service Office of the Under Secretary


> desk: 202-482-1162


> cell: 

>
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Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


From: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 9:47 PM


To: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


Awesome! So glad the calls went well. It’s such a lift for those on shift to hear from leadership, no matter


the situation.


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 4:03 PM, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks Mary!!!


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 3:39 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Katie - I have to admit I wasn’t sure about calling offices - but just to hear the surprise and


pleasure in the voices of folks on shift today was worth it.  We need to do this more often


under different circumstances!!  Thanks for the idea.


Maybe we create a call of the month or week!


Best,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 8, 2019, at 3:28 PM, John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks Mary et al.  Know they appreciate personal touch and agree, amazing


what simple thank you does


JohnM


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:25 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington


(b)(6)
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John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington


and Newport WFO's, the SERFC, and the NHC and OPC ops desk.  I


couldn't get through to a person at Raleigh, and left a message for


Chris Landsea (which was one of the numbers I had).  We will see


Raleigh next week, but I will call if anyone has the forecast number.


I have to tell you that to a person, the folks on duty were very positive


and really appreciated the personal touch on a weekend shift.


Several mentioned the All Hands email, and one person said "never


underestimate the power of a pat on the back."  Many enjoyed


sharing some of the tricky elements of the forecast, and we discussed


local impacts.


I know we caught them a bit off guard, so also mentioned they could


follow up if they had questions.


I know we have folks that are very upset, and others who are


understandably very tired.  I will say, however, it is incredibly


uplifting to also witness first hand the resilience, and positive focus of


so many who may not be quite as vocal.


Best,


Mary


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:46 PM John Potts - NOAA Federal


<john.potts@noaa.gov> wrote:


I reached Wakefield, Sterling, Mt. Holly, and Boston - all very


appreciative of the call.  Boston said they're getting a lot of kudos


from their local customers.  CWSUs I get voicemail only - not sure


how effective it is to leave a message.  Could not get through State


College or New York's phone prompts to reach a human.


--

John E. Potts


Chief Financial Officer


NOAA National Weather Service


301 427-6911


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal


<andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see


phone call assignments below based upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


mailto:john.potts@noaa.gov
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John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes


from the call below.


Andrea


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


<alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>,


Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


<katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS


<nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that


have dealt with Dorian. Additionally, I have listed the phone


numbers for the National Centers. These numbers will likely lead


to a phone tree, in which you will have to select the option to


speak with a forecaster. If you need any additional numbers,


please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042
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Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 

Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/
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Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


From: Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:05 AM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


Mary,


Thanks for calling the office.  Jack expressed his thanks.


Ken


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 10:48 AM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Field Directors,


First -- thank you for working closely with your teams during Dorian, and on issues that they may have


concerns about.  I wanted to let you know directly that Kevin Cooley, John Potts and I will be making short


appreciation calls to several centers and forecast offices today just to provide a direct contact and


reassurance from NWS HQ leadership of our support to them.   This is meant to be additive to your efforts,


and we will acknowledge our confidence in your leadership and support for those efforts as well.


Feel free to contact any of us with any comments or questions.


Best,


Mary


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: _NWS.Executive.Council <nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Cc: Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS <nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see phone call assignments below based


upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes from the call below.


Andrea


 AA Tagup Running Agenda
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On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS


<nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that have dealt with Dorian. Additionally, I


have listed the phone numbers for the National Centers. These numbers will likely lead to a phone tree,


in which you will have to select the option to speak with a forecaster. If you need any additional numbers,


please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300
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NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 


Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Kenneth Graham, WX4KEG


National Hurricane Center


www.nhc.noaa.gov


http://www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Thomas Graziano - NOAA Federal


From: Thomas Graziano - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:03 PM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


Mary


The NWC also supported this event will extended hours through the weekend.  That said, could you take a


few minutes to acknowledge their efforts tomorrow morning


Thanks for your consideration


Best


Tom


Dr. Thomas Graziano


Director, Office of Water Prediction


NOAA National Weather Service


Cell 


On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:48 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Field Directors,


First -- thank you for working closely with your teams during Dorian, and on issues that they


may have concerns about.  I wanted to let you know directly that Kevin Cooley, John Potts and I


will be making short appreciation calls to several centers and forecast offices today just to


provide a direct contact and reassurance from NWS HQ leadership of our support to them.


 This is meant to be additive to your efforts, and we will acknowledge our confidence in your


leadership and support for those efforts as well.


Feel free to contact any of us with any comments or questions.


Best,


Mary


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: _NWS.Executive.Council <nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Cc: Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS


<nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see phone call assignments


below based upon the list below:
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Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see phone call assignments


below based upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes from the call below.


Andrea


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS


<nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that have dealt with Dorian.


Additionally, I have listed the phone numbers for the National Centers. These numbers will


likely lead to a phone tree, in which you will have to select the option to speak with a


forecaster. If you need any additional numbers, please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436
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Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 

Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow
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Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:36 PM


To: tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: Our Appreciation for the NWS Performance for Dorian


Tanya,


Here you are.  Hopefully there a few key things in here.  Also - I think Scott’s messages were good.


Best,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


Begin forwarded message:


From: NWS Communications Office - NOAA Service Account <nws.communications.office@noaa.gov>


Date: September 7, 2019 at 3:11:15 PM EDT


To: _NWS All Hands <nws.all.hands@noaa.gov>


Subject: Our Appreciation for the NWS Performance for Dorian


From: Louis W. Uccellini, Director and Mary Erickson, Deputy Director

and the Executive Council - John Potts, John Murphy, Kevin Cooley, Peyton Robertson


Team NWS -

First and foremost, we want to acknowledge the challenging and trying time


we have been through for Hurricane Dorian.  This storm presented forecast


and warning challenges and tremendous stresses and strains to our


workforce, given its complexity, duration and its toll on our time and talent.


We want to assure you that we stand behind our entire workforce and the


integrity of the forecast process, including the incredible scientific, technical


and engineering skill you demonstrated for this event.  Your commitment and


outstanding work were on display in everything we did from infrastructure


support to forecasts and warnings to working with our core partners,


providing travel logistics...and more during the long course of Hurricane


Dorian.


You put your shoulders to the wheel for this hurricane---starting with ensuring


the Puerto Rico radar was up, and releasing extra radiosondes throughout


most of the event. Your tireless work ensured all partners and the general


public were ready and responsive for wind, heavy rain, flash floods, storm


surge and surf impacts, violent tornadoes and high wind and waves over the


open ocean as Dorian moved toward Puerto Rico, then from the Bahamas


toward and along the Florida coast, toward the Mid Atlantic region and finally


toward the Northeast into Canada. We saw tremendous forecasts, warnings


and amazing IDSS and public outreach at every level (NHC, other NCEP
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toward and along the Florida coast, toward the Mid Atlantic region and finally


toward the Northeast into Canada. We saw tremendous forecasts, warnings


and amazing IDSS and public outreach at every level (NHC, other NCEP


Centers, WFOs, RFCs, Water Center, ROCs and CWSUs) and at every turn,


even in the face of a unique, complex and uncertain forecast.  We also saw


actions taken through the night to quickly restore resilience and robustness


to our information architecture. We are absolutely amazed at how you all


pulled together to support one another to put the most accurate information


science allows and put your best judgements into the hands of key decision


makers who are making life/death decisions.


Given the possible tracks and impacts of this storm, our warnings and the


resulting responses by the public safety officials up and down the East


Coast, including focused evacuations, all demonstrated everything we have


been working towards---continuously updated information, clear messaging


of scenarios, and calls to action to support near precision level evacuations.


International, Federal, State and local officials were at our side the entire


time, listening and making impact-based decisions with a high level of


specificity and at the right time to protect lives and property.  Now we


continue to see... not only is it possible... you are making it happen.


We saw first hand that our integrated forecast process works, and we


continue to embrace and uphold the essential integrity of the entire forecast


process as it was applied by ALL NWS offices to ensure public safety first


and foremost.  Suffice it to say, it takes the entire team to achieve these


repeated levels of success and we want you all to know it is recognized and


honored.


The NWS leadership team is proud of your service, expertise and relentless


dedication to our mission. You are leading us into the future---and displaying


clearly what building a Weather Ready Nation looks like.  We honorably met


the mission of the NWS for Dorian, and have again shown how vital the NWS


is to public safety.


We are grateful to each and every one of you, each and every day.


-- Louis, Mary, and the NWS Executive Council - John Potts, John Murphy,


Kevin Cooley, Peyton Robertson


Reply Forward




Nicole LeBoeuf - NOAA Federal


From: Nicole LeBoeuf - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 3:39 PM


To: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: can you send me your all hands messages?


Sure, although I’m sending it to you with two typos cleaned up. ;)


Good afternoon NOS,


I am writing to express to you how deeply grateful I am for NOS’s and for NOAA’s collective response to


Hurricane Dorian. I could not be more proud of how well we performed and continue to perform as


much of the work, particularly for NOS, is just getting started.


NOS employees' performance leading up to and during Hurricane Dorian was and remains exemplary.


Last week wasn't easy for any of us caught up in the human and environmental impacts associated with


this event. To give you a partial sense of the scale of Hurricane Dorian's footprint on NOS and our


partners, we activated our Incident Management Team, multiple National Marine Sanctuaries and


National Estuarine Research Reserves closed operations, we issued our Quick Looks product, we activated


our Disaster Preparedness Program, we contributed to the deployment of gliders to better understand


storm intensification, and we utilized real-time information from our newly launched Coastal Inundation


Dashboard, as well as our tried and tested Environmental Response Management Application. We


participated in multiple times a day briefings and, at one point, we had over 300 employees (including


contractors, NOAA Corps Officers, and Sea Grant fellows) in the area of impact.


Many of our staff and partners found themselves under local or state mandatory evacuation orders as we


embedded others at FEMA’s National Response Coordination Center. Across NOAA, but particularly at


NOS, during storm events, some employees find themselves securing facilities and ensuring that staff are


safe as others position teams and assets to move into these same areas to assess damage and begin the


long, hard work of helping communities recover what's been lost. With all of our Mission Essential


Functions now pre-authorized by FEMA, NOS’ National Geodetic Survey and the Office of Coast Survey’s


Navigational Response Teams are collecting coastal imagery and conducting hydrographic surveys in FL,


GA, SC, and NC. Most importantly at NOS, we have no indications of any injuries or major damage


throughout our workforce or facilities nor those of our partners.


The potential seriousness of impacts from coastal hazards, such as tropical storms and hurricanes, should


never be underestimated nor trivialized. When NOAA’s National Weather Service issues watches and


warnings, like the general public, we must take them to heart. The destruction and loss of life in the


Bahamas is a reminder of the havoc these powerful systems can wreak on coastal communities. I’m not a


stranger to this notion as I grew up along the Texas coast, experiencing multiple storm events. I’ve


packed my bags, boarded up my house, driven through the night to safety, and then driven home to


uncertainty. People living along the U.S. east coast experienced these or similar events as Hurricane


Dorian approached. They relied upon NOAA, including NOS’ products and services, to give them the


insights they needed to make difficult choices for themselves and their families. These people included


not only the general public, but NOS’ own employees, our partners, and many in our extended NOAA


family.


Like many of you, as Dorian turned northward after savaging the Bahamas, my heart was with friends




family.


Like many of you, as Dorian turned northward after savaging the Bahamas, my heart was with friends


and family in the shifting area of impact. From Florida to the Carolinas, I was on the phone with loved


ones daily as they decided whether or not to evacuate, what to take with them if they left, and about the


potential for the damage they might come home to. As Dorian approached, I spoke with NOAA colleagues


across the southeast United States as they also prepared for the storm - either in their personal lives, as


professionals, or both. It is because much of NOAA lives and works in coastal communities that the whole


of our lives are impacted by coastal hazards. It is because I consider NOAA part of my family that I


reached out to colleagues at the NWS’s National Hurricane Center, at OAR’s Atlantic Oceanographic and


Meteorological Laboratory, at NOAA’s Office of Marine and Aviation Operations, and elsewhere across


the agency to check in on them and to offer words of support and encouragement.


Across NOAA, we’ve dedicated our lives to collect, analyze, and disseminate information critical to saving


the lives of others. We stand by that information not only because we know it to be the most accurate


and authoritative available, but because we also may live and work in harm's way during any given


event. This is what's called having skin in the game - a vested interest in the quality of our work and in


the trust the public places in us as NOAA employees and as members of local communities. Those we


serve are often our friends and neighbors. When we place a NOAA logo on the side of a building and


come to work each day, we send a very powerful signal to all - “We are here with you, we are doing all


we can to understand the potential risks of environmental and manmade hazards, and we will share with


you the best information we have so that we all might remain safe.”


Because of the accuracy and reliability of the tools and data that NOAA and NOS provides, the American


people are enabled to live and prosper in the coastal zone and across our great nation. Our data and


information are not only authoritative, but we strive to make how we collect, analyze, and use these data


transparent to the public - a hallmark of dedicated public service and of our scientific and professional


ethics. The continued public trust in NOAA and in NOS is of paramount importance, and I want to


recognize the men and women across NOAA and NOS for their responsiveness, professionalism,


commitment to service, as well as to their love of the organization.


As a 22-year NOAA employee, I could not be more proud of how we prepared for, responded to, and will


continue to aid recovery from this complex storm and recent challenging events associated with it. I am


hopeful that NOAA’s response to Hurricane Dorian, a clear display of courage and commitment and of


what it means to us to wear the NOAA logo, will serve as a reminder of what the NOAA mission means


not just to us, but to the American people.


I have honorably served NOAA for most of my adult life and am fully invested in its continued success. It


is because of ALL of us who embody NOAA's slogan of science, service, and stewardship that I am certain


that our world-class reputation will endure beyond these challenging times.


Steady as we go,


Nicole


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:30 PM Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal <tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mary - Thanks for your suggestions.  T
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----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


--

Nicole R. LeBoeuf


Acting Assistant Administrator


for Ocean Services and Coastal Zone Management


National Ocean Service


(301) 713-3074 office


(301) 713-4269 fax


 mobile
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Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


From: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:29 PM


To: Thomas Graziano - NOAA Federal


Cc: John Murphy


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


Tom,


Yes, absolutely... that’s why I included you on the note.  Will go in early for standup.


 I am at the Indigo... just give a shout when we should meet in the lobby.  I think you mentioned you would


be at NWC first.


Best,


Mary


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:02 PM Thomas Graziano - NOAA Federal <thomas.graziano@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mary


The NWC also supported this event will extended hours through the weekend.  That said, could you take a


few minutes to acknowledge their efforts tomorrow morning


Thanks for your consideration


Best


Tom


Dr. Thomas Graziano


Director, Office of Water Prediction


NOAA National Weather Service


Cell 

On Sep 8, 2019, at 10:48 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Field Directors,


First -- thank you for working closely with your teams during Dorian, and on issues that they


may have concerns about.  I wanted to let you know directly that Kevin Cooley, John Potts and


I will be making short appreciation calls to several centers and forecast offices today just to


provide a direct contact and reassurance from NWS HQ leadership of our support to them.


 This is meant to be additive to your efforts, and we will acknowledge our confidence in your


leadership and support for those efforts as well.


Feel free to contact any of us with any comments or questions.


Best,


Mary
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Best,


Mary


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov
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Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


From: Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:16 PM


To: Nicole LeBoeuf - NOAA Federal


Cc: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: can you send me your all hands messages?


Thank you both!


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 9, 2019, at 3:38 PM, Nicole LeBoeuf - NOAA Federal <nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov> wrote:


Sure, although I’m sending it to you with two typos cleaned up. ;)


Good afternoon NOS,


I am writing to express to you how deeply grateful I am for NOS’s and for NOAA’s collective


response to Hurricane Dorian. I could not be more proud of how well we performed and


continue to perform as much of the work, particularly for NOS, is just getting started.


NOS employees' performance leading up to and during Hurricane Dorian was and remains


exemplary. Last week wasn't easy for any of us caught up in the human and environmental


impacts associated with this event. To give you a partial sense of the scale of Hurricane


Dorian's footprint on NOS and our partners, we activated our Incident Management Team,


multiple National Marine Sanctuaries and National Estuarine Research Reserves closed


operations, we issued our Quick Looks product, we activated our Disaster Preparedness


Program, we contributed to the deployment of gliders to better understand storm


intensification, and we utilized real-time information from our newly launched Coastal


Inundation Dashboard, as well as our tried and tested Environmental Response Management


Application. We participated in multiple times a day briefings and, at one point, we had over


300 employees (including contractors, NOAA Corps Officers, and Sea Grant fellows) in the


area of impact.


Many of our staff and partners found themselves under local or state mandatory evacuation


orders as we embedded others at FEMA’s National Response Coordination Center. Across


NOAA, but particularly at NOS, during storm events, some employees find themselves


securing facilities and ensuring that staff are safe as others position teams and assets to


move into these same areas to assess damage and begin the long, hard work of helping


communities recover what's been lost. With all of our Mission Essential Functions now pre-

authorized by FEMA, NOS’ National Geodetic Survey and the Office of Coast Survey’s


Navigational Response Teams are collecting coastal imagery and conducting hydrographic


surveys in FL, GA, SC, and NC. Most importantly at NOS, we have no indications of any


injuries or major damage throughout our workforce or facilities nor those of our partners.


The potential seriousness of impacts from coastal hazards, such as tropical storms and


hurricanes, should never be underestimated nor trivialized. When NOAA’s National Weather


Service issues watches and warnings, like the general public, we must take them to heart.
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The potential seriousness of impacts from coastal hazards, such as tropical storms and


hurricanes, should never be underestimated nor trivialized. When NOAA’s National Weather


Service issues watches and warnings, like the general public, we must take them to heart.


The destruction and loss of life in the Bahamas is a reminder of the havoc these powerful


systems can wreak on coastal communities. I’m not a stranger to this notion as I grew up


along the Texas coast, experiencing multiple storm events. I’ve packed my bags, boarded up


my house, driven through the night to safety, and then driven home to uncertainty. People


living along the U.S. east coast experienced these or similar events as Hurricane Dorian


approached. They relied upon NOAA, including NOS’ products and services, to give them the


insights they needed to make difficult choices for themselves and their families. These people


included not only the general public, but NOS’ own employees, our partners, and many in our


extended NOAA family.


Like many of you, as Dorian turned northward after savaging the Bahamas, my heart was


with friends and family in the shifting area of impact. From Florida to the Carolinas, I was on


the phone with loved ones daily as they decided whether or not to evacuate, what to take


with them if they left, and about the potential for the damage they might come home to. As


Dorian approached, I spoke with NOAA colleagues across the southeast United States as they


also prepared for the storm - either in their personal lives, as professionals, or both. It is


because much of NOAA lives and works in coastal communities that the whole of our lives


are impacted by coastal hazards. It is because I consider NOAA part of my family that I


reached out to colleagues at the NWS’s National Hurricane Center, at OAR’s Atlantic


Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, at NOAA’s Office of Marine and Aviation


Operations, and elsewhere across the agency to check in on them and to offer words of


support and encouragement.


Across NOAA, we’ve dedicated our lives to collect, analyze, and disseminate information


critical to saving the lives of others. We stand by that information not only because we know


it to be the most accurate and authoritative available, but because we also may live and


work in harm's way during any given event. This is what's called having skin in the game - a


vested interest in the quality of our work and in the trust the public places in us as NOAA


employees and as members of local communities. Those we serve are often our friends and


neighbors. When we place a NOAA logo on the side of a building and come to work each day,


we send a very powerful signal to all - “We are here with you, we are doing all we can to


understand the potential risks of environmental and manmade hazards, and we will share


with you the best information we have so that we all might remain safe.”


Because of the accuracy and reliability of the tools and data that NOAA and NOS provides,


the American people are enabled to live and prosper in the coastal zone and across our great


nation. Our data and information are not only authoritative, but we strive to make how we


collect, analyze, and use these data transparent to the public - a hallmark of dedicated public


service and of our scientific and professional ethics. The continued public trust in NOAA and


in NOS is of paramount importance, and I want to recognize the men and women across


NOAA and NOS for their responsiveness, professionalism, commitment to service, as well as


to their love of the organization.


As a 22-year NOAA employee, I could not be more proud of how we prepared for, responded


to, and will continue to aid recovery from this complex storm and recent challenging events


associated with it. I am hopeful that NOAA’s response to Hurricane Dorian, a clear display of


courage and commitment and of what it means to us to wear the NOAA logo, will serve as a




reminder of what the NOAA mission means not just to us, but to the American people.


I have honorably served NOAA for most of my adult life and am fully invested in its continued


success. It is because of ALL of us who embody NOAA's slogan of science, service, and


stewardship that I am certain that our world-class reputation will endure beyond these


challenging times.


Steady as we go,


Nicole


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 3:30 PM Tanya Dobrzynski - NOAA Federal


<tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov> wrote:


Mary - Thanks for your suggestions.  T


----------------------

Deputy Director


NOAA Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs


202-482-3596


 (cell)


--

Nicole R. LeBoeuf


Acting Assistant Administrator


for Ocean Services and Coastal Zone Management


National Ocean Service


(301) 713-3074 office


(301) 713-4269 fax


 mobile
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Steven Cooper - NOAA Federal


From: Steven Cooper - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:55 PM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Meeting


Mary, 


Steven


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:29 PM Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


Absolutely.     I will be


at hydro meeting in Tuscaloosa Tuesday morning, and at NWA by the


afternoon.


Best,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


> On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:11 AM, Steven Cooper - NOAA Federal <steven.cooper@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> Mary, I know how busy the AA/DAA are during conferences like this. 


 If this can work for you, I’ll make the


arrangements.


>


> Thanks,


> Steven


> --

> Sent from Gmail Mobile


--
Steven G. Cooper


Director


Southern Region


National Weather Service


W 682-703-3700


C 
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:07 AM


To: George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


Cc: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal;


Steven Cooper


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


George: Just talked with Steven Cooper (ccd) and he will check back with a phone today.  Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:00 AM, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


Team, bringing this back up to the top of the inbox - is there a quiet moment today to


potentially dial Melbourne?


Thanks


G


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:00 PM


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


CC: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>, Andrea Bleistein - NOAA


Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, Bob Maxson <bob.maxson@noaa.gov>, Darin Figurskey


<darin.figurskey@noaa.gov>, Dr. Louis Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth -

NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jason Tuell - NOAA Federal


<jason.tuell@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal <jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>,


Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal <kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account <nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Steven


Cooper - NOAA Federal <steven.cooper@noaa.gov>, _NWS.Executive.Council


<nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Hey,


It would be good to follow up with Melbourne office.  They were the most upset of those I


talked with.  I think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their concern.  I told them


that he was set to speak at NWA and that they should listen to the speech.
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talked with.  I think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their concern.  I told them


that he was set to speak at NWA and that they should listen to the speech.


Kevin


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:28 PM John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Thanks Mary et al.  Know they appreciate personal touch and agree, amazing what simple


thank you does


JohnM


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:25 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


wrote:


John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington and Newport


WFO's, the SERFC, and the NHC and OPC ops desk.  I couldn't get through to a


person at Raleigh, and left a message for Chris Landsea (which was one of the


numbers I had).  We will see Raleigh next week, but I will call if anyone has the


forecast number.


I have to tell you that to a person, the folks on duty were very positive and really


appreciated the personal touch on a weekend shift.  Several mentioned the All


Hands email, and one person said "never underestimate the power of a pat on the


back."  Many enjoyed sharing some of the tricky elements of the forecast, and we


discussed local impacts.


I know we caught them a bit off guard, so also mentioned they could follow up if


they had questions.


I know we have folks that are very upset, and others who are understandably very


tired.  I will say, however, it is incredibly uplifting to also witness first hand the


resilience, and positive focus of so many who may not be quite as vocal.


Best,


Mary


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:46 PM John Potts - NOAA Federal


<john.potts@noaa.gov> wrote:


I reached Wakefield, Sterling, Mt. Holly, and Boston - all very appreciative of the


call.  Boston said they're getting a lot of kudos from their local customers.


CWSUs I get voicemail only - not sure how effective it is to leave a message.


Could not get through State College or New York's phone prompts to reach a


human.
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--

John E. Potts


Chief Financial Officer


NOAA National Weather Service


301 427-6911


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal


<andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see phone call


assignments below based upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes from the


call below.


Andrea


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson


- NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal <katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>,


_NWS OCOS <nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that have dealt


with Dorian. Additionally, I have listed the phone numbers for the National


Centers. These numbers will likely lead to a phone tree, in which you will have


to select the option to speak with a forecaster. If you need any additional


numbers, please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323
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Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794


AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 


Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kevin Cooley


Director, NWS OPPSD


SSMC2, Room 16212


301-427-9810 (office)


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 8:12 AM


To: Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


Mary: Our emails probably crossed. Sitting here with Steven and John.  Steven really wants to call so let’s


see what he can find out. Louis


--

Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director


NOAA/National Weather Service


1325 East West Highway


Silver Spring, MD  20910


301.713.9095


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:07 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


I can call them after I get to Tuscaloosa.


Best,


Mary


Sent from my iPhone


Mary Erickson


NOAA DAA for Wx Services


 (Cell)


On Sep 10, 2019, at 7:00 AM, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal <george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Team, bringing this back up to the top of the inbox - is there a quiet moment today


to potentially dial Melbourne?


Thanks


G


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Kevin Cooley - NOAA Federal <kevin.cooley@noaa.gov>


Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 9:00 PM


Subject: Re: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: John Murphy - NOAA Federal <john.d.murphy@noaa.gov>


CC: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal <alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>, Andrea


Bleistein - NOAA Federal <andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov>, Bob Maxson


<bob.maxson@noaa.gov>, Darin Figurskey <darin.figurskey@noaa.gov>, Dr. Louis


Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jason Tuell - NOAA Federal
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<bob.maxson@noaa.gov>, Darin Figurskey <darin.figurskey@noaa.gov>, Dr. Louis


Uccellini <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>, George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov>, Jason Tuell - NOAA Federal


<jason.tuell@noaa.gov>, Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal


<jeremy.andrucyk@noaa.gov>, Kenneth Graham - NOAA Federal


<kenneth.graham@noaa.gov>, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov>, NWS PCO - NOAA Service Account


<nws.pco@noaa.gov>, Steven Cooper - NOAA Federal <steven.cooper@noaa.gov>,


_NWS.Executive.Council <nws.executive.council@noaa.gov>


Hey,


It would be good to follow up with Melbourne office.  They were the most upset of


those I talked with.  I think the Louis’ remarks this morning likely addressed their


concern.  I told them that he was set to speak at NWA and that they should listen to


the speech.


Kevin


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:28 PM John Murphy - NOAA Federal


<john.d.murphy@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks Mary et al.  Know they appreciate personal touch and agree, amazing


what simple thank you does


JohnM


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 8, 2019, at 11:25 AM, Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal


<mary.erickson@noaa.gov> wrote:


John, Louis & team,


I made calls today to the Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Wilmington


and Newport WFO's, the SERFC, and the NHC and OPC ops desk.  I


couldn't get through to a person at Raleigh, and left a message for


Chris Landsea (which was one of the numbers I had).  We will see


Raleigh next week, but I will call if anyone has the forecast number.


I have to tell you that to a person, the folks on duty were very positive


and really appreciated the personal touch on a weekend shift.


Several mentioned the All Hands email, and one person said "never


underestimate the power of a pat on the back."  Many enjoyed


sharing some of the tricky elements of the forecast, and we discussed


local impacts.


I know we caught them a bit off guard, so also mentioned they could


follow up if they had questions.
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I know we have folks that are very upset, and others who are


understandably very tired.  I will say, however, it is incredibly


uplifting to also witness first hand the resilience, and positive focus of


so many who may not be quite as vocal.


Best,


Mary


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:46 PM John Potts - NOAA Federal


<john.potts@noaa.gov> wrote:


I reached Wakefield, Sterling, Mt. Holly, and Boston - all very


appreciative of the call.  Boston said they're getting a lot of kudos


from their local customers.  CWSUs I get voicemail only - not sure


how effective it is to leave a message.  Could not get through State


College or New York's phone prompts to reach a human.


--

John E. Potts


Chief Financial Officer


NOAA National Weather Service


301 427-6911


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 9:06 AM Andrea Bleistein - NOAA Federal


<andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov> wrote:


Good morning EC - Following up from the call. Please see


phone call assignments below based upon the list below:


Kevin Cooley: San Juan to Birmingham and WPC to SPC


Mary Erickson: Atlanta to Raleigh and NHC to OPC


John Potts: Wakefield to Boston


Jeremy is circulating short talking points. I have linked notes


from the call below.


Andrea


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 8:14 AM George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal


<george.jungbluth@noaa.gov> wrote:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alexandra Keclik - NOAA Federal


<alexandra.keclik@noaa.gov>


Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>,
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Date: Sat, Sep 7, 2019 at 3:21 PM


Subject: Phone Numbers for NWS Offices


To: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal <louis.uccellini@noaa.gov>,


Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal <mary.erickson@noaa.gov>


CC: Katie Collins Garrett - NOAA Federal


<katie.collins.garrett@noaa.gov>, _NWS OCOS


<nws.ocos@noaa.gov>


Hi Mary and Louis,


Here are the phone numbers for the WFOs, CWSUs, and RFCs that


have dealt with Dorian. Additionally, I have listed the phone


numbers for the National Centers. These numbers will likely lead


to a phone tree, in which you will have to select the option to


speak with a forecaster. If you need any additional numbers,


please let me know.


San Juan, 787-253-4586


Key West 305-295-1316


Miami 305-229-4522


Miami CWSU 305-716-1635


Tampa 813-645-2323


Melbourne 321-255-0212


Jacksonville 904-741-4370


Jacksonville CWSU 904-549-1844


Tallahassee 850-942-8833


Birmingham 205-664-3010


Atlanta 770-486-1133


Atlanta SERFC 770-486-0028


Charleston 843-744-1436


Columbia 803-765-5501


Wilmington 910-762-4289


Newport, NC 252-223-5122


Raleigh 919-326-1042


Wakefield 757-899-4200


Sterling 703-996-2200


Washington CWSU 703-771-3449


Philadelphia/Mount Holly 609-261-6600


State College Mid-Atlantic RFC 814-234-2401


New York 631-924-0037


  NY CWSU : 631-468-1082


Boston 508-622-3250


Boston CWSU 603-879-6326


Boston NERFC 508-622-3300


NHC/HSU 305-229-4436


NHC/TAFB 305-229-4446


OPC 301-683-1520


WPC 240-554-7794
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AWC 816-584-7239


SPC 405-325-2080


--

Alexandra Keclik


Executive Officer


Office of the Assistant Administrator


National Weather Service Headquarters


Cell: 


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile


--

Andrea J. Bleistein


andrea.bleistein@noaa.gov


(o) 301-427-6908


(c) 

Weather-Ready Nation


NOAA National Weather Service

Office of Organizational Excellence


http://www.weather.gov/ooe/

Excellence in Government Fellow


--

Mary Erickson


Deputy Assistant Administrator


NOAA's National Weather Service

O: 301-713-0711


C: 

www.weather.gov


--

Kevin Cooley


Director, NWS OPPSD


SSMC2, Room 16212


301-427-9810 (office)


--

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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Sent from Gmail Mobile




Gary Shigenaka - NOAA Federal


From: Gary Shigenaka - NOAA Federal


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 8:03 PM


To: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: A plea from the trenches


Dear RADM Gallaudet,


Thank you VERY much for your reply.  I certainly did not mean any disrespect to any of our leadership, but I


was frankly astonished when news of that press release hit the proverbial streets on Friday.  This entire


episode has unfolded like a series of nested memes, like one of those Russian dolls, but it was only at the


end of the week that they began to get increasingly troubling.


Please know that I have faith in you, especially, to do right by all of your employees, as you have repeatedly


demonstrated an interest, involvement, and connection with us over your time in NOAA.  And that is deeply


appreciated, as you have engaged us in a way that is really unprecedented in the time that I have spent in


the agency.


I think most of us, even in the far-flung reaches of the field, understand that these are trying times for


anyone in leadership positions in the federal government.  And we appreciate the cover that you afford us


so that we can continue to do our jobs and serve the interests of the American public.  I believe that NOAA


and its lines offices continue to be well-regarded among members of the public as well as our colleagues in


other agencies, industry, and NGOs.  But it is a precious commodity, this standing, and I worry that harm


done to it will be difficult to mend and long-lasting.


So, we will soldier on out here and allow you back there to deal with the larger context of things.  To that


end:  good luck and godspeed!  And again, thank you.


With even greater respect,


gary shigenaka


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:48 AM Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal <timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Gary,


I’ve written you before with genuine appreciation for the fine


contributions made by you in OR&R and everyone in NOAA.


https://response.restoration.noaa.gov/minds-behind-orr-meet-marine-biologist-gary-shigenaka


  So please accept Neil’s reply as a sincere acknowledgement of a


press release we did not approve or support. You know from my multiple


messages to you and your colleagues that we respect and stand behind


your service and scientific integrity.


With gratitude and respect,


Rear Admiral Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D., U.S. Navy (ret)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere/


Deputy NOAA Administrator
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Deputy NOAA Administrator


> On Sep 8, 2019, at 5:41 PM, Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> Gary,


>


> This whole thing is being blown way out of proportion and politicized.  The so-called tweet said


absolutely no chance of impacts and NHC guidance was calling for 5-30%.  The forecast office did the right


thing to calm the nerves of citizens. I love NOAA. I am so proud of everything you all do.


>


> You have no idea how hard I’m fighting to keep politics out of science.  We are an objective science


agency, and we won’t and never will base any decisions on anything other than science.


>


> -Neil


>


>


>> On Sep 8, 2019, at 12:28 AM, Gary Shigenaka - NOAA Federal <gary.shigenaka@noaa.gov> wrote:


>>


>> Dear Dr. Jacobs,


>>


>> I am a 40-year NOAA scientist.  Please address this crisis in moral leadership our agency is facing.  I


think you know very well what an incredible group of dedicated employees you have.  Please reassure


those of us who serve the public, and do so with commitment and humility that we are not mere pawns in


an absurd game.  Please do not allow the science and support that we perform on behalf of the American


public to be tossed into the trash heap by political expediencies.  Please support us and stand with us.


Please.


>>


>> With great respect,


>>


>> gary shigenaka


>> Seattle, WA


>>


>>


>> --

>> Gary Shigenaka


>> Senior Biologist


>> NOAA/Emergency Response Division


>> Seattle, WA


>> (206)-953-8400


>


--

Gary Shigenaka


Senior Biologist


NOAA/Emergency Response Division


Seattle, WA


(206)-953-8400
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Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


From: Wendy Lewis - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 7:00 AM


To: timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov


Subject: Out of the office Re: Hurricane Dorian and Exceptional Service


Thank you for your e-mail. I am out of the office on work travel until September 9 with limited email access.


If you need immediate assistance please contact Tanya Dobrzynski at Tanya.dobrzynski@noaa.gov.


Kindly,


Wendy


--

Wendy Lewis


Director


Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


Direct: (202) 482.5448 Cell:  Email: wendy.lewis@noaa.gov
(b)(6)



Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


From: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:38 PM


To: Gary Shigenaka - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: A plea from the trenches


Gary,


That is incredibly kind of you. Many are asking why I don’t speak out, and that’s because I am just n Palau to


chair the aUS Coral Reef Task Force Meeting. Dr Jacobs speaks at the National Weather Association


tomorrow, and he is going to set the record straight.


Thank you aga, and take care.


Tim


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


On Sep 9, 2019, at 9:03 AM, Gary Shigenaka - NOAA Federal <gary.shigenaka@noaa.gov> wrote:


Dear RADM Gallaudet,


Thank you VERY much for your reply.  I certainly did not mean any disrespect to any of our


leadership, but I was frankly astonished when news of that press release hit the proverbial


streets on Friday.  This entire episode has unfolded like a series of nested memes, like one of


those Russian dolls, but it was only at the end of the week that they began to get increasingly


troubling.


Please know that I have faith in you, especially, to do right by all of your employees, as you


have repeatedly demonstrated an interest, involvement, and connection with us over your time


in NOAA.  And that is deeply appreciated, as you have engaged us in a way that is really


unprecedented in the time that I have spent in the agency.


I think most of us, even in the far-flung reaches of the field, understand that these are trying


times for anyone in leadership positions in the federal government.  And we appreciate the


cover that you afford us so that we can continue to do our jobs and serve the interests of the


American public.  I believe that NOAA and its lines offices continue to be well-regarded among


members of the public as well as our colleagues in other agencies, industry, and NGOs.  But it is


a precious commodity, this standing, and I worry that harm done to it will be difficult to mend


and long-lasting.


So, we will soldier on out here and allow you back there to deal with the larger context of


things.  To that end:  good luck and godspeed!  And again, thank you.


With even greater respect,


gary shigenaka


mailto:gary.shigenaka@noaa.gov


With even greater respect,


gary shigenaka


On Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 2:48 AM Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


<timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Gary,


I’ve written you before with genuine appreciation for the fine


contributions made by you in OR&R and everyone in NOAA.


https://response.restoration.noaa.gov/minds-behind-orr-meet-marine-biologist-gary-

shigenaka


  So please accept Neil’s reply as a sincere acknowledgement of a


press release we did not approve or support. You know from my multiple


messages to you and your colleagues that we respect and stand behind


your service and scientific integrity.


With gratitude and respect,


Rear Admiral Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D., U.S. Navy (ret)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere/


Deputy NOAA Administrator


> On Sep 8, 2019, at 5:41 PM, Neil Jacobs - NOAA Federal <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> Gary,


>


> This whole thing is being blown way out of proportion and politicized.  The so-called tweet


said absolutely no chance of impacts and NHC guidance was calling for 5-30%.  The forecast


office did the right thing to calm the nerves of citizens. I love NOAA. I am so proud of


everything you all do.


>


> You have no idea how hard I’m fighting to keep politics out of science.  We are an objective


science agency, and we won’t and never will base any decisions on anything other than


science.


>


> -Neil


>


>


>> On Sep 8, 2019, at 12:28 AM, Gary Shigenaka - NOAA Federal <gary.shigenaka@noaa.gov>


wrote:


>>


>> Dear Dr. Jacobs,


>>


>> I am a 40-year NOAA scientist.  Please address this crisis in moral leadership our agency is


facing.  I think you know very well what an incredible group of dedicated employees you


have.  Please reassure those of us who serve the public, and do so with commitment and


humility that we are not mere pawns in an absurd game.  Please do not allow the science and


support that we perform on behalf of the American public to be tossed into the trash heap by


mailto:timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov
https://response.restoration.noaa.gov/minds-behind-orr-meet-marine-biologist-gary-shigenaka
mailto:neil.jacobs@noaa.gov
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political expediencies.  Please support us and stand with us.  Please.


>>


>> With great respect,


>>


>> gary shigenaka


>> Seattle, WA


>>


>>


>> --

>> Gary Shigenaka


>> Senior Biologist


>> NOAA/Emergency Response Division


>> Seattle, WA


>> (206)-953-8400


>


--

Gary Shigenaka


Senior Biologist


NOAA/Emergency Response Division


Seattle, WA


(206)-953-8400




Michael Silah


From: Michael Silah


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:38 AM


To: julie.roberts@noaa.gov


Subject: Fwd: NOS' Response to Hurricane Dorian


RADM Michael J. Silah


Director, NOAA Corps and


Office of Marine and Aviation Operations


8403 Colesville Road, Suite 500


Silver Spring, MD 20910


301-713-7600 (w)


 (m)


Begin forwarded message:


---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Nicole LeBoeuf - NOAA Federal <nicole.leboeuf@noaa.gov>


Date: Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 4:11 PM


Subject: NOS' Response to Hurricane Dorian


To: _NOS All Hands <nosallhands@noaa.gov>


Cc: Benjamin Friedman - NOAA Federal <benjamin.friedman@noaa.gov>


Good afternoon NOS,


I am writing to express to you how deeply grateful I am for NOS’s and for NOAA’s collective


response to Hurricane Dorian. I could not be more proud of how well we performed and


continue to perform as much of the work, particularly for NOS, is just getting started.


NOS employees' performance leading up to and during Hurricane Dorian was and remains


exemplary. Last week wasn't easy for any of us caught up in the human and environmental


impacts associated with this event. To give you a partial sense of the scale of Hurricane


Dorian's footprint on NOS and our partners, we activated our Incident Management Team,


multiple National Marine Sanctuaries and National Estuarine Research Reserves closed


operations, we issued our Quick Looks product, we activated our Disaster Preparedness


Program, we contributed to the deployment of gliders to better understand storm


intensification, and we utilized real-time information from our newly launched Coastal


Inundation Dashboard, as well as our tried and tested Environmental Response Management


Application. We participated in multiple times a day briefings and, at one point, we had over


300 employees (including contractors, NOAA Corps Officers, and Sea Grant fellows) in the area


of impact.


Many of our staff and partners found themselves under local or state mandatory evacuation


orders as we embedded others at FEMA’s National Response Coordination Center. Across


NOAA, but particularly at NOS, during storm events, some employees find themselves securing


facilities and ensuring that staff are safe as others position teams and assets to move into these
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orders as we embedded others at FEMA’s National Response Coordination Center. Across


NOAA, but particularly at NOS, during storm events, some employees find themselves securing


facilities and ensuring that staff are safe as others position teams and assets to move into these


same areas to assess damage and begin the long, hard work of helping communities recover


what's been lost. With all of our Mission Essential Functions now pre-authorized by FEMA, NOS’


National Geodetic Survey and the Office of Coast Survey’s Navigational Response Teams are


collecting coastal imagery and conducting hydrographic surveys in FL, GA, SC, and NC. Most


importantly at NOS, we have no indications of any injuries or major damage throughout our


workforce or facilities nor those of our partners.


The potential seriousness of impacts from coastal hazards, such as tropical storms and


hurricanes, should never be underestimated nor trivialized. When NOAA’s National Weather


Service issues watches and warnings, like the general public, we must take them to heart. The


destruction and loss of life in the Bahamas is a reminder of the havoc these powerful systems


can wreak on coastal communities. I’m not a stranger to this notion as I grew up along the


Texas coast, experiencing multiple storm events. I’ve packed my bags, boarded up my house,


driven through the night to safety, and then driven home to uncertainty. People living along the


U.S. east coast experienced these or similar events as Hurricane Dorian approached. They


relied upon NOAA, including NOS’ products and services, to give them the insights they needed


to make difficult choices for themselves and their families. These people included not only the


general public, but NOS’ own employees, our partners, and many in our extended NOAA family.


Like many of you, as Dorian turned northward after savaging the Bahamas, my heart was with


friends and family in the shifting area of impact. From Florida to the Carolinas, I was on the


phone with loved ones daily as they decided whether or not to evacuate, what to take with


them if they left, and about the potential for the damage they might come home to. As Dorian


approached, I spoke with NOAA colleagues across the southeast United States as they also


prepared for the storm - either in their personal lives, as professionals, or both. It is because


much of NOAA lives and works in coastal communities that the whole of our lives are impacted


by coastal hazards. It is because I consider NOAA part of my family that I reached out to


colleagues at the NWS’s National Hurricane Center, at OAR’s Atlantic Oceanographic and


Meteorological Laboratory, at NOAA’s Office of Marine and Aviation Operations, and


elsewhere across the agency to check in on them and to offer words of support and


encouragement.


Across NOAA, we’ve dedicated our lives to collect, analyze, and disseminate information critical


to saving the lives of others. We stand by that information not only because we know it to be


the most accurate and authoritative available, but because we also may live and work in harm's


way during any given event. This is what's called having skin in the game - a vested interest in


the quality of our work and in the trust the public places in us as NOAA employees and as


members of local communities. Those we serve are often our friends and neighbors. When we


place a NOAA logo on the side of a building and come to work each day, we send a very


powerful signal to all - “We are here with you, we are doing all we can to understand the


potential risks of environmental and man hazards, and we will share with you the best


information we have so that we all might remain safe.”


Because of the accuracy and reliability of the tools and data that NOAA and NOS provides, the


American people are enabled to live and prosper in the coastal zone and across our great


nation. Our data and information are not only authoritative, but we strive to make how we


collect, analyze, and use these data transparent to the public - a hallmark of dedicated public




service and of our scientific and professional ethics. The continued public trust in NOAA and in


NOS is of paramount importance, and I want to recognize the men and women across NOAA


and NOS for their responsiveness, professionalism, commitment to service, as well as to their


love of the organization.


Because of the accuracy and reliability of the tools and data that NOAA and NOS provides, the


American people are enabled to live and prosper in the coastal zone and across our great


nation. Our data and information are not only authoritative, but we strive to make how we


collect, analyze, and use these data transparent to the public - a hallmark of dedicated public


service and of our scientific and professional ethics. The continued public trust in NOAA and in


NOS is of paramount importance, and I want to recognize the men and women across NOAA


and NOS for their responsiveness, professionalism, commitment to service, as well as to their


love of the organization.


As a 22-year NOAA employee, I could not be more proud of how we prepared for, responded to,


and will continue to aid recovery from this complex storm and recent challenging events


associated with it. I am hopeful that NOAA’s response to Hurricane Dorian, a clear display of


courage and commitment and of what it means to us to wear the NOAA logo, will serve as a


reminder of what the NOAA mission means not just to us, but to the American people.


I have honorably served NOAA for most of my adult life and am fully invested in its continued


success. It is because of ALL of us who embody NOAA's slogan of science, service, and


stewardship that I am certain that our world-class reputation will endure beyond these


challenging times.


Steady as we go,


Nicole


--

Nicole R. LeBoeuf


Acting Assistant Administrator


for Ocean Services and Coastal Zone Management


National Ocean Service


(301) 713-3074 office


(301) 713-4269 fax


 mobile


--

Nicole R. LeBoeuf


Acting Assistant Administrator


for Ocean Services and Coastal Zone Management


National Ocean Service


(301) 713-3074 office


(301) 713-4269 fax


 mobile
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Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 6:48 PM


To: Michael Silah - NOAA Federal


Subject: FYI


WASHINGTON — The Secretary of Commerce threatened to fire top employees at NOAA on Friday after the


agency’s Birmingham office contradicted President Trump’s claim that Hurricane Dorian might hit Alabama,


according to three people familiar with the discussion.


That threat led to an unusual, unsigned statement later that Friday by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric


Administration disavowing the office’s own position that Alabama was not at risk. The reversal caused


widespread anger within the agency and drew criticism from the scientific community that NOAA, a division


of the Commerce Department, had been bent to political purposes.


Officials at the White House and the Commerce Department declined to comment on administration


involvement in the NOAA statement.


The actions by the Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur L. Ross Jr., are the latest developments in a political


imbroglio that began more than a week ago, when Dorian was bearing down on the Bahamas and Mr. Trump


wrote on Twitter that Alabama would be hit “harder than anticipated.” A few minutes later, the National


Weather Service in Birmingham, Ala., posted on Twitter that “Alabama will NOT see any impacts from


Dorian. We repeat, no impacts from Hurricane Dorian will be felt across Alabama.”


Mr. Trump persisted in saying that Alabama was at risk and a few days later, on Sept. 4, he displayed a


NOAA map that appeared to have been altered with a black Sharpie to include Alabama in the area


potentially affected by Dorian.


Mr. Ross, the commerce secretary, intervened two days later, early last Friday, according to the three people


familiar with his actions. Mr. Ross phoned Neil Jacobs, the acting administrator of NOAA, from Greece


where the secretary was traveling for meetings and instructed Dr. Jacobs to fix the agency’s perceived


contradiction of the president.


Dr. Jacobs objected to the demand and was told that the political staff at NOAA would be fired if the situation


was not fixed, according to the three individuals, who requested anonymity because they were not authorized


to discuss the episode. Unlike career government employees, political staff are appointed by the


administration. They usually include a handful of top officials, such as Dr. Jacobs, and their aides.


However, a senior administration official who asked not to be identified when discussing internal


deliberations said that the Birmingham office had been wrong and that NOAA had simply done the


responsible thing and corrected the record.


That official suggested the Twitter post by the Birmingham forecasters had been motivated by a desire to


embarrass the president more than concern for the safety of people in Alabama. The official provided no


evidence to support that conclusion.


On Monday, Craig N. McLean, NOAA’s acting chief scientist, sent an email to staff members notifying the


agency that he was looking into “potential violations” in the agency’s decision to ultimately back Mr.


Trump’s statements rather than those of its own scientists. He called the agency’s action “a danger to public


health and safety.”


Dr. Jacobs is scheduled to speak Tuesday at a weather industry conference in Huntsville, Ala.


On Monday, the National Weather Service director, Louis W. Uccellini, got a standing ovation from


conference attendees when he praised the work of the Birmingham office and said staff members there had


acted “with one thing in mind, public safety” when they contradicted Mr. Trump’s claim that Alabama was at


risk.


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/06/us/politics/trump-alabama-dorian.html?module=inline
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1168174613827899393
https://twitter.com/NWSBirmingham/status/1168179647667814400




Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


From: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 7:03 PM


To: OAR PCO - NOAA Service Account; Chad Meckley - NOAA Federal; Katherine Brogan -

NOAA Federal


Subject: RE: Donuts


Brittany


Yes, Neil likes to take donuts when he visits a WFO. I recommend stopping on the way and he will run in to


pick up a dozen or so. Don’t need to worry about ordering ahead of time. Thanks for finding a location they


look yummy.


Kindest regards,


Julie Kay Roberts, CEM


Deputy Chief of Staff


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration


“You can tell a lot about a fellow’s character by his way of eating jelly beans.” President Ronald Reagan


From: OAR PCO - NOAA Service Account <oar.pco@noaa.gov>


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 11:28 AM


To: Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>; Chad Meckley - NOAA Federal


<chad.meckley@noaa.gov>; Katherine Brogan - NOAA Federal <katherine.brogan@noaa.gov>


Subject: Donuts


Hi Julie,


 I understand that Dr. Jacobs would like to take donuts to the WFO on Saturday morning. I have found a donut


shop that is about a 5 minute drive from Nico's (restuarant where we will have breakfast). I would recommend


that we order the donuts in advance and then swing by to pick them up when we leave Nico's en route to the


WFO so that we do not have to wait (aooarently the place is popular). Here is the link to the shop:


https://www.kamehamehabakeryhi.com/menu

I am happy to place this order if you would let me know how many donuts he would like to bring and if he has


any flavor preferences.


Thanks,


Brittany


--
Brittany Croll


Program Coordination Officer for NOAA Research


Office of the Under Secretary


U.S. Department of Commerce


Cell: 


Office (HCHB): 202-482-1075
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